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Preface

My first encounter with mortgage market economics was in the process of

researching and writing my PhD on the impact of financial deregulation

on housing and mortgage demand in the United Kingdom. Two salient

points became apparent during the completion of that work. One was the

large extent of research into mortgage market issues in the United States, a

volume of literature that has been added to significantly since the comple-

tion of my thesis in 1995. The second point was the dearth of comparable

research on the microeconomic foundations of mortgage choices for the

United Kingdom.

This book represents both my own personal, post PhD, journey deeper and

wider into the microeconomics of the mortgage market and the significant

progress made in this field, particularly in the United States, over the last

few years. The book has several important aims. One of these is to inform

and motivate further research into the microeconomics of mortgage

markets. The second is to provide an organised research resource encom-

passing the voluminous literature in this area of study. This includes the

highlighting of key research findings and outstanding issues. The work

will also present some of my own, mainly empirical, work on household

mortgage choices in the United Kingdom.

The emphasis of the book is undoubtedly upon the microeconomics of

mortgage choices, including mortgage demand, contract designs, rationing

and separating equilibrium in the mortgage market. Other choices

include choice of mortgage instrument, amortisation and payment flexi-

bility and default and prepayment behaviour based upon the embedded put

and call options in mortgage contracts. It is these microeconomic areas

that have been the main focus of study in the United States. There is no

attempt to duplicate the excellent work of economists such as Miles (1994)

who review the importance of mortgage designs for national economic

performance, though these issues will be kept in mind. Neither does the

book focus upon the theory of financial firms or market structures. In-

stead, lender behaviour will be evaluated indirectly, for example through

issues in contract design, mortgage pricing and separating equilibrium.

The growing importance of the secondary mortgage market and mortgage

securitisation, with cash flows originating from pools of individual mort-

gages, has heightened the need to understand the microeconomics of

consumers’ mortgage choices. Indeed the growth in the securitised mort-

gage market in the United States is no doubt partly responsible for the



dramatic growth of interest in mortgage market issues. The United

Kingdom and European secondary mortgage markets are also growing

and a book on the microeconomics of the mortgage market provides a

timely resource to those active and interested in this extremely important

financial market.

The book will be of direct interest and assistance to housing and real estate

economists, the general economist interested in this important market-

place, financial economists, decision-makers in financial institutions and

real estate thinkers and practitioners. Though aimed primarily at post-

graduate research and teaching, the book would be a useful resource for

undergraduate specialist courses in real estate economics and finance. It is

hoped that the book will also appeal to professionals active in the mort-

gage market, including investment analysts and professional market par-

ticipants in secondary mortgage market activity. Though some of the

issues covered invite mathematical treatment and a little knowledge of

the language of econometric analysis, the general line of argument should

be accessible to the non-mathematical reader with a general background in

finance and economics.

xii Preface
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1
An Introduction to Mortgage Market

Economics

General background

For those countries with large and extensive mortgage markets, such as

the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK), mortgage finance

can be the single most important source of personal borrowing, dominat-

ing the balance sheets of many households. Thus the size, extent and the

contractual features of mortgage finance are bound to have important

implications for the national economic performance of many countries,

along with individual and social welfare. Given the benefits of owner

occupation, access to mortgage credit can significantly effect life chances,

for example equity can be withdrawn to finance education and owners

have access to an asset which materially effects wealth (Stephens 2000).

Equity extraction can also be used to finance the purchase of business or

other assets (Disney et al. 2002; Jones 1993, 1994, 1995) complicating the

link between mortgage and housing demand.

Governments in developing economies have begun to recognise the im-

portance of a mortgage market for channelling funds into the housing

sector. Mortgage loans can expand housing to meet the needs of lower

income households, deepening capital markets in such countries. In some

cases developing economies have been assisted by the introduction of a

secondary mortgage market which has increased liquidity, facilitating

further mortgage market development, for example programmes in South

Africa and Argentina.1 The study of mortgage markets in developing

economies is receiving increasing academic attention (Lea 1994). Alvayay

& Schwartz (1997) study the case of Chile, while Lea & Bernstein (1996)

demonstrate the importance of mortgage contract design for Mexico. Jaffee

& Renaud (1998) consider the advantages of a secondary mortgage market



and the conditions required for its development in the transition

economies in Eastern Europe. Thus the study of mortgage contracts and

mortgage markets is a truly international concern.

The growth of secondary mortgage markets, and their refinement through

securitisation where pools of mortgages are packaged for sale to investors

who receive interest and capital payments, has been a major spur to

research into the mortgage choices of households. For example, both the

prepayment of mortgage debt and default on payments have implications

for the cash flows accruing to mortgage-backed securities (MBS). These

phenomenon then effect the valuation of these financial instruments. The

MBS market is now substantial, particularly important in the US, and of

growing significance in other countries and Europe. Securitisation can lead

to the integration of mortgage markets with other capital markets, reduced

interest rates for borrowers, with a reduction in mortgage credit rationing.

When mortgage markets are inefficient they place restrictions and implicit

taxes on the operation of other capital markets. However, efficient mort-

gage markets facilitate efficiency in other capital markets, the market for

housing and labour markets (Jaffee & Renaud 1995, 1998). Thus household

behaviour is more integrated with the broader capital market picture. To

gain a thorough understanding of MBS valuation we must consider the

mortgage choices of households.

The mortgage choices of households covered in this book include the size of

mortgage, the rate of debt repayment (amortisation), choice of mortgage

instrument, prepayment of mortgage debt and default. We shall have to

consider these choices in the context of both perfect capital markets, and

imperfect capital markets withasymmetric information andcredit rationing.

Chapter 2 will show how the demand for mortgage debt can provide a focus

for the study of other mortgage market choices. This current chapter provides

some of the important background to understanding household decision

making in mortgage markets, presenting the structure of the book.

Actual mortgage choices cannot be entirely divorced from the housing

finance systems and broader economies of which they are a part, so we

briefly consider some important institutional and policy differences be-

tween markets. Given the source of most of the research reported in this

book, particular attention will be given to comparisons between the US

and the UK, with comparisons of research results for the two economies

also presented in the majority of chapters.

A key theme of the book is the importance of mortgage contract design;

for example, the potential impact of different mortgage instruments on

2 Economics of the Mortgage Market



housing demand, the sharing of risk between borrowers and lenders and

the role of contract choice in signalling borrower characteristics. Empirical

research in the US has enquired into the impact of the adjustable rate

mortgage on the stability of the housing market (Brueckner & Follain

1989; Goodman 1992; Gabriel & Rosenthal 1993). In the UK there has

been concern over the prevalence of variable rate debt which effects the

sensitivity of economic conditions to changes in short-term interest rates

(Maclennan et al. 1998; Chinloy 1995; Britton & Whitley 1997; Munchau

1997). Prescribed loan-to-value ratios are an important feature of

mortgage contract design that can impact upon a households’ tenure

choice and savings behaviour (Slemrod 1982; Hayashi et al. 1988). These

are all examples of different mortgage designs having wider economic

implications. Why we observe different mortgage contracts and how

households choose are important topics for this book. Moreover, the

choice set that consumers face can vary significantly between different

housing finance systems.

The different mortgage markets

Roche (1999) notes how debt financing has emerged as the ‘nearly univer-

sal alternative’ to paying for a house outright, obtaining the generally

valued benefits of home ownership. She evokes the sense of an inter-

national phenomenon nicely by citing examples of the many names

given to mortgage debt throughout the world, financiación de la vivienda

in Mexico, credit au logement in France.2 Internationally there are a

variety of mortgage instruments. This variety reflects the degree of com-

petition in the respective mortgage markets, together with the institu-

tional and regulatory features of the housing finance systems which

delimit the risks faced by lenders and borrowers. This book adopts the

view that the fundamental nature of mortgage contracts, their variety and

household choices, can also be understood in theoretical terms, and that the

extant empirical studies offer insights along with methodologies which

can be applicable in many economies. However, we do need to note the

significant differences between the main housing finance systems.

This section of the book motivates our study of mortgage market econom-

ics by noting the importance of variations in the form and use of mortgage

finance in different parts of the world. Because most econometric research

is located in North America (the US and Canada) and the UK, there will be

an emphasis upon comparisons of the housing finance systems of these

countries, with the UK market placed in its European context. Identifying

some of the key characteristics of these markets is important for the

Introduction to Mortgage Market Economics 3



interpretation of empirical studies. Finally, mortgage markets are not

static but ever changing and produce heterogeneous mortgage products.

The reasons for the heterogeneity of mortgage contracts, with the implica-

tions of this variety, form another key theme of this book. Though mort-

gage markets are dynamic and complex, the conceptual tools presented

should assist in the continuing analysis and study of this important

marketplace.

In the UK in 1998, mortgage debt constituted 57% of Gross National

Product. This figure was as high as 69% in Denmark, and 65% in the

Netherlands. Austria, however, had mortgage debt of just 5% of GNP3

demonstrating that there can be significant international differences in the

importance of this market (see Table 1.1). For the US the volume of

residential mortgages is estimated at $3 trillion dollars (2000), representing

a doubling of the figure over 10 years. This is compared to a US figure for

government borrowing of $5 trillion.4 Outside of Europe and the US,

Canada has mortgage debt on residential properties of 33% of household

net worth (1999).5 In Australia in 1999 there were 2.3 million homeowners

with a mortgage (that is 31% of all Australian households).6 Thus for many

economies the mortgage market is very large and important. For some

Table 1.1 Outstanding Residential Mortgage Debt In the European Union

Country
Outstanding residential
mortgage debt/GDP 19981

Trend in outstanding residential
mortgage debt (1990–1998)2

Belgium 25 6.9
Denmark 69 7.0
Germany 53 8.6
Greece 7 16.3
Spain 24 13.8
France 21 1.3
Ireland 27 15.5
Italy 8 11.7
Luxembourg 26 –
Netherlands 65 11.4
Austria 5 –
Portugal 26 24.6
Finland 30 2.4
Sweden 50 4.7
United Kingdom 57 5.7
Norway 42 4.2

Notes:
1 The figures for Austria include commercial mortgages
2 The figures for Germany and Sweden relate to the trend growth in residential and
commercial mortgages

Source: Hypostat, 1988–1998, Mortgage and Property Markets in the European Union and

Norway, European Mortgage Federation (Tables 3 and Table 4).
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countries beginning at a low base, such as Greece and Spain, the trend rate

of growth in this market is high (see Table 1.1).

Several factors explain international differences in the size and economic

significance of mortgage markets. Explanations include differences in the

size and quality of the housing stock, variations in the proportion of

houses that are owner-occupied properties, together with the range of

mortgage instruments available. Variations in the legal and regulatory

frameworks can also limit or encourage this market effecting the range

and type of mortgage design. Differences in the general economic environ-

ment (e.g. monetary and fiscal factors including the subsidisation of mort-

gage interest payments), and the history of the housing finance systems

can also create variety. The location and amount of research on the eco-

nomics of mortgage choice reflects the sophistication and size of the

mortgage markets concerned. Thus the US has provided the most prolific

output of research in this area, a factor reflected in most of the literature

referred to in this book.

Why differences in housing finance systems are important

Lea (2000) describes an evolutionary path for a housing finance system. It

begins with informal lending for house purchase with this role eventually

adopted by specialised financial intermediaries. These intermediaries may

be mutual societies, owned by shareholders, or ‘special circuits’ provided

through government-backed agencies. The final phase is mortgage market

securitisation and the integration of the housing finance system with

other capital markets. Different economies will be at different stages in

this process so we will observe significant differences in housing finance

systems, including prevalent mortgage designs. For Europe, Maclennan et

al. (1998, p. 62) observes that ‘[h]ousing finance lenders within Europe

have evolved within national boundaries, and reflect the influence of

localised origins and national policies’. Even with financial deregulation

post–1980, these histories have been modified to different degrees. So

different housing finance systems provide the background to mortgage

choices.

The implicit subsidisation of fixed rate debt via Federal guarantees in the

US, with the role of government sponsored agencies in standardising

products for securitisation, might explain the prevalence and popularity

of the fixed rate mortgage (FRM). The subsidisation of life insurance

premiums on UK endowment mortgages, up to 1984, and tax relief on

mortgage interest payments at source (MIRAS), until April 2000, might

Introduction to Mortgage Market Economics 5



explain the initial popularity of the endowment mortgage. The UK has

seen several shifts in the nature of property taxation; prior to the current

council tax there was a shift from a system of rates to a poll tax, which was

estimated to have had a significant impact upon housing demand

(Rosenthal 1999). Stephens (2000) notes how offering cheap funds to

some financial intermediaries prevents the convergence of European mort-

gage markets, also different legal systems inhibit the emergence of a

standard mortgage product.

The theory of mortgage demand to be discussed in Chapter 2 will suggest a

common decision-making framework for utility maximising consumers.

In a perfectly competitive no arbitrage economy, with perfect capital

markets and no information problems, a comprehensive model of mort-

gage choices might suggest a common choice of mortgage instrument, or

at least an indifferent choice. The reasons why we do not observe a single

common contract design are explored throughout this book, and in Chap-

ter 7 in particular. However, differences in housing finance systems, and

government involvement, clearly offer part of the explanation for the

different contracts that we observe together with the borrowers’ menu of

choices. Housing finance systems will differ in efficiency and these differ-

ences will effect borrowers’ choices, investors’ opportunities and the

degree of integration with other capital markets.

There is a body of research that has been concerned with the comparative

efficiency of housing finance systems (Diamond & Lea 1992; Lea et al. 1997;

Stephens 2000). This efficiency can be viewed in the strict economic sense

of cost minimisation. Alternatively, it can be viewed as intermediation

efficiency (Diamond & Lea 1992; Stephens 2000). The measure of inter-

mediation efficiency used by Diamond & Lea is the difference between the

costs to society of mortgage finance, measured by mortgage interest pay-

ments plus origination fees, less the theoretical minimum cost, which is

the rate of interest on government debt of the same maturity. This margin

reflects the extant market distortions evident in the competitive structure

of the mortgage market, and any taxes and subsidies.

There are clearly technical difficulties associated with calculating inter-

mediation efficiency and using it to compare housing finance systems. For

example, it is difficult to find comparable mortgage contracts with which

to compare interest rates. Other factors such as the underlying market

conditions (e.g. competitiveness) that facilitate efficiency are also difficult

to evaluate. Diamond & Lea incorporate a number of qualitative judge-

ments to ascertain the impact of such factors. From the perspective of

this book the measure of intermediation efficiency also leaves out an

6 Economics of the Mortgage Market



important dimension. That is the fact that through regulation and market

distortion some housing finance systems exclude particular contracts

from the consumer’s menu of choices, or discourage them, e.g. long-run

fixed rate mortgages in the UK. In principle, the measurement of the

consumer’s willingness to pay for excluded contract designs would provide

a measure of any welfare loss (Diamond & Lea 1992).

The overall efficiency of a housing finance system can be judged by how

well it matches the preferences of both borrowers and investors. Thus a

mortgage finance system should be able to repackage the mortgage debt of

borrowers to create securities of interest to investors. Investors may be

better placed to bear the risk of holding mortgages than borrowers. The

extent to which this risk is repackaged for investors is another perspective

on housing finance efficiency (Jaffee & Renaud 1998). In the perfectly

efficient system the propositions of Modigliani & Miller hold and borrow-

ers would be indifferent between the choice of gearing and other features of

mortgage contracts. In fact, with complete markets even the securitisation

of mortgage debt cannot be justified, as investors could package their own

securities. With incomplete markets, and markets with liquidity and

information problems, we need to make a general judgement on how

well borrowers’ and investors’ needs are met.

To take an example of how an efficient housing finance system, with some

constraints, might operate, we consider the following. Residential loans

with high loan-to-value ratios and higher risk of default could be sold to

investors who wish to have some exposure to real estate markets. Low

loan-to-value ratio loans, with lower risk of default, would be sold to

investors such as pension funds who wanted a better match with their

liabilities. Even if borrowers were constrained by facing a standard loan-to-

value ratio, investment bankers could still package the mortgages and

issue junior and senior debt to match the preferences of each client

group. This would meet the need to repackage risk for investors, but a

fully efficient housing finance system should also meet the needs of

borrowers. When capital markets are imperfect this implies a variety of

mortgage instruments to reflect risk positions and cash flow needs.

Diamond & Lea found both the US and UK housing finance systems to be

high in comparative efficiency, though both systems have regulations and

distortions. For example, regulations on capital adequacy have limited

securitisation in the UK. In the US there are geographic limitations on

setting mortgage underwriting criterion for loans to be securitised. How-

ever, financial deregulation and increased competition in both economies

has led to a better match of contracts with consumer preferences. In the

Introduction to Mortgage Market Economics 7



UK the innovative use of credit derivatives has facilitated the supply of

short-term fixed rate debt. In the US the emergence of the adjustable rate

mortgage (ARM) has provided borrowers with a choice of risk exposure.

Consumers needs appear to be well met in competitive mortgage markets.

Some contracts might be less prevalent due to labour market and housing

market imperfections that inhibit residential mobility. For example, more

mobile households might be less willing to pay a premium for the risk to

the lender of prepayment (or risk incurring penalties) and thus choose an

adjustable (variable) rate mortgage rather than a long-term fixed rate con-

tract. Also, information asymmetries prevent the development of innova-

tive contracts that require specialised underwriting skills. The lack of

specialised underwriters then further exacerbates the information prob-

lem.7 Primary mortgage markets require underwriting and property valu-

ation skills to underpin any secondary mortgage market development.

Thus observed and excluded mortgage contracts can reflect other market

imperfections and information problems.

A source of variation in available mortgage contracts that has major impli-

cations for household choices is the maximum loan-to-value ratio.

Diamond & Lea note that the down payment required of borrowers varies

significantly between housing finance systems. In a life cycle decision-

making framework a large minimum deposit can defer entry into owner

occupation. This requirement can distort life cycle consumption as

households save to purchase the house (Artle & Varaya 1978). Tax incen-

tives to borrowing, in the form of a subsidy on the mortgage interest rate,

encourage early entry into owner occupation, but this contradicts the

desire to postpone consumption to accumulate a deposit (Slemrod 1982;

Hayashi et al. 1988). Theoretical work has demonstrated the importance of

down payment requirements for the timing of entry into own occupation,

and its impact upon house price cycles (Stein 1995; Ortalo-Magné & Rady

1998, 1999, 2002). Combinations of loan-to-value ratios and interest rates

can also form the basis of separating equilibrium in the mortgage market

(Brueckner 2000). This source of variation in mortgage contract design will

recur in discussions throughout this book.

In summary, housing finance systems exhibit different degrees of effi-

ciency. In a general sense efficiency can be viewed as the capacity to meet

both the needs of investors and borrowers. Incomplete markets, informa-

tion problems, market distortions and subsidies explain both the prevalent

contract choices that face consumers, along with the choices that are not

made available to them. Mortgage choices must be viewed in the context of

the menu of contract designs that households face, and the characteristics

8 Economics of the Mortgage Market



of the housing finance systems in which those choices are made. However,

we shall find that competitive pressures in the major systems of housing

finance have generated extensive mortgage contract menus. Studies of both

the US and UK mortgage choices provide insights into the behaviour of

borrowers in highly evolved financial systems, with broad menus of con-

tract choice. We now consider the major and pertinent characteristics of the

mortgage finance systems that feature most in this book, that is the US and

Canada and the UK and European mortgage markets.

North American mortgage markets

The US market for residential mortgage debt has several important char-

acteristics that will be referred to when evaluating research into mortgage

choices. There are a variety of available mortgage designs, with the key

instruments being fixed rate debt (the FRM) and the adjustable rate mort-

gage (the ARM). Fixed rate mortgages fix the rate for 15 or 30 years, while

for adjustable rate debt the adjustment period can vary from 1 to 5 years.

This compares with fixed rate debt in the UK and Canada which is typic-

ally fixed for 1 to 5 years, with some longer periods available, but which

reverts back to a variable rate of interest after the period of fixity. These

differences will be seen to be significant when we examine household

behaviour regarding the choice of mortgage instrument and the impact of

mortgage contract choice on housing demand. For example, UK borrowers

appear to focus much more on expected movements in short-term interest

rates than long-run interest rate expectations.

The mortgage banks that have generally superseded the Savings and Loans

institutions dominate mortgage finance in the US. These mortgage banks

originate loans, which are then sold to government sponsored agencies

(GSEs). That is, the mortgage debt is passed on to the secondary mortgage

market. The mortgage banks came to prominence after the Savings and

Loan crises in the US. One advantage of this system is that the mortgage

banks do not need large amounts of funding to conduct their business, as

the debt is sold on. They are also able to pass on the risks of holding

mortgage debt to investors, and the risks are largely outside any regulatory

framework.

A critical factor in understanding US research is the importance of the

securitised mortgage market, where mortgage loans are packaged into

securities. Lenders in most economies traditionally originate, fund and

service loans. The securitisation of debt separates the functions of origin-

ating, funding and servicing. The benefits of securitisation for lenders and
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borrowers will be briefly discussed below but it is useful to consider the

main reason for the growth of this market in the US. During the 1980s

there was a crisis for the Savings and Loans institutions that were the

main providers of mortgage finance. These thrift institutions borrowed

short-term and loaned money for long periods at fixed rates of interest.

Subsequent high and volatile interest rates left the thrifts short of capital.

It is perhaps not surprising that subsequent developments favoured

funding by selling off packages of mortgages as securities (Coles 2001),

increasing the lenders’ capital base. This is also a prime lesson in the

importance of risk sharing, a key feature of mortgage contract designs.

For example, a move to adjustable rate mortgages shifted the risk of

interest rate variatiations onto the borrower.

A further important feature of the US mortgage market is the role of the

GSEs, the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA or Fannie Mae),

the Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA or Ginny Mae)

and the Federal Home Loan Corporation (FHLC or Freddie Mac). The

standardisation of pools of mortgages by these agencies also encouraged

the rapid growth in the secondary mortgage market. GNMA is on the

federal budget and so receives direct government insurance against mort-

gage default, the other two agencies have implicit government guarantees.

It is argued that these guarantees allow the issuing of mortgage-backed

securities at lower interest rates.

The development of the GSEs has increased the liquidity and depth of the

securitised mortgage market, underwriting a good deal of US mortgage

lending, and possibly contributed to lower borrowing costs. A key research

issue is the extent to which mortgage interest costs are lower for the

borrower in the US, due securitisation per se, or to the underwriting by

government agencies (Hendershott & Shilling 1989; Kolari et al. 1998;

Cantor & Demsetz 1993). The continuing growth of the GSEs and the

secondary mortgage market reflects a lower cost of cash flow management

and mortgage funding (Van Order 2000). Jaffee & Renaud (1995) argue that

the development of the securitised mortgage market is a ‘revealed prefer-

ence’ for the lower cost of funds involved, and the ability of lenders to

hedge against interest rate risk, that is falls in interest rates when lending

at a fixed rate. The introduction and development of such agencies may be

necessary to expand housing finance systems that wish to achieve effi-

ciency through the development of a secondary mortgage market.

The role of the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) is important in

placing US research on mortgage choices in context. The FHA insures

the mortgage debt of the secondary mortgage market institutions against
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default. For conventional lending outside of this system Savings and Loan

institutions and banks have recourse to private insurers. The interesting

point is that the FHA prohibits variations in underwriting criterion (that is

loan-to-value ratios) by geographical region, so that they cannot be

changed to reflect local economic conditions, say, increased to choke off

excess demand. This is not a constraint applied to conventional lending.

Here we have an example of the securitisation of debt leading to the

standardisation of mortgage contracts. This disparity has led to some

interesting research on the existence of credit rationing in the US, an

issue to be explored fully in Chapter 5 (Ambrose et al. 2002; Duca &

Rosenthal 1991).

One important aspect of the valuation of mortgage-backed securities is the

prepayment behaviour of borrowers. MBS investors are insured against

default risk but not interest rate risk, that is the risk that borrowers

refinance if interest rates fall. There are ways of creating different classes

of security for investors that reflects this risk. However, the analysis of

prepayment behaviour remains a major concern in mortgage market re-

search. From the lender’s perspective, prepayment risk can be partly

covered by charging up-front points. This has led to financial institutions

offering different combinations of points and interest rates, which can

then attract different types of borrowers. This trade off has formed the

major focus of research into asymmetric information and the signalling

properties of different mortgage designs. In the UK prepayment risk

has been covered primarily by redemption penalties, which penalise

borrowers for ‘prematurely’ exiting from a deal, say on a discounted or

fixed rate contract. Once again we will find that these different features of

housing finance systems have a bearing upon observed household

choices, though our understanding can emanate from a common theoret-

ical base.

Canada is another economy where there has been substantive mortgage

market research (see Zorn & Lea 1989; Jones 1993, 1994, 1995; Breslaw et

al. 1996). The Canadian market is interesting in having so called ‘roll over

mortgages’ which are essentially ARMs. Since the early 1980s Canadian

fixed rates have typically been adjusted every three years. Canada also

mirrors the UK market in having penalties for prepayment of debt, though

these typically relate to partial prepayments of over 10%. When reviewing

Canadian research we will have to recall a system with these characteris-

tics and few long-term fixed rate mortgages. However, in common with

other mortgage markets there has been considerable innovation in

Canada. There are now many examples of fixed rate products, discounts,

cash backs and flexible or ‘open’ mortgages. Mortgage finance in Canada is
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becoming increasingly separated from retail funding, and characterised by

increasing use of securitisation.

A further interesting feature of the Canadian mortgage market is the fact

that mortgage interest payments are not tax deductible. In the US there is

tax relief for mortgage interest payments, though this is complicated to the

extent that the US tax reform act of 1986 has meant that for many taxpayers

tax gains on mortgage debt have been significantly reduced (Follain &

Dunsky 1997). The point is that the tax treatment of mortgage interest

payments differs between countries and can have a significant impact

upon housing and mortgage demand. The UK is now like Canada in that

tax relief on mortgage interest payments was abandoned in April 2000,

though its presence will feature in a number of the studies referred to and

discussed in later chapters. UK and European mortgage markets vary in a

number of other key ways that bear upon the analysis of household choices.

The United Kingdom and European mortgage markets

The UK mortgage market is one of the most sophisticated and liberal

markets in the world. The UK economy and its housing market also

have their own particular characteristics. There are high levels of owner

occupation, high levels of indebtedness and high proportions of mortgages

where the interest rate is variable rather than fixed. These features of the

UK housing and mortgage market have led to high sensitivity of consumer

spending, and savings decisions, to changes in interest rates (Earley 2000).

However, high levels of owner occupation and indebtedness are features of

other economies–recent reports for both Canada8 and Australia9 have

featured large amounts of mortgage borrowing as posing a potential afford-

ability problem for borrowers. This demonstrates the importance of under-

standing the basis of mortgage demand, the key focus of Chapters 2 and 3

of this book.

The funding of mortgage finance in the United Kingdom has been primar-

ily through retail deposits though there has been an increase in off balance

sheet financing and the securitisation of mortgage debt. Securitisation has

been primarily used by so called centralised mortgage lenders who entered

the UK market during the late 1980s (Pryke & Whitehead 1991; Pais

2002). Some of these lenders were of US origin, a competitive incursion

to be repeated later with the development of the UK sub-prime

lending market (e.g. the entry of Money Store in 1997). The centralised

lenders were competitors to the traditional building societies and banks.

Recently the share of lending by the centralised sector has declined having
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dropped below 10% during the 1990s,10 but increasing competitive

pressures are leading more traditional providers to consider mortgage

securitisation.

European mortgage markets offer more examples of size, role and funding

of mortgage debt,11 and provide an interesting comparison with the UK.

Germany and Denmark rely mostly upon mortgage banks which issue

mortgage bonds, thus allowing longer-term fixed rate deals to what is a

smaller mortgage sector. France has a whole range of legal restrictions and

regulations that make its mortgage market less heterogeneous. France also

relies upon retail savings to finance mortgage lending, as does the UK, the

Irish Republic and Spain. The Netherlands has a system similar to the UK.

The existence of such varied housing finance systems has created impedi-

ments to convergence towards a single European mortgage market

(Munchau 1997; Stephens 2000), so that in empirical work we must note

the features of the particular housing finance system concerned.

The UK mortgage market is an example of a mature and deregulated

mortgage market where competition has generated a large variety of mort-

gage contracts. This competition has encouraged discounting of interest

rates (teaser rates), cash back arrangements, indexing to the base rate of

interest and the emergence of flexible/lifestyle mortgages. Here we have

an important dimension of housing finance efficiency discussed above,

which is matching consumer preferences. However, the basis of this het-

erogeneity is something of a puzzle. If lenders are risk-neutral and borrow-

ers risk averse, then the FRM is the optimum mortgage instrument with

the lender bearing interest rate risk (Brueckner & Arvan 1986; Brueckner

1993). Explanations lie with housing finance systems and imperfect

markets.

We have already noted how differences in funding, regulations and under-

writing risk might explain why some contracts, in this case the long-term

FRM in the UK, may not be generally available. Housing finance systems

vary according to how the risk of interest rate changes is shared. In the UK

the borrower has typically borne this risk through the prevalence of vari-

able rate debt. The management of credit risk, where the borrower may

default, is also an important driver of differences in mortgage designs

(Roche 1999). In France this has led to the imposition of low loan-to-

value ratios. In the UK households are liable for any shortfall if they sell

a property that is in negative equity, so that deliberate default may not be

wealth maximising. The heterogeneity of mortgage contracts might also

reflect affordability and information problems which again may vary by

housing finance system.
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One important aspect of most mortgage markets is that they are con-

stantly subject to change. Considerations of mortgage market futures

have even suggested the eventual demise of the specific mortgage instru-

ment, as mortgage borrowing becomes indistinguishable from other forms

of debt, with financial planning taking the form of a universal account

(Roche 1999). There has been an observable trend towards combining

mortgage debt with liquid bank accounts and other lines of credit, cer-

tainly in the UK and Australia. There may be other forces leading to a

more common future, for example it has been argued that the Canadian

mortgage market increasingly resembles that of the United States. Lend-

ing has moved away from the traditional banking sector and there is

increasing securitisation of mortgage finance. The imperatives of securi-

tisation might eventually impose a degree of uniformity on contracts

across a number of countries. The role of secondary mortgage market

development and the securitisation of mortgage debt is clearly critical to

present and future contract choices.

The secondary mortgage market

The essence of secondary mortgage market development is the separation

of the origination, funding, holding and servicing of mortgage loans. In

traditional lending, for example by building societies in the UK, each of

these functions is carried out by the provider. Secondary mortgage markets

do not require securitisation, though this is the ultimate refinement of

secondary mortgage market development and capital market integration.

The key characteristic of securitisation is that when a pool of mortgages is

packaged for sale to investors then the funding of mortgage debt is moved

off balance sheet and is separated from the origination and servicing of that

debt.

The key feature of securitisation from the investor’s point of view is that

they now face the risk of early prepayment or default on the debt. Thus

prepayment and default behaviour will be relevant to the valuation of

mortgage-backed securities. We have already seen how secondary mort-

gage market investors are explicitly or implicitly insured against default

risk in the US. Indeed the lack of such insurance in the UK and Europe has

been noted as a major inhibitor to secondary mortgage development (Jaffee

& Renaud 1995). However, prepayment remains an important source of

risk to cash flows to mortgage securities, even in the US.

Mortgage securitisation has been argued to have many benefits, including

the noted lower cost of raising funds and thus increased efficiency in both
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the cost minimisation sense, and in terms of intermediation efficiency.

Potential benefits include the reduction in interest rate costs for the

borrower, increased credit availability and reduced credit rationing, im-

proved liquidity for lenders along with greater degrees of geographical

diversification. Later chapters will raise these issues again, for example,

how far has securitisation facilitated speedier mortgage market adjust-

ment, reducing some forms of credit rationing? Securitisation has raised

other significant research questions. What are the costs and benefits for

borrowers and lenders? Do mortgage rates now react more quickly to

interest rate changes? Has securitisation increased the degree of integra-

tion between the market for housing finance and other capital markets,

such as the bond and share markets? How do different mortgage contract

designs impact upon MBS valuation and how do the dictates of securitisa-

tion effect contractual features?

The growth in the secondary mortgage market in the US has provided a

spur to research into mortgage market economics. The development of the

securitised mortgage market should lead to the integration of the mortgage

market with other capital markets; there is a stream of research that

considers this question (Goebel & Ma 1993; Allen et al. 1999). The en-

hanced liquidity and credit controls that follow from securitisation should

also lead to benefits for borrowers, including lower mortgage interest rates

(see Black et al. 1981; Hendershott & Shilling 1989; and for a different view

see Todd 2001). Jaffee & Renaud (1995) note how the benefits of securitisa-

tion will be shared among mortgage borrowers, capital market investors

and the lending and securitising agencies. Given a competitive lending

market, and the relatively more elastic demand for securities by investors

the benefits of securitisation are considered to be higher for borrowers

(Jaffee & Renaud 1995). However, securitisation might lead to mortgage

rates reflecting current interest rate changes much more quickly.

An example of how the nature of securitisation can effect loan contracts

are loans which exceed the limit for conforming loans suitable for securi-

tisation in the US, termed ‘jumbo’ mortgages. Jumbo loans have a positive

rate differential over conforming loans (Hendershott & Shilling 1989;

Cotterman & Pearce 1996) which might be attributable to the greater

liquidity afforded to conforming mortgages through purchase by the

GSEs (Cotterman & Pearce 1996). However, other explanations have

been advanced for this interest rate differential, including differences in

the price volatility of the houses that provide collateral for the loans

(Ambrose 2001). The volatility of underlying assets effects the contract

rate on the mortgage, a matter to be further explored in Chapters 9

and 10 of this book where we examine mortgage valuation and pricing.
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Here we see the importance of variations in microeconomic factors (in this

case, characteristics of the property) for mortgage valuation and a way that

securitisation has effected the pricing of loan contracts.

So exactly how quantitatively important is the securitised mortgage

market? This market is most fully developed in the US. Figure 1.1 shows

the rapid growth in the mortgage-backed securities issued by the US

federal home loan agencies. During 2001 the issue of mortgage-backed

securities by the major US agencies reached a peak of $1,092.6 billion.

This was a feature of a fluctuating market, for example, there was an issue

of $482.4 billion in 2000 having fallen from $685.2 in 1999.12 The new

issues of mortgage debt depend upon changes in the prime market for

mortgage finance and the varying figures emphasise this link. The total

amount of outstanding mortgage-backed securities in the US was $3,041.9

billion as of 30 June 2002, indicating a phenomenally large market.13

The Canadian mortgage market is argued to be undergoing a dramatic, if

not revolutionary, change in funding and loan provision. Traditionally

mortgage lending has been based upon a few large financial institutions.

Mortgage rates in Canada, as in the United Kingdom, do not always

respond to changes in market interest rates, and adjustments when they

arrived were often large. However, increased securitisation and off balance
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Figure 1.1 Outstanding volume of agency backed mortgage-backed securities (US$
billions).

Source: The Bond Market Association.
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sheet financing is creating a more rapid response in mortgage rate adjust-

ment.14 Securitisation has also developed in the Australian mortgage

market being led by government house building programmes in the

1980s, which used securitisation as a source of finance. Non-deposit

taking institutions entered the Australian mortgage market during the

1990s taking up to 20% of new home loans in 1995,15 thus adding further

impetus to growth via competition from the retail banking sector.16

Securitisation is a truly international phenomenon.

European mortgage lenders predominantly use mortgage bonds or retail

savings deposits to finance mortgage loans. However, the securitised mort-

gage market has shown quite rapid recent growth in some European

countries. For example, France has a growth of 226.47% (in US dollar

terms) of issues of MBS securities between the second quarter of 2001

and the second quarter of 2002. The equivalent figure for the UK was

18.24%, and for the whole of Europe a growth rate of 14.92%.17 The

European market is of particular interest, since attempts at integrating

mortgage markets can be evaluated and lessons drawn for the possibility of

truly global housing finance systems. For example, extensive securitisa-

tion should lead to the equalisation of mortgage rates across countries.

Stephens (2000) notes that there has been little evidence of convergence of

mortgage markets in Europe and that cross-border selling has not been

very successful. The main difficulty appears to be that lenders in some

countries have access to ‘privileged sources of funds’. It is an interesting,

but at the moment, speculative, point as to whether increased securitisa-

tion, and the competitive pressures which underpin it, will erode barriers

to convergence on both a European and worldwide scale. Of course, simi-

larity is not the same as convergence and while barriers to cross-border

selling may remain, some similarities might develop. Generally however,

we are looking at a market of international significance. The maturing

home finance market is playing an increasingly important, if not yet

complete, role within international capital markets.

There is a danger that securitisation, or the possibility of its increased use,

is seen as a panacea for removing inefficiencies in housing finance

systems, and housing markets. Indeed, there is a theoretical argument

that in a perfectly competitive economy with no information problems,

packaging mortgages for investors is unnecessary. Securitisation only

makes sense if there are information or liquidity problems which it over-

comes. There may be problems with securitised mortgage markets if

primary mortgage markets are not adequately developed. For example,

there needs to be the legal and real estate underpinnings necessary for
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primary market development. Evolving housing finance systems might be

damaged by too early exposure to international capital markets, and for-

eign competition that hampers domestic lending and banking institutions.

Globalised capital markets also increase the susceptibility of national

housing finance systems to international disturbances.

The UK securitised mortgage market is not yet as fully developed as that

in the US, and there are still some impediments to the expansion of this

market in Europe, for example, lack of state guarantees as in the US, and

varied legal and regulatory frameworks (Coles 2001). However, many of

the research questions and findings that the growth in the MBS market has

encouraged are applicable to understanding mortgage market issues in the

UK, Europe and many developing economies with emerging and growing

mortgage finance markets. For example, the fair pricing of redemption

penalties to offset prepayment risk (see Skinner 1999), or the valuation of

the various components of mortgage contracts (Pereira et al. 2002, 2003).

Thus, this book takes the view that mortgage market economics, as

currently conceived and researched, is of international importance. How-

ever, this is not a ‘one size fits all’ philosophy, and, in fact, a major

argument of this book is the importance of meeting and analysing the

variety of needs and preferences, both within and across evolving housing

financing systems.

Why study household behaviour? The rationale of this book

Radical changes in housing finance systems give the study of consumer

behaviour in mortgage markets extra imperative. Financial deregulation

during the 1980s paved the way for major structural changes in mortgage

markets. In both the US and the UK the right to sell mortgage debt was

extended to a wider range of financial institutions. Recent history has seen

the rise of specialist mortgage banks, securitisation, the cross-border sale

of mortgages, the growing importance of information technology and the

emergence of new mortgage instruments. An impetus to these changes has

been the development of fiercely competitive mortgage markets. Neven &

Roller (1999) found econometric evidence of an increasingly competitive

environment across European mortgage markets.

Though not the only explanation, increasing competition in the provision

of housing finance has led to product and cost cutting innovations. The UK

and US consumer now faces an extensive, and potentially bewildering,

menu of mortgage contracts. A taxonomy of mortgage instruments for the

US and the UK must include fixed and adjustable, interest only and
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annuity, capped and collared, discounted and standard variable, flexible

and balloon mortgages, etc. Mortgage characteristics can be combined

in a ‘pick and mix’ fashion, and within each category there may be a

choice of interest rate and risk exposure, or other contractual features.18

How consumers react to this complexity and make their mortgage

choices is a key focus of this book. Household behaviour takes on a more

central role.

In the US a major innovation in the mortgage market was the introduction

of adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) during the 1980s. In the UK a key

change was the creation of short-term fixed rate contracts (FRMs), during

the early 1990s. Volatile and unanticipated inflation prompted the issue of

ARMs in the US, while a depressed and risky housing market, together

with financial deregulation, encouraged fixed rate debt in the UK (Miles

1992). These contract choices have major implications for risk sharing

between borrowers and lenders with potential impacts upon the housing

market and general macroeconomic management. Interesting is the emer-

gence of the sub-prime lending market, where lenders advance mortgages

to the so called ‘credit impaired’. There are a number of interesting agency

problems, issues concerning asymmetric information, and questions relat-

ing to credit rationing that arise out of a consideration of the growth in

sub-prime lending. This is a market that is also growing in the UK,

primarily led by US providers.

Lenders have not only increased the variety of mortgage instruments

available to consumers. The more productive processing and use of infor-

mation, together with establishing databases to analyse the behaviour of

borrowers, have become increasingly important. In the US pressures from

secondary mortgage market investors, eager to preserve their cash flows,

has led to a focus on the management of payment delinquency–mainly

with a view to avoiding mortgage default. Improved information on con-

sumers’ credit histories has facilitated this management process (Ambrose

& Capone 1996, 2000). Once again, the emergence of the secondary mort-

gage market has given an imperative to research into consumer behaviour

in the mortgage market.

Bennet et al. (1998, 2001) have argued that the supply side of the US

housing financing system has undergone fundamental structural changes

over the last 25 years. Competition has reduced the points19 and fees

attached to mortgage transactions, and shortened the duration of the

process from application to the closing of the contract. The increased

visibility of competitor prices has also been a key development. These

factors have all encouraged the refinancing of mortgage debt, and formed
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one explanation for refinancing waves in the US (Bennet et al. 1998, 2001).

Refinancing, or prepayment, is one of the important determinants of cash

flows to mortgage-backed securities, and therefore contributes to their

valuation. Figure 1.2 highlights both the behaviour and numerical signifi-

cance of refinancing behaviour in the US, with a peak of 70% of mortgage

originations in the fourth quarter of 2001. The reasons for the apparent

waves of refinancing activity will be explored in Chapter 10 of this book.

Understanding this phenomenon is critical to understanding the relation-

ship between household behaviour and the wider mortgage and housing

markets.

The UK mortgage market has also seen a reduction in search costs with

internet personal finance sites and a proliferation of mortgage consumer

magazines. This may partly explain the increase in refinancing activity as

consumers switch between providers. For example, CML figures for Janu-

ary 2001 show 33% of total advances were remortgages. The UK is inter-

esting in having redemption penalties for prepayment of fixed rate and

discount mortgages, a form of cover for prepayment risk that is actually

illegal in some American states. Valuing such redemption penalties is a

good example of how concepts applied in mortgage valuation still have

relevance to mortgage pricing when secondary markets do not exist, or are

at a developmental stage (see Skinner 1999).
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Figure 1.2 United States mortgage refinancing as a percentage of originations (1990–2001).

Source: Housing and Urban Development (1990–1997); Mortgage Bankers of America

Estimates.
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In summary, mortgage markets are of great economic importance for many

economies. In Europe and the US mortgage markets have been becoming

increasingly competitive. The growth of the secondary mortgage market

has been a spur to research into those aspects of consumer decision

making that impact on the cash flows to MBSs. Cost cutting, changes in

funding strategies and innovative new mortgage instruments have made

the consumer decision making process more complex, and even more

compelling as an area for analysis and research. The impact of mortgage

choices upon individual and household welfare always was an important

issue; increasing competition, product heterogeneity and securitisation

have merely refocused and sharpened the research agenda. Increasingly,

household behaviour must be viewed in the context of the greater integra-

tion of national and international capital markets. The extent and nature

of contracts and securities available to borrowers and investors reflects

upon the efficiency of the housing finance system, and such choices will

feature throughout this book.

The structure of the book

The book begins by looking at the theoretical and empirical basis of

mortgage demand (Chapters 2 and 3). In Chapter 2 mortgage demand is

presented as a core area of analysis that relates to other household mort-

gage choices. In the language of econometrics we find that mortgage

demand is characterised by simultaneous decision making and multiple

sources of selectivity bias. For example, when a household prepays a

mortgage a new and larger mortgage may be raised, so that prepayment

and mortgage demand can be linked. Chapter 2 considers the basic as-

sumptions that are frequently made about the economic environment

when analysing mortgage choices. The book as a whole argues that both

an ideal view of the world as a competitive no arbitrage economy, and one

where there are capital market imperfections, imperfect contract designs,

information problems and liquidity constraints both offer important in-

sights into mortgage choices, and mortgage market policy. Chapter 2 also

offers some basic definitions, including what we mean by the value of a

mortgage, which will assist understanding the more difficult arguments

introduced later in the book.

The discussion in Chapter 2 presents some preliminary definitions, re-

search questions and key perspectives on mortgage market choices sur-

rounding such issues as the rate at which mortgages are amortised,

household choice of mortgage contract design, and prepayment and de-

fault. In doing this the main themes of the book are also established. The
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overall aim of the book is to offer both theoretical insights and empirical

evidence on the working of mortgage markets, and the importance of

household decision making. For example, Chapter 3 follows up the theor-

etical discussion of mortgage demand presented in Chapter 2 with a review

of empirical evidence on the determinants of household demand for mort-

gage finance, and also presents some new data.

One important theme throughout this book is the importance of the actual

design of mortgage contracts for both household choices and wider eco-

nomic issues. Both imperfect capital markets, and less than ideal contract

design, can constrain the mortgage and housing choices of households.

Chapter 4 explores this issue more fully, and notes the problems of con-

tract design in an inflationary environment, together with the likely em-

phasis of many households upon affordability and cash flow. Also

important are aspects of contract design that have implications for the

sharing of risk between the borrower and lender, a consideration that

underpins many extant mortgage instruments. The growth in so called

flexible mortgages is a recent phenomenon that raises interesting ques-

tions regarding overcoming capital market imperfections or minimising

mortgage costs.

Chapters 5 and 6 look at the question of credit rationing in mortgage

markets. This is viewed in the wider context of how mortgage markets

adjust to shifts in supply and demand, an issue raised in the discussion of

the impact of securitisation. We continue with the theme of capital

market imperfections, but now focus on the particularly important issues

of incentives and information problems. Once again, this leads to a con-

sideration of mortgage contract designs. Are some contracts styled to

induce certain types of borrower to self-select? For example, do households

with low default costs, and thus a high propensity to default, adopt larger

more expensive mortgages, and does this process lead to credit rationing

for those with higher default costs? Chapter 5 presents the recent theoret-

ical developments in this area, while Chapter 6 looks at the empirical

evidence.

The first half of the book (Chapters 1 to 6) is rather tantalising in its

emphasis upon the importance of the design of mortgage contracts, in

that there is no discussion of the fundamental question of why we observe

such a variety of mortgage designs (contract heterogeneity). This is recti-

fied in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, which look respectively at the theoretical

underpinnings of mortgage design and household choice, and the empirical

evidence on the choice of mortgage instrument. In fact, Chapter 7 provides

a collecting point for many of the issues raised in earlier chapters, such as
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the desired payment profiles of borrowers together with the links between

mortgage demand, household wealth and its variance. Once again issues of

information and incentives feature here with a discussion of the screening

and signalling properties of mortgage instruments. Chapter 8 considers the

possible simultaneity of mortgage choice and housing demand, also con-

sidering the problems that are posed by contract heterogeneity. Is there

excess variety that imposes large search costs upon consumers, militating

against the packaging of mortgages for securitisation? Can predatory sell-

ing (termed mis-selling in the United Kingdom), and the associated agency

problems be detected as a form of classification error?

If previous chapters have been concerned with the imperfections in the

operation of mortgage and other capital markets then Chapters 9 and 10

now look at the best of all possible worlds. Retaining the focus upon

household behaviour and decision making, the chapters examine the

view that mortgage default can be considered a put option, with prepay-

ment looked upon as a call option. A great deal of financial economics has

been about the valuation of such options, and mortgage market economics

is an obvious area in which to extend this reasoning. Chapters 9 and 10

recognise that the decision to prepay a mortgage and the decision to

default are not entirely separate, exposing yet another complex interaction

in this fascinating marketplace.

The ideas that capital markets are imperfect, that liquidity constraints are

important and that rational financial calculation is not always followed

are not entirely abandoned, and re-emerge in Chapter 10. Empirical re-

search, while generally revealing the usefulness of adopting an option

theoretic approach to household decision making, has also noted that a

good part of default and prepayment behaviour cannot be explained in this

way. However, the jury is still out in this debate as econometric tech-

niques become more sophisticated, and the availability and use of data

becomes more refined.

The book concludes with a return to a paper published by Follain (1990); a

piece of work that I would still recommend to anyone interested in the

economics of mortgage markets. That paper sets out the then state of the

art of mortgage market economics and points to those areas requiring

further research. In returning to that piece of work we can establish a

benchmark for evaluating the progress in this area over the last 12 years,

and an indicator of key research areas still to be addressed. Chapter 11 also

summarises the key issues explored in this book, reflects upon the main

themes, and considers the future of mortgage markets and the economics

of the mortgage market.
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Reading the book

This book focuses upon research into the mortgage choices of households.

This involves reporting and commenting on both theoretical and empirical

work that has often used advanced mathematical and econometric tech-

niques. However, the material should be of interest to both the non-

technical real estate specialist who wishes to know more about mortgage

market behaviour, and the real estate economist and econometrician eager

to appraise the current state of the art. I have endeavoured to make the

material accessible so that the mathematics does not get in the way of the

broader themes, critiques and conclusions. However, it is important for

more technical specialists to be aware of the techniques and mathematical

reasoning adopted. Where possible, I have explained the broad nature of

the econometric methods applied and the specification problems involved

in empirical work.

The book is written so that particular subject areas, for example the choice

of mortgage instrument, can be read alone, though I would recommend

that both the theoretical and companion empirical chapters be read to-

gether. Even sections of chapters which appear mathematical and tech-

nical make some general statements regarding the key relationships,

and offer intuitive glimpses of the reasoning involved. I would therefore

recommend that the reader does not omit the more technical sections, and

that the broader conclusions be carried forward to enhance understanding

of the empirical evidence. The more difficult chapters are Chapter 7,

which includes the impact of inflation on the choice of mortgage instru-

ment, and Chapter 9 which considers the option theoretic framework

that underlies rational wealth maximising prepayment and default

behaviour. In these two cases I have endeavoured to make the empirical

chapters more self-contained but resonant of their theoretical counter-

parts.

The empirical research reported in this volume largely relates to work

from the US and the UK, with some research from other countries such

as Canada, Australia and Japan. The dominance of work from the US, as

explained elsewhere, reflects the importance of the mortgage market and

its securitisation for the US and international economy. It would be a

serious mistake for anyone interested in mortgage market economics to

confine their interest to the research conducted within their own national

boundaries. Not only have we seen the growing international nature of

mortgage markets, but also there is now a large body of pertinent theory
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and technique that the mortgage market researcher needs to be aware of.

This is not to say that the particular characteristics of housing finance

systems do not impinge upon the appropriate choice of technique, modifi-

cation of theory or even the behaviour of households themselves. Housing

finance systems vary in their efficiency. Throughout the book there will be

an emphasis upon comparisons between UK and US work and that of other

countries, where possible.

Summary and conclusions

This introductory chapter has established the necessary background to the

study of mortgage market economics. Mortgage markets are of obvious

importance to the performance of national economies, the growth in

owner occupation, and individual and household welfare. The develop-

ment of the securitised mortgage market in the US has motivated an

increasing amount of theoretical and empirical research into the mortgage

choices of households. Though we must always keep in mind important

institutional differences, variations in the efficiency of housing finance

systems, and differences in mortgage contract design that obtain between

countries, mortgage economics research has significantly advanced the

understanding of household behaviour and mortgage choices. The choice

set of mortgage contracts, and the choices made, give insight into the

nature of a housing finance system, and the completeness and efficiency

of capital markets. This book has these and other mortgage choices as its

focus.

The major form of the empirical research discussed in this book will be

cross-section studies of household decision making. Cross-section studies

can give important insights into the nature of consumer behaviour and

heterogeneous characteristics that are aggregated in time series studies.

This book does not ignore important time series work, but does emphasise

the theoretical and empirically based microeconomic foundations of mort-

gage market analysis. The book explores the themes of optimal mortgage

contract design, rational financial calculations that impinge upon cash

flows to the securitised mortgage market and the impact of capital market

imperfections, liquidity constraints and information asymmetries. The

reader who studies this book should gain an understanding of the import-

ance, structure and key directions of mortgage market research, as well as

a guide to research questions as yet unexplored, or in need of further

investigation and analysis.
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Guide to further reading

For further reading on comparative housing finance systems try Diamond,

D.B. (Jnr) & M.J. Lea (1992) which offers a comprehensive overview of

comparative systems. Also worthwhile for an understanding of the issues

involved in comparative analysis there is Boleat (1985). Of course, some of

the material in these texts is now a little dated, so for a comparatively

recent update on European mortgage markets read Lea et al. (1997). For a

continuous update on mortgage market developments across Europe

keep an eye on the website of the European Mortgage Federation (www.

hypo.org) while the Council of Mortgage Lenders website tracks UK

developments (www.cml.org.uk). For the US the websites of government

sponsored agencies such as Fannie Mae (www.fanniemae.com) and Freddie

Mac (www.freddiemac.com) are prolific sources of information. The Inter-

national Housing Finance Sourcebook is another means of keeping up to

date (see Lea 2000).
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2
The Demand for Mortgage Finance:

Theory

Introduction

The discussion in Chapter 1 demonstrated just how important the mort-

gage market is for national economic performance, along with its impact

upon the economic welfare of individuals and households. Moreover, the

burgeoning secondary mortgage market, where housing debt may be pack-

aged into securities is a major international financial market. Of course

these developments, and the scale of cash flows coursing through this

marketplace, depend upon the nature and extent of the demand for mort-

gage debt. In this chapter we discuss the central idea of the demand for

mortgage finance, and the way that it can form a focus for other issues in

mortgage market economics.

That there is a link between housing demand and the demand for housing

debt is stating the obvious, whether it relates to the decision to enter

owner occupation, or the demand for a given level of housing services.

However, the link is not always clear cut and mortgage finance might be

used for a number of purposes, including the demand for non-housing

assets (Jones 1993, 1994, 1995). The discussion begins by looking at formal

theoretical models which do relate mortgage demand directly to decisions

on housing, based upon utility maximising decisions by households. How-

ever, the second part of this chapter takes a broader view of mortgage

demand, relating it to several other issues. Examples here are prepaying a

mortgage, defaulting on payments, choosing a particular type of mortgage

contract and more widely, examining the impact of mortgage decisions on

the saving and investment portfolios of households. This approach pro-

vides a good introduction to the main topics covered in the rest of the

book.



A critical factor in the discussion is the view taken of the general eco-

nomic environment in which borrowers make decisions. Chapter 1 noted

that in a perfectly competitive no arbitrage economy many mortgage

choices would appear irrelevant, or not exist at all. For example, if different

mortgage instruments are correctly priced to reflect their different risk

then borrowers ought to be indifferent to which one they choose. This

echoes the discussion of the efficiency of housing finance systems in

Chapter 1, and the M & M proposition on the irrelevance of gearing. The

contrast with approaches that stress capital market imperfections, infor-

mation problems and less than fully efficient housing finance systems will

be an issue raised throughout this book, with both ‘world views’ argued to

have an important role in describing and formally analysing mortgage

market behaviour.

The chapter begins with an exposition of models of mortgage demand

under conditions where future incomes, interest rates and house prices

are known with certainty. The discussion then moves on to examine the

application of the type of models typically used in financial economics,

which involve uncertainty and key portfolio choices. The chapter then

adopts an overview of the interconnections between the different elements

of mortgage market analysis, with mortgage demand at its core. Where

relevant, reference will be made to the implications of the theory for the

empirical estimation of mortgage demand equations, a matter taken up in

Chapter 3. However, the discussion in this chapter is primarily theoretical,

and for now ignores differences in institutional, tax and regulatory arrange-

ments between countries, matters to be raised in the empirical implemen-

tation of mortgage demand models.

The theoretical basis of mortgage demand

Existing theoretical models of mortgage demand suggest a complex set of

relationships, not least arising from the joint consumption/investment

aspects of housing (see Ioannides 1989; Brueckner 1997). In fact, many of

the mathematical models developed in this area do not have closed form

solutions (e.g. Alm & Follain 1987). However, the formal models do offer

important insights into the basis of mortgage demand, links with the

demand for housing services, and other related decisions. Certainly the

models are highly suggestive of the appropriate empirical specification of

econometric models of the demand for housing debt. Theoretical construc-

tions based upon uncertainty are the most complex of all, but they do

give important insights into portfolio decisions, of which mortgage and
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housing choices are surely an important part. The discussion which

follows explores mortgage demand in a world of certainty, followed by an

application of the types of theoretical models involving uncertainty, typ-

ically found in financial economics textbooks.1

Modelling mortgage demand under conditions of certainty

Several authors have modelled mortgage demand in the context of certainty

(Brueckner 1994a; Jones 1993, 1994; Follain & Dunsky 1997; Dunsky &

Follain 2000). It is assumed that future interest rates, incomes, rates of

return, housing and other asset prices are all known. Certainty models

help to introduce the basic building blocks and common approaches to

modelling mortgage demand, also providing some useful initial simplifica-

tion and important results. They have also informed most econometric

specifications of mortgage demand equations (Follain & Dunsky 1997;

Jones 1993, 1994, 1995). A seminal paper by Brueckner (1994a) established

some ‘basic results’ for a model of mortgage demand, and it is that model

which forms the basis of the discussion presented here.

Brueckner’s model of mortgage demand with certainty

The general structure of models with certainty is as follows. Typically we

examine choices over two periods, or within a single period with a focus on

wealth (W) at the beginning of period 2 (end of period 1). The consumer

chooses between housing (H) and a non-housing composite consumption

good (c). The consumer’s problem is to maximise utility (U) over the two

periods. This involves choosing optimum amounts of housing, non-

housing consumption, and levels of mortgage debt. Of course, this maxi-

misation is subject to the constraints set by income, prices and the rate of

return rs on any savings s used to generate wealth. So for example, the

amount available for spending in the first period will be limited and the

amount of potential wealth at the end of the second period will also form a

constraint. Wealth in housing and mortgage demand models yields posi-

tive utility.

Intuitively, varying the amount of mortgage debt will effect final wealth

via the lost opportunities from saving, and the payment of interest

rate costs. The amount of debt also impacts upon the trade off between

housing and non-housing consumption. Increased debt reduces the size

of any required deposit on the property in the first period, and therefore
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facilitates increased consumption of the non-housing composite good.

Thus mortgage size is linked to wealth accumulation and the deter-

mination of consumption. Mortgage demand can then be examined in a

framework where the time preference (‘impatience’) of the borrower be-

comes important as well as the rate of return on savings compared to the

mortgage interest rate. Given a number of other constraints on the bor-

rower, the Brueckner model deduces the implications for mortgage

demand of varying rates of impatience, and different interest rate regimes,

that is the size of the mortgage rate compared to the rate of return

on savings.

U ¼ U(c, H þ l�1W) (2:1)

Formally, Brueckner presents a utility function for the household, and this

is given by expression (2.1). The utility function is assumed to be strictly

concave, with the utility of non-housing consumption and housing com-

pletely separable. Note that future wealth W is discounted by the discount

rate l and that this rate represents the individual/household rate of time

preference. Decisions are based on the assumption that the household has

already decided to enter owner occupation.

The household faces two budget constraints, one for each of the two

periods. The first period budget constraint is given by expression (2.2).

This simply states that the amount available for spending on non-housing

consumption c, depends upon an endowment of initial wealth w, minus

the amount saved s, minus the down payment on the property (phH �m,

where ph is the price per unit of housing services, H is the level of housing

services and m is the size of mortgage debt).

c ¼ w � s� (phH �m) (2:2)

The second period budget constraint relates to the level of potential final

wealth W, and is given by expression (2.3). Positive contributions to

wealth emerge from several sources. Wealth is made up of income received

in the second period y, the total return on the savings from the first period

(1þ rs)s, and housing equity. The contribution of housing equity is re-

duced by any interest due on the outstanding mortgage balance m, that

is (1þ rm)m. To simplify the analysis the mortgage is assumed to be an

interest only contract, with the total amount borrowed due at the end of

the second period. So we now have the problem of maximising utility

given by (1), subject to the constraints on consumption and end of period

wealth established by expressions (2) and (3).
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W ¼ y þ (1þ rs)sþ phH � (1þ rm)m (2:3)

U ¼ [(w � s� (phH �m), H]þ l�1W(y þ (1þ rs)sþ phH � (1þ rm)m)]

(2:4)

Substituting the constraints on c and W (expressions 2.2 and 2.3) into the

utility function given by (2.1) results in expression (2.4). This is now a

single equation which can be maximised to select the optimum quantities

of H, s, and m. However, there are some further constraints on any

solutions. The loan-to-value ratio must be less than or equal to 100%.

Also, in terms of the household balance sheet a negative mortgage would

imply lending at the mortgage interest rate, and this is prohibited. Again

thinking of a household balance sheet negative saving implies borrowing

to finance non-housing consumption, and again this is not allowed within

the model. This last restriction represents a liquidity constraint with

borrowing restricted to financing house purchase. These constraints sim-

plify the model and represent some important stylised features of many

mortgage markets.

Brueckner (1994a) solves for mortgage demand in this model by assuming

a fixed amount of housing demand H.2 The model is also solved for two

different interest rate regimes, when rs < rm and when rs > rm. Thus, the

two regimes represent the case when the rate of return on savings is greater

than the mortgage interest rate, and the case where the mortgage interest

rate is higher than the rate of return on savings. These inequalities are

important, not only in generating different solutions to the model, but also

representing different tax regimes; for example the USA compared to

Canada,3 and the recent removal of tax relief on mortgage interest pay-

ments in the UK. It may also be the case that borrowers have different

opportunity costs of equity in property reflecting their different portfolio

positions (Leece 1995b),4 thus resulting in varying relationships between

net of tax mortgage costs and the rate of return on savings.

The results for the mortgage demand under certainty model state that in

the case where rs > rm, that is mortgage finance is comparatively cheap,

then the consumer will borrow as much as possible (up to the maximum

loan-to-value ratio) to finance the purchase of H.5 The case of rs < rm, with

a comparatively more expensive mortgage, is less clear cut. A corner

solution of zero debt occurs if the consumer wishes to save, that is if the

consumer has positive savings s > 0.

There is a neat intuitive argument here.6 Clearly if a borrower could raise

negative mortgage debt then they would be lending/saving at the more
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expensive mortgage rate rm. If savings are positive because they are willing

to save at the lower savings rate rs, then such mortgage lending/saving at

the higher rate would certainly be an attractive option. However, the

borrower is precluded from lending at the mortgage rate and the nearest

they can get to a negative mortgage is to hold no mortgage at all. Thus in

the case of more expensive mortgage debt, and positive savings, there is a

corner solution of zero borrowing. However, it is possible to have a

number of intermediate positions.

The choice of mortgage size in the rs < rm scenario can be anywhere

between zero and the maximum allowed, depending upon the time prefer-

ence, or degree of impatience of the borrower. For example, a very impa-

tient borrower would wish to maximise their mortgage debt; given that

they are not allowed negative savings (that is they are liquidity con-

strained) then they will hold zero savings. This is the opposite case to

the zero mortgage borrowing/positive saving situation. A borrower who

was not so impatient might desire to borrow at both the saving and the

mortgage rate, while again being constrained to having zero saving and

borrowing less than 100% of the value of the property. Thus when mort-

gages are comparatively expensive the desired level of mortgage debt

depends critically upon the degree of impatience of the borrower.

Two main outcomes of the Brueckner model, under the two scenarios, are

corner solutions. Jones (1994) obtains a similar result7 as does Rothenberg

(1983). It is straightforward to analyse this form of decision making in a

multi-period life cycle framework, looking at lifetime wealth, and very

similar results can be derived (see Ranney 1981; Jones 1993, 1994).

The analysis by Brueckner suggests the appropriate arguments for any

cross-sectional empirical estimation of a mortgage demand equation

guided by the certainty case. The econometric model should include

initial wealth, expected future income and the borrower’s discount rate.

These variables may not be observable, and will require some proxy meas-

ures. Importantly, the level of housing services demanded (or an instru-

ment for this) should also be included as this is likely to be simultaneously

determined with mortgage demand.8 For example, a household can over-

come a loan-to-value constraint on borrowing by purchasing a more ex-

pensive property. The difficulty with econometric estimation is that under

some conditions the predicted effects of some of these variables is zero.

The comparative static results based upon the certainty model depend

upon the presumed regime. In the case where the mortgage is compara-

tively cheap and the maximum loan-to-value ratio binds then the marginal
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effects of income, initial wealth and time preference will be zero. How-

ever, due to simultaneity, the level of housing services is predicted to have

a positive impact upon mortgage demand. The predictions for the regime

where mortgage debt is comparatively more expensive are more satisfying,

though impatient debt maximises can still exist, and estimates involving

those choosing, but denied, negative mortgage borrowing will also exhibit

zero coefficients. Apart from the two corner solutions the analysis predicts

a positive relationship between mortgage demand and housing and be-

tween mortgage size and expected income. There is a predicted negative

relationship for initial wealth and the discount rate. This is a useful model

though we shall see shortly that a consideration of uncertainty also

renders the expected signs on these variables ambiguous.

Observed variations in loan-to-value ratios can reflect credit market re-

strictions; that is prudential lending rules (mortgage underwriting criter-

ion) that bind and differ between borrowers. Brueckner’s analysis also

demonstrated that when mortgage rates are comparatively high variations

in borrowing can be driven by different rates of time preference. However,

there is an alternative explanation for observed differences in loan-to-value

ratios and this arises out of uncertainty relating to incomes, asset prices

and wealth. If borrowers do not possess portfolios which are fully hedged,

and they are not risk-neutral, then the choice of mortgage size will effect

both potential wealth and its variance.

Modelling mortgage demand under conditions of uncertainty

Modelling mortgage demand assuming a world where the value of key

economic variables is known with certainty has provided a concise mod-

elling framework with clear predictions in some cases and sometimes

involving corner solutions. A key variable in the maximisation of the

consumer’s utility function was the level of second period wealth W.

Theoretical research has also focused upon the stochastic nature of W,

an approach that invites the application of modern portfolio theory to

mortgage demand.

E[U] ¼ U(c, H)þ F(l�1E(W, s2
W(W) ) ) (2:5)

The modelling under certainty provides a basis for the uncertainty model.

However, some new arguments are assumed to enter the household’s

decision-making framework. Looking at expression (2.5) we can see that

the variance of wealth s2
W becomes a negative argument in the utility

function. This reflects the trade off between risk and return with risk
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yielding disutility. Uncertainty is further reflected in the use of the ex-

pectations operator E(.). The borrower now has to make an optimal port-

folio choice meaning that the return and risk of both housing and the

alternative savings vehicle must be taken into account. It is now possible

to apply the standard mean variance model, taken from financial econom-

ics, to the analysis of mortgage demand.

The decision problem for the household remains the same, that is to

choose utility maximising levels of housing, non-housing consumption,

savings and mortgage debt. A variety of models have been applied to this

decision problem. A good representative model is that presented by Alm &

Follain (1987) a version of which is discussed here (see also Follain &

Dunsky 1997).

The budget constraints applied in this case are similar to those presented

for the model with certainty, except considerably more complex. In the

interest of exposition and comparison tax arguments (e.g. property tax) are

excluded from the equation. The budget constraint for the first period of

the two-period model is expressed in terms of initial wealth w, income y

and the mortgage payment m; this is given by equation (2.6). The budget

constraint for the second period is expressed in terms of final period wealth

W and is given by equation (2.7). The novelty is the appearance of a risky

financial asset A, to provide a competing investment for housing. The

argument rA is the expected return on the alternative asset, and ry is the

expected growth in income. Expression (2.8) is the variance of final wealth.

w þ y ¼ pc � cþ ph �H �mþA (2:6)

Uncertainty in this modelling framework is present in all markets, save

the interest rate on the mortgage debt.9 Such a model can prove analytic-

ally intractable, and difficult to estimate. It does demonstrate that housing

has a place in the consumer’s savings and investment portfolio, as well as

the utility function. Alm & Follain simulate the model numerically. In

some cases the results of their analysis confirm the results of the certainty

model, that is corner solutions emerge. However, their answers prove very

sensitive to the choices of values for the cost of debt and the expected rate

of return on risky assets (Follain & Dunsky 1997).

E(W) ¼ [1þ E(rp)]phH � (1þ rm)mþ (1þ E(rA) )Aþ (1þ E(ry))y (2:7)

The derivation of a mortgage demand equation under uncertainty is in the

rather unsatisfactory state of proving that the link between the after

tax cost of mortgage debt and mortgage demand is not clear cut. The
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modelling does suggest that mortgage demand should be viewed in the

context of a system-wide set of equations covering labour markets, the

housing market, the market for non-housing consumption and the market

for alternative financial assets to housing (Ling & McGill 1998).

s2(W) ¼ E[W � E(W)]
2

(2:8)

Either because of the worldview adopted, or analytical intractability, un-

certainty models generally tend to neglect liquidity constraints, though

they can be introduced as restrictions in numerical simulations. An ex-

ception to this is theoretical work into variations in the rate of amortisa-

tion of debt where liquidity constraints are often combined with a choice

between amounts of housing and a risky asset (see Plaut 1986). Changes in

the rate at which debt is repaid can help to overcome liquidity constraints

or meet investment objectives, including hedging non-diversified port-

folios (Plaut 1986; Goodman & Wassmer 1992). Brueckner’s (1994a) sim-

plified model also combines uncertainty with liquidity constraints.

Despite the analytical difficulties, uncertainty models can be useful in

guiding empirical work and will be alluded to again in Chapter 3.

Brueckner takes a simpler yet illuminating approach to the impact of

uncertainty. Given that for the United States rs > rm is the typical situ-

ation, the certainty model predicts that existing homeowners will con-

tinuously increase the size of their mortgage to extract equity from

appreciating house prices. However, Brueckner notes that this is contrary

to the stylised facts: US households tend to minimise their mortgage debt.

The model demonstrates that with an uncertain rs, any combination of

saving and borrowing is compatible for some set of preferences. For

example, when the rate of return on saving is risky, some borrowers will

be reluctant to raise additional mortgage debt to facilitate increased saving

in the risky investment. This can occur even though rs > rm. Brueckner

notes that the household may adopt an intermediate size mortgage,

combined with some non-housing investment. Thus with uncertainty

the predicted signs on variables are ambiguous in the rs > rm case.

Considering the case of rs < rm the riskiness of returns on the savings

vehicle does not alter the previously explored outcomes of the certainty

model, and the role of time preference (impatience). The modelling sug-

gests that empirical estimation will need to carefully control for any

regime changes and variations in time preference.

The recent expansion in the use of mortgage debt to release equity to

finance consumption is interesting, a phenomenon particularly facilitated
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in the US where mortgages are not specifically assigned to house pur-

chase.10 Equity extraction is also proving to be a significant phenomenon

in the UK. This increased borrowing may reflect life cycle adjustments to a

low interest rate environment, with a reduction in perceived uncertainty

also leading to higher debt levels. So Brueckner’s model is suggestive here,

though the mortgage interest rate is ambiguous in sign when the loan-to-

value ratio is positive, but less than the maximum allowed.11 More theor-

etical research is needed into the optimality of such changes in debt levels.

For example, some form of Harberger analysis might be used to demon-

strate any welfare enhancing effects of tax subsidies and changes in inter-

est rates (see Harberger 1971).

The analysis of mortgage demand under conditions of uncertainty is a

complex problem. Placing mortgage demand in the setting of portfolio

theory (mean variance analysis) involves adopting some strong assump-

tions. In particular perfect capital markets, zero transactions costs and

continuous re-organisation of portfolios as a consequence of changes in

the mean and standard deviation of returns on assets, including the return

on housing. These complications, and difficulties in obtaining adequate

data, make such models difficult to implement empirically (Ling &

McGill 1998). Also, the predicted signs in an uncertainty model, when

borrowing is intermediate (that is not at a maximum and greater than

zero), are ambiguous (Brueckner 1994a). However, this indicates the im-

portance of recourse to empirical analysis. The certainty model can be

seen as a special case of the more general model under uncertainty (Follain

& Dunsky 1997), and each of these models have guided the specification of

mortgage demand equations.

Down payment constraints and mortgage demand

Housing demand has been typically analysed by treating housing as an

asset (Poterba 1984). In this approach the demand for housing is based

upon the user cost of owner occupation. User cost reflects the theoretical

models discussed above; it is the marginal rate of substitution between

housing and non-housing consumption. This measure gives the amount of

non-housing consumption forgone for a one-unit increase in the consump-

tion of housing services. The trade off reflects mortgage costs, forgone

rates of return on housing equity and expected capital gains on residential

property, and would also have depreciation and property taxes as argu-

ments. Thus user cost reflects both consumption and investment aspects

of housing choices.12 The theory implies that mortgage demand equations

should either have user cost arguments in the specification, or such
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arguments should appear in housing demand equations when housing and

mortgage demand are being modelled simultaneously.

With credit constraints, user cost and the treatment of housing as an asset

might be less applicable. The emphasis now shifts to housing as a consump-

tion good rather than an investment. Given the importance of liquidity to

provide down payment on a property, and the significance of housing in the

net worth of households, then house prices effect liquidity and liquidity

effects house prices. Stein’s modelling of this process generates multiple

equilibria; this offers some explanation for house price boom and bust, and

therefore why house price changes have a predictable component (Case &

Shiller 1989, 1990). The model suggests the importance of differences in the

accumulated equity in property for the household’s ability to adjust housing

demand. This presents an alternative, or at least complementary, explan-

ation for the build up of equity to that offered by Brueckner.

Early work on the impact of down payment requirements focused upon the

timing of entry into owner occupation, effects upon aggregate savings, and

housing as a proportion of net wealth (Slemrod 1982; Hayashi et al. 1988).

Hayashi et al. (1988) extended the work of Slemrod (1982) and simulated

the effects of down payment constraints in a multi-period life cycle model.

Liquidity constraints were included by not allowing borrowing for non-

housing purposes. The model was used to compare the Japanese and

United States housing finance systems. This is an interesting comparison

because unlike the US the Japanese system did not tax savings, and had no

mortgage interest rate subsidy. The predictions of the model corresponded

with Japanese experience and suggested that high transactions costs, rela-

tively higher house prices and imperfect capital markets led Japanese

households to defer home ownership. These general arguments are sup-

ported by later work in this area (Stein 1995; Ortalo-Magné & Rady 1998,

1999, 2002).

This concern with housing consumption and household liquidity has been

further developed by Ortalo-Magné & Rady (1998, 1999, 2002). Their work

focuses on explanations of house price cycles, and the co-movement of

house prices and transactions, a phenomenon at odds with the idea of an

efficient housing market.13 The authors note the need for accumulated

wealth to trade up the property ladder. The model investigates the trans-

mission of income shocks in the context of a stochastic life cycle model,

where heterogeneous households face credit constraints on their ability to

trade up. The process is initially driven by the demand of first-time buyers

for starter homes. Importantly, the model demonstrates the key role of

variations in the income of young cohorts in generating house price cycles,
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and explaining the co-movement of house prices and housing transactions.

That is, favourable income changes can overcome credit market con-

straints and presumably increase mortgage demand.

A key group in the Ortalo-Magné & Rady model are young homeowners

who are accumulating wealth to trade up, a process facilitated by increased

house prices.14 So both income and past house price changes will drive

housing/mortgage demand. These results do not require a large proportion

of credit constrained households. Thus this research contrasts with that of

Stein (1995) who requires an extensive distribution of liquidity con-

strained households, and focuses purely upon repeat buyers. This model-

ling has implications for the microeconomic estimation of mortgage

demand. The key sources of variation in housing/mortgage demand are

income and its variance, past house price changes and age.

The focus upon the home ownership decision and its timing, and the size

of debt required, indicates that there are both discrete and continuous

choices to be modelled. The modelling of the discrete tenure choice

and mortgage demand under credit rationing will be fully explored in

Chapter 6. The Ortalo-Magné & Rady model does not consider the sources

of uncertainty other than income, and so an extension of this type of

modelling to reflect portfolio considerations remains a significant theoret-

ical challenge. Future modelling might also build upon the work of

Rosenthal (1997) who has used simulation techniques to demonstrate

the importance of housing chains, and their ability to explain the way

that house price series for first time buyers leads those for former owner

occupiers.

It is possible that down payment requirements and the relevance or im-

portance of user costs as a determinant of housing/mortgage demand

might vary according to the point in the housing cycle, by socio-economic

group, by economy, by policy regime (say pre- and post-financial deregu-

lation). Particularly when estimating mortgage demand equations for dis-

aggregated groups (e.g. liquidity constrained households) then nominal

changes in income and nominal rather than real interest rate variations

should be tested in the econometric specification. The significance of user

costs might also vary by age, perhaps by choice of mortgage instrument

and according to variations in the opportunity cost of equity in property.

The relevance of user costs versus affordability arguments should be ad-

dressed by empirical experimentation. The notion of down payment con-

straints appears throughout this book, from its obvious direct relationship

with credit rationing to its role in mortgage contract design under asym-

metric information. Prior to discussing these issues mortgage demand has
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to be positioned in relation to other mortgage choices, which will in turn

raise further concerns for the estimation of housing debt equations.

Mortgage demand, other mortgage choices and the nature

of the economic environment

This section of the book examines the links between mortgage demand

and the other major mortgage choices. These choices include mortgage

prepayment, default on mortgage debt, rates of amortisation, and choices

between different mortgage instruments (contract design). The choices

will in turn be influenced by the nature of the economic environment,

for example the existence and extent of credit rationing, or the ability to

hedge against risk and uncertainty. Although seemingly disparate topics a

preliminary discussion of these issues will illustrate the complex ways in

which they are related. In the language of econometrics the interactions

between mortgage choices highlights the multiple sources of endogeneity

and simultaneity involved in mortgage market modelling. Figure 2.1

places mortgage demand at the core of the conceptual schema, with clear

links to the other choices such as prepayment.

Analytical understanding of the operation of any mortgage market must be

based upon understanding the interrelationships. There are several key

examples of the way in which different mortgage choices can interact. For

example, it can be demonstrated theoretically that some borrowers benefit

from flexibility in repaying their debt (that is flexible amortisation rates),

Mortgage
demand

Prepayment

Default

Amortisation

Contract design

Stochastic economic environment

Credit rationing and liquidity constraints Assymetric information

Figure 2.1 A graphical depiction of mortgage market choices and the economic

environment.
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but not all borrowers may be allowed full repayment flexibility. This lack

may in turn result from asymmetric information in the mortgage market,

which can produce contract choices that credit ration some borrowers

(separating equilibrium). Thus contract design, mortgage demand and

default behaviour are all interrelated under asymmetric information. An-

other example to be discussed in Chapter 10 is the interaction between

prepayment and default, and the assumptions underpinning the analysis of

the stochastic environment.

Much will depend upon the assumptions that we make about the eco-

nomic environment when developing and empirically testing our models.

Figure 2.1 highlights this point by implicitly distinguishing between a so

called stochastic environment and one characterised by asymmetric infor-

mation and credit rationing. The discussion works its way clockwise

around the topics depicted in Figure 2.1. These issues will all be explored

in greater detail in subsequent chapters, for now we give an overview of

the implications of these various choices for the demand for mortgage debt

and vice versa. The exercise is also useful in presenting some preliminary

concepts, key research questions and further issues for the empirical

estimation of mortgage choices.

The amortisation of mortgage debt and payment flexibility

Examining variations in the rate at which debt can, or is, repaid is

important, because it has much to say about the nature of mortgage

contracts, the assumed economic environment and the importance of

information in mortgage markets. For example, a credit rationed house-

hold might value the ability to vary the rate at which mortgage debt is

repaid, but a lender may be reluctant to offer full repayment flexibility to a

borrower for whom they do not have sufficient information on credit

worthiness, or the propensity to default. These factors may impact upon

the choice of mortgage instrument and ultimately on mortgage demand.

For example, to minimise liquidity problems an household may choose a

mortgage with a teaser rate/discount (Brueckner 1993), this effects the user

cost of owner occupation (Phillips & Vanderhoff 1992) which can then

impact upon mortgage demand. Chapter 4 of the book deals with these

features of mortgage contract design, and imperfect capital markets.

Chapters 9 and 10 cover the issue of mortgage default.

Adjusting mortgage payments and the level of debt to meet life cycle

spending and savings plans is an important aspect of mortgage choice.

Liquidity constrained households will value repayment flexibility (Plaut
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1986; Goodman & Wassmer 1992; Brueckner 1993). Households unable to

borrow, or use cash to finance non-housing consumption, can use repay-

ment flexibility on their mortgage to even out fluctuations in current

income (see Leece 1995b). This raises important theoretical and empirical

questions relating to optimal mortgage design, and the impact of available

contract choices on mortgage and housing demand. For example, what is the

impact on housing and mortgage demand of the tilting of real payments on

debt towards the early years of a mortgage? Can varying the rate of amortisa-

tion ameliorate the effects of otherwise imperfect contract designs? These

are interesting theoretical questions. An important yet under-researched

empirical phenomenon is the emergence, spread along with the impact of

mortgage instruments with more flexible payment scheduling, e.g. flexible

mortgages in Australia, Canada and the UK.

The choice of amortisation rate, or indeed the very relevance of examining

this decision, cannot be divorced from our view of the wider economic

environment. So also under this heading we think about the stylised fact

that most savings and investment portfolios in advanced economies are

not fully diversified (Fratantoni 1997, 1998, 2001). Amortisation rates now

become a substitute for lack of portfolio diversification, or hedging against

adverse movements in mortgage interest rates (see Plaut 1986). For

example, if mortgage interest rates on variable rate debt rise, then pay-

ments can be lowered. Interestingly, both Brueckner (1997) and Fratantoni

(1997, 1998, 2001) have suggested that the lack of savings and investment

portfolio diversification arises from housing/mortgage choices and mort-

gage commitments, with Brueckner formally modelling this effect. Mort-

gage finance could be used to correct portfolio distortions, or it may indeed

create them. The link between mortgage and housing demand is therefore

less direct than first anticipated (see Jones 1993, 1994, 1995).

Prepayment of mortgage debt

When a borrower chooses to refinance debt before the mortgage reaches

maturity (prepayment), say by terminating a given fixed rate mortgage

contract in favour of one with a lower rate of interest (coupon), then it is

also likely that the level of borrowing will be adjusted. Thus we can say that

mortgage demand and the prepayment of the mortgage are linked, or

that mortgage demand is endogenous to the prepayment or refinancing

decision (see Jones 1995). It is also important to recognise that there are

other motives for prepayment with implications for mortgage demand

(Brady et al. 2000; LaCour Little 1999). For example, households move to
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adjust to their desired level of housing services and so prepayment and

mortgage demand is linked to household mobility (Archer et al. 1997;

Pavlov 2001).

An important theoretical perspective on mortgage prepayment is to treat

the option to prepay as a call option. In theory the mortgage holder will

prepay when a fall in interest rates reduces the value of the mortgage below

the current balance. The current balance is interpreted as the price at which

the mortgage is bought back. The value of the mortgage is its worth at the

new interest rate, and borrowers are assumed to want to minimise the

burden of this debt and maximise their wealth. This is a strictly financial

calculation and the subject of much theorising (see Kau & Keenan 1995) and

empirical analysis (see, for example, Green & LaCour Little 1999). This

kind of behaviour arises not only with fixed rate debt, but also with adjust-

able or variable rate mortgages which have features such as caps or collars

(Cunningham & Capone 1990; Green & Shilling 1997). Later chapters will

explore these valuation issues, and also consider how prepayment might

vary with the choice of mortgage design.

If borrowers recognise the financial options embedded in the mortgage

contract and exercise these options ‘ruthlessly’, then mortgage demand

will be driven by the behaviour of the key variables that underpin the

value of these options. Figure 2.1 shows that it is possible to characterise

the economic environment as one of uncertainty, or stochastic. The key

variables whose stochastic behaviour impinges upon option value are

income, interest rates and house prices. Theoretical treatments assume a

no arbitrage economy, with risk-neutral borrowers, and thus presents the

most idealised and competitive view of the mortgage and other markets.

Buist & Yang (2000) have placed mortgage demand in the context of a

stochastic economic environment and established some important empir-

ical relationships between the stochastic (state) variables, prepayment,

default and mortgage demand. For example, a fall in the mortgage interest

rate that places the call option to prepay ‘in the money’ will increase the

demand for mortgage debt, as households subsequently refinance. Thus

treating the choice to prepay as a financial option focuses upon some key

determinants of mortgage demand.

Mortgage default and the choice of loan-to-value ratio

Working further around Figure 2.1 we arrive at mortgage default. Though

the inability, or refusal, to pay back mortgage debt can clearly be influenced
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by affordability, it is also useful to consider the choice to default as

exercising a financial option. In this case the option is a put option. If a

house price falls so that the owner faces negative equity then the option

to default is ‘in the money’, that is a borrower can increase their wealth by

defaulting rather than continuing to pay off the debt and own an asset

whose value has fallen (see Quercia & Stegman 1992; Quigley & Van

Order 1995). The empirical question here is how ruthlessly borrowers

exercise this default option? Demand for mortgage finance may increase

when house prices are rising and default risk is less (Buist & Yang 2000).

Default behaviour also shows the importance of differences in housing

finance systems. In the UK a household defaulting and in negative equity

would still be liable for the outstanding balance and so affordability

issues and trigger events such as divorce or unemployment might be more

important.

A complication that should be kept in mind is that default and prepayment

are not entirely separate and are competing options (competing risks), in

that exercising one of the options precludes exercising the other (Kau et al.

1992). This makes the link between the stochastic economic environment

and mortgage demand even more complex. For example, even if the option

to default is in the money, the prepayment option may still have value (say

mortgage interest rates were volatile), as such default would result in the

loss of this value. The effect of stochastic variables upon both prepayment

and default represent potentially important drivers of the demand for

housing finance.

Other links between default and mortgage demand arise where we expect

liquidity constraints and/or asymmetric information to be present in the

economy. A borrower who defaults may attempt to re-enter owner occu-

pation but find that they are credit rationed, say through a reduced credit

score (Bennet et al. 1998, 2000). Another source of credit rationing

linked to default arises under asymmetric information. It can be demon-

strated theoretically that if lenders have incomplete knowledge regarding

the borrowers propensity to default then some borrowers will be credit

rationed (see Brueckner 1994b, c). This arises from a separating equilib-

rium, where different mortgage contracts, defined by their combination

of interest rate and loan-to-value ratio, attract borrowers with differing

probabilities of defaulting. This separation of contracts leads to a group

who while paying lower interest rates are not allowed to borrow as

much as they would wish, that is they are credit rationed. Credit ration-

ing in the mortgage market is an important phenomenon, both theoretic-

ally and empirically, and forms the main focus of Chapters 5 and 6 of

this book.
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Mortgage contract design

Differences in mortgage contract design extend beyond the mortgage size/

interest rate combinations that might form the basis of a separating equi-

librium. In the United States the combination of up-front payments

(points) and interest rate is another key form of variation (see Dunn &

Spatt 1988; Yang 1992; Stanton & Wallace 1998). A further source of

heterogeneity is the degree of risk sharing between lenders and borrowers

(Arvan & Brueckner 1986; Brueckner 1986), with adjustable rate debt

(variable rate in the United Kingdom) argued to place the burden of interest

rate risk on the borrower, while fixed rate debt poses potential problems

for the lender (Baesel & Biger 1980). Clearly there are important issues

relating to why we observe such a variety of mortgage designs, and the

impact of choices on mortgage/housing demand.

Once again the answers to why we observe heterogeneity of mortgage

contracts depend upon how we view the economic environment, and the

efficiency of the housing finance system. In the no arbitrage economy with

efficiently priced debt there is no justification for the different forms of

mortgage contract, and they should certainly not impact upon mortgage/

housing demand. Explanations for the observed variety of contracts in-

clude myopic behaviour, heterogeneous interest rate expectations and

desired payment profiles. Different contracts including the size of debt

may have the role of signalling the characteristics of borrowers and pro-

viding important information to lenders. For now we take it that contract

design and mortgage demand are not entirely separate issues.

The nature of the economic environment

The discussion of the theoretical basis of mortgage demand, and the

general discussion of issues, has highlighted the importance of the as-

sumptions that we make about the competitive environment in which

mortgage borrowing and lending takes place. For example, in the presence

of asymmetric information, different combinations of interest rates and

loan size could attract borrowers with differing risks of default, and lead to

credit rationing. A more fundamental distinction was apparent in the

discussion of the formal modelling. Models assuming that borrowers

knew their economic environment and its future states with certainty

were more readily reconciled with liquidity constraints. Models relying

upon uncertainty were less tractable but also explained variations in loan-

to-value ratios that deviated from the corner solutions of zero or 100%

gearing.
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The approach adopted in this book is eclectic in that the author believes

that each of these modelling approaches can offer important insights into

the actual operation of mortgage markets, and inform the empirical speci-

fication of mortgage demand equations. For example, empirical evidence

does suggest that the option theoretic framework is a useful way of viewing

prepayment and default behaviour (Green & Shoven 1986; Schwartz &

Torous 1989a, b, 1992, 1993); given this, then the assumption of a no

arbitrage economy with risk-neutral borrowers is a useful one. On the

other hand, important insights can be gained empirically if we admit the

possibility of liquidity constraints, asymmetric information and capital

market imperfections. These different perspectives also raise questions

regarding the appropriate way to value mortgage-backed securities. Though

techniques of mortgage valuation are not a major focus of this book, under-

standing the basis upon which cash flows are generated and sustained in the

mortgage market is clearly central to these valuation issues.

How we view the economic environment has important implications for

the empirical specification of mortgage demand equations. Chapter 4 will

demonstrate how in a world of imperfect capital markets and sub-optimal

mortgage designs, cash flow considerations may influence the choice of

debt levels. In these circumstances a mortgage demand equation would

require the inclusion of the nominal net of tax mortgage interest rate,

rather than the real rate of interest (Meen, 1990; Leece 1995a; Muellbauer

& Murphy 1997).15 The user costs measure may be less relevant, or require

some modification. Assuming the prevalence of binding prudential lend-

ing rules also leads to the simultaneous determination of the demand for

housing services and mortgage size (Brueckner 1994a). However, binding

down payment constraints might ration entry to owner occupation and

both discrete and continuous housing choices need to be jointly modelled,

allowing for this rationing. These and other specification issues will be

discussed more fully in subsequent chapters of the book.

Though the focus of analysis in this chapter has been on credit demand

there is clearly a role for the analysis of lending behaviour. This has been

recognised in the literature on discrimination in lending markets. How-

ever, it is difficult to ascertain if there is racial or any other form of

discrimination evident in the mortgage market unless there is some con-

trol for differences in credit demand between groups (LaCour Little 2001).

The analysis of disaggregated forms of credit demand is therefore import-

ant. However, lender behaviour will feature in later chapters, in risk

sharing, assumptions regarding the degree of competition, rationing and

agency problems.
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Summary and conclusions

This chapter has examined the theoretical basis of mortgage demand. The

literature has seen the development of theoretical models under condi-

tions of certainty and uncertainty. The certainty models have the added

feature of incorporating liquidity constraints together with binding pru-

dential lending rules. While corner solutions of maximum and minimum

borrowing were predicted by these models there where circumstances

where the loan-to-value ratio might vary between zero and its maximum.

However, observed loan-to-value ratios may also be explained by the

presence of uncertainty that can be nicely treated in a standard mean

variance framework adopted from financial economics (Follain 1990).

The development of secondary mortgage markets along with the growth

in securitisation have led to models taken from financial economics be-

coming increasingly important. Both certainty and uncertainty models

have contributed to the empirical specification of mortgage demand equa-

tions.

Investment and consumption can drive the demand for housing. The

imposition of binding down payment constraints can impact upon the

timing of entry into owner occupation and housing demand. A significant

body of research had analysed the impact of this liquidity constraint on

entry into owner occupation, aggregate savings, and the behaviour of

house prices and housing transactions. There are clear implications here

for mortgage demand. In particular, consumption-driven models of housing

demand suggest a lesser role for the user cost of owner occupation in

demand estimates. Mortgage demand equations need to test alternative

specifications of the relevant costs of housing, and also test for binding

loan-to-value ratios, with the simultaneity of housing and mortgage

demand.

The discussion in this chapter has suggested that a focus upon mortgage

demand can be a convenient focal point for a consideration of mortgage

market economics and analysis. There are a large number of sources

of simultaneity, and mortgage demand may be endogenous to many

other mortgage market choices, including prepayment, default and the

choice of mortgage instrument. The formal modelling indicates the

direct link between housing and mortgage demand, though at times we

have questioned this relationship. The chapter which follows examines

these and other issues involved in estimating mortgage demand equations

for households, and reports the results of econometric research in this

area.
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Guide to further reading

For more detailed reading the student can do no better than read the

seminal paper by Brueckner (1994a). The paper outlines the basic results

of a mortgage demand model under certainty with some extensions to

cover the uncertainty case. Jones (1993, 1994, 1995) offers an alternative,

but highly complementary, approach to modelling mortgage demand

under certainty, with the empirical extension to uncertainty. Plaut

(1986) presents an interesting two-period model that allows risky asset

prices, including the price of housing and also focuses upon the issues of

liquidity constraints and incomplete portfolios.

Good reviews of both the theoretical and empirical literature on mortgage

demand can be found in Ling & McGill (1998) and Follain & Dunsky (1997).

The reader will note that a lot of the work in this area concerns housing

from which the implications of mortgage demand must be drawn. There is

still much work to be done in the theoretical study of mortgage demand

per se.

Notes

1 See for example, Elton, J.E. & M.J. Gruber (1991) Modern Portfolio Theory and

Investment Analysis, John Wiley & Sons Inc., New York, Chichester, 4th edi-

tion, chapters 2 and 3, pp. 15–64.

2 The first order conditions, not reported here, are derived using the Kuhn Tucker

theorem.

3 See Brueckner (1994a, p. 255).

4 In theory the appropriate opportunity cost of equity in a property is an asset with

the same risk return characteristics. In the model under certainty we can assume

such problems of asset choice away and merely focus upon savings rates. Savings

deposits may be an appropriate choice of alternative asset for many liquidity

constrained borrowers. Several authors have noted how user costs can vary

according to differences in household portfolios (Hendershott & Hu 1981,

1983; Leece 1995b).

5 Under these circumstances consumers can always substitute the cheaper mort-

gage for the more expensive debt. This will not effect non-housing consumption

but it will increase wealth. Also, as long as consumers are not too impatient then

they can combine the maximal borrowing with some saving so that borrowing

and saving are jointly observed in this case – a result generated by the difference

between the rate of return on saving and the mortgage rate (see Brueckner (1994a,

p. 255).

6 See Brueckner (1994a, p. 256) for his exposition of this intuition.
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7 Jones (1993) uses a slightly more elaborate utility function, that is an instant-

aneous utility function defined with respect to time t.

8 Brueckner (1994a, pp. 259–60).

9 Theoretical modelling in the United States has tended to reflect the predomin-

ance of fixed rate mortgage contracts, which underpin this convenient assump-

tion of a non-stochastic mortgage interest rate.

10 See ‘The Housing Market: From Boom to Bust’, Dresdner Bank, USA. Update on

http://group-economics.dresdner-bank.com.

11 See Brueckner (1994a), footnote 14, p. 261.

12 More formally, user cost of owner occupation can be represented by the

following ratio. This indicates that the ratio of utility gained from housing

and non-housing consumption is equal to the ratio of costs to price of housing

services where expected capital gains on the property are negative in effect and

reduce user cost.

Uh

Uc
¼ ph

rm þ d� DPt½ �
pc

¼ ph rm þ d� DPt½ �

13 This analysis parallels explanations of stock market efficiency where the size of

transactions in a stock should not impact upon price, that is, securities with the

same risk return characteristics are viewed as perfect substitutes.

14 This raises an interesting point for the interpretation of past house price

changes in the empirical estimation of mortgage demand. On the one hand

significant lagged values could represent an adaptive expectations mechanism

consistent with user cost arguments. On the other hand this could represent

overcoming liquidity constraints on trading up.

15 The typical test for user costs is to test the restriction that the coefficients on

the nominal interest rate and expected house price inflation are equal with

equality, implying the validity of the user cost explanation.
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3
The Demand for Mortgage Finance:

Empirical Evidence

Introduction

Chapter 2 presented a number of theoretical models of mortgage

demand and placed the demand for housing finance in the broader context

of other mortgage choices. This chapter discusses the empirical estimation

of mortgage demand equations. The main empirical evidence reviewed

is drawn from work in the US, Canada and the UK. Though the discussion

in Chapter 2 suggested that a fully specified system of equations,

covering the markets for all assets and liabilities, labour, housing and

non-housing debt were difficult to implement, the theoretical work

did point to the main influences on the demand for mortgage credit.

Given the ambiguity in the theoretical models regarding the expected

influence of variables, then recourse to empirical evidence is particularly

important.

The discussion in Chapter 1 highlighted the aggregate importance of the

mortgage market in several countries. There are also significant variations

in household gearing (loan-to-value ratios) across countries, time and

households. The main focus of this chapter is cross-section studies of

variations in household behaviour, with respect to mortgage demand.

When relevant reference will be made to time series work. Knowledge of

the determinants of the demand for housing debt can provide useful infor-

mation to MBS investors and issuers. The results of empirical analysis will

also reflect upon important policy areas. Mortgage interest payments have

been subjected to taxation policies that vary between countries, and over

time. These fiscal policies have important implications for the saving and

consumption decisions of households, the housing market and national

resource allocation.



The chapter begins with a consideration of some of the main issues involved

in estimating mortgage demand equations. For example, mortgage debt is

observed to be zero when households have paid off their debt, or finance

housing transactions with 100% equity, and these zero values have import-

ant implications for choosing the appropriate estimation technique. There

are also other significant estimation issues that arise from placing mortgage

demand at the centre of mortgage market analysis, as we did in Figure

2.1. For example, dealing with liquidity constraints, or credit rationing?

It is also important to recognise the selectivity issues involved relating

to other mortgage choices, for example via the choice of mortgage

instrument?

Having considered the main issues and problems in estimating mortgage

demand equations the chapter moves on to look at the actual empirical

evidence and an estimate of mortgage demand using UK data. This leads

naturally to a comparison of the UK and US research, and an evaluation of

how far the different systems of housing finance impinge upon the results

of studies in the two economies. For example, the elasticity of mortgage

demand with respect to the net of tax mortgage interest rate is found to be

considerably smaller in UK research. The chapter concludes with a critical

review of work to date in the estimation of mortgage demand equations,

and offers suggestions for further research.

Some general issues encountered in estimating mortgage

demand equations

Recent North American and UK research into the demand for mortgage

finance has raised and accommodated several important estimation issues

and measurement problems. These can be listed as follows:

. The censoring of data (for example zero mortgage holdings by some

owner occupiers).

. The truncation of the distribution of observed mortgage balances under

credit rationing (that is some borrowers obtain less than their desired

amounts of debt).

. The simultaneous determination of mortgage and housing demand.

. The choice of an appropriate measure of mortgage debt.
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. The choice between reduced form models and complex structural equa-

tions.

. The use of housing finance for non-housing investments and/or con-

sumption.

The above list is by no means exhaustive of issues and problems encoun-

tered in the econometric estimation of mortgage demand equations, and

neither are all of the issues considered in all studies. For example, there is

the possibility that just using a sample of owner occupiers is dealing with a

self-selected population, with the associated statistical biases. In addition

there may be a number of simultaneous choices including the prepayment

of debt. However, the issues listed above do follow from some of the

important theoretical approaches examined in the previous chapter.

The theoretical discussion in Chapter 2 focused mostly upon the loan-to-

value ratio. Thus there was the important question of whether borrowers

would adopt corner solutions of zero or 100% debt. Brueckner (1994a)

noted that in the US many households endeavoured to reduce their mort-

gage debt in situ. This was surprising given that the net of tax mortgage

rate was below the net of tax rate of return on savings. The model of

mortgage demand under uncertainty suggested that this behaviour was

consistent with that of a rational utility maximising household. However,

debt minimisation also leads to the problem that samples of owner occu-

piers may contain many households with a zero value on the dependent

variable, that is no mortgage debt.

Recent studies of mortgage demand have dealt with the problem of zero

observations in the data by using a Tobit estimator that corrects for the

censoring (see Ling & McGill 1998; Follain & Dunsky 1997). The Tobit

combines discrete and continuous choices, which in this case is the deci-

sion to incur a positive quantity of debt, and the decision on the size of

that debt. The Tobit assumes that the estimated coefficients on the dis-

crete choice will equal those for the continuous choice. This implies that

the decision to have zero borrowing is an equilibrium choice. By combin-

ing the discrete and continuous choices in this way the censoring (select-

ivity bias) of observations that equal zero is controlled for.1 The

mathematical form of the Tobit, and associated techniques, will be dis-

cussed in Chapter 6.

A related estimation problem occurs when households are not allowed to

borrow their desired amounts, or face binding down payment constraints

(Ortalo-Magné & Rady 1998, 1999, 2002). In this case the observed values
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of mortgage debt do not represent equilibrium values. We say that the

distribution is truncated. This situation arises under credit rationing and

Leece (1995a, 2000b) has demonstrated that using a truncated regression is

a more appropriate technique in this case. The continuous choice is mod-

elled independently of the discrete choice, there is no assumption that the

estimated coefficients on both choices will be the same. Some borrowers

may have zero mortgages because they were credit rationed and could not

enter owner occupation. The discussion of estimation under credit

rationing is also deferred until Chapter 6, but it is raised here to demon-

strate the several sources of selection bias that estimating mortgage

demand can be subject to.

A very important result, arising out of the theory, was the possible simul-

taneous determination of housing and mortgage demand. This question

has been addressed by both Follain & Dunsky (1997) and Ling & McGill

(1998). Follain & Dunsky estimate both reduced form and structural equa-

tions. The reduced form equations exclude any endogenous variables, in

this case net worth and housing value. Thus structural equations are those

estimated for both the level of mortgage debt and the level of housing

services, where housing expenditure (or an instrument) appears as an

argument in the demand for mortgage finance. The estimates are derived

from a simultaneous Tobit model, which is capable of estimating these

structural equations, and this is the procedure also adopted by Ling &

McGill. These studies find for the simultaneous relationship between

mortgage and housing demand.

Estimating a structural equation for mortgage demand which recognises

the endogeneity of the level of expenditure on housing services requires the

use of instrumental variables. The instruments can be arguments

from the user cost of owner occupation, or a predicted value from an

housing expenditure equation that has elements of user costs as explana-

tory variables. User costs arguments, such as a measure of the expected rate

of house price inflation, or real mortgage interest rates have not always

proved to be statistically significant in UK mortgage demand equations

(Leece 1995a). This does suggest that in many cases the nominal mortgage

interest rate is the correct empirical specification of mortgage costs. How-

ever, this is not always true of US research (see Brueckner & Follain 1989).

The theoretical discussion in Chapter 2 suggested that the number of

structural equations should extend beyond housing and mortgage choices.

That is we need a general model covering the labour market, housing, non-

housing consumption, asset choices and the choice of liabilities generally.

Such a model poses immense data demands and might well be analytically
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intractable. For example, the simultaneous decisions might be subject to

non-linearity. Empirical research has had to be satisfied with adopting

general pointers from the theoretical modelling. Typically just a single or

two equations are estimated, though Cho et al. (1995) does estimate a four

equation model that also involves the choice of mortgage instrument.

An important issue is the actual measure of mortgage size used as the

dependent variable in these estimations. For example, a measure of mort-

gage debt that will feature in the analysis of prepayment and default

behaviour is the market value of the debt. This is measured by the present

value of all future payments on the mortgage, discounted at the prevailing

mortgage rate. For the US and Canada, Jones (1993, 1994, 1995) and Ling &

McGill (1998) have used market values, while Follain & Dunsky (1997)

experimented with both book and market values. When the mortgage is a

fixed rate instrument then market value can better represent the real debt

burden of the household.

UK research has typically taken the form of pooled cross-section/time

series studies. The dependent variable has been the loan-to-value ratio

(Leece 2001b), the real mortgage balance at the point of house purchase

(Leece 2000b) or the proportion of income used for mortgage payments

(Devereaux & Lanot 2003). The discouragement of prepayment of mort-

gages by redemption penalties has meant that market values can diverge

significantly from the book values of mortgages. Any divergence between

market and book values is likely to be at a minimum at the point of house

purchase. Thus UK pooled time series/cross-section studies have focused

upon new mortgages. US estimates can, and tend to, involve both new and

‘seasoned’2 mortgage contracts. It is probably advisable in any study of

mortgage demand to estimate using a variety of measures of the mortgage

liability. This issue highlights the significance of differences in the hous-

ing finance systems of the UK and the US, here impacting upon the

appropriate selection of the dependent variable.

Even at the point of house purchase the mortgage may be raised to finance

non-housing expenditure or other investments. Jones (1993, 1994, 1995)

has argued that households engage in arbitrage by raising housing finance

to purchase non-housing assets. This involves the concept of excess debt.

Excess debt arises when borrowing exceeds that which is optimal to

purchase a property. Jones uses a life cycle based model of mortgage

demand to estimate the optimal size of debt; the study then attempts to

explain variations in the demand for non-housing assets to account for

uncertainty. This again raises the point that mortgage demand is complex

and is best viewed in a general portfolio setting.
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For younger borrowers, whose role in determining aggregate housing and

mortgage demand has already been emphasised (Ortalo-Magné & Rady

1998, 1999, 2002), there is the issue of family networks, and gifts and

transfers to facilitate home ownership. Such transfers can minimise the

distortions in consumption, and corresponding utility losses, arising from

forced saving for a deposit early in the life cycle (Artle & Varaya 1978), and

perhaps generally overcome credit market imperfections. This is interest-

ing because such assistance can vary across housing finance systems. For

example, family support systems are particularly important in southern

Europe (Forrest & Murie 1995; Holdsworth & Solda 2002).

Though decision making in the US and the UK is viewed in a more

individualistic way, wealth transfers may still be of significance (Mayer

& Engelhardt 1996; Engelhardt & Mayer 1996; Guiso & Jappelli 2002).

Mayer & Engelhardt utilised survey data and found that financial con-

straints have led to an increased reliance upon gifts. Larger incomes and

higher median house prices lead to a higher proportion of savings being

used to finance the deposit on a house, implying an increased reliance on

gifts by more constrained households. However, Engelhardt (1996) sug-

gested that intergenerational transfers are not sufficient to overcome

credit market constraints, at least in the US.

Guiso & Jappelli (2002), used Italian data, and also found that gifts were

not significant enough to generally overcome credit market imperfections.

The apparent lack of general impact of intergenerational transfers is not an

argument for ignoring their possible effects in cross-section studies of

mortgage demand. Clearly the likelihood of observing a young individual

or household in owner occupation may ceterus paribus be conditional

upon such gifts. Gifts and bequests can be incorporated into theoretical

models, though econometrically the data requirements might be quite

demanding. However, it is a relevant criticism of extant mortgage demand

equations that they have not at least purposely proxied these effects, or

interpreted some results in the light of the possibility of this type of

transfer. Clearly, the specification of mortgage demand equations must

consider the cultural context and the nature of the housing finance system

in which the estimates are being made.

The general findings of United States research

Having seen the general direction in which empirical research, and econo-

metric estimation has gone, we can now consider the general ‘fit’ of theory

and empirical evidence in the area of mortgage demand. For example,
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theoretical analysis points to the importance of initial wealth, income, the

gap between mortgage interest rates and saving and expected wealth and

its variance, etc. It is generally considered that the net of tax mortgage

interest rate in the US is less than the forgone rate of return on savings.

Brueckner (1994a) notes that in the certainty case, under such a regime,

borrowers will maximise their debt. In the uncertainty case the expected

signs on the key theoretical variables are ambiguous (Brueckner 1994a).

Given that US borrowers face uncertain rates of return on their savings,

and appear to behave accordingly, then it is necessary to have recourse to

the econometric evidence.

Several important cross-section studies have been conducted using US

data. Follain & Dunsky (1997) estimate a series of structural and reduced

form models. They use the 1983 and 1989 Surveys of Consumer Finance

(SCF). A major motivation is to evaluate the impact of federal income tax

policy on the demand for housing debt. They note the importance of the

elasticity of demand for mortgage debt with respect to tax policy changes

and the effects of this on potential revenue gains for the federal govern-

ment. The results of this research are therefore of interest to the UK,

where tax benefits on mortgage interest payments have recently been

removed (in April 2000).

Follain and Dunsky found that the estimated coefficient on a tax price

variable is positive and statistically significant. The tax price variable is

measured by the difference between the after tax cost of equity in a

property and the after tax cost of mortgage debt. Thus we are looking at

the gap between the mortgage interest rate and the rate of return on

savings discussed in Chapter 2, modified for taxation treatment and sub-

sidies. The tax price result was robust to several different measures of the

dependent variable (that is mortgage book value, mortgage market value,

and loan-to-value ratio). Interestingly, the elasticity of demand of mort-

gage debt with respect to the tax price of debt was very high and estimated

to be about �1:5.3

The Follain and Dunsky research was extended (Dunsky & Follain 2000)

by utilising the panel nature of the SCF. The negative impact of the

after tax cost of mortgage debt on mortgage demand was confirmed, and

gave an elasticity of about �1. The dependent variable in this case was

the net change in mortgage borrowing. Both Follain & Dunsky (1997) and

Dunsky & Follain (2000) identified the importance of variations in

the parameters of mortgage demand equations by income groups. Low-

income groups exhibit a positive sign on income, but for high-income

groups it is negative. These results are consistent with the presence
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of liquidity constraints. Liquidity constraints might also be apparent in the

negative relationship found between net worth and mortgage demand,

though higher wealth might also provide a substitute for mortgage finance.

Ling & McGill (1998) presented another important estimate of a mortgage

demand equation. Like Follain & Dunsky (1997) they include households

with zero debt in the sample, and estimated a Tobit model. Their depend-

ent variable was the market value of mortgage debt. They found a positive

relationship between housing demand and the size of mortgage, thus

confirming the results of Follain & Dunsky, and emphasising the need to

account for the simultaneous determination of housing and mortgage

choices. Ling & McGill also found a positive sign on earned income, a

result consistent with the presence of liquidity constraints, though it

might also have been a proxy for differences in marginal taxation rates.

The previous chapter noted that the link between mortgage and housing

demand may not always be so mechanical, as is often assumed. The work of

Jones in particular stressed the importance of non-housing portfolio object-

ives. Jones has established the empirical significance of this proposition for

both the United States using SCF (Survey of Consumer Finances) data (Jones

1993, 1994), and for Canada using the Canadian SCF (1995). The focus of the

estimation was the noted demand for excess mortgage debt. Jones focused

upon the link between mortgage finance and the acquisition of specific

forms of non-housing asset. The research suggested that excess mortgage

debt was used to finance business or additional real estate assets. Mortgage

finance was not used to acquire financial assets, and households showed

little inclination to use non-mortgage finance to purchase a property.

The discussion in Chapter 2 indicated the possible links between mort-

gage demand and prepayment and default behaviour, both of which had the

features of options. Given the importance of the stochastic behaviour of

variables in the option theoretic approach then these relationships are

perhaps best explored through time series estimates. Buist & Yang (2000)

confirm the positive impact of house prices and incomes on aggregate

mortgage demand. Rising incomes increase the likelihood of prepaying,

and reduce the expectation of default, the combined effect of which is an

increase in demand. The study found the predicted negative sign on the

mortgage interest rate. Jones (1994) noted that mortgage choices are likely

to be endogenous to prepayment where prepayment is a call option. The

issues of default and prepayment will be considered more fully in Chapters

9 and 10. The research of Buist & Yang, and the other studies reported

here, highlight the usefulness of adopting the different perspectives on the

economic environment outlined in Chapter 2.
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North American studies have confirmed the importance of some of the

key variables and relationships highlighted in the theoretical discussion

in Chapter 2. For example, housing and mortgage demand were found to

be simultaneously determined. Wealth (net worth) has been found

to have a negative impact upon mortgage demand (Follain & Dunsky

1997), but not always (Jones 1995; Cho et al. 1995). Some of the limitations

of empirical analysis, such as the difficulty of testing a comprehensive

structural model, remain. In this sense most theoretical models remain

broadly indicative. There has been some evidence of liquidity constraints,

usually detected by dissagregating the estimation by wealth and/or

age, or other characteristics (Linneman & Wachter 1989; Follain &

Dunsky 1997).

Empirical research in the United Kingdom

The background to United Kingdom research

The theoretical discussion in Chapter 2 noted the importance of the

difference between the net of tax mortgage interest rate, and the rate of

return on equity in a property. Muellbeur & Murphy (1997) argued that the

rate of return on a building society share account seems the most appro-

priate forgone rate of return for the UK. Research in the US presumed that

the net of tax mortgage rate was lower than the savings rate. In the UK net

of tax mortgage rates tend to be higher than savings rates on basic cash

accounts. This is indicated by Figure 3.1, which shows differences in gross

rates, which are broadly commensurate with net of tax differences. It has

generally been unlikely that a borrower would get a higher rate of return

on an investment than the interest cost on borrowing (Spero 1993). How-

ever, the net of tax picture becomes increasingly complicated with the

introduction of tax-free savings/investment products, and the gradual

diminution and final demise of tax relief on mortgage interest rates.4 It is

also complicated for earlier periods when, at least up to 1991, interest on

savings accounts was taxed at a lower rate (composite tax) than earned

income. So the difference in mortgage and savings rates in the UK has been

subject to some instability over time.

It is possible that for some UK borrowers there was a fairly consistent

expectation that the rate of return on the forgone investment would be

higher than the net mortgage interest rate costs. This was possibly so for

the UK endowment mortgage choice, a case to be analysed below. Choos-

ing the appropriate opportunity cost of equity in property can be critical

to expected mortgage choices, either directly or indirectly through the
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effects upon housing demand. For example, Miles (1992) notes that

using an historical mean return of 8% on equities as the opportunity

cost of equity can lead to negative user costs of owner occupation. Under-

standing differences in household behaviour in the mortgage market

requires a careful consideration of the appropriate opportunity cost of

equity in a property. The mortgage choices facing UK households (that is

the endowment) provides a unique opportunity to identify a group

of borrowers for whom the opportunity cost of equity can be broadly

identified.

Much empirical research in the UK has been time series based, and often

primarily interested in the impact of mortgage market rationing on the

demand for housing, and the implications of the amelioration or removal

of credit rationing. Thus mortgage demand has been represented directly

in housing demand equations, usually in the form of a stock measure

(aggregate number of mortgages) or a net change in the stock of debt

(Hendry 1984; Wilcox 1985; Dicks 1989, 1990; Hall & Urwin 1989; Meen

1990). Leece (1995a) estimated a cross-section analysis of mortgage

demand under credit rationing and financial deregulation. More recent

research has used pooled cross-section/time series data and has dissagre-

gated mortgage demand by mortgage type, that is by the endowment/

repayment mortgage choice (Leece 2000b; Devereaux & Lanot 2003).

Pooled cross-section/time series data allows the analysis of both interest

cost effects and variations in household behaviour.
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Figure 3.1 United Kingdom, Mortgage and Savings Rates (1984 to 2000).

Source: Economic Trends.
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One important feature of the UK mortgage market has been the co-

existance of two mortgage instruments, each with different taxation im-

plications (see Devereaux & Lanot 2003). These are the standard annuity

(repayment) mortgage and the endowment. The endowment is a saving

scheme based on an interest only mortgage. Tax relief on the interest only

payments means that the endowment would secure the greatest tax bene-

fits over time. Also, under favourable interest rate regimes there can be an

investment surplus in excess of the outstanding mortgage balance. The

choice of an endowment provides a convenient backdrop to understanding

mortgage demand in the UK economy. In particular, Leece (2000b) has

used this choice to suggest a separating equilibrium in the mortgage

market, a concept to be introduced in Chapter 4. Meanwhile, the UK

data provides an excellent opportunity to estimate the Brueckner model

of mortgage demand presented in Chapter 2.

An estimation of Brueckner’s basic results of mortgage demand

There are few studies of mortgage demand for the UK. This section pre-

sents the estimates for a basic mortgage demand equation, with expect-

ations based upon the uncertainty case, reflecting the theoretical

arguments presented by Brueckner (1994a). The key variables discussed

in Chapter 2 were the discrepancy between savings and borrowing rates,

the level of housing expenditure, income and initial wealth. The theory

also indicated the importance of time preference and attitudes to risk. The

latter factors proved to be influential arguments when the net of tax

mortgage interest rate was greater than the net of tax savings rate, or

when there was uncertainty and the rate of return on savings was higher

than the net of tax mortgage rate. In these cases households would not

necessarily attempt to maximise their mortgage debt, but would limit the

extent of their gearing according to their individual preferences. In this

estimation it is argued that the mortgage interest rate was lower than the

expected forgone rate of return on savings/investment.5

Empirical counterparts to the key theoretical variables are not always

available, and must be proxied by other measures. In the case of this

study we have no data on initial wealth. The analysis adopts the usual

practice of using personal and household characteristics to represent time

preference and attitudes to risk. The empirical specification controls for

the endogeneity of housing expenditure by estimating a two stage least

squares model. The sample is pooled cross-section and time series data

(1991–1994), and is drawn from the British Household Panel Survey

(BHPS). There is a sample of 508 borrowers, all of whom are endowment
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mortgage holders. This latter feature is important because the choice of an

interest only endowment mortgage implies an expectation that the rate of

return on the endowment fund will exceed the net of tax mortgage interest

rate6 (see Leece 1995b).

The choice of time period in this study is important. This is a period

of comparative accessibility for the investigator. Subsequently, the mort-

gage market became more complex with an increasing variety of mortgage

choices, and more and more heavy discounting of mortgage debt. Savings

and investment opportunities also became increasingly differentiated, with

tax free savings products. Tax relief on mortgage interest payments was

gradually removed, finally disappearing in April 2000. Switching between

providers became a major portion of new mortgage demand. Though these

facets of UK financial markets are of interest in themselves, the period 1991

to 1994 is a comparatively less problematic one in which to test a basic

mortgage demand model, and to include a variable representing the cost of

different mortgage instruments (variable versus fixed rate).

The house price equation, estimating the instrument for housing demand,

was identified by using dummy variables for regional location, and lagged

values of house price inflation as a dimension of user costs. Interestingly,

the measure of user cost was not statistically significant, this may not be

too surprising given a period of nominal and real house price declines and

the dominance of affordability considerations. Though the theoretical

work on housing cycles suggested that lagged house price changes would

facilitate overcoming down payment constraints (Stein 1995; Ortalo-

Magné & Rady 1998, 1999, 2002), this may also be difficult to detect

given the short and particular sample period.

The model does not use the Tobit for censored data that has featured in

recent US work. The main reason for this is that endowment balances are

typically held to maturity, thus there are likely to be fewer observed zero

balances among owner occupiers. In addition, house movers can transfer

their endowment. In any case it is not possible to create a consistent

sample containing zero debt observations for endowment mortgage

holders having paid off their debt, that is we do not know exactly what

type of mortgages they used to hold. Also, the theoretical expectation here

is that endowment mortgage holders will not be debt minimisers per se.

The use of a sample of endowment mortgage holders only can introduce

selectivity problems, but statistical testing suggested that this was not the

case. This corresponds with Devereaux & Lanot (2003) who find no evi-

dence of this particular selectivity problem in their analysis of mortgage

demand by mortgage type.
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The results of estimating a basic mortgage demand equation for the UK are

presented in Tables 3.1. and 3.2. The estimates are indicated for both the

log of the real mortgage balance (Table 3.1) and the log of the loan-to-value

ratio (Table 3.2). The focus of analysis is the demand for mortgage debt at

the point of house purchase. The instrument representing the real house

price at the time of purchase is seen to be statistically significant in both

sets of results. Housing expenditure appears to be endogenous to decisions

on mortgage size. Interestingly the sign on this variable differs according to

whether the loan-to-value ratio (negative sign), or the real mortgage bal-

ance (positive sign) is used. This is consistent with the findings of US

research (Ling & McGill 1998; Cho et al. 1995).

It is not absolutely clear why there should be a negative sign on the

real house price in the loan-to-value ratio equation. Possibly, high levels

of housing expenditure raise the risk profile of household portfolios

(see Brueckner 1997) and this is compensated for by lower gearing.

Table 3.1 Mortgage demand: two stage least squares (dependent
variable: log of loan-to-value ratio)

Variable Coefficient t-value

Constant 0.7971 1.375
Log (age of reference person) �0.0553 �0.993
Log (variable rate) �0.2451 �2.002
Log (weighted premium on FRM) �0.0001 �1.896
Log (savings rate – variable mortgage rate) �0.2017 �1.292
Log (household income) 0.0457 1.368
Log (real house price) �0.0456 �2.243
Children present under 5 years of age 0.0480 0.980
Male head of household 0.0155 0.526
Marital status of reference person �0.1098 �3.470

(R2 ¼ 0.1808)

Table 3.2 Mortgage demand: two stage least squares (dependent
variable: real mortgage balance)

Constant �3.8081 �6.567
Log (age of reference person) �0.0553 �0.993
Log (variable rate) �0.2451 �2.002
Log (weighted premium on FRM) �0.0001 �1.896
Log (savings rate – variable mortgage interest rate) �0.2017 �1.292
Log (household income) 0.0457 1.368
Log (real house price) 0.8440 12.133
Children present under 5 years of age 0.0480 0.980
Male head of household 0.0155 0.526
Marital status of reference person �0.1098 �3.470

(R2 ¼ 0.6128)
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Alternatively, if housing wealth proxies high levels of non-housing wealth

then there might be some substitution of non-housing wealth for mortgage

debt (see Hendershott & Lemmon 1975; Jaffee & Rosen 1979; Ioannides

1989); though some researchers have found a positive relationship between

non-housing wealth and mortgage debt (Jones 1994; Jones 1995; Cho et al.

1995). However, the elasticity of demand of gearing with respect to hous-

ing expenditure, in the UK study, is small with an elasticity of just

�0.0456. So any wealth effect may not be large for this sample of mortgage

holders.

Given the expectation that endowment mortgage holders have a compara-

tively high cost of equity then it may appear superfluous to include the

discrepancy between the rate of interest on cash savings and the net of tax

mortgage interest rate. Though statistically insignificant results cannot be

interpreted as establishing any specific hypothesis the result is of interest.

The lack of statistical significance of the savings rate variable may suggest

that this is not the appropriate opportunity cost of equity, and that the

expectation of a persistently high rate of return on investment, compared

to the mortgage interest rate, is incorporated in the selectivity of the

sample.

Though the lack of statistical significance of income is disappointing,

interest rate effects are significant. Higher net of tax mortgage interest

rates reduce mortgage demand.7 The elasticity of demand with respect to

the net of tax mortgage interest rate is not high in either set of results,

being 0.2451 with respect to both dependent variables. Brueckner’s theor-

etical analysis suggests that when the discrepancy between the rate of

return on investment and the net of tax mortgage interest rate is high

then the elasticity of demand for mortgage debt with respect to the net of

tax mortgage interest rate will be low. Thus this result also lends some

confirmation to the assumption that the expected forgone return on equity

in property, for interest only mortgage holders, was comparatively high.

Interestingly, Devereaux & Lanot find an elasticity of 0.20 for the mort-

gage demand of endowment mortgage holders covering a slightly earlier

period of time (1985 to 1989).8

The model also includes a measure of the premium paid by fixed rate

mortgage holders, and this is statistically significant with a negative

sign. The interpretation here is that households choose between fixed

rate and variable rate debt on the basis of comparative costs. The model-

ling of the simultaneous choice of mortgage instrument and mortgage

demand will be discussed in Chapter 8. For now, note that this study

found these costs to be exogenously determined. The premium used is
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that on five-year fixed rate debt. However, a large number of borrowers

would pay smaller premiums not identified by the data (that is one-, two-

and three-year fixed rates). In this case multiplying the five-year premium

by the probability of take up, estimated by a discrete choice model, gives a

proxy for actual costs paid. Thus borrowers with a high likelihood of take

up are assumed to be willing to pay more.9

In the uncertainty case the borrower’s degree of impatience and attitudes

to risk can influence mortgage demand and so estimates of the impact of

borrower characteristics become important. Only one such characteristic,

marital status, is statistically significant. US research has taken this vari-

able to represent impatience and attitudes to risk. Thus the negative sign

here can be interpreted as indicating that married households consist of a

more patient and more risk averse group of individuals, the usual expect-

ation with this variable. Other factors proxied by marital status, such as

the presence of a second earner, are not consistent with the negative sign.

Thus this estimate, added to the other results, provides an indication of

the efficacy of Brueckner’s mortgage demand model in guiding empirical

specifications.

A comparison of United States and United Kingdom research

The UK mortgage market context is important when comparing US and

UK research. For example, the UK has a system of variable rate mortgages

with fixed rate debt typically being fixed for short periods of 1 to 5 years.

Thus reactions to changes in the current mortgage interest rate could differ

in elasticity, as most contracts reverted eventually to the variable rate.

Also, unlike US research (Brueckner & Follain 1989), there is no evidence

of simultaneity in the choice of mortgage instrument and housing/mort-

gage demand for the UK (see Leece 2000b, 2001b). Given these differences

then we might predict significantly different elasticities of mortgage/hous-

ing demand with respect to the net of tax mortgage interest rate. Of course,

this is what we find with US estimates of 1.00 or 1.5 and UK elasticities of

0.24 and 0.20. Differences might also reflect the perceived gap between

mortgage rates and the relevant rate of return on the alternative invest-

ment to housing.

Tax benefits on UK mortgage interest rates were automatically calculated

at source under a scheme called MIRAS (mortgage interest relief at source),

while in the US, households are responsible for claiming relief through

self-assessment. Some UK borrowers could separately claim tax relief at

the higher rate of tax up to 1991 when mortgage interest relief was reduced
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to the standard rate. Whether tax deductions have, or have not, been

claimed has proven to be a significant impact upon mortgage demand in

US research (Ling & McGill 1998; Dunsky & Follain 2000). With auto-

matic deduction this is clearly less the case for the UK; as noted, the tax

relief on mortgage interest payments in the UK was finally abolished in

April 2000.

Ling & McGill (1998) suggest that in the US the general belief is that the

after tax cost of equity exceeds the net of tax mortgage interest rate. This is

also the position adopted by Brueckner (1994a). A criticism here might be

that with imperfect capital markets, and less than complete portfolio

diversification, the opportunity cost of equity in property might vary

between households. The borrower’s actual perception of the relevant

opportunity cost of equity in a residence is an area that merits further

research. Estimating the cost of equity for owner occupied property is a

topic where a number of different techniques have been applied, and

a variety of estimates made (see Gillingham 1983; Miles 1992; and Leece

2000b). The advantage of the UK study reported above is that we can

be fairly certain that the mortgage rate is perceived to be lower than the

forgone return on investment.

A direct comparison of parameter estimates obtained in US and UK re-

search are difficult, and may not be very meaningful. However, there are a

number of general lessons to be drawn from such a comparison. The

importance of locating the appropriate opportunity cost of equity in prop-

erty has been noted. The elasticity of demand for mortgage debt with

respect to the mortgage interest rate may vary according to the discrepancy

between net of tax mortgage rates and the appropriate forgone rate of

return. Key characteristics of the system of housing finance, including

prevalent mortgage designs might also influence these relationships. For

example, the short periods for which mortgage rates are fixed on fixed rate

debt in the UK may have resulted in a more short-term perspective on

movements in interest rates, and a focus upon comparative costs of mort-

gage instruments (Leece 2001a). Later chapters will provide further com-

parisons between US and UK decisions on mortgage size, in particular the

simultaneity of mortgage demand and choice of mortgage contract design.

Summary and conclusions

The discussion in this chapter has highlighted some of the issues involved

in the econometric estimation of mortgage demand, and the main empir-

ical findings. A key finding throughout has been the simultaneous
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determination of expenditure on housing services/house value and mort-

gage demand. This theoretical point, elaborated upon by Brueckner

(1994a), has been largely vindicated by empirical studies. That model

also indicated that the elasticities of demand for mortgage credit varied

according to the size and sign of any discrepancy between the mortgage

interest rate and the rate of return on any alternative investment to

housing. This result has been generally vindicated though more research

is needed. Both US and UK work has suggested that existing theoretical

models provide good guides for the econometric specification of mortgage

demand equations.

An empirical implementation of a basic mortgage demand model using

UK data highlighted the importance of the housing finance system under

which mortgage demand equations were estimated. Interest only mortgage

holders may have perceived a significant gap between the rate of return on

the alternative investment and the net of tax mortgage interest rate. This

would produce a lower elasticity of demand with respect to the mortgage

interest rate. This was certainly significantly lower than that found in US

research. Other differences between the housing finance systems may

have produced this result. The tendency of UK fixed rate debt to be fixed

for short periods of time is another possible explanation for lower interest

rate elasticity. How the elasticity of demand for mortgage debt might have

changed given the general demise of the endowment mortgage is a matter

for further research.

Differences in mortgage contract designs are a key feature in the selection

of econometric techniques. Research in the US had used the Tobit model

which allows for censoring of the data, in this case deriving from those

households with no mortgage balances. In the UK interest only mortgages

meant that the balance was typically carried to maturity. The choice of

mortgage instrument (e.g. fixed rate debt) could also impact upon mortgage

demand, and this was indicated in the UK research. A further complication

is the possibility that some households are credit rationed, and this might

also be reflected in the choice of mortgage instrument. Subsequent chap-

ters will have much more to say about the importance of mortgage con-

tract design and credit rationing. There is clearly substantial scope for

further experimentation in the mortgage demand estimation literature.

Other criticisms of the existing estimates of mortgage demand concern the

need to estimate structural equations, representing not only the housing

and mortgage markets but also the markets for labour and for financial

assets. This would be a formidable task both in terms of data and efficient

and consistent estimation; progress is eagerly awaited in this area.
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Certainly the potentially complex relationships between different mort-

gage choices, as depicted in Figure 2.1, is indicative of a number of sources

of endogeneity and selectivity bias. For example, the demand for mortgage

finance is clearly endogenous to the refinancing of mortgage debt. Not all

the interrelationships between different dimensions of mortgage choice

have been theoretically explored or empirically investigated in the re-

search reported in this chapter.

The chapter which follows looks at the rate of amortisation of debt as a

key mortgage choice. Amortisation is a further aspect of mortgage

demand, for example there may be a trade off between maturity and the

size of debt. The chapter will also further develop ideas of how contract

designs emerge from, and interact with, capital market imperfections. The

theory of mortgage demand discussed in Chapter 2 adopted a utility maxi-

misation approach that could be extended to optimum life cycle choices,

while the empirics discussed here have noted the need to allow for liquid-

ity constraints and credit rationing. It is interesting then to see how

far varying the amortisation of debt can overcome capital market imper-

fections, and imperfections in prevalent mortgage designs.

Guide to further reading

This chapter has reviewed the empirical literature on mortgage demand

and discussed its links with the theoretical propositions outlined in

Chapter 1. There are clearly gaps in the translation of theory into empirical

estimation that can inform policy and practice. In particular, the model-

ling of mortgage demand under uncertainty has yet to be fully empirically

implemented, and forms one of the greatest challenges to applied mortgage

market research. An excellent discussion of the state of the art, which still

largely applies, can be found in Follain (1990).

The papers which review the theoretical work also provide good reviews of

econometric estimates of mortgage demand, at least for the US. Thus

Follain & Dunsky (1997) and Ling & McGill (1998) provide extensive

reviews of US work. It would also pay the researcher/student to return to

Brueckner’s (1994a) theoretical paper on mortgage demand, which has a

lucid and interesting concluding section on some of the issues involved in

the empirical estimation of mortgage demand equations.

UK research is sparse, but a brief review of the issues involved in econo-

metric estimation of UK mortgage demand equations can be found in

Leece (2000b).
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Notes

1 For further reading on the Tobit model see W.H. Greene (1993), Econometric

Analysis, 3rd edition, chapter 20, Section 20.3, pp. 959–72.

2 ‘Seasoned mortgages’ is a term meaning mortgages of some age. Thus they are

not mortgages at the point of house purchase.

3 The estimated structural equations suggested two separate effects on mortgage

demand arising from the reduction of tax benefits. More expensive debt leads to

the greater use of savings to finance house purchase and the reduction in the size

of debt is added to by the fall in housing demand.

4 The persistence of comparatively high mortgage interest rates is indicated by the

tendency of lenders in this period to place increasing emphasis upon offering

repayment flexibility that facilitates early repayment of debt and generates

significant savings in interest payments over the life of the mortgage.

5 Brueckner models a risky rate of return to saving with a fixed mortgage rate. In

the UK rates of return on variable rate debt is risky and fixed rate debt has rates

fixed mostly for short periods. This should not fundamentally alter the analysis.

Interestingly, given the confidence placed in endowments it might be argued

that they were falsely perceived as having a riskless rate of return. Thus the

situation might be considered symmetrical to that obtaining in the US.

6 The issue of mis-selling is relevant here. The point is, however, that those

households sold endowment mortgages believed (possibly with certainty) that

the expected rate of return on the endowment would exceed the mortgage

interest rate.

7 Dunsky & Follain (2000) also suggest including the cost of consumer credit in

mortgage demand equations exhibiting liquidity constraints. This is less rele-

vant in this case as the focus is on mortgage finance to purchase a property only.

It is worth noting that US mortgages are not specifically tied to the purchase of

the property.

8 Devereaux & Lanot (2003) use the percentage of income spent on mortgage

payments as their dependent variable, though we would expect the results to

be fairly commensurate with estimations using other measures of mortgage

demand.

9 This proxy measure is only feasible because the premium was not a significant

explanatory variable in a mortgage instrument choice equation (see Leece

2001b).
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4
The ‘Tilt’, Mortgage Design and the

Amortisation of Debt

Introduction

This chapter begins with an examination of the so called ‘tilt’ – the tilting

of the real value of mortgage payments towards the early life of a mortgage.

This is an important concept that informs the discussion of some alterna-

tive mortgage designs, and the specification and interpretation of mortgage

demand equations, for example, the need to use nominal rather than real

mortgage interest rates. The discussion then moves on to the optimum

rate of amortisation of debt. Amortisation behaviour is relevant to the

design and choice of flexible mortgage instruments and is implicit in the

household’s choice of mortgage maturity. The focus of the chapter is on

the importance of repayment flexibility, particularly in the presence of

imperfect capital markets and can liquidity constraints.

Flexible payment scheduling is one way of overcoming the tilt, and can

also be used to hedge portfolios and achieve the same results as a perfect

capital market (Brueckner 1984; Plaut 1986; Goodman & Wassmer 1992).

The chapter looks at both the theoretical issues surrounding the tilt and

flexible amortisation, plus empirical evidence on household behaviour in

these respects. Mortgage design and the tilting of real payments can have

significant effects on the relative price of housing and housing demand

(Kearl 1978), and can create liquidity squeezes at times of high interest

rates (Chinloy 1995).

While the theoretical importance of flexible amortisation has been known

for some time (see Brueckner 1984; Plaut 1986; Goodman & Wassmer 1992),

flexible mortgage instruments have recently emerged as an increasingly

important phenomenon. In the UK the flexible mortgage has become more



popular since its introduction in 1995. By the first quarter of 2000 flexible

mortgages accounted for 12.4% (£3.8 billion) of gross lending. This mort-

gage instrument is evident internationally, having originated in Australia,

and is now important in Canada in the form of the ‘open’ mortgage. The UK

flexible mortgage design facilitates cost minimisation by charging interest

daily and thus crediting partial prepayments with immediate interest rate

savings.1 These mortgage instruments are often combined with a cash

account that facilitates under- and over-payment, as in Canada.

Flexible mortgages, in the sense of significant control over the rate of

amortisation, are significantly less apparent in the US. However, there

are mortgage instruments that attempt to accommodate differences in

required payment profiles, such as graduated payment mortgages, balloon

mortgages and teaser rates on adjustable rate debt that result in lower

initial mortgage costs. This involves a choice between discrete payment

schedules rather than complete flexibility. No matter how defined and

accommodated the issue of flexibility in the choice of payment scheduling

is of growing practical importance, and is a key issue in mortgage design.

Again the rationale of flexibility could be overcoming liquidity con-

straints, or cost minimisation over the life of the debt.

It would be surprising if at some point the US mortgage market does not

follow the trend towards flexible amortisation scheduling. Witness the

prediction by Roche (1999) that conventional mortgage debt will be re-

placed by a universal account combining all forms of borrowing, liquidity

and investment needs. Increased payment flexibility may ultimately

impact upon default probabilities and prepayment behaviour, with impli-

cations for both MBS valuation and social and economic welfare. Whether

the standardisation of contracts to facilitate securitisation, and uncer-

tainty over default and partial prepayment patterns on flexible debt, has

inhibited its spread is an interesting research question.2 Brueckner (1984)

notes that with asymmetric information adopting a level payment mort-

gage does signal the borrower’s ability to pay. The theory and empirics of

payment scheduling discussed in this chapter offer an important first step

in analysing and understanding this key aspect of mortgage design.

Liquidity constrained households will be concerned with the tilt and cash

flow squeezes that can arise from unexpected changes in the mortgage

interest rate. When capital markets are imperfect households with high

discount rates and rising income streams will value the ability to defer

mortgage payments. However, there will be some households for whom

prudential lending rules (underwriting criteria) are not binding.

Such households will possess some latitude in their choice of the rate of
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amortisation and may look more to cost minimisation over the life of the

mortgage. This raises interesting questions regarding the choice of mort-

gage maturity, with its implied rate of amortisation; or if the household

holds a flexible instrument, how this will be used. Ultimately these

considerations cannot be separated from the question of the risks that

face borrowers and lenders when they issue/take up different mortgage

instruments. Risk and mortgage design will feature more explicitly in later

chapters of the book but must also be noted in this chapter as an important

dimension of affordability problems and cost minimisation behaviour.

The tilt and cash constraints

The discussion of mortgage demand presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3

briefly noted the importance of the so called tilt, that is the tilting of the real

value of mortgage payments towards the early years of the debt. The pres-

ence of the tilt meant that borrowers might experience cash flow problems,

and a case was made for using the nominal, rather than the real mortgage

interest rate when estimating mortgage demand equations. The tilt is likely

to be particularly problematic at times of high and volatile inflation when

borrowers using variable rate debt are exposed to adverse interest rate risk,

that is, sudden unanticipated increases in their mortgage costs. Existing

fixed rate mortgage holders face the risk of a fall in the prevailing inflation

rate which front loads real payments even more, though the eventual

impact of this depends very much on the ease of refinancing.

Though house price inflation can reduce user costs by generating capital

gains on residential property, the tilt may offset any such benefit. A

number of alternative mortgage designs have been suggested to overcome,

or to minimise this problem; for example the graduated payment mortgage

or GPM. The tilt owes its importance to other capital market imperfec-

tions, such as liquidity constraints that prohibit borrowers taking out

additional loans to overcome their temporary cash flow difficulties. This

has led to suggestions that mortgage payments should be indexed, so they

remain equal in real rather than nominal terms over time (Friedman 1980;

McCulloch 1982; Houston 1988, Buckley et al. 1993). These arguments

and the proposed alternative mortgage instruments are discussed below,

but firstly it is important to understand exactly what the tilt is, and when

it is a significant problem.

The basic annuity formulae determines a constant mortgage payment, at a

given interest rate, that is just sufficient to pay off the principal sum

borrowed plus all interest due by the end of a given term. This is the
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standard formula used in mortgage repayment calculation.3 The annuity

formulae front loads, or tilts, the real value of payments towards the early

life of the loan. This is the inevitable result of keeping payments constant

in nominal terms. In a static economy with a constant and fully predicted

inflation rate, constant nominal payments will fall in value in real terms

over time. So the tilt occurs even with steady state inflation. Now, if the

inflation rate, increases, the aim of the lender will be to preserve the

present value of the cash flows attached to a mortgage. If interest rates

rise to match new inflation expectations then the mortgage payments in

the early years will have to increase more than proportionately to compen-

sate for the higher rate at which payments fall in value in future years. Of

course, the increase in the inflation rate must be unanticipated or it would

be priced into the original mortgage contract, a further obstacle to afford-

ability. Thus the tilt is exacerbated when inflation is not in a steady state

and unexpectedly increases.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the tilt problem from the lenders’ point of view, and

is based upon an illustrative method used by Brueggeman & Fisher (1997).4

The line labelled NVP represents the nominal value of payments on a 25-

year term, £50,000 mortgage (that is £263.90 per month). The interest rate

generating these payments is 4%. The line labelled NVP assumes that

inflation is zero, so that the 4% is the real rate of return to the lender. Now

consider the effect of the rather dramatic occurrence of inflation at a rate of

6%. Assuming that the lender wishes to earn the same real rate of return
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Figure 4.1 The tilt problem.
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(4%), then the nominal interest rate charged on the mortgage must be

approximately 10% (that is roughly 4% real rate plus 6% inflation). The

line INP represents constant nominal payments after including the com-

pensation for the 6% inflation rate, that is £454.40 per month. It is worth

noting the effect of the additional 4% here, which is to raise payments by

72%, from £263.90 to £454.40 per month. Though for heuristic reasons the

example is rather extreme, it is clear that the cash constrained household

is vulnerable to mortgage interest rate changes (Kearl 1978; Friedman

1980; McCulloch 1982; Houston 1988; Buckley et al. 1993).

Figure 4.1 includes a third curve (RV) representing the real value to the

lender of the constant monthly payments that they will receive after

charging the 10%. Not surprisingly the payments fall in real terms over

time, reflecting their constant nominal value. In the early years the de-

flated payments are above the 4% real payment line, in the later years they

are below. The objective of the lender is to sustain the real rate of return of

4% over the life of the loan. To offset the declining real value of the

nominal payments, the real payments must be front loaded. This front

loading applies to any mortgage instrument where payments are constant

in nominal terms.5 From the borrower’s point of view nominal incomes

may be growing with inflation, but they are unlikely to offset higher real

mortgage payments. Equally, younger households who might anticipate

rising incomes are disadvantaged by high initial and constant payments

rather than facing a gradually increasing payments’ profile.

Kearl (1978) presented another interesting way of viewing the tilt that

represents this bunching up of real payments in time. He used a measure

of duration typically applied to evaluating and immunising bond port-

folios. This formula emphasises the weighting given to early years of

debt repayment.6 Duration is time weighted (multiplied) by the present

value of the debt repayment due at that time. So the maturity or life of the

debt is not viewed in calendar years, but according to the significance of

these years in terms of the present value of the cash flows associated with

them. The upshot of this calculation is that when the nominal mortgage

interest rate rises then the duration of the debt falls (future payments are

discounted more heavily). This means that in real terms more of the debt

is paid off more quickly. Duration changes though the contractual time to

maturity of debt payments remains the same.

Miles (1994) utilises a comprehensive calculation to demonstrate and

contextualise the tilt, and to demonstrate the effects of various levels of

inflation and corresponding nominal interest rates on the mortgage pay-

ment burden that a household faces. A slightly modified version of this
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equation, presented below (4.1), highlights the characteristics of mortgage

contracts which impact upon the debt service burden facing the borrower.

For clarity the subscript for time period t, is generally suppressed.

The arguments are the loan-to-value ratio lv, the house price-to-income

ratio hi, the rate of growth in income g, and the rate of price inflation p.

The burden of debt is measured by m / y where m is a period t mortgage

payment and y is the value of disposable income at t. The formula is based

upon the assumption of a constant nominal interest rate r. This formula-

tion places the tilt in a wider economic context, for example by including

rates of income growth and the chosen loan-to-value ratio. The intuitive

picture here is that the mortgage burden increases with gearing, inflation

(including house price inflation), and the interest rate, but falls with rising

incomes.

m=y ¼ r

1þ r

� ��
(lv)(hi)[(1þ p)(1þ gy]�t

=[1� (1=(1þ r)Tþ1)] (4:1)7

Using typical UK values to parameterise the equation, simulations by

Miles for various rates of inflation (maintaining a constant real interest

rate) indicate that even at low rates of inflation the proportion of income

taken up by mortgage payments is significant. Thus at 2% inflation the

debt burden was over 14.5%, falling to 10% of income after nine years.

Miles notes that the greatest difficulties for borrowers arise when there is

both high inflation and a policy response by the monetary authorities

involving raising the real rate of interest. However, the tilt and affordabil-

ity problems can be important even at low mortgage interest rates. Low

inflation and corresponding low interest rates slow the erosion of the real

value of mortgage payments and expose the borrower to interest rate and

credit risk for a longer period of time. Also at low interest rates rapid house

price inflation could impose stresses on affordability, and ration entry into

owner occupation.

There can be confusion when reading the literature regarding whether the

tilt refers to the level payments determined at the outset of a mortgage

contract (a steady state model ), or to the effects of changes in the mortgage

interest rate on the profile of the real payment burden (unexpected changes

in inflation). In fact, as suggested above, it relates to both of these consider-

ations. US books and papers typically associate the tilt with the fixed rate

mortgage, where payments are fixed in nominal terms for the period of the

contract. Clearly, adjustable or variable rate debt can see a fall in the

immediate payment burden if interest rates fall. However, mortgages

with adjustable or variable rates of interest do face interest rate risk, and
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potential cash flow problems. Prospective homeowners might also face

difficulties in entering owner occupation as a result of adverse changes in

the mortgage interest rate and its effect on the real burden of debt repay-

ment (Brueckner 1984). Fixed rate debt holders also face the risk of a fall in

inflation and interest rates which will bring real payments forward in time

(see Miles 1994), a significant effect in the UK where prepayment can be

attended by penalties.

Why does the tilting of mortgage debt emerge as such a problem? With

perfect capital markets consumers would be able to borrow more money to

offset any increased real debt burden. Alternatively, a mortgage instru-

ment could be designed that allowed consumers to pay off their debt at a

constant level in real rather than nominal terms. There have, in fact, been

a number of mortgage designs that have been introduced to overcome this

difficulty. These range from graduated payments giving first time buyers

lower initial outlays, to actual price level adjusted mortgages. However,

these mortgages have not always been prevalent, and the cash flow prob-

lems remain for some households. In periods of low inflation affordability

problems can still arise if house price inflation is not neutral in its effects

on the value of the asset (the property) and the burden of the liability (the

mortgage).

So what are the effects of the tilt on economic welfare? House price

inflation, leading to capital gains on property, can lead to falling user

costs of owner occupation, even at times of rising nominal interest rates

(Diamond 1980). Tax subsidies on mortgage interest rates also add to this

effect (Rosen 1979). However, increasing mortgage interest payments ex-

acerbate cash flow difficulties arising from the tilt. This raises the inter-

esting question of which has the greater effect on consumer welfare,

reductions in user costs or the negative impact of the tilt?

Alm & Follain (1984) presented a model of constrained lifetime utility

maximisation using a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility

function, with housing and non-housing consumption as arguments.

Simulations were used to evaluate the impact of the tilt. They also

assessed the efficacy of various forms of mortgage design. Three types of

mortgage were considered – the graduated payment mortgage (GAP), the

shared appreciation mortgage (SAM) and the price level adjusted mortgage

(PLAM). They concluded that at high rates of inflation the negative

impact of liquidity constraints offsets the lower user costs. The three

alternative mortgage instruments did confer significant benefits to con-

sumers, but these might have been overstated by using a model based upon

certainty.
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Mortgage instruments for dealing with the tilt

There are a number of mortgage instruments that can assist in overcoming

capital market imperfections and replace mortgage contract designs that

suffer from the tilt. Mortgage contracts vary in the manner and extent to

which risk is shared between the borrower and the lender. For example,

the variable rate mortgage places the adverse effects of unanticipated

inflation with the borrower. The borrower takes the full burden of the

tilting of mortgage payments. In contrast the fixed rate mortgage poten-

tially places the risk of a fall in interest rates on the lender, though this is

typically priced into the mortgage in the form of a correction for expected

inflation, and a premium to cover the risk of unexpected inflation. Thus

mortgage design is essentially about risk sharing, a topic to be developed

further in chapter eight. However, who takes the burden in sharing inter-

est rate risk cannot be separated from susceptibility to the tilt, a factor that

we will see in the mortgage contract designs discussed here.

One candidate for overcoming the tilt problem is the price level adjusted

mortgage (PLAM). In this design the real payments on the mortgage are

indexed to a price, or other suitable index (Friedman 1980; McCulloch

1982; Houston 1988, Buckley et al. 1993). The main design feature is

that the real mortgage payments are evenly spread up to maturity, and

the front-loaded burden (the tilt) is removed. Of course, unexpected in-

creases in the rate of inflation will cause a real increase in mortgage

payments for prospective mortgage holders and those facing a variable

rate of interest, but these rises are significantly less than the disproportion-

ate changes in real payments resulting from the tilt.

Not surprisingly, the use of price indexed mortgage designs has predomin-

ated in developing economies where inflation rates can be very high.

However, this system is not without its problems; for example Chile

abandoned indexed mortgages in 1982, while some countries such as the

Philippines and Ecuador had to halt mortgage lending or obtain govern-

ment funding (Buckley et al. 1993). The problem here for households is

one of affordability if real wages decline. This is evident from the import-

ant role of income growth in equation (4.1), which places the payment

burden in the wider macroeconomic setting.

One argued solution to the indexing problem is to index mortgage payments

to the average wage. This would suit households because it is now possible

to ensure that nominal mortgage payments always form a constant propor-

tion of income.8 However, if the general rate of inflation is in excess of the
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rate of increase in wages, problems now emerge for the lender. The lender

would be facing reductions in real mortgage payments and this can cause

problems of sustainable funding. One possible solution is the use of a duel

index (Buckley et al. 1993). Payments are indexed to the average wage and

the mortgage balance is indexed to the general level of prices. Payments are

a constant proportion of income, and the lender retrieves the real mortgage

balance. Shortfalls in real payments are added to the mortgage balance

outstanding. Extending the mortgage term further accommodates this.9

Lea & Bernstein (1996) argue that the duel index mortgage (DIM) was

effective in Mexico during the 1980s, but had its efficacy blunted by gov-

ernment policies and bank reactions during the 1990s.

The tilt creates problems of affordability. One way of overcoming this is to

offer lower nominal payments to the borrower in the early years of the

mortgage. This might take the form of a graduated payment mortgage

where later payments are higher to compensate for initially lower pay-

ments. Alternatively, temporary discounts or teaser rates can be offered to

borrowers, which lower their initial payments (Phillips & Vanderhoff

1992). In some countries these approaches may also create funding prob-

lems for lenders (Buckley et al. 1993). A further problem is the increased

risk of default if lower initial payments are amortised (Brueckner 1984).

GPMs are not widespread in the US, comprising only 9.3% of households’

primary mortgages reported in the 1999 American Housing Survey. This is

also true of the UK where, like the US, teaser rates are more popular.

However, GPMs might be expected to become more prevalent during

periods with high rates of inflation (Brueckner 1984).

One further means of overcoming the tilt and achieving an optimum

mortgage design is to allow borrowers to have autonomous control over

their payment scheduling. That is to have a fully flexible mortgage that

facilitates the smoothing of lifetime consumption. Brueckner (1984) noted

that flexible scheduling can create the conditions characteristic of a per-

fect capital market, achieved through the ability to borrow and lend by

varying the amortisation rate. Households who have a discount rate higher

than the mortgage rate, and who expect increased incomes, can vary

mortgage payments to bring non-housing consumption forward in time.

This is not possible with level payment scheduling.

Brueckner pointed out that even with flexible amortisation the exact con-

ditions for optimal spending and saving over time may not be achieved due

to a default constraint. This is the condition that the total debt does not

exceed the value of the property, that is there should be no negative equity.

With sufficient build up of deferred payments the lender could face the risk
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of ruthless default. However, if the major cause of default originates with

affordability and fluctuations in income, then flexible amortisation sched-

uling might minimise this risk. Brueckner’s analysis offers some important

results, including the possibility that the introduction of flexible amortisa-

tion might lower rather than increase housing demand.10 More generally,

the impacts of flexible amortisation are best considered in a portfolio con-

text with uncertainty, a perspective to be explored more fully below.

In the UK borrowers may be more wary of fully flexible amortisation

because default on negative equity does not relinquish obligations to pay

off the mortgage. Payment flexibility that allows an increase in the rate of

amortisation, generating savings in interest cost over the life of a mort-

gage, might be more favoured, and competition in the UK market has

made this option generally available. One outcome might be that lenders

place constraints on flexibility that favour over-rather than under-

payment. In fact, Brueckner’s model suggests the asymmetric treatment

of faster and slower rates of amortisation. The optimum payment profile in

the Brueckner model is flat while the default constraint binds (that is, too

low payments build up too much future debt and risk default), followed by

a gradually increasing size of payment to reflect rising incomes.

There is some casual but suggestive empirical evidence from the United

Kingdom for the presence of asymmetry in payment flexibility.11 Most so

called flexible mortgages emphasise the facility to increase the rate of debt

amortisation rather than reduce it, though payment holidays are often

provided. First Active Financial PLC, in the United Kingdom, conducted

a survey of flexible mortgages and their characteristics. First Active estab-

lished a benchmark of characteristics to determine what can correctly be

described as a flexible mortgage product. The required features include full

flexibility for under- and over-payment, with daily calculation of interest

and no redemption fees for early repayment. Only four products achieved

all of these characteristics by October 2000.12 United Kingdom mortgage

providers place a clear marketing emphasis upon potential cost savings

over the life of a mortgage.

The time profile of real mortgage payments is an important consideration

of optimum mortgage design. A second linked design focus is the sharing

of inflation risk between borrowers and lenders. The conventional FRM

imposes the tilt on the borrower and inflation risk on the lender. The fully

indexed mortgage imposes the tilt on the lender and inflation risk on the

borrower. Thus these two mortgage instruments represent extremes in

the sharing of different risks. Scott et al. (1993) introduced the idea

of the partially indexed affordable mortgage. The design is based on a
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trade-off between the lender and borrower with respect to risk sharing and

affordability (that is the tilt). This suggests that the borrower and the

lender might wish to compromise on the extent to which they adopt

these varying risk positions. Put another way, the consumer’s demand

for indexed debt may be less than 100%.

Scott et al. argued that it would be optimal for borrowers to have a hybrid

price level adjusted mortgage (PLAM) that consists of a mix of FRM and

PLAM.13 Though this mortgage instrument is not evident in the major

economies there is a tendency towards hybrid debt; for example ‘pick and

mix’ mortgages in the UK, and combinations of fixed and adjustable rate

debt in the US.14 With this framework in place a more inflationary envir-

onment might well lead to the emergence of the partially indexed afford-

able mortgage. The tendency towards facilitating consumer choice is most

apparent with the flexible mortgage which can help overcome many of the

problems emerging from capital market imperfections and less than opti-

mal mortgage designs. The discussion which follows considers the theor-

etical and empirical importance of flexible payment scheduling.

The role of the flexible amortisation of mortgage debt

The previous discussion noted how liquidity constrained borrowers will be

concerned with the tilting of real mortgage payments towards the early

years of the mortgage. Other households may not be so constrained by

considerations of affordability, and be more concerned with cost mini-

misation over the life of the debt (Breslaw et al. 1996). Both of these choice

dimensions involve the rate at which debt can be, or actually is, amortised,

an important aspect of mortgage design. This still involves a discussion of

imperfect capital markets because even for borrowers for whom the under-

writing criteria do not bind, variations in the amortisation rate can be used

to hedge portfolios. In a perfectly competitive no arbitrage economy the

rate of amortisation would be of little interest. There is now a body of

literature on this topic, involving both theoretical and empirical work

(Brueckner 1984; Plaut 1986; Goodman & Wassmer 1992; Leece 1997).

How fast, in theory, can we expect borrowers to repay their mortgage debt

and accumulate equity in their property? In a sense this is a return to the

theory of mortgage demand. The discussion in Chapter 2 demonstrated the

critical relationship between net of tax mortgage rates and the net return

on savings, in addition to the risk characteristics of these costs and

returns. The US typically has a net of tax mortgage rate lower than

the rate of return on savings. This implies that mortgage debt will be
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maximised. However, Brueckner (1994a) has theoretically demonstrated

how the riskiness of the rate of return to savings might explain the

observed rapid accumulation of equity in a property, that is mortgage

demand in situ. The Canadian and now the UK cases are different, with

no tax subsidy to mortgage borrowing in the former case and its recent

removal in the latter. When the mortgage rate is comparatively expensive

we would definitely expect an emphasis upon faster rates of amortisation.

The discussion which follows considers two major theoretical models that

offer insights into both the implications of flexible amortisation, and the

key influences upon amortisation behaviour.

The Plaut model

Seminal work by Plaut (1986) has indicated the importance of the ability to

vary the rate of amortisation for liquidity constrained households. With

constant payment scheduling, and no access to non-mortgage finance,

increases in interest rates require a cut in consumption. An equivalent to

this restriction is created by tax subsidies on mortgage interest payments

that encourage the use of mortgage debt rather than consumer credit.

Flexible amortisation scheduling could facilitate the smoothing of con-

sumption over time. Variations in the rate of amortisation also assist

hedging against house price falls, and adverse interest rate movements. If

households are given flexibility then liquidity constrained consumers

choose the rate of amortisation according to the mortgage interest rate,

the opportunity cost of equity in property, house prices, and the risk

attached to housing and non-housing assets. The actual structure of the

model very closely follows mortgage demand under uncertainty presented

in Chapter 2, but the amortisation rate is now identified as the dependent

variable. Also, the modelling explicitly covers two periods, so for example

c1 and c2 are non-housing consumption in periods 1 and 2 respectively. A

bar, as in c1, represents expected consumption.

Equations (4.2) and (4.3) correspond to equations (2.5) and (2.7), which were

presented as the general form of the demand for mortgage finance under

uncertainty. The equations follow Plaut, but the notation is changed to be

commensurate with that used elsewhere in this book. Equation (4.2) is the

utility function and equation (4.3) is the expression for expected wealth

from which a budget constraint can be derived. The interest lies in the

use of the additional arguments z and lv, which are the payment in

the first period (the rate of amortisation) and the chosen loan-to-value

ratio respectively. Also, note that expression (4.3) contains the argument

(1þ E(rh)
2
)H which represents the expected increase in the price of
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housing, and A is the alternative risky asset to housing. The decision

problem for the borrower is the choice of z, given optimum values of

other variables. The modelling assumes that a prior decision has been

made on the desired quantity of housing services to be consumed.

E[U] ¼ U(c1, c2, H)þU2(E(W2), s2
W2

(W2) ) (4:2)

E(W2) ¼ A(1þ E(rA) )2 þ (y1 � c1 � z)(1þ E(rA) )

þ y2 � c2 � (1� lv)M(1þ r)
2 þ (1þ E(rh)

2
)H

(4:3)

Table 4.1 shows the first order comparative static results for the Plaut

model with respect to the rate of amortisation. The results indicate that a

household with higher income, facing a risky alternative investment to

housing, and not subject to mortgage rationing is likely to choose a large

direct investment in their property, i.e. a high rate of amortisation in the

first period of the two-period model. Plaut has an interesting note on the

implications of varying amortisation rates for housing demand. The impact

of a change in the amortisation rate depends upon the covariance between

house price and the price of the alternative asset. If the covariance is

positive then an increase in amortisation reduces the hedging possibilities

Table 4.1 The predicted signs on key variables from the Plaut model1

Income þ An increase (decrease) in first period income increases
(decreases) amortisation. A change in second period
(forward looking or expected income) has no effect. An
increase in first period income lowers the likelihood of
a binding liquidity constraint.

Wealth (þ , � )2 Changes in initial wealth have an ambiguous effect.
Variance þ Increases (decreases) in the riskiness of the alternative

asset to housing increase (decrease) amortisation. The
increased riskiness of savings favours the build up of
housing equity.

Mortgage interest þ An increase (decrease) in the mortgage interest rate
increases (decreases) the rate of amortisation. Costly
mortgages are repaid more quickly.

Expected return on the
alternative asset to
housing

� An increase in the alternative rate of return (ceterus
paribus) renders the alternative asset more attractive and
reduces the accumulation of equity in the property.

Expected return on housing � If the return on the asset has a negative covariance with
housing then an increase (decrease) in the rate of return
on housing will lower (increase) the amortisation rate. With
negative covariance, changes in housing effect the variance
of wealth. The effect is ambiguous if covariance is positive.

Notes
1 Plaut also considers the effects of price covariance, changes in mortgage limits and risk
aversion. See Plaut (1986, p. 236).
2 (þ , � ) indicates ambiguity of expected sign.
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of the consumer and housing demand falls. Negative covariance is ambigu-

ous in its effects, higher amortisation can reduce housing demand because

the borrower wishes to reduce the risk of a cash flow squeeze. Alterna-

tively, housing demand can increase with increased amortisation due to the

reduction in portfolio variance. The links between the choice of mortgage

design, the tilt and housing demand will be discussed further in Chapters 7

and 8 where a number of key covariances will also be seen to be critical.

Plaut’s model has an interesting focus on the circumstances under which a

balloon payment would be considered optimal. A balloon payment is a

one-off payment of the mortgage debt on the date of maturity, and corres-

ponds with an interest only mortgage. This can be formally represented in

a two-period model by determining when zero amortisation would be

optimal for the first period. The model predicts that this option will be

preferred when the household has a small mortgage, and when there is

little risk attached to the mortgage interest rate, or the rate of return on the

alternative asset to housing.

One strongly intuitive result is that a balloon payment will be preferred

when there is a comparatively large rate of return on the non-housing

asset, and the mortgage interest rate is comparatively low. This corres-

ponds nicely with the case of the UK endowment mortgage where there

have been periods of time when the expected rate of return on the endow-

ment was higher than the net of tax mortgage interest rate (Lamb 1987,

1989). This was the basis of the mortgage demand estimates for endow-

ment mortgage holders presented in Chapter 2. In the US, balloon mort-

gages may have maturities of 30 years but the final payment can be due

after 3, 5 or 7 years. Thus these mortgages match the needs of mobile

households and provide another interesting perspective on amortisation.

The Goodman & Wassmer model

The work of Plaut has been significantly extended by Goodman & Wassmer

(1992). This is a multi-period model that demonstrates the advantages of a

fully flexible mortgage instrument. That is the contribution to the eco-

nomic welfare of the borrower deriving from the ability to vary the rate of

amortisation of debt period by period. Optimum life cycle decision making

requires that the marginal utility of income is equalised between periods.

Liquidity constrained households will have difficulty in achieving this

equality because of restrictions on their borrowing, and because conven-

tional mortgage designs require constant payment scheduling. Flexible

amortisation is one way of overcoming liquidity constraints and
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smoothing expenditure and saving between periods. This differs from the

work of Plaut in that it is a model based upon certainty, and does not

incorporate an alternative risky asset to housing, but it does offer import-

ant insights into mortgage design and life cycle planning. The discussion

here is a broad brush presentation of what is a rather complex model.

Goodman and Wassmer formulated both a multi-period and a two-period

model. The multi-period model is less tractable, hence the alternative

formulation, but an inspection of the conditions for multi-period optim-

ality where variable repayment is allowed, and where it is not, is instruct-

ive. Following Goodman & Wassmer, equation (4.4) gives the consumers’

optimal decision with a constant repayment schedule. Expression (4.5)

gives the consumers’ multi-period optimal conditions when variable pay-

ments are allowed. The expression MUt
inc is the marginal utility of income

in each period (t), MRSt is the marginal rate of substitution between

housing and a composite consumption good per period, p is the price of

housing relative to the price of consumption with the latter used as a

numeraire, and F is the discount factor.

Xt¼t
t¼1

MUt
inc[MRSt � p�=F] ¼ 0 (4:4)

Xt¼t
t¼1

MUt
inc[MRSt � pt] ¼ 0 (4:5)

Both expression (4.4) and expression (4.5) aggregate the period by period

conditions over time periods. Both represent the equality of the price ratio

with the marginal rate of substitution, multiplied by the marginal utility

of income. The key difference is that the non-variable payment requires

this equality to be achieved on average, that is with respect to an average

price over all periods p�, while the variable payment mortgage allows

period-by-period equality by equating the marginal rate of substitution

multiplied by the marginal utility of income to the current price ratio pt.

Removing the constant payment constraint increases the borrower’s util-

ity, with the size of this effect depending upon the form of utility function,

prices and incomes (Goodman & Wassmer 1992).

Summary of the theoretical models of amortisation behaviour

The above discussion of the Plaut and Goodman & Wassmer models

demonstrates the optimality of being able to vary the rate of amortisation
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of debt. Though this perspective on mortgage design does not directly

address the tilt, it does indicate the importance of repayment flexibility

for overcoming constraints on the ability to borrow to finance non-housing

consumption (or the effects of a tax subsidy on mortgage interest rates), a

factor that adds to the impact of the tilt. The theoretical work of Plaut in

particular emphasises the link between amortisation and the theory of

mortgage demand under conditions of uncertainty. For example, the role of

portfolio characteristics and key covariances such as that between the

house price and the price of the alternative asset.

Goodman & Wassmer’s model also has implications for housing, and thus

mortgage demand. Simulations were carried out to assess the potential

effect of a variable payment mortgage (VPM)15 compared to an FRM on

housing demand in the US. Not only was there a significant positive

impact upon housing demand, but there was also substantial capacity for

a lender to charge insurance to cover the risk of attracting borrowers with

an high propensity to default (adverse selection). These offer interesting

perspectives on the recent growth of more flexible mortgage instruments.

Whether VPMs can and do boost UK housing demand, reduce sensitivity

to changes in the mortgage interest rate, or lengthen the planning horizons

of borrowers are interesting questions for further research.

Perspectives on the maturity of mortgage debt

The maturity of mortgage debt, as a contractual feature and a household

choice, has played a variety of roles in the mortgage economics literature.

For example, the analysis of mortgage credit rationing by Kent (1980)

focuses upon maturity as an element of the mortgage contract that can

be varied to clear the mortgage market when it is in temporary disequilib-

rium. Moreover, the maturity of debt can be used as an indicator of

mortgage credit rationing. This view should be qualified to the extent

that choice of maturity reflects cost minimisation behaviour. It is also

possible that choice of maturity can signal a borrower’s credit risk charac-

teristics (Harrison et al. 2004, Ben-Shahar & Feldman 2003). That is, if

shorter maturities carry lower risk premiums then more creditworthy

borrowers may choose shorter-term contracts.

The effects on the probability of default of increasing maturity are ambigu-

ous (Ben-Shahar & Feldman 2003). Long maturities lower the risk of a

liquidity squeeze via lower periodic payments, but also increase the

number of periods over which a problem can arise. The net effect will

depend upon actual contract terms and arguments such as the variance of
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the borrower’s income and the variance of house prices. Interestingly, the

balloon payment with its zero amortisation also increases the risk of

default at the point at which repayment is required (see Noordewier et

al. 2001). Thus both the choice or contractual restriction of maturity has

relevance to mortgage/housing demand, default probabilities and the sig-

nalling of credit worthiness.

It is also worth noting that changes in maturity are one reaction, or

strategy, for borrowers to avoid impending default, as well as a means of

lowering its risk. Lenders will also prefer this as otherwise there are time

and costs associated with default imposed on the lender (Harding &

Sirmans 2002). There is now a literature on the renegotiation of debt to

ease problems facing borrowers involving the choice between discounting

the principle sum owed, or renegotiation of the term (Riddiough & Wyatt

1994; Anderson & Sundaresan 1996; Mella-Barral & Perraudin 1997).

Though most of this work is applied to the commercial mortgage market

it is clearly applicable to residential mortgages.

In the US maturity renegotiation is the more common form of dealing

with ‘troubled debt’ than discounting the outstanding principal (Harding

& Sirmans 2002). The preference for this strategy has been explained in

terms of the fewer agency problems facing lenders. For example, borrowers

for whom discounting of debt is a possibility may be tempted to divert

cash flows from a property or take on more risk (Harding & Sirmans 2002).

Residential borrowers facing risks of default may not maintain the value

of the collateral for the loan by carrying out repairs and maintenance.

Harding and Sirmans note the existence of a ‘mortgage externality’

where the limitation of the liability of the owner occupier to mortgage

debt reduces maintenance and investment in property. This would not be

less true of the UK where the mortgage liability remains after default.

So the maturity of mortgage debt is a complex variable to interpret

and supplies yet another potential source of endogeneity and selectivity

in mortgage demand equations. It can signal default risk, reflect the man-

agement of financial distress, be a means of minimising the impact of

payment tilting or correspond with desired rates of amortisation. Given

the likely endogeneity of choice of maturity in mortgage demand equa-

tions then reduced form equations in past research may have proxied

this choice by the choice of mortgage instrument, personal characteristics,

income, etc. The choice of mortgage maturity is an area that deserves

more attention in empirical research. The empirical literature has

largely focused upon the choice of debt maturity and its relation to

amortisation.
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Empirical studies of amortisation behaviour

Empirical studies have been concerned with the choice of maturity of a

mortgage and thus implicitly consider the rate of amortisation. This re-

search has covered mortgage choices in the US (Dhillon et al. 1990),

Canada (Breslaw et al. 1996) and the UK (Leece 1997). For example,

Dhillon et al. (1990) evaluated the choice between a 15- and a 30-year

fixed rate mortgage and estimated a simple probit to represent this choice.

The empirical results stress the importance of affordability and tax subsid-

ies. For example, the demand for contracts with short maturities was

likely to be less when interest rates were high. Wealthier households,

more able to adopt higher rates of amortisation of debt, were more likely

to choose the shorter maturities. An interesting result was that liquidity

constrained households maximised gearing, and consequently chose mort-

gages of a long duration. However, affordability has not been the major

finding in all of the studies and cost minimising behaviour over the life of

the mortgage is also apparent (see Breslaw et al. 1996).16

Breslaw et al. (1996) reported research on the Canadian mortgage market.

The authors made an important distinction between the term and the

maturity of the mortgage debt. The term is the time period for which

the interest rate is fixed on the FRM. The maturity is the usual life of

the mortgage over which payments are calculated, and implicitly repre-

sents the rate of amortisation. It is worth remembering that Canadian

fixed rate mortgages are similar to those obtaining in the UK, that is

rates of interest are typically fixed for between 1 and 5 years. The choice

between this term and the maturity of the debt (that is the rate of amort-

isation) was modelled simultaneously. The estimation involved the use of

an ordered bivariate probit model and covered the period 1980 to 1988.

Breslaw et al. identified different consumer strategies in the joint choice of

mortgage instrument and mortgage term. The results indicated the import-

ance of risk aversion, and mortgage cost minimising behaviour. For

example, risk averse households facing a comparatively high mortgage

cost adopted fixed rate debt and repaid quickly. This result depends upon

the absence of a binding borrowing constraint. Such a constraint would

encourage risk averse borrowers to cover the higher cost of fixed rate debt by

lower payments, through an extension of maturity. Interestingly, there is a

stream of largely normative literature that examines the implications of the

choice of mortgage instrument from a cost minimisation point of view

(Milevsky 2001; Tucker 1991; Sprecher & Willman 1993; Templeton et al.

1996). This literature examines lifetime costs over the given maturity of a
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mortgage, generally finding against the FRM. This research will be dis-

cussed in Chapter 7 of the book.

Zorn & Lea (1989) considered a range of possible payment behaviour for

Canadian ARM holders. This included an analysis of partial prepayment

and thus implicitly amortisation rates. Zorn & Lea found partial prepay-

ment to be sensitive to the opportunity cost of equity in a property and the

mortgage interest rate. The elasticity of partial repayment with respect to

the opportunity cost of equity was negative, so that low opportunity cost

increased repayment; a result compatible with theoretical predictions of

Plaut. Higher incomes led to lower amortisation, a result that might be a

proxy for the impact of wealth. Wealthy individuals might have a higher

opportunity cost of equity that reflects more sophisticated portfolios. It

might be worthwhile examining the behaviour of low and high income

groups separately as in the mortgage demand models of Follain & Dunsky

(1997).

Leece (1997) estimated a multinomial logit model of choice of debt matur-

ity, using UK data. Three discrete choices were modelled: a standard 25-

year contract, contracts greater than 25 years, contracts of less than 25

years. The study used a sample of 2033 mortgage holders taken from the

British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) for 1991. The empirical analysis

used personal characteristics (age, education, marital status) and income

from both employment and investments. A unique aspect of the specifica-

tion was a qualitative variable indicating that a household was experi-

encing problems meeting their housing costs. The results of the

research suggested the importance of a household’s perception that it

faced financial problems – leading to longer maturities. Overall the results

emphasised affordability, perhaps not surprising given the recession of

the 1990s.

The Plaut model suggested the basis upon which a borrower would prefer a

balloon mortgage, that is zero amortisation of debt. The balloon mortgage

is not widespread in the US forming only 7.7% of the primary mortgages of

households in the 1999 American Housing Survey. For the UK this choice

corresponds to the endowment mortgage. The endowment represents a

corner solution, that is when the preferred rate of amortisation is zero an

endowment is optimal.17 Though some research suggests the dominance

of affordability in driving endowment choice (Leece 1995b), there is also

indicative evidence that the perceived rate of return on the endowment

was a determinant of choice, offering some confirmation of the insights of

the Plaut model (Leece 2000b).
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The theoretical predictions of the Plaut model are not always confirmed by

empirical work. For example, Dhillon et al. (1990) found a negative rather

than a positive sign on the mortgage interest rate with respect to the

choice of mortgage maturity. There may be some difficulties in translating

the theoretical restrictions of the Plaut model directly into empirical

practice. Actual mortgage choices may reflect constant repayment sched-

uling which in a two-period model would set an absolute constraint on

amortisation. It might also be advantageous to identify constrained and

unconstrained borrowers. Cost minimisation may be more important for

some households. Amortisation is a part of a complex picture of multiple

mortgage choices including the level of housing demand, gearing, portfolio

choices and choice of mortgage instrument. The increase in the availabil-

ity of flexible mortgages may ultimately generate the necessary data for

more detailed study of amortisation behaviour.

Ultimately the prevalence of a truly flexible mortgage instrument may

assist in overcoming liquidity problems and facilitating optimum life

cycle and portfolio planning. Other issues would also arise, including the

possibility and limitations of flexible scheduling being used to minimise

default risk. Behavioural finance offers an interesting perspective on re-

payment flexibility that suggests that this facility may not be unproblem-

atic. Thaler & Shefrin (1981), and Shefrin & Thaler (1988) argue that

individuals struggle between impulse and planning and that some regular

savings contracts represent commitments that discipline economic

agents. This was an often-used rationale for the sale of the rather inflexible

endowment mortgages in the UK. Commitment and fulfilment of regular

savings contracts may also have information content for the lender. Thus,

whether truly flexible amortisation schedules reduce or add to default risk,

due to the removal of this financial discipline, might be a further interest-

ing research question. For the UK recent evidence suggests it is the

wealthier and more sophisticated borrowers that are taking advantage of

increased payment flexibility.18

Summary and conclusions

This chapter has examined a key issue in mortgage design. That is, the

ability to alter the payment scheduling of mortgage debt. The discussion

began with the tilting of real payments towards the early life of the

mortgage, and the cash flow problems that can arise for borrowers, par-

ticularly those choosing mortgage instruments which expose them to

interest rate risk. There are a number of alternative mortgage designs

that can and have been used to overcome the tilt, particularly at times
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when the rate of inflation is high. The tilt is important if capital markets

are imperfect and liquidity constrained borrowers are not be able to

achieve their optimum life cycle plans, a feature that might be mitigated

by the ability to vary the rate of payments on a debt.

A number of theoretical studies had been undertaken which emphasised

the importance of flexible amortisation and different payment schedules.

In particular, the models of Plaut and Goodman & Wassmer which dem-

onstrated how flexible amortisation can be used to hedge portfolios (Plaut

1986) and achieve an optimum life cycle consumption plan (Goodman &

Wassmer 1992). This research was apt given the recent growth in flexible

mortgage instruments. Compatible with these models, and in the absence

of a binding constraint on non-housing consumption, households could

minimise their mortgage cost over the life of the debt. There had been

some empirical work on the choice of mortgage maturity, and on con-

sumers’ strategies in fixing their interest payments and choosing their rate

of amortisation.

There are a number of reasons why further theoretical and empirical work

on amortisation behaviour would be of benefit. There is the issue of the

optimal mortgage contract designs that lenders should offer and the risk

sharing arrangements between borrowers and lenders. Amortisation is

implicitly about mortgage demand in situ, and has effects upon the

demand for housing. The build up of housing equity by some groups of

borrowers, and the extension of mortgage maturity by others, has implica-

tions for the form and distribution of wealth for households in later life,

and even across generations (e.g. inherited wealth). Housing equity may be

increasingly called upon to finance retirement. A study of the implications

of partial prepayment, that is facilitated by flexible mortgage instruments,

for cash flows to the secondary mortgage market and MBS valuation,

would be useful. How far the requirements of the secondary mortgage

market and information problems have inhibited the spread of flexible

amortisation scheduling is another interesting research question.

The theoretical and empirical modelling presented in this chapter has been

both explicitly and implicitly based upon capital market imperfections.

Liquidity constraints have created affordability problems and incomplete

portfolios have emphasised the need to vary amortisation to exploit

hedging opportunities provided by an alternative asset to housing. The

chapter which follows will take the issue of credit market imperfections

further by examining the role of information problems and rationing in

mortgage markets. The recurring theme of optimal mortgage design will

arise again in the next chapter as we are introduced for the first time to the
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signalling capabilities of the various features of a mortgage contract, an

issue to be developed even further in Chapters 7 and 8.

Guide to further reading

The original article by Plaut (1986) is well worth detailed study. The paper

presents an accessible two-period model of housing demand, which in-

corporates the demand for mortgage finance in a novel and fundamental

way. This chapter has noted the importance of varying the rate of amort-

isation to overcome liquidity constraints, or minimise lifetime mortgage

costs. Empirical work has tended to focus upon the choice of mortgage

maturity. There are, in fact, limits to which changes in maturity at the

margin can ease liquidity constraints, etc. Miles (1994) provides some

interesting simulations of the consequences of inflation for mortgage

payment patterns and the impact or lack of impact of marginal changes

in the maturity of debt. This book is also recommended for an understand-

ing of the role of the mortgage market in the wider economy and appreci-

ating the tilt and the mortgage design issues involved.

Notes

1 The more typical procedure would be to wait until the year end before reducing the

capital sum, though money for partial prepayment could be placed on deposit this

might typically be at a lower rate than that charged on the mortgage debt.

2 Interesting would be the possibility that flexible amortisation itself generates a

new option that enhanced the value of the prepayment option, thus discouraging

prepayment. For example, if interest rates fall it would no longer be necessary to

fully prepay debt and lose this option.

3 The basic annuity formulae is R ¼ r�M=(1� (1þ r)
�n
=r) where R is the level

repayment, M is the principal sum borrowed, r is the mortgage interest rate

and n is the number of payment periods to maturity.

4 A more extensive treatment of the impact of the tilt can be found in William B.

Brueggeman & Jefry D. Fisher, Real Estate Finance and Investment (10th edi-

tion, Irwin 1997), Chapter 4, pp. 112–18.

5 Though the tilt is typically discussed in terms of the annuity mortgage, it

emerges for any mortgage that involves a constant nominal, rather than a

constant real payment schedule. Leece (1995b) demonstrates how the tilt applies

to both the repayment and the interest only endowment mortgage, both offered

in the United Kingdom.

6 Kearl (1978) notes that there is no unambiguous measure of the tilt but suggests

the following Macaulay measure of ‘duration’ of a stream of quarterly mortgage

payments. Taking M as the present value of mortgage payments then the
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elasticity of this present value with respect to the discount (mortgage) rate is

given by T̂T ¼
PT

t tQP(t)dt=
PT

t QP(t)dt where QP are quarterly payments and d

is the appropriate discount rate. The formulae are discussed in footnote 5 on

page 1121 of Kearl’s (1978) paper.

7 The derivation of this formulae can be found in Miles (1994, pp. 189–90).

Interestingly, the derivation begins with the standard annuity formulae which

is then expressed as a ratio to household income, and then substitutes growth

rates for house prices and income and inflation in this ratio. So we have a

more dynamic view of the tilt incorporating income growth and house price

inflation.

8 Indexation also has the advantage of allowing the borrower to hedge internally

against inflation risk. This means that the value of an asset (the house price)

will offset the fall in the value of the liability (the mortgage debt). However, this

only works with neutral inflation.

9 Of course, the difficulty with the duel index system arises when the mortgage

term is at its maximum. This has led advocates of duel indexing to suggest that

the initial term on debt be set short of the maximum as a kind of insurance policy

against large discrepancies between the two indices. This argument is interest-

ing in highlighting the importance of the ability to vary the term of a mortgage.

10 This result is sensitive to the choice of utility function. So, for example, in the

case of a Cobb Douglas utility function a flexible mortgage instrument in-

creases housing demand compared with a level payment design, but an alterna-

tive specification does not (see Brueckner 1984, p. 149).

11 The flexible mortgage is less evident in the United States; this may be due more

to servicing and accounting issues than lack of demand from borrowers.

12 www.firstactive.co.uk offers a web-based publication, ‘The First Active Flexible

Mortgage Index’ though a recent visit to this site suggested that the survey had

been discontinued.

13 Scott et al. (1993) note that the tilt is at its maximum for the lender when a

fully indexed mortgage is introduced. Thus they note the value of a tilt param-

eter equal to 1. It should be noted that this is an arbitrary but practically based

limit to the tilt in that graduated payment streams with negative amortisation

are considered impractical (e.g. too much default risk). They point this out in a

footnote (Scott et al. 1993, fn. 1, p. 2).

14 See Simon, R. ‘Hybrid Mortgages Offer The Best of Two Worlds’, Real Estate

Journal, Wall Street Journal Online, 15 January 2002.

15 Author’s abbreviation not used in the original paper.

16 Of course, there is a limit to which changing maturities can significantly lower

or higher payments and the effects may be small when the existing maturity is

long. Differences will be more significant, say, when comparing 10- or 15-year

choice with a 25- or 30-year choice.

17 The main fault with this apparent correspondence between the Plaut model and

endowment choice is that only the corner solution of zero amortisation is

compatible with the endowment choice. The inflexibility of the endowment

prevents intermediate levels of amortisation.

18 Cited in Parliamentary Hansard 24 July 2002.
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5
Rationing, Mortgage Market Adjustment

and Separating Equilibrium

Introduction

This chapter examines the process of mortgage market adjustment, and

equilibrium in the market for housing debt. The possibility that some

households could be credit rationed has been an enduring concern in the

mortgage economics literature. Thoughmany economies have experienced

financial deregulation, and correspondingly more competitive markets for

housing finance, the possibility of credit rationing is still an important issue

to address. At aminimum the deregulation of financialmarkets facilitates a

comparison of household behaviour under different credit regimes.

Despite financial deregulation recent work has attested to the relevance of

mortgage credit rationing in the US (Duca & Rosenthal 1991; Linnemann

et al. 1997; Ambrose et al. 2002). Mortgage markets in other economies

may also experience mortgage market regulation and credit rationing

(Deutsche & Tomann 1995). Theoretical work discussed in Chapter 2

suggested that liquidity constraints need not be widespread to have a

significant impact upon housing and mortgage demand (Ortalo-Magné &

Rady 1998, 1999, 2002). The securitisation of mortgage finance and the

growth of the sub-prime lending also raises the question of the current

extent and importance of credit rationing.

Previous chapters referred to prudential lending rules, or mortgage under-

writing criterion. Mortgage lenders in most economies have rules which

limit the amount of individual mortgage borrowing that is allowed, though

there have been times, in the UK at least, when these have been criticised

as imprudent and lax.1 The extent to which these rules bind or vary in

application between borrowers, possibly leading to some individuals



consuming a smaller amount of housing services than they desire, or

renting rather than owning, is an important question. There may also be

effects on the distribution of wealth, as it is the poorer members of the

community who will be most subjected to rationing constraints (Hender-

shott & Hu 1983; Meen 1990). It is the prime purpose of this chapter to

explore the circumstances under which credit rationing arises in the

market for housing finance, and its relevance to mortgage demand and

contract design. Such a discussion also provides the opportunity to raise

some issues in mortgage pricing and mortgage market adjustment.

Any discussion of credit rationing cannot be divorced from the nature of

mortgage market adjustment. For example, dynamic rationing occurs as a

result of lags in the upward adjustment of the mortgage interest rate to its

long-run equilibrium value. This form of rationing needs to be distin-

guished from the notion of equilibrium rationing. Equilibrium rationing

occurs when lenders face hidden (asymmetric) information, for example

data on the default and prepayment probabilities of borrowers. Equilib-

rium credit rationing can persist even in a deregulated economy, and can

be contrasted with the more widespread mortgage rationing that occurred

in the UK, and possibly in the US, during the 1970s.

The chapter begins with a classification of the main sources of credit

rationing. The discussion is divided into disequilibrium rationing that

focuses upon the situation prior to financial deregulation, dynamic

rationing which incorporates issues in mortgage pricing and market ad-

justment; and equilibrium rationing with its basis in asymmetric infor-

mation. Where relevant the impact of the MBS market on credit rationing

and market adjustment will also be discussed. We find that the most

relevant contemporary source of credit rationing in the mortgage market

is equilibrium rationing. This and other concepts also provide a foundation

for the discussion of mortgage designs in Chapter 7, along with the valu-

ation of mortgages discussed in Chapters 9 and 10.

A classification of credit rationing in the mortgage market

This section explores the various conditions under which credit rationing

can occur. Rationing arises when the effective demand for funds exceeds

the supply, with the observed amount of mortgage debt being equivalent to

the short side of the market. Some writers have defined mortgage market

rationing in terms of the use of non-price features of mortgage contracts,

for example the loan-to-value ratio, to decide the allocation of credit when

mortgage markets are in disequilibrium (Kent 1987). For the purposes of
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this chapter it is useful to identify three sources of credit rationing (equi-

librium, disequilibrium and dynamic). These can be generally described

and considered as follows:

. Disequilibrium rationing occurs when the interest rate is maintained

at its current level due to an imperfect market structure (e.g. an

interest rate cartel), or due to government regulations or usury laws. In

the United States a ceiling on deposit rates when retail funds were used

to finance mortgage loans had a similar effect. Non-price terms such as

the loan-to-value ratio or mortgage maturity are not adjusted suffi-

ciently to clear the market. Criterion for granting loans may then in-

volve a queuing system, the need for a savings record with the lender,

etc.

. Dynamic rationing occurs when the mortgage market adjusts slowly so

that excess demand persists until the long-run equilibrium mortgage

interest rate is achieved. Explanations for the slow adjustment of inter-

est rates vary from the menu costs of price changes to imperfect market

structures, and theories of asymmetric information and adverse selec-

tion. Some authors argue for a temporary equilibrium through changes

in loan-to-value ratio and maturity (Kent 1980; Ostas & Zahn 1975),

though this can be shown to be problematic (Nellis & Thom 1983). For

example, interest rates and desired loan-to-value ratios are not entirely

independent of each other.

. Equilibrium rationing is where non-price loan terms and the mortgage

interest rate adjusts to achieve a new market equilibrium. However, if

lenders face default risk, asymmetric information on the extent of this

risk, and costs against which they are not insured, then rationing can

persist for some households. Interest rates and loan-to-value ratios can

be varied to accommodate the needs of some borrowers but there may

still be unsatisfied demand. This may lead to some potential borrowers

being excluded from owner occupation, or having less than their desired

level of mortgage debt. This gives a key role to mortgage contract design

(e.g. loan size/interest rate combinations) in signalling and screening

credit risk and bringing about credit market rationing.

The categories of credit rationing described above are not unambiguous.

For example, Kent (1987) adopts a wide ranging definition of dynamic

rationing that incorporates disequilibrium rationing. Indeed there are over-

laps, market imperfections can be common to both explanations. It is also

true that asymmetric information and adverse selection can lead to slow

market adjustments (Stiglitz & Weiss 1981) thus further confounding
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these distinctions. However, for heuristic purposes the distinction be-

tween disequilibrium, dynamic rationing and equilibrium rationing is

maintained. This allows a consideration of mortgage price behaviour (dy-

namic rationing), the type of economy-wide rationing existing in the UK,

and possibly the US, during the 1970s (disequilibrium rationing), and the

role of default costs, information and mortgage contract design in credit

rationing (equilibrium rationing).

Disequilibrium rationing

The most clear cut example of disequilibrium rationing is the UK mort-

gage market in the 1970s and early 1980s. Up to 1983 UKmortgage finance

was controlled by a cartel of building societies (mutual organisations). The

existence of disequilibrium rationing in the United States is more contro-

versial (Meltzer 1974; Hendershott 1981; Jaffee & Rosen 1979), though

Kent (1987) cites 1966, 1969–70 and 1974–75 as periods when disequilib-

rium credit rationing might have been evident in the US economy. In the

US a range of factors have been cited to explain the possibility of disequi-

librium rationing. These include usury laws in some states (Ostas 1976),

ceilings on pass book accounts-regulation Q (Swan 1973), and upper limits

on mortgage interest rates set by the Federal Housing Association (Jaffee &

Rosen 1978, 1979).

Kent (1980) presented a model of credit rationing in the US under imper-

fect competition. Equilibrium stopped short of the competitive outcome

because of the rising marginal cost of financing mortgages from retail

deposits, as total lending expanded. With fixed rate mortgages an increase

in interest rates is only paid by new borrowers, but all depositors received

interest rate increases. Thus lending stops short of competitive equilib-

rium when the supply of funds and mortgages have different elasticities.

This was treated as dynamic rationing because the imperfect competition

emerged out of temporary disequilibrium. In the UK, building societies

also depended upon financing from retail deposits though debt was typic-

ally variable rate. Credit rationing occurred because the mutuals acted as a

cartel with the objective of keeping mortgage interest rates low, thus

generating excess demand.

Excess demand and disequilibrium credit rationing requires a means of

allocating credit, either access via a mortgage queue and/or binding con-

straints on those that borrow. Dougherty & Van Order (1982) consider the

case of an absolute constraint on the amount that an individual can

borrow. In this case the user cost of owner occupation has an additional
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argument, the ratio of the shadow price of the borrowing constraint to the

marginal utility of non-housing consumption. Thus the extra cost reflects

the departure from optimality at the margin. It is also the case that if a

maximum payment to income ratio forces a borrower into a corner solu-

tion then changes in real interest rates will not effect housing/mortgage

demand, but changes in nominal rates will ease or tighten this constraint

(Muellbauer & Murphy 1997). Thus mortgage credit rationing also argues

for the use of nominal rather than real interest rates in mortgage demand

equations.

Rationing raises the user cost of owner occupation and reduces housing/

absolute mortgage demand. Dougherty & Van Order also note that in the

case of a binding loan-to-value constraint then the interest rate term in

the user cost equation should be a weighted average of the mortgage

interest rate and opportunity cost of equity in the property. This forgone

rate of return reflects the marginal cost of mortgage finance, which is not

likely to be effected by the household chosen loan-to-value ratio. This

means that lenders cannot remove excess demand for mortgage credit by

changing their underwriting rules (Nellis & Thom 1983). The marginal

cost of mortgage debt remains constant and credit rationing will persist.

Financial deregulation should ease or remove credit rationing, and the user

costs of owner occupation, and real interest rates, become a more applic-

able specification in housing/mortgage demand equations.

Ortalo-Magné & Rady (1999, 2002) demonstrate theoretically how relaxing

loan-to-value ratio requirements predicts the observed post-deregulation

increases in house prices observed in the UK. Thus the research offers an

explanation for the increase in borrowing post-financial deregulation and

its subsequent fall, in addition to the co-movement in housing transac-

tions and prices. As previously noted, a key feature in Ortalo-Magné &

Rady compared to Stein (1995), is that they do not require liquidity con-

straints to be widely spread, so that in theory liquidity constraints persist-

ing in a deregulated environment, for some borrowers, could still generate

the noted effects.

Market adjustment and dynamic rationing

Dynamic rationing occurs when the mortgage interest rate is slow in

adjusting to its long-run market equilibrium. There are several reasons

why mortgage interest rates might be sticky. Lagged adjustments can arise

from menu costs, convex cost functions and via imperfect competition

(Heffernan 1997). Tacit collusion and second-guessing who will make the
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first interest rate move can all slow down the adjustment of mortgage

interest rates to their long-run equilibrium. Brueckner & Arvan (1986)

have noted the possibility of risk sharing between borrower and lender

that results in less than full adjustment to interest rate changes, though

this could result in an equilibrium state.

The usual approach to mortgage pricing/valuation is to posit that the

mortgage is a combination of a non-callable bond plus the value of the

options to prepay and default (Kau & Keenan 1995; Vandell 1995). These

values are all determined in a perfectly competitive no arbitrage economy.

Thus, there should be no credit rationing due to inappropriate pricing.

Another argument against dynamic rationing is that mortgages exhibit a

menu of features that can be traded-off against price, allowing the bor-

rower to achieve equilibrium. The ARM bundles caps, frequency of the

adjustment, the choice of index to which the rate is tied, fees, etc. How

these features are combined effects the price of the ARM (see SA-Aadu &

Sirmans 1989). Consumers may choose combinations of features of the

mortgage contract that do not leave them with excess demand for mort-

gage debt.

Securitisation may also impact upon the prevalence of dynamic credit

rationing. The tendency to standardise mortgages, for the purposes of

bundling into mortgage-backed securities, may lead to an increasing uni-

formity of contracts. Some households might then continue to be credit

rationed if their individual credit risk is not correctly priced, though this is

a form of equilibrium credit rationing. However, the speed of adjustment

of mortgage interest rates to exogenous shocks might be increased by

securitisation. Lenders who rely on secondary market funding are obliged

to pass interest rate changes to security holders quickly and not to smooth

changes. Heuson et al. (2001) demonstrated how securitisation can exacer-

bate fluctuations in the mortgage rate. There may be less risk sharing with

borrowers, but also less dynamic credit rationing.

Stiglitz & Weiss (1981) argued that lenders would be reluctant to raise

interest rates if it resulted in adverse selection, that is, attracted borrowers

with a high risk of default. The first lender to raise interest rates on loans

might also find that the ‘safer’ borrowers leave first. Stiglitz & Weiss show

that banks are reluctant to increase rates but readily lower them, therefore

excess demand and credit rationing can arise. Thus dynamic credit

rationing can emerge out of information asymmetry, and adverse selec-

tion. This emphasises that the distinction between disequilibrium and

dynamic credit rationing can be arbitrary. Empirically, much depends

upon the nature and speed of price adjustment Chapter 6 discusses the
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integration of mortgage markets with other capital markets, and the

effects of this on the speed of mortgage market adjustment.

The theoretical work on the impact of down payment constraints (Stein

1995; Lamont & Stein 1999; Ortalo-Magné & Rady 1998, 1999, 2002) is

difficult to place in our categorisation of credit market rationing. This is

because the theories are concerned with the consequences of binding

liquidity constraints rather than their cause. The theories do have impli-

cations for housing and therefore mortgage market adjustment. They

predict housing booms and slumps, and over- and under-reaction to ex-

ogenous shocks such as changes in income levels. It can be shown that

credit constraints amplify the effects of income shocks on the housing

market, and significantly effect the timing of housing moves. Thus initial

liquidity constraints may generate cycles in which the market is signifi-

cantly, if temporarily, out of equilibrium, exhibiting an excess demand for

mortgage credit. Insofar as house price increases facilitate meeting down

payment requirements then credit rationing is endogenous to such

models. Of course, any existing and binding loan-to-value ratios might

reflect equilibrium rationing.

Asymmetric information and equilibrium credit market

rationing

Information asymmetry

The discussion in this section of the book examines how equilibrium

credit rationing can arise in situations of asymmetric information. A

good example of information asymmetry between the borrower and the

lender is the borrower’s propensity to default on mortgage payments. In

particular the likelihood of default may relate to the psychic costs of

default, which are essentially unobservable (Brueckner 2000). Under cer-

tain conditions heterogeneous mortgage contracts and information asym-

metry may result in a separating equilibrium, with at least one of the

contracts leading to the rationing of mortgage credit. That is, under some

circumstances borrowers self-select in their choice of contracts. Rationing

in this case is a form of externality arising out of the imbalance of infor-

mation.

Information asymmetry raises important questions. Offering a single con-

tract to all borrowers is termed pooling. Does pooling form a stable equilib-

rium? Is it possible to designmortgage contracts that appeal to different risk

categories, and will these risk categories self-select and form separating
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equilibrium? Does such a separating equilibrium still contain a rationing

dimension? Can the separating equilibrium form a stable equilibrium, or

will there be an unstable dynamic process featuring lenders switching

between pooled and separating equilibrium? The answers to these ques-

tions impinge not only on an understanding of mortgage market rationing,

but explain the existence and role of non-price contract features and the

nature and persistence of the menu of mortgage contracts available to the

consumer. Information asymmetry reflects upon the issues of mortgage

demand and contract design.

Recent work has applied models of asymmetric information to mortgage

markets (Brueckner 1994b, c, 2000; Harrison et al. 2004; Ben Shahar &

Feldman 2003). Research suggests the possibility that different mortgage

contracts might highlight characteristics of borrowers that impinge on the

profitability of the lending process, for example default probabilities. Mort-

gage choices have been viewed as signalling both the mobility of borrowers

(Dunn & Spatt 1985; Chari & Jagannathan 1989); and their propensity to

default (Brueckner 1994c, 2000;Harrison et al. 2004; Ben Shahar& Feldman

2003). These models have been used to explain variations in loan-to-value

ratios, the existence of mortgage points (Brueckner 1994c; Stanton &

Wallace 1998), and the screening potential of fixed and adjustable rate

mortgage contracts (Posey & Yavas 2001). The work of Brueckner (1994c,

2000) has particular applicability to the issue of mortgage rationing.

Prior to examining the particular mortgage market applications we recall

an earlier model of credit rationing under imperfect information developed

by Jaffee & Russell (1976). This model, hitherto referred to as the J & R

model, significantly extends the notion of supply and demand for credit by

considering imperfect information. There are a large number of significant

papers on asymmetric information and credit rationing. Most mortgage

market applications of asymmetric information models refer to Rothschild

& Stiglitz (1976). However, the J & R model presents some useful insights

into mortgage market behaviour. The J & R model is also reviewed here as

a useful prelude to the application of some important ideas to rationing in

mortgage markets.

A first look at pooling and separating equilibrium

The J & R model helps to introduce some of the fundamental concepts

used in the analysis of credit markets with asymmetric information. The

model considers honest and dishonest borrowers, with dishonest individ-

uals intending to default on debt repayment in the second period of a two-
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period model. The asymmetric information arises because lenders cannot

discriminate between the two types of borrower. A diagrammatic treat-

ment of the J & Rmodel is presented in Figure 5.1 and is adapted from their

original paper. Referring to Figure 5.1, equilibrium occurs in the aggregate

mortgage market where supply (TS ) equals demand (DD).

Various combinations of the interest rate and the size of loan represent

different loan contracts. For rationing to occur there must be a loan

contract (for example E) lying on the supply curve below market equilib-

rium (that is with excess demand), and this must be the preferred choice of

some individuals. It must also be ‘profitable’ for lenders to offer such a

contract. The loan market is assumed to be perfectly competitive. Lenders’

profits are constrained to be zero, as any positive profit is quickly com-

peted away. An alternative term for this relationship is the incentive

compatibility constraint. The constraint is embodied in the supply curve

for loans.

The truncation of the supply curve at market equilibrium (S) reflects the

zero profit constraint. That is excess supply is not allowed, as it violates

the incentive compatibility constraint; there would be negative profits.

The model assumes that lenders face a constant cost of funds (I to T).

However, the supply curve rises from point T, reflecting an increase in the

probability of default by dishonest borrowers as interest rates increase;

reflecting the higher return required by lenders to compensate for

this greater risk. Below a minimum cost of funds (mortgage interest rate)
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Figure 5.1 Pooling and separating equilibrium in credit markets: the Jaffee and Russell
model.

Source: Jaffe, D. M. & Russell (1976) Imperfect information, uncertainty, and credit rationing.
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I, the probability of default is zero, and therefore requires no compen-

sation.

The demand curve (DD) is derived from a set of iso utility curves (I and II)

representing a trade off between loan size and the interest rate. Lower

curves (further to the S.E) represent higher utility. Lower interest rates

and higher loans are considered ‘goods’. Higher interest rates and smaller

loans are ‘bads’. For a rationing contract to be favoured over the market

equilibrium then this contract must lie on a higher utility curve (that is

further to the S.E). In Figure 5.1 this condition holds at point E. This

contract will appeal to honest borrowers who experience lower interest

rates, reflecting their lower default risk. Rationing occurs because there is

evident excess demand for credit when this contract is chosen.

Some loan contracts like E1 lie at points higher than E, and below the

utility curve I, are more profitable (that is they are above the incentive

compatibility constraint). However, competition between lenders will

drive contract rates down to the zero profit line, back to point E. Thus

rationing appears in this loan market as a result of the competitive process,

under conditions of imperfect information. If this was the only contract

available then it could be described as a pooling equilibrium exhibiting

credit rationing. But just how stable is this position?

What does the J & R model indicate regarding the possibility of a separat-

ing equilibrium? This would consist of one contract that attracts honest

borrowers and another contract that attracts dishonest borrowers. Cer-

tainly, it is possible to have a loan contract that lies on a higher utility

curve that will be more attractive than contract E to honest borrowers.

Such a contract can be found at H. Honest borrowers face a lower interest

rate at H, that is they are not paying such a large premium to compensate

for the dishonesty of less virtuous customers. The existing contract at E

will remain attractive to dishonest individuals. The reason that the dis-

honest (risky) borrowers stick with loan contract E is that they always

prefer a larger loan. But is this situation stable?

There is no stable separating equilibrium in this case, despite the relative

attractions of the two contracts. The problem is that the movement of

honest borrowers to contractH denudes contract E of themore trustworthy

and more profitable individuals. The emergence of the new contract at H

was an attempt to ‘cream off’ the more profitable customers. Eventually,

losses on contract Ewill lead to its withdrawal. Consequently, the undesir-

able borrowers seek out H and make that unprofitable. The fate of this

process is now uncertain with either a continuously repeating sequence,
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or a total meltdown of the competitive process. But is this what we observe

in practice? Is the theory directed at an observable phenomenon? The

answer is certainly no, we do not observe this instability.2 The mortgage

market is certainly dynamic and contracts appear and disappear as a part of

the competitive process, but this is not necessarily the same phenomenon.

The J & R model is useful because it points to the role of information and

also suggests the importance of a variety of non-price terms and insti-

tutional arrangements that might prevent the instability arising from the

dynamic between pooling and separating equilibrium. There is also an

implication here that empirically we may have to detect any separating

equilibrium in terms of contract features other than just loan size and the

interest rate. So a broader notion of the price vector might also add to the

understanding of the form of any separating equilibrium in advanced

systems of housing finance.

The J & R analysis is placed in interest rate/loan size space, and this

facilitates a comparison with the application of other models to the mort-

gage market. The model is based upon particular assumptions regarding

the behaviour of defaulters. Note that the dishonest borrowers take out

loans with every intention of defaulting. Such borrowers cannot be identi-

fied by their revealed mortgage demand. Both honest and dishonest bor-

rowers have the same utility functions, and make up the same demand

curve for debt. This is a useful simplifying assumption when examining

how information asymmetry can produce credit rationing, but it militates

against the emergence of a separating equilibrium.

It may not be the case that borrowers take out a loan with the intention of

defaulting. If default is expressed as a risk of incurring default costs, and

enters as a negative argument in the borrower’s expected utility function,

then variations in default costs between borrowers will result in different

slopes in their indifference curves. In terms of Figure 5.2 the indifference

curves of borrowers could even cross. In this case separating equilibrium

contracts might well arise, and rationing might be an enduring character-

istic of a particular groups mortgage demand.

Specific applications of pooling and separating equilibrium to the
mortgage market

Though the J & R model highlights potential credit rationing, arising out

of asymmetric information in credit markets, the more common point

of departure in the mortgage literature is the work of Rothschild & Stiglitz
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(R & S) (1976). The R & Smodel deals with high and low risk customers in

the insurance market. The asymmetric information in this case is the

probability of having an accident. An example for the mortgage market is

the propensity to default on mortgage debt. Consumers may vary signifi-

cantly in the financial and psychic costs of default which are likely to

remain hidden from the lender (Brueckner 1994c, 2000). So called ruthless

default occurs when the option to default is ‘in the money’, that is the

value of a property is less than the market value of the mortgage. However,

hidden costs may explain why this default option is not always exercised.

Moreover, this information asymmetry can lead to the emergence of sep-

arating equilibrium with credit rationing.

A significant result of the R & S model is that it demonstrates that a

pooling equilibrium in the insurance market is not likely to emerge, or

persist. The simple reason is that it would always pay another insurer to

supply a more favourable contract that would ‘cream off’ the more profit-

able low risk clients, an effect observed above. The model demonstrates

that equilibrium emerges when there is a menu of insurance contracts that

separately appeal to individuals with high and low accident probabilities.

This is the Nash equilibrium, that is, there is no possibility of a new more

profitable contract being introduced. It seems reasonable to presume that

different loan size/interest rate combinations might perform the same task

in the mortgage market, that is, a separating equilibrium emerges.

Though the idea of a separating equilibrium in mortgage markets had been

applied by other authors (Dunn & Spatt 1985; Chari & Jagannathan 1989;

r

M

Zero profit curve (l )

Zero profit  curve (h)

Indifference curve (l )

Indifference curves (h)

W

X

Z

Figure 5.2 Pooling and separating equilibrium in the mortgage market: the Brueckner
model.

Source: Brueckner, J. K. (2000) Mortgage default and asymmetric information, Journal of

Real Estate Finance and Economics, 20(3): 251–74.
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Yang 1992), it was Brueckner (1994c) who first rigorously analysed the

implications for loan size (loan-to-value ratio). Implicitly this is also an

analysis of mortgage demand, and also presents an approach to mortgage

pricing that is not derived from an option theoretic framework. The

research consists of two pieces of work (Brueckner 1994c, 2000).

The earlier piece developed the analysis in loan/interest rate space in a

manner compatible with the other models presented in this chapter.

The second model used loan/balance space with the interest rate implicit

in loan/balance combinations. The reason for the second choice was

the mathematical instability of analysis using loan size, interest

rate choices.3

The exposition that follows mainly uses the analysis in interest rate/loan

size space (Brueckner 1994c). This is done merely to facilitate continuity

with the graphical approach adopted so far. The essential features of the

model suggested by Brueckner are represented by Figure 5.2.4 Compared to

the J & R model there are now two types of indifference curve, and two

zero profit curves. The possibility of default and different levels of default

costs are now incorporated into the incentive compatibility constraints

facing lenders and the indifference curves of the two types of borrower.

With full information lenders would offer two separate contracts repre-

senting the equilibrium choices of two types of borrower (at W and X).

So, for example, those borrowers with high default costs (type h) would

be offered/take up bigger loans at a lower interest rate (at X), reflecting

their lower likelihood of defaulting on the mortgage debt. Borrowers with

low default costs (type l) and a greater propensity to default would

be offered smaller loans at a higher interest rate (at W). As with Figure

5.2 indifference curves lying to the south east represent higher levels

of utility. Like the J & R model solutions must lie on appropriate zero

profit curves.

However, what happens when lenders cannot observe default costs? If W

and X are offered under conditions of asymmetric information then the

low cost (high risk of default) borrowers would find contract X very

attractive. They would obtain a larger loan at lower interest rate. The

high risk individuals would impose losses on contract X. But there may

be contracts which can encourage borrowers with a high risk of default to

reveal themselves. Two contracts that work in this way are contract W

and contract Z, with high risk individuals choosing contract W. Note that

if contract X is not available then those who face a high cost of default will

now choose a smaller loan at a higher rate of interest than would have been

chosen under full information. So imperfect information has led to
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rationing for this group. The model follows a usual assumption that high

risk individuals though actually indifferent between W and Z will make a

choice consistent with a separating equilibrium.5

Brueckner (2000) further develops this approach to mortgage contracts and

asymmetric information by applying a similar model in loan size/loan

balance space. In this case the consumer trades off between a good (the

loan size) and a bad (the balance to be repaid in the second period of a two-

period model ). The outcome of this model is also a separating equilibrium,

with the rationing of borrowerswhohave a low risk of default. If a ‘fair price’

price contract were offered to safe borrowers then risky borrowers would

also be attracted to such a contract. A pooling contract is unstable because it

will always pay some lenders to offer contracts that ‘cream off’ the safe

borrowers. Thus competitive forces produce a separating equilibrium with

self-selection, and credit rationing for at least one group of borrowers.

Alternative perspectives on separating equilibrium in the mortgage
market

In the Brueckner model less risky borrowers signal their default risk by

selecting smaller balances at low interest rates. They bear the cost of the

signalling of high risk borrowers by being credit rationed. Now consider

the symmetrical and completely opposite case where low risk borrowers

bear the cost of signalling by borrowing more than they would under full

information equilibrium. Low risk borrowers now use this additional

borrowing to signal their credit worthiness. This is the outcome of a

model recently developed by Harrison et al. (2004) which contradicts

what has become the conventional wisdom that risky borrowers borrow

more. The model emphasises the impact of income variability, that is, it

takes an approach to mortgage default based upon affordability.

The analysis now shifts to loan balance/loan size space where L is the

initial loan and the balance B is the amount due plus interest at the end of

the second period of a two-period model. Implicitly the balance-to-loan

ratio defines the fixed interest rate. From the borrower’s perspective a

higher balance due is a poor attribute whereas loan size is a desirable

attribute. The Brueckner (2000) and the Harrison et al. (2004) models are

presented by equations (5.1) to (5.4). Both models assume risk-neutral

borrowers and risk-neutral lenders. Though emanating from a common

analytical framework, a brief overview and comparison of these two

models highlights significantly different perspectives on the causes of

mortgage default, and their impact upon credit rationing.
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The Brueckner (1994c) model discussed above, and its counterpart in loan/

balance space (Brueckner 2000) focused upon the stochastic variation in

house prices. Using the same modelling framework and allowing income

to vary stochastically, but not the price of the property, can produce very

different results. The intuition is that a lack of variation in property prices

gives the borrower a form of limited liability with respect to default. The

most that they can loose is the known value of the asset (the house) and

the given cost of default (C). Borrowing more allows an increase in con-

sumption in the first period of the two-period model, but beyond the

default point this has no effect on the marginal cost of default. For

example, lower default costs encourage greater borrowing by low risk

borrowers who are less likely to face such costs. Low risk borrowers

indicate their credit worthiness by borrowing more, and they are not

subject to credit rationing.

The utility functions that form the basis of two models are represented

by equation (5.1) (Brueckner) and equation (5.3) (Harrison et al.). The

common notation includes P0 for the first period house price, y for

income, C is default costs and l represents the borrower’s discount rate,

while B and M are as previously defined. The utility functions in both

models begin with the loan size and first period income as positive argu-

ments, with the expenditure on housing P0 as a negative argument. Both

expressions are made up of probability distributions defined over ranges

in which default will or will not arise. Clearly the borrower’s utility

depends on whether default occurs or not. The key difference between

the two models is the stochastic variable which generates default, that

is house prices in the Brueckner model and income in the Harrison et al.

model.

In equation (5.1), l
R B�C
P Cf(P)dP is the default cost defined over a probabil-

ity distribution for house prices (P) bounded by a minimum house price P,

and the mortgage balance less the default costs (B�C). The second inte-

gral represents the borrower’s utility if the revealed house price is above

this range, but below the maximum house price (P). In the Harrison model,

equation (5.3), the focus is on income ranges and lqj

R B�P
0 (y �C)f(y)dy is

the discounted utility if default occurs. This would happen if income in

the second period was not sufficient to cover any positive difference

between the house price and the mortgage balance (B� P).

u(M,B) ¼ Y þM � P0 � l
Z B�C

P

Cf(P)dPþ l
Z P

B�C

(P� B)f(P)dP (5:1)
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P(M,B) ¼ �M þ Z
Z B�C

P

Pf(P)dPþ Z
Z P

B�C

Bf(P)dP (5:2)

The different sources of default risk are further reflected in the arguments

determining lenders’ expected profits, being equation (5.2) (Brueckner) and

equation (5.4) (Harrison et al.). Both expressions have the loan size M as a

negative argument, and profits are discounted by the lenders discount rate Z.
In the case of default the lender receives the house price, while if default

does not occur the lender receives the loan balance. Comparing the two

models the default outcome depends upon the revealed outcome of house

price variation (Brueckner), or the revealed outcome of stochastic variations

in income (Harrison et al.). The utility functions and their corresponding

zero profit constraints set up the constrained maximisation problems.

Separating equilibrium occurs when the marginal rate of substitution of

loan for balance differs between high and low risk borrowers. The basis

of the slopes of the indifference curves are variations in default costs

(Brueckner), or the risk of an income fall defined as qj in the Harrison et

al. model, where j is the type of borrower. Separating equilibrium based

upon risky income, when the risks are not known to the lender, are shown

in Figure 5.3. In this model both indifference curves and zero profit curves

are convex, and equilibrium is possible because of the different degrees of

convexity of the curves. Defining risk as the probability of a fall in income,

then the diagram illustrates the case where the less risky borrower has a

larger loan and a larger balance (N) than the risky borrower who chooses

(M). Note that M is the full information equilibrium for the risky

borrower, but for the safe borrower the full information equilibrium

B

M

M

N

O

Zero profit curve (s)
Zero profit curve (r)

Indifference curve(s)

Indifference curve (r)

Figure 5.3 Separating equilibrium in the mortgage market: the Harrison et al. model.
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would be a smaller loan and balance (O). So the less risky borrower signals

their credit worthiness with a larger loan.

U(M,B;qj) ¼Y þM � P0 þ lqj

Z B�P

0

(y �C)f(y)dy þ lqj

Z y

B�P

(y þ P� B)f(y)dy þ l(1� qj)(Y þ P� B) (5:3)

P(MjBj;qj) ¼ �M þ Zqj

Z B�P

0

Pf(y)dy þ Zqj

Z y

B�P

B(f(y))dy þ Z(1� qj)B ¼ 0

(5:4)

It is important to note that both a credit constrained outcome and a

pooling equilibrium can be derived from a model with stochastic variation

in income as the determinant of default (Harrison et al. 2004). A separating

equilibrium with low risk borrowers borrowing more than high risk bor-

rowers occurs when the costs of default are high. A separating equilibrium

with low risk borrowers’ credit constrained occurs when default costs are

low. In all cases high risk borrowers achieve the same loan size as under a

full information equilibrium, it is the low risk borrowers who incur the

cost of signalling. The key discriminator between these two theories must

be empirical analysis.

If less risky borrowers do borrow more, then a potentially important

source of credit rationing in the mortgage market disappears. The debate

over whether mortgage market rationing actually exists, or is an important

phenomenon is now reinvigorated. Paradoxically, housing finance systems

where default costs are high are likely to experience less rationing. Inter-

esting for the US and the UK is the growth in sub-prime lending which

may lower default costs for some groups, that is there is ‘forgiveness’ for

bankruptcy, or other events triggering previous defaults. Thus credit

rationing should increase. However, sub-prime lenders may have signifi-

cant information on the credit riskiness of borrowers. Information and

default costs may be negatively correlated so that improved information

systems, efficient pricing, and more complete markets lower equilibrium

credit rationing. If rationing of some borrowers generates house price

cycles (e.g. Stein 1995) then these considerations are of critical importance

for housing market behaviour and macroeconomic policy.

Given the focus of the above modelling upon income variations then this

does raise the question of the role of credit records and credit rating in

signalling a borrower’s likelihood of default. Ben-Shahar & Feldman (2003)
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argue that credit ratings offer important, but incomplete signals of a

borrower’s default probability. In this case borrowers may be segmented

by credit rating, and then offered a menu of mortgage contracts which

screen out the higher risk borrowers within each group. Theoretical results

demonstrate that for a given class of credit score, safer borrowers have

shorter maturities and pay lower risk premiums. A key feature of the Ben-

Shahar & Feldman paper is the combination of both signalling and

screening, and the possibility that such a combination is Pareto efficient.

Borrowers acquire credit records to signal their standing while lenders

screen by offering mortgage menus that lead to self-selection.

The Ben-Shahar & Feldman model is consistent with the previously dis-

cussed theories in that only risky borrowers obtain their equilibrium full

information contract, but now this occurs within each subset of credit

scores. Moreover, because of improved signalling via credit scores other

borrowers move closer to their full information equilibrium. Again there

are some implications for the impact of the sub-prime lendingmarket here.

Sub-prime borrowers can be considered as a subset of householdswho signal

poor credit records. However, some information asymmetry may persist

and there may be a screening menu of contracts and credit rationing for

some households who demand sub-prime loans. Once again there is a clear

agenda here for empirical, in addition to more theoretical, research.

Automatic underwriting and credit scoring also has implications for the

impact of securitisation on the availability of mortgage credit. Lenders

have more local knowledge about the quality of loans that they pass on

to mortgage securitisors so that they can effectively ‘cherry pick’. In-

creased credit scoring information reduces this problem as securitisors

can demand a threshold credit score, but lenders still retain first mover

advantage, and some asymmetric information is likely to persist. The

implications for the availability of mortgage credit are a complex outcome

of the interactions between lenders likelihood of rejecting loans and the

pricing and other strategies of securitisors. Heuson et al. (2001) models

strategic games between securitisors and lenders and conclude that credit

availability is unaffected when demand is high, and is actually increased

by securitisation when credit demand is low. So securitisation may also

generally increase credit availability and reduce credit rationing.

Though the Brueckner and Harrison models, and to some extent the Ben-

Shahar & Feldman model, emanate from a common analytical framework,

they have a very different focus. Brueckner’s model is not an option

theoretic model of default of the kind to be discussed in Chapters 9 and

10, because it does not extend stochastic variations in house prices beyond
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a single period. However, the approach is based upon so called ruthless

default where the wealth maximising borrower defaults if the house price

is less than the mortgage balance plus default costs. In contrast the

Harrison et al. and Ben-Shahar & Feldman models raise the issue of

affordability and have implications for the debate upon the relative

importance of affordability and option theoretic arguments, that will be

picked up on again in later chapters. Even more critically they implicitly

raise the question of just how prevalent credit rationing is in the advanced

mortgage markets such as those of the US and the UK?

The significance of models of asymmetric information and credit
rationing

The asymmetric information models modify the usual supply and demand

framework in a fundamental way. In the models with imperfect infor-

mation lenders fix both quantity and price rather than just one of these

variables. The purpose, of course, is to allow borrowers to self-select and

reveal their default risk. A question arises with respect to the ability of

lenders to charge differential interest rates on mortgages, based on per-

sonal characteristics. In the US this would be an illegal practice.6 Conse-

quently, lenders will need to encourage borrowers to self-select. Brueckner

(2000) notes that price discrimination might arise by charging higher

insurance premiums on larger mortgage contracts. This form of price

discrimination is also applicable to UK mortgages.

It is also worth noting that the Brueckner (2000) model in particular yields

interesting comparative static properties in relation to borrower character-

istics, other than the propensity to default. For example, separating equi-

librium can occur as a consequence of differences in the patience of

borrowers, as reflected in their respective discount rates. Here, the case

of heterogeneity of borrower characteristics involving both default

costs and differences in their degrees of patience is interest. Both higher

default costs and higher level of patience lead to flatter indifference curves.

Thus a borrower who was very patient and had a low likelihood of default

would face even more severe credit rationing.

An important implication of the asymmetric information models involves

the impact of this market imperfection on mortgage demand. Under cer-

tain conditions low risk individuals will obtain smaller mortgages than

high risk borrowers. The econometric specification of a mortgage demand

equation for this group of borrowers must allow for this truncation of

the distribution of observed mortgages. Alternatively, the asymmetric
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information model of Harrison et al. demonstrated that when affordability

was the main consideration less risky borrowers may bear the cost of

signalling by borrowing more than high risk borrowers. Thus mortgage

demand may be a negative function of income variability and the costs of

default, or those variables which proxy these arguments. In this case there

is no truncation of the distribution of observed mortgage balances.

The asymmetric information models do suggest that chosen loan size

(mortgage demand) is endogenous to the likelihood of default decision

and vice versa. This is a point noted by Yezer et al. (1994). The merit of

Brueckner’s work is that considering the microeconomic decision making

of individuals highlights this simultaneity. This and the truncation of the

observed distribution of mortgages, for rationed households, has poten-

tially important implications for the econometric specification of mort-

gage demand equations, an issue to be explored more fully in Chapter 6.

Summary and conclusions

The chapter began with a classification of credit rationing into disequilib-

rium, equilibrium and dynamic rationing. Though the distinctions were

somewhat arbitrary, and often have asymmetric information has a

common causal factor, they do provide a useful way of viewing credit

rationing in mortgage markets. The categories will also guide our review

of empirical material. Disequilibrium rationing focuses upon the possible

impact of financial deregulation and household behaviour, pre- and post-

economy-wide rationing. Dynamic rationing focuses upon the process of

mortgage market adjustment, the impact of securitisation and the integra-

tion of mortgage markets with other capital markets. Equilibrium

rationing highlights the continuing possibility of credit rationing in a

post-financial deregulation environment.

The non-price characteristics of any mortgage contract can be used to

bring about equilibrium in the loan market. This was seen as problematic

for the loan-to-value ratio, and mortgage maturity, but can be usefully

applied to caps, collars and other contractual features. However, a range

of non-price features, including the loan-to-value ratio, can be set to ensure

a separating equilibrium. Information asymmetry changes the role of

these non-price characteristics. Credit rationing, and separating equilib-

rium, can arise when expected default costs vary by individuals, and when

such costs enter their utility functions. However, it is also possible that a

separating equilibrium can arise without credit rationing and involve more

borrowing by less risky households signalling their credit worthiness.
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Securitisation and the growth in sub-prime lending had potentially im-

portant implications for the existence and extent of credit rationing. In

theory, securitisation facilitates mortgage market adjustment and in-

creases the supply of credit. Sub-prime lending did not mean that credit

rationing was removed, as information problems might still persist. The

persistence of information problems and mortgage credit rationing has

important implications for the estimation of mortgage demand equations.

For example, the truncation of the distribution of observed mortgage

choices, and the simultaneous estimation of mortgage demand and de-

fault. The chapter which follows, examines the empirical methodologies

and main findings relating to the existence, extent and influence of credit

rationing in the US, UK and other economies.

Guide to further reading

Readers are recommended to read the original Brueckner (2000) article on

asymmetric information and credit rationing in mortgage markets. The

paper conducts a large number of interesting and relevant comparative

static exercises. Of particular interest are those exploring variations in

default costs and time preference. The original Jaffee & Russell (1976)

paper is also very accessible, with strong intuitive and clear graphical

expositions. An excellent introduction to issues of asymmetric informa-

tion and credit rationing is the text by B. Hillier (1997).

Notes

1 See Daily Mail, headlines, 1 August 2001.

2 Jaffee & Russell (1976) note that one way of overcoming any inherent instability

in loan markets is to establish monopoly powers (or a cartel ). In theory a pure

monopoly will not produce rationing, but if monopoly power is established by

governments facilitating a cartel then rationing may well be a rational outcome.

3 See Brueckner (2000, endnote 17).

4 The diagram is adapted from Brueckner (1994c, p. 220).

5 Borrowers are also assumed to be risk-neutral and so utility maximisation can be

expressed as a simple function of terminal wealth.

6 Until 1983 it was possible to charge a higher interest rate on endowment

mortgages.
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6
Credit Rationing, Mortgage Market

Adjustment and Separating Equilibrium:

Empirical Evidence

Introduction

A study of credit rationing is important because such rationing can impact

upon household behaviour and welfare. Credit rationing can effect tenure

choice, levels of housing consumption and life cycle planning. Similarly

financial deregulation which reduces credit rationing can exacerbate the

tendency for boom and bust cycles in the housing market (Dale-Johnson

1995; Ortalo-Magné & Rady 1998, 1999, 2002). In some economies the

extent of credit rationing reflects, and is effected by, the institutional

structure of housing finance. For example, in the US studies have shown

that the Federal Housing Association can absorb borrowers from the con-

ventional mortgage sector who would otherwise be credit rationed (see

Duca & Rosenthal 1991; Ambrose et al. 2002). This institutional structure

can actually be used to identify the presence of mortgage rationing.

Deutsch & Tomann (1995) find that the risk sharing and institutional

arrangements in Austria and Germany lead to mortgage credit rationing

and disadvantage poorer sections of society.

The chapter begins with the empirical analysis of disequilibrium rationing.

That is economy-wide credit rationing that emerges from regulation, usury

laws or interest rate cartels. This phenomenon is not purely of historical

interest. It both points to lessons for other economies where regulation may

remain in place and reflects upon household behaviour in the mortgage

market. Financial deregulation should have facilitated mortgage market

adjustment and efficient pricing. However, market adjustment can be slug-

gish with interest rates sticky (Allen et al. 1999; Heffernan 2002). This



chapter briefly discusses the empirical evidence on mortgage price behav-

iour, together with the degree of integration of the mortgage market with

other capital markets. In theory the increased securitisation of mortgages

and the growth in sub-prime lending should have led to the greater integra-

tion of capital markets, with more flexible and efficient pricing of mortgage

debt. Mortgage credit rationing should be significantly less.

Some mortgage credit rationing is likely to persist, even in a financially

deregulated environment (Stiglitz & Weiss 1981). This chapter considers

the use of non-price terms to ration credit in the presence of default risk,

that is equilibrium rationing. Mortgage underwriting criterion can be

varied to reflect different degrees of default risk. Under conditions of

asymmetric information price and loan sizes might be combined to pro-

duce a separating equilibrium (Brueckner 1994c, 2000). The discussion in

this chapter considers the evidence for screening in the mortgage market.

The implications for the estimation of mortgage demand equations will be

explored throughout the discussion.

United Kingdom (disequilibrium) mortgage credit rationing

research

Chapter 5 cited the UK mortgage market in the 1970s, and early 1980s, as a

prime example of disequilibrium rationing. The existence of a mortgage

cartel until 1983, and periods of negative real interest rates, led to mort-

gage queues and the use of non-price rationing mechanisms. These are the

results we would expect if non-price terms of mortgage contracts were not

being adjusted to clear the market (Drake & Holmes 1997). Thus the UK

provides an ideal setting for the study of disequilibrium rationing, and

financial deregulation and its effects.

Early UK research used time series data and generally incorporated dummy

variables to represent regime changes, or variations in the severity of credit

rationing (Nellis & Longbottom 1981; O’herlihy & Spencer 1972; Hendry &

Anderson 1977). Some work used continuous proxy measures of the extent

of rationing, such as the mean loan-to-value ratio (Ostas & Zahn 1975;

Wilcox 1985), or the loan-to-income ratio (Nellis & Thom 1983). Studies

using such continuous measures test for the presence of equilibrium

rationing (see Holmes 1993). Rationing variables were typically statistically

significant, and possessed the expected signs.1 However, Nellis & Thom

(1983) and Holmes (1993) did not find any evidence of disequilibrium

rationing. For example, coefficients on differences in the loan-to-value

ratio between periods where not significantly different from zero.
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One problem with most of the early studies of mortgage rationing was

their inability to incorporate a major shift in regime, such as financial

deregulation (Meen 1990). Meen (1989, 1990) follows some previous

authors (Wilcox 1985; Hall & Urwin 1989) in using a direct measure of

rationing where the demand function is implied by the structural equa-

tions of a supply and demand model. The extent of rationing was found by

deducting estimated mortgage demand from observed supply. The empir-

ical estimates indicated that mortgage rationing ceased to be a major

problem for the UK after the middle of 1980, a result consistent with the

findings of Wilcox (1985), and Hall & Urwin (1989). Excess demand and

rationing was certainly apparent for earlier periods.

Meen found a large and statistically significant coefficient on the nominal

mortgage interest rate in housing/mortgage demand equations. It is also

possible to test for the appropriateness of a specification incorporating the

user costs of owner occupation, and therefore the relevant interest rate

specification (real or nominal ) by introducing the nominal mortgage inter-

est rate with some measure of expected house price inflation as separate

variables. If the user cost is the appropriate specification then there should

be no statistically significant difference between the coefficients on the

interest rate and expected house price inflation, that is, they can reason-

ably be combined. A variety of tests of expectation formation mechanisms

suggested that housing demand equations should not purely rely upon a

real interest rate or user cost specification (Meen 1990). This issue con-

cerned the tilting of mortgage payments discussed in Chapter 4. However,

the tilt is not entirely separate from mortgage credit rationing. Restric-

tions on mortgage lending can exacerbate the tilt, also mortgage maximis-

ing households who are rationed will respond to nominal interest rate

changes.

Muellbauer & Murphy (1997) estimated housing demand equations for the

UK covering the period 1957 to 1994 and found that real interest rates were

more relevant after financial deregulation. If households are at a corner

solution with their demand for housing/mortgage debt then real interest

rates will not be relevant. Muellbauer & Murphy also argued that expected

income growth would reduce housing/mortgage demand under rationing

as this was used to finance increases in non-housing consumption, a result

borne out by the econometric estimation. The role of the nominal mort-

gage interest rate in econometric estimation of mortgage demand was also

reinforced by the results of pooled time series/cross-section research

(Leece 1995a, b, and 2000a). The tilting of mortgage payments, liquidity

constraints and other capital market imperfections mean that nominal

cash flows are an important consideration for some borrowers. This
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finding was seen to apply even in a financially deregulated environment,

where mortgage contract design may still not be optimal (Leece 2000a).

The work of Ortalo-Magné & Rady (1998, 1999, 2002) demonstrated a

correspondence between the outcomes of their consumption driven theory

of housing demand and the aggregate behaviour of the UK housing market,

pre- and post-financial deregulation. Ortalo-Magné & Rady (1999) estimate

the relative contributions of income shocks or financial deregulation to

the housing boom (1982 to 1989) and the bust (1990 to 1993). Their

theoretical model, discussed in Chapter 2, indicated that rising income

caused increases in house prices, with owner occupation among young

households falling during the transition to equilibrium. However, this is

not what occurred during the 1980s when owner occupancy rates among

young households increased. Thus, the authors deduce that financial lib-

eralisation allowed more young households to enter owner occupation.

United States (disequilibrium) mortgage credit rationing

research

The research reported here concerns studies the span both pre- and post-

financial deregulation in the US. That is, they can be used to detect the

impact of financial deregulation or assess the extent of credit rationing

during regulated periods. Before 1983 there were restrictions on the rates

charged on savings deposits. This meant that during periods when the

maximum deposit rates were binding, lenders were short of funds with

mortgages rationed, a process known as disintermediation. It has been

argued that the disappearance of disintermediation together with mortgage

securitisation removed an important source of mortgage credit rationing.

Indeed some US studies found little evidence of such rationing, even in

regulated periods (see Hendershott 1981; Jaffee & Rosen 1979). Much work

in the US has been concerned with the existence of mortgage credit

rationing post-financial deregulation.

An important study with a methodology that has been mimicked by

researchers in other countries (Leece 2000a; Moriizumi 2000; Bourassa

1995) is research by Linnemann & Wachter (1989). Linnemann & Wachter

used two periods of time, 1975–77 and 1981–83 and divided their sample

into constrained and unconstrained borrowers.2 The binding constraint

was either an income constraint (loan-to-income ratio), or a wealth con-

straint (loan-to-value ratio, or down payment requirement). Rationed

households were detected by comparing an estimate of their housing
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demand, derived from choices of non-constrained households, with the

actual size of property they purchase.

A probit model was used to estimate the likelihood of home ownership,

including a measure of the degree of mortgage rationing.3 Separate probit

estimates were made for each sample period. A comparison of the two

periods implicitly allowed for the securitisation of mortgages, and innov-

ations such as the emergence of adjustable rate mortgages. It is important

to note in the US context that income underwriting criteria were less

stringent for adjustable rate debt. This is also true of government guaran-

teed mortgage loans. For example, Phillips & Vanderhoff (1994) show that

government guaranteed loans increase housing demand via more relaxed

loan-to-value ratios.

Linneman & Wachter (1989) found that the impact of income and other

control variables fell when a measure of the degree of rationing was

included; and the overall fit of the model improved substantially. Thus,

tenure choice models that do not control for rationing are subject to

omitted variable bias. The impact of rationing was found to be less during

the 1981–83 period, a result attributed to securitisation and the emergence

of the ARM, though it was not possible to attribute the results to any

particular cause. Linnemann et al. (1997) update their empirical analysis

by applying their model to the 1989 Survey of Consumer Finances. They

found that borrowing constraints had continued to impact upon the prob-

ability of home ownership. Following their previous work they distin-

guished between the income and wealth constraints on mortgage

borrowing. Their main finding was that wealth constraints (operating via

the deposit requirement) was the main limitation on tenure choice.

The work of Linneman & Wachter and Linneman et al. was important in

estimating the degree to which mortgage credit rationing could bind.

However, there are a number of qualifications that should be made to

the results. The choice of sample period is obviously important. For

example, Zorn (1989), assesses the impact of mortgage market qualifica-

tion constraints on the entry into owner occupation in the US during 1986,

finding that these constraints did not significantly bind. Technically, there

are also likely to be a number of sources of sample selection bias in the

estimation. For example, the error terms in the estimation of the choice of

level of housing services and the tenure choices might be correlated. Also,

it is not clear why rationing constraints actually bind. For example, is this

equilibrium rationing? Should we explain some of the cross-sectional

variation in housing demand by measures of the likelihood of default (or

measure of default costs). However, this study offers the main approach to
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date to controlling for credit market constraints. The 1997 study using the

1989 Survey of Consumer Finances also suggested that some form of

rationing persisted post-financial deregulation.

More recent US research has concentrated upon default driven or equilib-

rium mortgage credit rationing and this has become the main focus of

debates on the extent of rationing in the US mortgage market (Duca &

Rosenthal 1991; Ambrose et al. 2002, Harrison et al. 2004). This work will

be considered in some detail below. Certainly, a characteristic of most US

research, old and new, has been a focus upon access to home ownership.

This is clearly an important policy consideration. However, constraints on

the level of housing services available to households also has important

implications for economic welfare. Thus an important but comparatively

neglected aspect of credit rationing research is the link between the con-

tinuous choice of housing/mortgage size and the discrete choice of tenure.

The section which follows presents one way of dealing with this link

highlighting some key issues for the estimation of mortgage demand

equations with the presence of credit rationing.

Modelling mortgage demand under credit rationing

Most (pooled) cross-section research has used a simple discrete choice

model such as a probit or logit specification to model the mortgage/hous-

ing choices of constrained and non-constrained households. Also, most of

the research has been concerned with the impact of mortgage underwriting

criterion on the probability of home ownership. A comparatively neglected

consideration is the nature of the interdependence of the discrete and

continuous choices. That is the decision to take out mortgage debt (that

is enter or renew owner occupation) together with the decision on the size

of debt or gearing. Theoretical work on mortgage demand typically takes

the tenure choice decision as given. This issue can be usefully explored via

the so called double hurdle model (Cragg 1971; Leece 1995a, 2000b). The

discussion of this model also provides a framework for a consideration of

approaches to estimation.

If a household makes an equilibrium decision then any choices involving

zero debt (including renting rather than owning) will also be equilibrium

choices. Also, the influences upon the discrete and continuous choice will

be the same. This can be modelled using a Tobit. The Tobit model is based

upon a latent unobservable demand for mortgage debt M� generated by the

index M� ¼ bixj þ ui, where xj is a set of independent variables, bi are

parameter estimates and ui is an error term. The observable mortgage
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demand M equals M� if M� > 0. That is, the underlying demand in terms of

the size of mortgage is only observed when M� > 0. The expected value of a

mortgage is the expected mean value conditional upon M� > 0, multiplied

by the probability of observing a positive value (described as a non-limit

observation). This can be taken as the probability of entering owner

occupation financed by a mortgage. Thus the general form of a mortgage

demand equation (a Tobit) that contains zero values is given by

expression (6.1).

E[M] ¼ 0� Probability[M ¼ 0]þ E[MjM� > 0]
�

Probability[M� > 0] (6:1)

In the case of Tobit estimation zero values are not discarded and aspects of

both discrete and continuous choice are retained in the estimation. This

further assumes that any household with non-zero mortgage demand will

always obtain a loan. This is a restrictive assumption when applied to

mortgage markets because some zero observations could represent house-

holds which had a positive demand for M but were precluded from

obtaining one, that is they were rationed. Households might also be

rationed in the size of loan available and decide not to enter owner occu-

pation (Ortalo-Magné & Rady 1998, 1999, 2002). This relates to some

degree to the discussion of estimation of mortgage demand functions in

Chapter 2. Zero values occurred where households had paid off their

mortgage debt, but the household owned their home. It may be more

valid in that case to assume that zero observations are equilibrium

choices, compared to, say, those arising out of credit rationing. The general

form of a truncated regression used to estimate mortgage demand where

credit rationing may be present is given by equation (6.2). Note that zero

values are discarded and that there is a correction for the truncation of the

observed distribution of choices sli.

E[MjM� > 0] ¼ bixj þ sli (6:2)

In summary, most analysis of mortgage demand under credit rationing has

been concerned with discrete choice models that estimate the likelihood

of home ownership. It could be argued that the estimation of mortgage

demand under credit rationing is of equal interest. This raises the question

of how best to estimate such demand. The model suggested here is a

double hurdle model. The double hurdle model estimates a probit for the

discrete choice and a truncated regression on the non-zero observations.

This allows for the possibility that not all mortgage demands will be met

and that different parameter estimates and even variables apply to

the discrete and continuos choices. Though there are other approaches

to modelling the selectivity issues involved with credit rationing, the
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discussion highlights the possibility of complex relationships between the

discrete and continuous choices. These can be modelled in other ways, and

at times selectivity problems are just not evident (Leece 1995b). There are

other forms of the double hurdle model (e.g. with correlated error terms, or

Box & Cox specifications), mainly applied to discrete and continuos

choices in markets other than that for mortgage debt (see Burton et al.

1994, 2000; De Sarbo & Choi 1999). There is considerable scope for further

applications of these models in this area of research.

An example of estimation of mortgage demand under mortgage
credit rationing

This section presents an example of a mortgage demand equation estimated

using a basic double hurdle model (Leece 1995a). The estimation involves

UK data using a pooled cross-section/time series sample. The study period

spans pre- and post-financial deregulation. It is generally considered that

disequilibrium credit rationing was significantly reduced, or disappeared,

during the early 1980s (Meen 1990). The results reported here represent

the only cross-section study of mortgage credit rationing for the United

Kingdom covering the period of financial deregulation. The purpose of the

exercise is to indicate changes in household behaviour during this time

frame. The exercise also offers a basic example of the double hurdle meth-

odology. The focus of the discussion is a truncated regression.

The truncated regression (see Table 6.1) is estimated on a sample of

mortgage holders taken from the Family Expenditure Survey (1986).

These estimates were made along with the estimation of a probit equation

on mortgage and non-mortgage holders, implicitly a tenure choice deci-

sion. The choice to take out mortgage debt is the first hurdle, and the size

of mortgage demanded is the second. The discussion focuses upon the

second of these two hurdles. The research involved a number of sources

of possible bias. The real mortgage balance, used as a dependent variable,

was an estimate, thus introducing the possibility of measurement error.4

Exact identification of who was, and who was not, rationed in the first

hurdle (tenure choice) was also not possible. These difficulties all emerged

from the limitations of UK household level data covering this time frame.

Despite data problems the estimated mortgage demand equation offers

some insight into the effects of financial deregulation in the UK. A

number of interactions were modelled to detect changes pre- and post-

financial deregulation. For example, a dummy variable for pre-1980 obser-

vations was interacted with the nominal and the real gross mortgage
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interest rate. The signs and coefficients on the interaction variables indi-

cate that real interest rates had more sizeable effects post-financial deregu-

lation. This might indicate a lessening of credit constraints, though the

net of tax nominal mortgage interest rate had an unexpected positive sign.

The income of the head of household was also statistically significant in

the truncated regression, though this had not been the case in the probit. A

key feature of the double hurdle model is the possibility that some differ-

ent variables effect the discrete and the continuous choice.

Though real interest rate effects were stronger post-1980 in the UK the

nominal mortgage interest rate was still a relevant specification in any

post-1980 mortgage demand equation. Thus the overall conclusion of the

Table 6.1 Mortgage demand and rationing: truncated regression

Variable Coefficient t-value

Constant 262669.00 1.114
North �2370:67 �1:217
Yorkshire �2537:12 �1:640
Northwest �1278:95 �0:900
East Midlands �1423:83 �0:899
West Midlands 566.28 0.359
East Anglia 2502.97 1.119
London 9072.14 3.666
South East 9957.32 6.008
South West 2905.28 1.815
Pre-1980 mortgage (Yes ¼ 1) 10927.00 0.036
Total household expenditure 8147.34 1.010
Age of head of household (HOH) �750:70 �7:725
Gross HOH real income 79.93 3.481
HOH manual worker (Yes ¼ 1) �1158:40 �0:513
HOH married (Yes ¼ 1) 1804.25 0.681
Pre-1980 mortage � gross HOH real income �52:39 �2:645
HOH male (Yes ¼ 1) �2370:67 �1:217
Number of rooms in the property 3384.39 3.290
HOH manual worker � gross HOH real income 2.13 0.390
Child present age 5 and under 18 years �1543:27 �1:668
Nominal gross mortgage interest rate at time of origination 2298.80 2.330
Pre-1980 mortgage � nominal gross mortgage interest rate at

time of origination
�7205:30 �4:860

Real mortgage interest rate at time of origination 2153.26 2.185
Pre-1980 mortgage � real mortgage interest rate at time of

origination
�1998:82 �2:106

Expected relative house price inflation �646:83 �1:296
Loan-to-value ratio for first time buyers �71154:40 �1:358
Pre-1980 mortgage � loan-to-value ratio for first time buyers 13655.90 0.196

Notes:
1. Total household expenditure is an instrument estimated from an expenditure equation.
2. The residual from the household expenditure equation is included as a test of exogeneity.

Source: Leece (1995a, Table 4, p. 58)
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study was that some households continued to be rationed post-financial

deregulation. This was also the case for the discrete choice modelled by

the probit equation. A log likelihood ratio test of the explanatory power of

the double hurdle model compared to a Tobit estimated on this data

offered a more powerful explanation of variation in mortgage demand.

Thus the null hypothesis of perfect credit markets with no rationing was

rejected. However, there was some easing of credit rationing post-1980,

though the exact form of the rationing in either period was not identified.

The double hurdle model raised questions about the interdependence of

discrete and continuous choices when analysing mortgage demand. Fur-

ther analysis of these results can be found in Leece (1995a). The method-

ology facilitated a testing of the likelihood, if not the exact extent, of

mortgage credit rationing. The empirical study also indicated the impact

of deregulation on household behaviour in the UK mortgage market.

However, mortgage markets have changed even more since the mid-

1980s. Generally, financial deregulation has been accompanied by the

increased securitisation of mortgage debt, particularly in the US. These

factors should have contributed to the significant lessening, or removal, of

anything other than equilibrium credit rationing based upon default risk.

However, temporary or dynamic credit rationing might be evident if mort-

gage market adjustment is sluggish.

Mortgage market adjustment and dynamic credit rationing

The mortgage markets can be in temporary disequilibrium when interest

rate adjustments are sluggish. The slow adjustment of interest rates on

debt can also reflect the impact of credit rationing, though not necessarily

(see Berger & Udell 1992). For example, lenders may enter an implicit risk

sharing agreement with borrowers. Slow upward adjustments of the cost of

debt can also create temporary excess demand. How quickly and in what

manner mortgage interest rates adjust to exogenous shocks also reflects

upon the integration of mortgage markets with other capital markets.

Securitisation should increase the speed of interest rate adjustments, as

changes are rapidly passed on to MBS investors. The existence of dynamic

rationing has always been disputed. For example, Kent (1980) found no

evidence of dynamic rationing in the United States, though a number of

studies did suggest that it was evident (Huang 1969; Ostas & Zahn 1975).

Several pieces of research have attested the stickiness of mortgage interest

rates. Allen et al. (1999) noted that mortgage rates generally do not adjust

downwards as quickly as they adjust upwards. Historically the UK has
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experienced sluggishness in both directions as mutuals have smoothed

changes in interest rates (Heffernan 2002). This is compatible with the

theoretical predictions of Stiglitz & Weiss (1981), where adverse selection

leads to interest rate stickiness. Allen et al. present an argument for the

reluctance of lenders to lower mortgage interest rates, in the US. Low

interest rates increase the duration of debt and increased duration in-

creases price volatility. This increased volatility demands a risk premium

which lenders collect by less than full adjustment to declining capital

market rates.

A further cause of ‘sticky’ mortgage rates is the choice of interest rate

index that the rates track. This is important in the US where adjustable

rate debt requires lenders periodically to adjust the mortgage interest rate.

Insofar as different mortgages use different indices, which in turn demon-

strate different sensitivities to underlying rate changes, then there is an

important source of cross-sectional variation in mortgage interest rate

adjustment. Though UK rates track changes in the Bank of England base

rate there can still be significant lags in interest rate adjustments. Miles

(1994) noted that at times sluggish response in the variable rate of interest

has made this debt similar to a fixed rate mortgage, a factor that influences

the choice of mortgage instrument in the UK (Leece 2000a). This is not a

problem for the increasing number of mortgages that are designed to track

the base rate of interest.5

Stanton & Wallace (1999) examined the dynamics of the commonly used

indices for ARM pricing in the US. This area of research is particularly

applicable to the issue of mortgage valuation and pricing, to be treated

more generally in Chapter 8. The relevance of the research here is the lag

between the adjustment of the ARM coupon and the term structure of

interest rates. For some ARM mortgages the lag makes them closer in

characteristics to a fixed rate mortgage.6 The study finds that the interest

rate sensitivity of an ARM depends upon the terms of the contract (e.g. the

presence of an interest rate cap), the dynamics of the pertinent interest rate

index, and mortgage prepayment behaviour. So for new borrowers search-

ing current contracts there may be significant lags before coupon rates

adjust to interest rate levels, though this does not necessarily lead to

dynamic credit rationing.

A number of US and UK studies find sluggish mortgage market adjustment

to long-run equilibrium values. For the UK Drake & Holmes (1997) use

three stage least squares to estimate an error correcting representation of

mortgage demand for 1981–1992. They find that both mortgage supply and

demand are slow in adjusting to their long-run equilibrium values.
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Following Stiglitz & Weiss (1981) the research finds a backward bending

supply curve for mortgage finance. The loan-to-value ratio for first time

buyers had a larger impact upon mortgage demand than the mortgage

interest rate, implying equilibrium rationing. For the US Zumpano et al.

(1986) finds a partial adjustment model more applicable to mortgage

market adjustment than instantaneous adjustment. Even using more

recent data Buist & Yang (2000) found mortgage demand slow to adjust

though this was not the case for the supply of funds.

There are a number of more recent developments that might have led to

faster rates of interest rate and market adjustment in mortgage markets.

One is the increased use of mortgage securitisation. The second is the

growth in the sub-prime lending market. These are not entirely separate

issues. For example, improved information on the observed default risk in

the sub-prime market could encourage securitisation of sub-prime loans.

This in turn would depend upon the efficient pricing of sub-prime debt to

reflect its additional risk (Van Order, 2000). Sub-prime lending should add

to market efficiency by providing loan finance to previously rationed

households. Socioeconomic changes such as higher divorce rates, in-

creased part-time work and self-employment have led to new classes of

borrower with risk profiles that can be accommodated by sub-prime lend-

ing. Sub-prime lending should be an increasingly important focus for

future mortgage market research.

The growth in the securitisation of mortgage debt should also have im-

proved market efficiency and effected the speed of mortgage market ad-

justment. There is some evidence for the UK that interest rate changes

have occurred more rapidly for lenders who have used securitisation (Pais

2002). Dynamic rationing should be less evident in this case. For the US,

Gabriel (1987) found that changes in fixed rates had become more respon-

sive to changes in the cost of finance. Roth (1988) argued that securitisa-

tion had increased both the volatility of interest rates and the speed of

interest rate adjustment.

There is some debate in the US over the relative importance of securitisa-

tion or financial deregulation in integrating capital and mortgage markets.

Goebal & Ma (1993) argue for the importance of financial deregulation

while Devaney & Pickerill (1990) consider securitisation more influential.

Heuson et al. (2001) suggest that the observed negative correlation be-

tween securitisation and the mortgage interest rate should be interpreted

as securitisation responding to lower rates, rather than vice versa. Allen et

al. (1999)7 finds that financial deregulation has led to mortgage rates
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responding more quickly to changes in riskless rates of interest. Rudolph

& Griffith (1997) use co-integration analysis to test for the integration of

mortgage markets and capital markets from 1963–1993, unusually finding

integration over the whole period, in addition to the integration of national

and local mortgage markets. The general agreement is that mortgage

markets are now more integrated with other capital markets. Dynamic

rationing should certainly be less. A key question is whether mortgage

credit rationing can still be found after financial deregulation, in a form

compatible with equilibrium in the mortgage market?

Equilibrium rationing separating equilibrium and liquidity

constraints

This section examines the evidence for equilibrium credit rationing (Sti-

glitz & Weiss 1981; Williamson 1986, 1987). Given that empirical research

in this area is sparse, then both UK and US work are discussed together.

The US is particularly interesting in that default risk is fully insured for

the Federal Housing Association, but not for the alternative conventional

lenders. This has led to a number of interesting studies. For example, Duca

& Rosenthal (1991) use time series data to explore the FHA/conventional

loan decision, and the persistence of equilibrium rationing. Ambrose et al.,

(2002) analyse variations in default risk and the proportion of FHA/con-

ventional borrowing by state to detect credit rationing. The latter study

exploits the fact that the FHA is not allowed to vary its lending criterion

on a geographical basis. UK research in this area is even more sparse but

there is some tentative evidence of a separating equilibrium, where the

choice of mortgage design might signal a group of borrowers that con-

tinued to be rationed after financial deregulation (Leece 2000b).

The extent to which non-price terms are used to offset default risk will

depend upon the ability to vary interest rates according to each individual

borrower’s risk (Stiglitz & Weiss 1981; Riley 1987; Duca & Rosenthal

1994). This redlining (Stiglitz & Weiss, 1981), or rate sorting, will reduce

the need to use non-price terms for credit rationing. In this case non-price

terms will have little or no influence on observed household behaviour, for

example the size of borrowing, tenure choice and life cycle consumption

and saving. However, some studies have shown that non-price terms do

impact upon household mortgage choices (Duca & Rosenthal 1991, 1994;

Cox & Jappelli 1993; Perraudin & Sorensen 1992). Duca & Rosenthal

(1994) analysed data on FRM rates (1981 to 1983) taken from the 1983

Survey of Consumer Finances and found no substantive evidence of red
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lining. The major explanation for this was the existence of fair lending

laws constraining price discrimination.

A key issue is how far credit rationing attributable to variations in default

risk is likely to persist after financial deregulation? Duca & Rosenthal

(1991) conduct a time series analysis of the extent of credit rationing pre-

and post-financial deregulation. They use the unique institutional feature

of the US market that FHA loans are fully insured against default risk.

When the likelihood of default risk increases overall in the national econ-

omy then any credit rationing apparent in the conventional loans sector

will increase the take up of more costly FHA loans, but with some bor-

rowers remaining credit rationed. The study found that from 1973 through

1987 originators of conventional mortgage loans used non-price terms

of mortgage contracts to ration mortgage credit. The FHA partly offset

this rationing effect. Linnemann et al. (1997) find some evidence of credit

rationing after financial deregulation in the US, while Leece finds tenta-

tive evidence for this in the UK (Leece 2000b). This form of post-financial

deregulation rationing is most likely to take the form of equilibrium

credit rationing, though this still requires more explicit empirical verifica-

tion.

Brueckner (2000) points to the payment of higher mortgage indemnity

premiums on large loans as a form of price discrimination that might

induce separating equilibrium. Such differential insurance payments are

also characteristic of the UK mortgage market. Harrison et al. (2004) find

evidence to support separating equilibrium based upon affordability criter-

ion though credit rationing is not necessarily an outcome. The empirical

aspect of the work is based upon a ‘rich data set’ which contains measures

of the level of default costs of borrowers, and a variety of proxies for default

risk. The data pertains to originations from December 1989 to June 1991

with a recording of default status up to mid-1997. The estimated regres-

sion model used a number of interaction terms (e.g. default costs8 multi-

plied by self-employment) and suggested that less risky borrowers borrow

more. Given this challenge to conventional wisdom then this is an area

where further work would be welcome, say in different economies for

different points of the business and housing cycles.

Sub-prime lending is another area that raises challenges for the detection

of credit rationing. The interesting questions in relation to the sub-prime

lending market concerns the efficient pricing of the credit risk, and how far

the self-selection on sub-prime loans overcomes problems of asymmetric

information? Analysis of this market has revealed that third party

mortgage originations lead to significantly higher default rates (see
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LaCour-Little & Chun 1999; Alexander et al. 2002). Thus information

asymmetry may still be a significant problem in mortgage markets

where loans involve third party originations, that is sales by mortgage

brokers. Lack of information on the part of borrowers can also lead to

‘churning’, with brokers encouraging prepayment and the unnecessary

origination of new mortgage contracts. Alexander et al. argued that agency

risk was not initially priced during the industry growth stage in the US,

but that it is correctly priced now.

Mortgage brokers in the UK have also been a source of controversy, with

sub-prime lending attracting increased critical attention, but no substan-

tive academic study as yet.9 The question remains as to whether equilib-

rium mortgage credit rationing is evident in the sub-prime lending market,

in the US or the UK? Ben-Shahar & Feldman (2003) noted the signalling

effects of credit scoring and the possibility that within each credit scoring

category there is a menu of mortgage contracts that screen borrowers.

Thus asymmetric information and separating equilibrium with credit

rationing might still persist, a theoretical issue that invites empirical

research.

There is some evidence for the UK that the choice of mortgage instrument

during the mid-1980s might have signalled which borrowers were liquidity

constrained, and possibly continuing to be mortgage rationed (Leece

2000b). The repayment mortgage is a more flexible mortgage instrument

than the endowment mortgage and might therefore have appealed to

liquidity constrained borrowers wishing to vary their payment patterns

via changes of maturity, etc. Leece estimated separate truncated regres-

sions on samples identified by this mortgage type. The research made no

pretence at being a direct test of the separating equilibrium outlined in

Chapter 5, though it is indicative of the potential importance of self-

selection and screening in the UK mortgage market.

Repayment (annuity) mortgage holders displayed behaviour consistent

with liquidity constraints, that is they responded to changes in nominal

interest rates, and showed no significant sensitivity to changes in expected

house price inflation. Endowment mortgage holders were more responsive

to user cost arguments. The estimation indicated that income, reflecting

affordability constraints, was a significant explanatory variable for annuity

mortgage holders only. The evidence tentatively suggested a group con-

tinuing to be credit rationed after financial deregulation. The results might

also reflect credit rationing of non-housing finance but if borrowers cannot

substitute cheaper mortgage debt then some mortgage credit rationing is at

least inferred.10
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There is much work yet to be done on determining the extent of equilib-

rium credit rationing in the major mortgage markets, where the develop-

ment of sub-prime lending, mortgage instruments that allow flexible

amortisation, and mortgage securitisation raise the question of its con-

tinuing importance. Equilibrium credit rationing is bound up with the

explanations of default behaviour, to be discussed further in Chapters 9

and 10. Whether affordability issues drive default, or if default is explained

by the option theoretic approach, is also discussed in those chapters. These

issues reflect upon the behaviour of low risk borrowers, and whether they

borrow more or less than they would under full information equilibrium.

Empirical findings may vary by time and economy, and this area merits

significantly wider and more in-depth investigation.

Mortgage credit rationing in other economies

The study of mortgage rationing and its removal has been of interest in

countries other than the UK and the US. For example, Deutsch & Tomann

(1995) noted the tight collateral rules obtaining in Austria and Germany.

The application of a maximum 75% loan-to-value ratio minimises default

risk but restricts access to owner occupation for low-income groups. A

study of Australia by Bourassa (1995), estimated a tenure choice model

incorporating a direct measure of rationing, income, wealth and the com-

parative cost of homeownership and renting. The methodology followed

Linneman & Wachter (1989). Bourassa found that measures of rationing

reduce the effect of income and relative cost variables suggested that these

might have acted as proxies for mortgage market rationing in previous

studies.

Moriizumi (2000) considered the case of public corporations in Japan.

These corporations lend to individuals for house purchase at low interest

rates, but apply credit limits. Thus a household wishing to exceed the

credit limit must then borrow from the private banking system. The work

again followed the procedure of Linneman & Wachter. Rationed and non-

rationed samples are formed and parameter estimates derived from switch-

ing regression analysis. Households who do not top up their borrowing

from private banks are assumed not to be rationed. Once again the results

of the study emphasises that housing and mortgage demand equations that

do not explicitly account for rationing criterion will produced biased coef-

ficient estimates.
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Summary and conclusions

The discussion in this chapter adopted the classification of types of mort-

gage credit rationing presented in Chapter 5. Time series studies and

pooled cross-section/time series research had indicated that periods of

disequilibrium rationing had existed in both the US and the UK. This

was also true of other economies. Financial deregulation had generally

ameliorated this form of rationing. However, mortgage credit rationing

could persist because of lags in the dynamic adjustment of the mortgage

market, or from equilibrium credit rationing. Mortgage securitisation and

the growth in sub-prime lending should have improved mortgage market

adjustment. However, if interest rates could not be varied according to the

individual borrower characteristics then any evident credit rationing could

represent an equilibrium based upon credit risk.

There is a dearth of empirical research into the contemporary presence and

extent of equilibrium credit rationing in the mortgage market. For the US

there was some evidence of equilibrium rationing reflecting variations in

default risks under conditions of asymmetric information. The particular-

ities of the US housing finance system allow the indirect detection of credit

rationing through variations in FHA compared to conventional mortgage

loans. Separating equilibrium was a more elusive phenomenon though

there was some limited evidence from the UK that liquidity constrained

individuals, who valued flexibility in payment scheduling, were attracted

to standard annuity mortgages. Borrowers may self-select into a separating

equilibrium on the basis of a wide range of contract characteristics, and

theoretical and empirical research should incorporate this heterogeneity.

The discussion in this chapter highlighted some key points for the estima-

tion of mortgage demand under liquidity constraints and credit rationing.

A case was made for using a truncated regression and for including the

nominal mortgage interest rate in addition to, or instead of, real interest

rate arguments. However, we must recognise the segmented nature of the

mortgage market, and the different types of household behaviour that we

might observe. It might even be the case that high default costs combined

with an emphasis upon affordability leads to a separating equilibrium

where credit rationing is not apparent. These are issues that require further

research. An analysis of household behaviour across different housing

finance systems where default costs can be demonstrated to differ might

also be fruitful. The study of why we observe heterogeneous mortgage

contracts can also offer insight into mortgage choice behaviour and the

possible bases of separating equilibria.
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Guide to further reading

Information problems and the design of incentive compatible contracts,

and the extent of equilibrium credit rationing are important areas of

research. It is also possible that under changing economic circumstances

economy-wide rationing might re-emerge as a significant policy concern

and may currently be evident in some housing finance systems. The most

innovative work of late has been the theoretical adaptations of asymmetric

information models to the mortgage market (Brueckner 2000; Posey &

Yavas 2001; Harrison et al. 2004). The most innovative empirical work

has occurred in the area of choice of mortgage instrument where such

instruments can generate self-selection of relevance to default probabil-

ities (see Stanton & Wallace 1999).

The paper by Leece (2000b) highlights some significant aspects of self-

selection and is worth a critical read, though the data applies to the

immediate aftermath of financial deregulation in the 1980s. A more up-

to-date paper by the same author (Leece 2000c) does explore the issue of

mis-selling in the endowment mortgage market which represents an im-

portant information problem that might lead to specification problems for

any mortgage demand equation. North American readers might enhance

their appreciation of the UK mortgage market by reading those particular

pieces. There is little econometric treatment of the sub-prime lending

market as yet and this is clearly an area for further research.

Notes

1 Generally, if levels of these non-price terms are statistically significant in a

mortgage demand equation then this is evidence of equilibrium rationing. This

conclusion is reinforced if changes in the lagged values of non-price terms are not

statistically significant, that is such terms have been used to clear the market

(see Nellis & Thom 1983 and Holmes 1993) and so disequilibrium rationing is

not evident.

2 Haurin (1991) follows a similar procedure and estimates the unconstrained

demands for housing services using a sub-sample of households whose wealth

is above a given level. The remainder of the sample is used to estimate con-

strained demand. The results indicate that the down payment constraint has a

significant impact upon the probability of home ownership and on the amount of

housing services consumed.

3 Households are indicated as highly, moderately or severely constrained

according to how far their desired level of housing services exceeds their ob-

served demand.
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4 The estimate involved a backward calculation from current mortgage payments

and using the history of interest rate changes over the life of the mortgage (see

Leece 1995a).

5 The emergence of base rate tracking mortgages in the United Kingdom was very

much a response to controversy over the apparent reluctance of building soci-

eties and banks to lower mortgage interest rates in the face of a declining base

rate. Tracker mortgages are proving another reaction to increased competition

in UK mortgage markets with new lenders appearing continuously in this

market (see Interactive Investor, August, 2000; www.iii.co.uk).

6 See Stanton & Wallace (1999, p. 50).

7 The mortgage rate in this case is the average prime lending rate for conven-

tional 30-year mortgage debt. The analysis therefore applies to new rates on

long-term fixed rate mortgage finance (see Allen et al., 1999, p. 213).

8 Default costs in this case were measured by the FICO score developed by Fair,

Isaac & Co., a system endorsed by both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

9 The principal agent problem can lead TPOs to indulge in passive or active

gaming with the credit rating criterion. Passive gaming occurs when sellers

were lax in their application of the rules. An example of active gaming would be

where the agent colluded with an appraiser to overstate property values (see

Devaney 2000). This type of principal agent problem under asymmetric infor-

mation would lead to high defaults compared to direct lending.

10 One complication here is mis-selling. Lenders may have considered any in-

creased risk of default as fully compensated by endowment commissions. The

mis-selling may have represented a distortion of the option to default, rather

than misrepresenting affordability. Thus mis-selling is quite consistent with

the reported results, with currently liquidity constrained borrowers opting for

the annuity mortgage. That is, some borrowers may not have been aware of

potential default risk, this does not mean that they were currently liquidity

constrained. There is a limited amount of research on this issue for the UK (see

Leece 2000c).
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7
The Household’s Choice of Mortgage

Design: Theory

Introduction

The issue of mortgage contract design has formed an important aspect of

the discussion in previous chapters. The design of the mortgage instru-

ment has implications for the tilting of real mortgage payments, the ability

to match housing expenditures with life cycle plans; it could potentially

bring about a separating equilibrium in the mortgage market, thus influ-

encing the extent of mortgage rationing. Fundamental to understanding

these issues is the question of how individuals and/or households choose

from the menu of mortgage contracts available to them. In principle the

rationale for the existence of different mortgage designs or the determin-

ants of mortgage choice are complementary perspectives. For example, the

existence of ‘private information’ might lead lenders to offer mortgage

contracts inducing borrowers to reveal their propensity to prepay or to

default, then the borrowers’ expected response to various contract features

inform our model of their choices.

Though securitisation of mortgages can impose some standardisation of

loans approved for bundling, the mortgage market is characterised by

contract heterogeneity. Mature mortgage markets can exhibit a bewilder-

ing array of choices. Chapter 1 noted how meeting borrowers’ preferences

was an important dimension of the efficiency of a housing finance system.

So, why do so many types of mortgage instrument coexist in the market-

place? Do consumers treat these alternative choices as perfect substitutes?

Is contract heterogeneity truly an example of separating equilibrium?

On what basis do consumers actually make their choices? The attempt

to answer these questions impinges upon the theoretical and econo-

metric treatment of mortgage demand, with correspondingly important



implications for the secondary mortgage market and for mortgage valu-

ation. For example, a case will be made for the simultaneous determin-

ation of mortgage/housing demand with the choice of mortgage

instrument. Dunn & Spatt (1988), also note that in equilibrium, contract

design, expected prepayment rates and default probabilities are simultan-

eously determined, along with the price of the mortgage.1

This chapter provides a confluence, or collecting point, of ideas and

themes explored in previous chapters. Four approaches to mortgage con-

tract heterogeneity are discussed.

. The first is the idea that borrowers have different preferred payment

schedules that are better represented by some mortgage designs than

others. Thus we have clear links here with the discussion of contract

designs and amortisation in Chapter 4.

. Second, there are approaches to the choice of mortgage instrument that

rely upon the arguments that we find in the modelling of mortgage

demand in Chapter 2, such as wealth and its variance.

. Third, some mortgage designs can act as signalling devices for lenders

when information is hidden; so we refer back to the discussion

of asymmetric information and separating equilibrium outlined in

Chapter 5.

. Fourth, we look again at both the role and nature of interest rate

expectations. For example, there is a stream of literature that concerns

itself with how the total interest rate cost varies with the choice

of mortgage instrument, and recommends mortgage choices on that

basis.

It is also important to consider borrowers’ attitudes to interest rate risk,

that is variations in their degree of risk aversion. If costs are considered as a

certainty equivalent, that is, at what fixed interest rate would a borrower

be indifferent between the known rate and expected value of a variable or

adjustable rate, then risk aversion becomes critical to the choice of con-

tract. For example, the FRM–ARM differential can be viewed as an insur-

ance against interest rate increases.

The chapter concludes by drawing together the predictions emanating

from the various theoretical approaches that can then be used to inform

econometric estimation.
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Theoretical determinants of the choice of mortgage

instrument and contract heterogeneity

Various dimensions of mortgage design can represent the heterogeneity of

mortgage contracts. In the US there is a trade off between front loaded

mortgage points and the coupon or interest rate on the debt. In the UK

there is a bewildering variety of contracts offering different tradeoffs be-

tween interest rate terms, ‘cash back’ arrangements, flexible payment

scheduling and a variety of combinations of arrangement fees or penalties

for prepayment. In the USA there is the FRM/ARM choice, or a combin-

ation or hybrid mortgage, while in the UK the choice is between the FRM

and the variable rate mortgage (VRM). Both the ARM and the VRM fre-

quently have discounts (‘teaser rates’) and can be subject to caps or collars

on interest rate adjustments. Thus there are a large number of features of

contracts to consider in mortgage choice.

There are, of course, explanations of mortgage contract heterogeneity, over

time, across different countries, in terms of funding requirements/regula-

tions, as to why some mortgage instruments are absent, suddenly appear,

or become more prevalent. For example, increased interest rate risk led the

ARM to become more attractive to lenders in the US, and the FRM became

more prevalent with the shift from retail funding to mortgage securitisa-

tion. The discussion in Chapter 1 noted how well borrowers preferences

were met as a indicator of the efficiency of a housing finance system. So we

need to understand on what basis borrowers choose between different

mortgage instruments. This would also be a prequisite of any assessment

of welfare losses arising from restrictions on the choice of contract, and

assessing the full cost of mortgage provision. The discussion that follows

expands upon the analysis of earlier chapters and presents the main ex-

planations for observed mortgage contract heterogeneity, and household

decision making.

Payment scheduling and mortgage contract heterogeneity

Chapter 4 considered the tilting of mortgage payments towards the early

life of the mortgage. In particular the constant payment mortgage would

not necessarily reflect the desired or optimum payment schedule for bor-

rowers. This would certainly be true of households who expected their

incomes to rise. Thus an optimal mortgage instrument would better align

payment profiles with income expectations. The issue of optimum mort-

gage design also involves interest rate risk, and the sharing of risk between
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the borrower and the lender. An initially lower payment on a mortgage

may better suit those with expectations of growing income, but they may

have to bear more, or all, of the risk of adverse change in interest rates

(Dokko & Edelstein 1991; Brueckner 1993). A fixed rate constant nominal

payment mortgage would impose interest rate risk on the lender, but at the

possible expense of a less desirable payment profile for the borrower. These

issues offer one explanation for the heterogeneity of mortgage instruments

and present a rationale for the ARM (Brueckner 1993).

Lenders are usually large financial institutions with the capacity to diver-

sify, hedge against risk, obtain access to futures and options contracts and

interest rate swaps. For these reasons lenders might be expected to be risk-

neutral. This means that they will be interested in the size of the cash

flows rather than the risk of these flows. Baesel & Biger (1980) suggest that

the often limited diversification opportunities open to borrowers makes it

more likely that they will be risk averse. This leads to the paradox noted

by Brueckner (1993), that theory would indicate borrowers having a pref-

erence for the FRM, that is shifting interest rate risk onto lenders, yet we

observe consumers choosing ARMs. In theory therefore, the ARM is a sub-

optimal contract and ought not to be observed. Why then have ARMs been

so prevalent in the US mortgage market (or VRMs in the UK)?

Dokko & Edelstein (1991) explored the idea of an optimal mortgage design

and presented a single-period theoretical model. The model demonstrated

that if both borrowers and lenders were risk averse, and if borrowers

behaved according to the precepts of a von-Neumann & Morgernstern

utility function, then it would not be optimal for the borrower to take

out 100% interest rate protection (that is a fixed rate mortgage). Subse-

quent research has used two-period frameworks, which allow the simul-

taneous examination of optimum payment profiles and interest rate risk.

Arvan & Brueckner (1986) develop a two-period model of optimum mort-

gage design where there is no constraint on the payment profile. Their work

assumed risk-neutral borrowers. The Arvan & Brueckner model demon-

strated that when the borrower was more impatient than the lender, then

the graduated payment mortgage was the optimum mortgage instrument. It

is instructive to examine briefly the framework of this model.

V(y � i0)þ l
ð

V y � R(r1)dr½ �f(r1)dr1 (7:1)

i0 � r0 þ Z
ð

[R(r1)� r1)dr1 (7:2)
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The borrower’s utility function is given by expression (7.1), with V(�)
representing the general form of the utility function. The argument y is

income which is constant between the two periods, l is the discount rate

and r0 and r1 are the prevailing interest rate (cost of lenders funds) in period

1 and period 2 respectiveley. The argument i0 is the first period payment by

the borrower. The borrower’s utility is a function of the difference between

income and the mortgage payment in the first period, and the discounted

value of this difference in the second period. The complication is that the

interest rate outcome in period two is stochastic, hence the integral which

represents a probability density function. There also has to be some rule

for determining the interest charged in the second period, and this is

represented by R r1ð Þ. The stochastic outcome and the pricing rule deter-

mine the second period mortgage payment. Thus utility is derived from

the borrower’s residual income after recognising the uncertain nature of

interest rate outcomes and the lender’s pricing policy.

The constraint is the lender’s profit function given by expression (7.2). If a

lender is risk-neutral then he or she will only be concerned with the cash

flow arising from the loan. Of course, cash flows in the second period will

still be discounted, hence the lender’s discount rate, Z. Now the lender’s

income arises from the difference between the cost of funds and the

mortgage payment (we are assuming an interest only mortgage). The

payment received by the lender in the second period is a function of the

random draw and the pricing rule or loan function applied. Assuming a

perfectly competitive market for loans then the lender will operate under

the zero profit constraint discussed in Chapter 5. The optimisation prob-

lem is to find the first period payment and a loan rate function which

maximises the borrower’s utility, subject to the zero profit constraint. The

solution to this optimisation problem depends upon the borrower’s impa-

tience relative to the lender’s.2 In the case where the borrower is the more

impatient then the optimum mortgage instrument is a graduated payment

mortgage.

The problem is that the GPM is not always a prevalent mortgage instru-

ment. The key to the analysis is the loan rate function. Brueckner (1993)

argues that borrowers will seek their optimum payment profile by finding

mortgage instruments whose loan functions best suit their optimum

choice. It is assumed that this loan rate function is both linear, and held

to consistantly between the two periods. The borrower chooses the best

fitting combination of payment profile and interest rate risk.3 For example,

if the term structure of interest rates is upward sloping then the expect-

ation is that the cost of funds will be higher in the second period. This will

suit a borrower who is impatient and desires lower initial payments.
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However, this payment profile is purchased at the risk of a high draw from

the interest rate distribution in the second period. There will be some

circumstances where the ARM provides a desireable combination of gra-

dient on the payment profile, and acceptable interest rate risk. Hence the

rationale for the existence and sometimes prevalence of the adjustable rate

mortgage.

It is useful to look briefly at the loan rate function, as it is suggestive of

some other important characteristics of the mortgage market. For

example, some empirical work for the United Kingdom has suggested

that lags in pricing adjustment can influence borrowers choices. Brueckner

(1993) presents a nice example of a linear loan rate function, given in

expression (7.3). The term R(r) is the loan rate function where r is the

cost of funds, a is a constant indicating a given mark-up and b is a param-

eter determining the impact of changes in the cost of funds. In the case of

the ARM the parameter value is b ¼ 1 while for the FRM b ¼ 0.4 While

noting that this linear form is mathematically restrictive, Brueckner

argues that it is probably a realistic representation of pricing.

Interestingly, the VRM in the UK has not always responded quickly to

changes in the cost of funds (b < 1). The recent introduction of tracker

mortgages means that there are now mortgage instruments where b ¼ 1.

Lags in interest rate adjustment are not insignificant and mean that vari-

able rate debt can sometimes behave like fixed rate mortgages (see Miles

1992; Leece 2000a). The discussion of credit rationing in Chapter 5 noted

how lags in interest rate adjustment reflect the structure of competition in

the lending market (Heffernan, 1997). In the US adjustable rate mortgages

are also known to have this element of fixity, through their varied speed of

response with respect to the interest rate indices used to determine them

(see Stanton & Wallace 1999). The possible empirical significance of inter-

est rate adjustment lags for the choice of instrument is returned to in

Chapter 8.

R(r) ¼ aþ br (7:3)

Table 7.1 presents the theoretical predictions which follow from Brueck-

ner’s analysis. The table expresses the decision in terms of the choice of

an FRM compared to an ARM. A large variance in the cost of funds

represents high interest rate risk and will encourage FRM take up.

A normal yield curve will encourage the adoption of an ARM. In fact, a

flattening yield curve will progressively discourage ARM take up as the

benefits of a graduated payment profile fall. The theoretical predictions of

other approaches to modelling the choice of mortgage instrument are also
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represented in Table 7.1 and are discussed in the appropriate sections

below. (Note that some expected signs will differ from those in the pub-

lished work which have the ARM as the dependent variable.) Though the

models which focus upon interest rate risk and payment profiles do not

incorporate prepayment or default risk, they offer some key theoretical

insights that can be used to guide empirical specifications of choice of

mortgage instrument equations.

Mortgage demand under uncertainty and mortgage contract

heterogeneity

A number of models approach the choice of mortgage instrument using

similar arguments to those encountered in the theoretical analysis of

mortgage demand in Chapter 2. In particular, the modelling of mortgage

demand under uncertainty where borrowers are risk averse. The household

utility function presented in that chapter (expression 2.5) included wealth

and its variance. Portfolio theory stresses the covariance of asset returns. If

a household is focused upon portfolio wealth and its variance – where

housing is a part of that portfolio – and where interest rates and inflation

are stochastically determined, then mortgage choice needs to be examined

in the context of the relevant covariances. For example, if income is

negatively correlated with interest rates does this induce the choice of a

fixed rate mortgage? In this case a rise in interest rates would correspond

with a fall in income and create liquidity problems for the borrower. We

proceed to examine the main models of choice of mortgage instrument

that have considered such covariances, and highlight their theoretical

predictions.

The Baesel and Biger and Statman Models

Baesel & Biger (1980) base their analysis of the choice of mortgage instru-

ment on the existence of capital market imperfections. With fewer diver-

sification possibilities than financial institutions, the choice of mortgage

instrument by a consumer then depends upon the ‘characteristics of other

components of their income stream’.5 Thus lenders may be indifferent to

different mortgage designs, but borrowers are not. They demonstrate how

it is possible for both an FRM and an indexed linked mortgage to coexist.

Thus mortgage choices are treated as being along a continuum rather than

discrete decisions. Statman (1982) extended this model and it is this

extension that is considered here.
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Table 7.1 Summary of theoretical expectations regarding the choice of mortgage
instrument (fixed rate mortgage choice¼1)

Payment profile and risk sharing models

Variable Expected sign Comment

Interest rate variance Positive Increased interest rate risk

Term structure of interest rates Negative Flat term structure means smaller
benefits from any graduated
payment profile

Borrower’s degree of risk aversion Positive –

Impatience of borrower Negative –

Income of borrower Negative Derived from Dokko & Edelstein
(1991) who deal with a VPM
rather than an ARM

Payment burden (mortgage to
income ratio)

Positive Derived from Dokko & Edelstein
(1991)

Mortgage/housing demand related models

Variable Expected sign Comment

Interest rate variance Positive Alm & Follain (1987)

Correlation between housing
price and mortgage interest rate
and other covariances

Negative Alm & Follain (1987)

Demand for housing Positive Alm & Follain (1987)

Variance of inflation Positive Unambiguous in Alm & Follain
(1987) and Szerb (1996)

Variance in the real interest rate
(real shock)

Positive/negative Of ambiguous sign in Smith
(1987)

Signalling and self-selection models

Variable Expected sign Comment

Income variance Negative Posey & Yavas (2001)

Term structure of interest rates Positive Posey & Yavas (2001)

Personal characteristics of
borrower

Positive/negative Posey & Yavas (2001)

Interest rate expectations

Variable Expected sign Comment

Level of the mortgage interest rate Positive/negative Regressive interest rate
expectations would produce a
negative sign

FRM–ARM premium Positive/negative Effect depends upon whether this
is a relative cost or a forecast of
interest rate changes and
volatility. In principle both of
these variables should be
separately modelled
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Though indexation is not currently a ‘hot’ issue in mortgage design, we

can view both indexation and the adjustable rate mortgage as means of

allocating the effects of inflation between the borrower and the lender.

Dokko & Edelstein note that ‘even in a disinflationary or deflationary

world, the standard periodic fully amortised mortgage with constant pay-

ments would likely be less than optimal . . . .’.6 In any case, a paper by

Smith (1987) adapts the Basel & Biger model to accommodate the ARM

choice and this model will also be briefly considered below.

It is worthwhile briefly exploring the mechanics of the Baesal & Biger/

Statman model as the reasoning is assessable, and it offers a sharp focus

upon some important variables that might underpin mortgage choices.

Subsequent research builds upon this model by adding new covariances

(Statman 1982; Smith 1987) or by extending the modelling into a two-

period framework (Alm & Follain 1987; Szerb 1996). The model is for a

single-period and assumes that borrowers are interested in the value of

their terminal wealth W. As with mortgage demand under uncertainty,

expected utility increases with terminal wealth and is negatively related to

the variance of wealth. The particular form of the utility function, given by

expression (7.4), reflects a risk averse borrower, and y is a measure of the

borrower’s degree of absolute risk aversion. Once again the notation is

adapted to make it compatible with that used elsewhere in this book, the

one modification being the asterisk which indicates real values.

U(W�) ¼ E(W�)� 1

2
y(s2(W�) ) (7:4)

An expression for terminal wealth is given by (7.5). This wealth is the

difference between income and mortgage payments during the period but

also, following Statman (1982), includes the real value of property. The

argument h is the proportion of the mortgage M(M ¼ 1) that is fixed rate

debt. Thus the mortgage costs are a weighted average of the holdings of

fixed rate or index linked debt. Note that the fixed rate of interest rises

with inflation, where p�1 is one plus the rate of change in the consumer

price index. Due to the inflation risk that lenders face with fixed rate debt

the interest payment is always greater than that for the index linked

mortgage. Income ~yy is assumed to be stochastic.

W� ¼ ~yyp�1 � hrFp�1 þ (M � h)r1

� �
þ phHp�1 (7:5)

Though it is possible to analyse the discrete choices of 100% fixed rate or

index linked debt the key focus of the model is on intermediate choices.

Because an FRM is always more expensive, the choice of a fixed rate
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instrument always has a negative impact upon wealth. However, the key

point of interest is the impact of the choice of fixed rate debt on the

portfolio variance, that is the risk attached to the wealth. Several factors

influence the impact of FRM choice on portfolio variance. The key deter-

minants here are the size and sign on key covariances; relative to the

variance of inflation, and the size of the premium on the FRM. The two

covariances are income with inflation Cov(ŷyp�1, p�1) and real house prices

with inflation Cov phHp�1,p�1
� �

. Remember that residual income (income

after mortgage payments) and the real house price are the components of

wealth in this case.

The optimal combination of the two types of borrowing is rather complex,

and depends upon the assumptions we make about the behaviour of

incomes and house prices. For example, we might assume that real wages

are determined independently of inflation, and so the covariance between

wages and inflation is zero. We might also assume that house price inflation

is faster than the general rate of inflation and so the covariance between real

house prices and inflation is positive. The assumptions we make about the

labour and housing markets, and the size of the covariances, effects the

predicted combinations of fixed rate and indexed debt. For example, a

negative covariance between real income and inflation induces the choice

of indexed debt to protect borrowers. Once again the main theoretical

predictions from this model are summarised in Table 7.1.

It is interesting to note the amendment of the Baesel & Biger model by

Smith (1987) who now accommodates the FRM/ARM choice. So as to gain

a better understanding of the discrete choice between an FRM and an ARM

the model examines the extreme mixes of mortgage instrument. The key

difference between the indexed linked and the ARM choice is that with

the ARM the real value of the mortgage interest rate can change. This now

introduces two new covariances into the analysis, that is the covariance

between the real interest rate and income, and the covariance between the

real rate of interest and the net value of the property. The ARM will

typically be priced with reference to some index or chosen interest rate.

The behaviour of the ARM price now depends on the fundemental deter-

minants of this reference rate.

In the Smith model the determinants of the reference rate are the real rate

of interest and the price level. Wealth in this model is based upon real

income and the price of property. If there is a positive correlation between

the determinants of the price of the ARM and the components of wealth

then choosing an ARM will reduce portfolio variance. For example, an

increase in the real interest rate will correspond with a rise in the price of
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the property and income. This offsets the negative impact on wealth of

having to pay the higher real rate. When the determinants of the ARM

price and the components of wealth are negatively correlated then the

effect of ARM choice is to increase portfolio variance. For example, a

higher real borrowing rate will be accompanied by a fall in wealth. The

model once again emphasises that it is the signs on the covariances

between key variables that are critical to the effect of mortgage choice

on wealth and its variance. Choice of mortgage instrument is based upon

the ARM–FRM differential and the portfolio impact of this choice, where

at times the FRM–ARM premium will be considered an appropriate level

of insurance against adverse interest rate movements to pay. The theoret-

ical expectations are added to the list of theoretical variables considered in

Table 7.1.

The importance of the early models of mortgage instrument choice lies

with the highlighted relationships, particularly the covariances. They can

be criticised for focusing upon combinations of mortgage types rather than

reflecting the possibly more typical discrete choices (Alm & Follain 1987).

However, hybrid mortgages and the mixing of fixed and adjustable rate

debt in the US and ‘pick and mix’ combinations in the UK suggest that this

might be an increasingly relevant focus, though unwieldy perhaps in the

setting of more complex models. There is the important implication for

lenders that offering a variety of mortgage contracts could be optimal,

though theoretically lenders are usually assumed to be indifferent to the

mortgage instruments that they issue. Another criticism might be that the

early models of Baesel & Biger and Statman are too simple, that is, they are

single-period and do not incorporate an alternative asset to housing that

completes the portfolio picture. These considerations have to some extent

been rectified by Alm & Follain. However, the earlier simpler analysis is

tractable in adddition to being informative.

Extending the portfolio perspective (Alm & Follain)

The above models have not considered the choice of mortgage instrument

in the context of the demand for housing services and mortgage debt as

modelled under conditions of uncertainty. This involves the trade off

between housing and non-housing consumption and investment in an

alternative asset to housing. Alm & Follain rectify this omission and

adopt the mean variance approach to mortgage choice that was outlined

in Chapter 2, equations 2.5 to 2.8. We have already seen how the choice of

mortgage instrument can impact upon the variance of the borrower’s

portfolio. Plaut’s model of optimal amortisation discussed in Chapter 4
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also emphasised the impact of payment scheduling on wealth and its

variance. The Alm & Follain model evaluates the discrete ARM/FRM

choice instead of the continuous choice between the FRM and indexed

debt. Though implicitly in a two-period model the borrower attempts to

maximise wealth at the end of period 1.

E(U) ¼ U(V�, Var(V�) )þU(C, H) (7:6)

The outline of the Baesel & Biger model was useful in highlighting the

importance of the covariance between various key variables in mortgage

choice. The work of Alm & Follain is also important in this regard.

Extending the modelling to two periods allows consideration of interest

rate variations. In a one period model no meaningful distinction can be

made between a variable (adjustable) rate and a fixed rate mortgage. The

adjustable rate mortgage can be seen as an alternative mechanism for

allocating inflation. The more extensive modelling is not quite so math-

ematically transparent as the simpler models, but the first order conditions

do conform to those likely to be found in a conventional mean-variance

portfolio framework.7 Alm & Follain draw their key insights using this

approach from a numerical simulation, using a specific form of utility

function.8

The general form of the utility function for this analysis is given by expres-

sion (7.6). The impact of key variables on the FRM/ARM choice can now be

determined in one of two ways. Firstly, the consumers utility function can

be maximised under the assumption that a particular mortgage (and thus

interest rate path) is chosen. Performing this calculation for both types of

mortgage leads mortgage choice to be determined by that mortgage instru-

ment which yields the highest utility. Alternatively, a willingness to pay

criterion can be used based upon the FRM–ARM differential that leaves the

consumer indifferent between the FRM and ARM; this is then compared

with the market differential. Alm & Follain conducted both of these exer-

cises, deriving some important predictions for both potential time series

and cross-section studies of mortgage instrument choice.

The results from Alm & Follain are presented as key variables in Table 7.1.

The most important factors influencing mortgage instrument choice where

the degree of correlation between house prices and the real mortgage inter-

est rate, the variance of the mortgage interest rate, and the level of housing

demand. The first two results confirm the findings of the simpler modelling

approaches discussed above. Generally, the demand for an ARM was greater

when the demand for housing was lower, when there was less uncertainty

surrounding the mortgage interest rate, and when there was a high positive
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correlation between the house price and the mortgage interest rate. Positive

covariances generally encouraged ARM take up, as this choice then minim-

ised the impact upon portfolio variance.

The Alm & Follain results suggested interesting tests for time series/panel

studies. They noted that cross-section work might focus upon the correl-

ation between incomes and the mortgage rate, in the absence of detailed

data perhaps using occupational categories. Income, income growth and

wealth all had small effects in the model. It is interesting to note the

smaller proportion of housing expected to be found in the ARM holder’s

portfolio. This suggested that the ARM does little to stimulate housing

demand, and that any positive effect found by empirical study is likely to

be the product of ‘teaser rates’. The issue of the effect of choice of mortgage

instrument on housing demand will be considered in Chapter 8 along with

an analysis of ‘teaser rates’ or discounts on interest rates.

Szerb (1996) offers an extension to the choice of mortgage instrument

literature. He argues that previous models only deal indirectly with uncer-

tainty surrounding inflation and nominal shocks, whereas mortgage

choices can be influenced by real shocks to the economy. The Szerb

model is restrictive in that it does not consider the intertemporal trade

off between housing and non-housing consumption, and it does not

have an alternative asset to housing. We have seen how the latter and

the variance of the rate of return can have a significant impact upon

housing and mortgage demand and therefore at least indirectly on mort-

gage choice. Consequently we shall refer to the results of the more com-

prehensive Alm & Follain model as the basis of our theoretical

expectations.

The work of Szerb does offer some important insights. Real shocks that

impact upon the real interest rate can influence mortgage choices via the

borrower’s chosen exposure to such shocks. The work also makes the

important point that the expected effects of independent variables, income

in particular, will vary according to whether borrowers are constrained or

unconstrained in their borrowing. This might be one reason why aggregate

empirical studies may detect small or insignificant effects for income. The

model also gives some insight into why wealth is often found to have a

small impact upon mortgage instrument choice, or varies in sign. The

impact of wealth operates through its substitutability with mortgage size

when purchasing a property. However, it was not possible to say unam-

biguously whether the amount of FRM or ARM borrowing would reduce

by a larger amount if wealth increased. The result depended upon the

comparative variances of inflation and the real interest rate.
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The Alm & Follain model does not, of course, incorporate all of the

simultaneous choices that a borrower/house purchaser must make. Hous-

ing and mortgage demand are not part of a general equilibrium model.

Neither does the modelling explicitly account for the trade off between

borrowers’ impatience and interest rate risk, that is optimum payment

profiles (Brueckner 1993). In common with other models prepayment and

default risk are not considered. We will see that the latter omission is

partly rectified by the new models of mortgage instrument choice under

asymmetric information. The models considered so far do give insight into

some of the key variables that should inform the econometric specifica-

tion of reduced form mortgage choice equations. It would be a monumen-

tal task to incorporate all of the various aspects of mortgage instrument

choice into a single theoretical model. If the various dimensions of mort-

gage choice are to be captured then it is necessary to move between

different world views on the efficiency and completeness of markets

Information asymmetry and mortgage contract heterogeneity

The theoretical discussion of rationing in Chapter 5, and its empirical

treatment in Chapter 6, focused upon the importance of asymmetric infor-

mation in the mortgage market. There is now a rich vein of largely theor-

etical literature arguing that mortgage contracts of different design exist as

screening devices that signal important, and otherwise unobservable, char-

acteristics of borrowers to lenders (Dunn & Spatt 1988; Brueckner 1992,

Chari & Jagannathan 1989; Brueckner 1994b, c, 2000; LeRoy 1996; Yang

1992; Stanton & Wallace 1998; Posey & Yavas 2001; Harrison et al. 2004).

The theories provide further explanation of why we might observe mort-

gage contracts of different design.

Theoretical work in the US has been mainly concerned with the trade off

between mortgage points and the interest (coupon) payable on mortgage

debt (Dunn & Spatt 1988; Yang 1992; Stanton & Wallace 1998). A few

cases have explored the possibility of a separating equilibrium for the

FRM/ARM mortgage choice (Brueckner 1992; Posey & Yavas 2001). The

points/coupon trade off is important partly because if it leads to a separat-

ing equilibrium then the points attached to a mortgage can be used to

predict the likelihood of prepayment. This is particularly useful to finan-

cial analysts who wish to value pools of mortgage-backed securities

(Stanton & Wallace 1998).

Highly mobile borrowers may be keen to avoid paying high points if they are

likely to be taking out a new mortgage contract soon. Thus the highly
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mobile borrower will opt for a high interest rate and low points combin-

ation, while the less mobile borrower will go for higher points and a lower

interest rate. There is some empirical evidence for this relationship (see

Brueckner 1994b; Hayre & Rajan 1995). Formal modelling of this potential

separating equilibrium has been undertaken by Chari & Jagannathan

(1989), Brueckner (1992), LeRoy (1996), Yang (1992) and Stanton & Wallace

(1998). The balance of research is in favour of separating equilibrium (Chari

& Jagannathan 1989; Brueckner 1994b, c, 2000; Stanton & Wallace 1998) or

a semi-pooling equilibrium, that is with some separability (LeRoy 1996).

Mobility is important because the majority of mortgages in the US have

‘due on sale’ clauses, meaning that a mortgage must be paid off on the sale

of the property, thus mobility determines the holding period of the mort-

gage and therefore impacts on the value of the mortgage debt.9 The work of

Stanton & Wallace (1998) significantly advances research in this area by

introducing transaction costs into the analysis and incorporating prepay-

ment through refinancing rather than just mobility. We shall meet this

contribution again when we examine mortgage valuation in Chapter 10.

For now the main focus of analysis is on the separating equilibrium that

might characterise the choice between a fixed and an adjustable rate

mortgage. This fits with the focus here on FRM/ARM choice and is

compatible with our attempt to understand the variety of classes of mort-

gage instrument. It is also the case that mortgage market competition has

generally reduced the significance of points (Bennett et al. 1998, 2001),

though they are still a phenomenon worthy of further research attention.

The FRM/ARM mortgage choice and separating equilibrium

If it can be demonstrated that different mortgage instruments signal im-

portant characteristics of borrowers then the study of mortgage choice has

important implications for several areas of mortgage market economics.

Forecasting prepayment and default probabilities is one such area. More-

over, if the selection of different contracts yielded information to lenders

on the expected holding period of mortgage debt then those contracts

could be efficiently priced. The lender’s profitability is a positive function

of the holding period. Brueckner (1992) provides a model where self-

selection and changing contract choices effect expected holding periods

and the efficient pricing of ARMs and FRMs. The discussion which

follows explores the possibility of a separating equilibrium in this market.

Posey & Yavas (2001) demonstrate the possibility that the FRM/ARM

choice will lead to self-selection on the basis of potential default costs.
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The Posey & Yavas (P & Y) model predicts that low risk borrowers will

choose an FRM, while high risk borrowers will choose an ARM. Risks here

are defined in terms of the probability of experiencing a fall in income.

Borrowers are assumed to face significantly high default costs. The model

focuses upon the ability of borrowers to meet mortgage payments out of

income (that is ‘affordability’) as a trigger for default, rather than negative

equity (‘ruthless default’). A separating equilibrium can emerge from this

model. The two-period model has stochastically determined income and

interest rates in the second period. If the income of the borrower falls

below the mortgage payment due in the second period, then default

takes place.

The P & Y model presents an interesting decision problem for the bor-

rower. A sufficiently large fall in income in the second period will lead to

default in the FRM case, but with the choice of an ARM, default also

depends upon the interest rate outcome. Thus all is not lost for the ARM

borrower if interest rates, in addition to income, also fall. Of course, a cost

here is the risk that an increase in income might be offset by an even

greater increase in the interest rate. The choice between the FRM and

ARM now depends on whether the borrower’s risk of default is high or

low. Remember that risk in this case refers to the risk of a fall in income.

Borrowers with a high risk of default (income fall ) are more likely to obtain

the benefit from lower interest rates. Thus high risk borrowers will be

predisposed towards the ARM choice. Conversely, borrowers with a low

risk of default are more likely to choose the FRM. Borrowers who have

high income variance are more inclined to select an ARM.

Given the potential relevance of separating equilibrium in the FRM/ARM

(VRM) market for the US, the UK and possibly other mortgage markets,

then it is worth noting the technical aspects of the Posey & Yavas model in

a little more detail. Figure 7.1 is taken from Posey & Yavas and demon-

strates the possibility of a separating equilibrium in the FRM/ARM choice.

There are also conditions where a pooling equilibrium is the predicted

outcome. The vertical axis is the interest rate charged on fixed rate debt

(incorporating interest rate expectations and risk of default), the horizontal

axis is the margin that lenders charge ARM holders to cover the risk of

default. Thus borrower preferences and mortgage contract designs are both

represented in Figure 7.1.

The indifference curves exhibited in Figure 7.1 are determined by choosing

a margin, a, which at a given interest rate, i, leaves a borrower, with a

given risk and cost of default indifferent between an FRM and an ARM.

The indifference curve for the low risk borrower is depicted by i(a;pl ) and
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i(a;ph) is the indifference curve for the high risk borrower. It is possible to

demonstrate that for a sufficiently high disutilty of default the indifference

curve of the high risk borrower lies below that of the low risk borrower.10

The choice of an FRM or ARM is indicated by the position of the contract,

that is the combination of i and a. When the contract is above the borrow-

er’s indifference curve then an ARM is chosen. This is because above the

curve for the FRM becomes increasingly more expensive. If the contract

is below the indifference curve then an FRM is preferred. This is because

below the indifference curve the FRM becomes relatively cheaper. Thus an

interest rate/margin combination lying above the high risk indifference

curve, but below that for a low risk borrower, indicates that the high risk

borrower will adopt an ARM; conversely a low risk borrower will adopt an

FRM.

A separating equilibrium is indicated in Figure 7.1 by the contract offering

at i�l and a�h, that is, with this contract low risk individuals obtain an

FRM at the rate i�l, and high risk individuals obtain an ARM with margin

a�h. Moreover, this contract lies to the right of the zero profit constraint

indicated by the vertical line at a�. Thus this contract will be offered by

lenders. The basis of the separation is the argument that those borrowers

with a high risk of default will prefer an ARM contract because they are

more likely to experience the benefits which arise when the mortgage

interest rate falls.

The stability of the FRM–ARM separating equilibrium in the P & Y model

can be seen by considering the contract depicted by a1 and i�l. This

i(a;pl)
i(a;ph)

i(a*;pl)

i(a*;ph)

i*l

a1 a* a*h a

i

Figure 7.1 Separating equilibrium based upon the FRM/ARM choice.

Source: Posey, L. & A. Yavas (2001) Adjustable and fixed rate mortgages as a screening

mechanism.
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contract represents the highest margin at which both types of borrower are

indifferent between an FRM and an ARM. Given that a� is a zero profit

contract, and that a1 < a�, then there is no common (pooling) contract that

can generate positive profits. This separating equilibrium is only feasible if

under full information the high risk borrowers would still prefer an ARM.

In most signalling and screening models high risk borrowers achieve their

full information equilibrium loan. Separating equilibrium can also be

established with positive profits, and there are also unique conditions

under which an FRM or an ARM pooling equilibrium can occur.11 With

sufficiently high levels and variations in default costs and default risks the

FRM/ARM choice can act as a screening mechanism for lenders, and assist

in the efficient pricing of contracts.

It is important to note the characteristics of the Posey & Yavas model that

distinguish it from the separating equilibrium models of Rothschild &

Stiglitz (1976), and the models considered in Chapter 5 of this book.

Those models have contracts differentiated along a continuum of loan

size (balance) interest rate combinations, or allow a mix of mortgage

instruments. In the Posey & Yavas model borrowers have either an FRM

or an ARM, and not a combination of both. This reduction in the degrees of

freedom means that it is theoretically possible for both a pooling equilib-

rium to exist, and for a positive profit to be earned on at least one of the

contracts under separating equilibrium

The Posey & Yavas model focuses upon the unobserved risk of default

(through affordability problems) and the role of the FRM/ARM choice in

acting as a screening device. Posey & Yavas assert that in the absence of

default risk, or with zero default costs, the FRM is the dominant optimal

risk sharing contract. Brueckner (1993), offers a similar argument that

ARMs exist to better match preferred payment profiles, but it is default

costs that lead to the absense of a graduated payment mortgage, giving the

rationale for the ARM. Both models have the feature that that there is no

unsecured borrowing available to overcome liquidity problems, obtain an

optimal time distribution of consumption or mitigate default. Both models

also have the common feature of unsettling the strong risk sharing ration-

ale for the FRM, and generating contract heterogeneity.

The empirical predictions that follow from the Posey & Yavas model are

summarised in Table 7.1. The model suggests that borrowers with variable

incomes, and a correspondingly high risk of default are more likely to

choose an ARM in a stochastic interest rate environment. Also, given

the possibility that costs and risks of default are likely to vary according

to personal characteristics (though how much so is open to question), then
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with asymmetric information borrowers’ characteristics are more likely to

be influential determinants of mortgage choices. The model also predicts

that default rates will be higher for ARM holders a prediction with some

empirical validity (see SA-Aadu 1988). These and other empirical predic-

tions emanating from these models are discussed more fully in Chapter 8.

Interest rate expectations and mortgage contract

heterogeneity

Several of the models discussed above have focused upon interest rate

expectations. For example, the slope of the yield curve was an important

determinant of ARM choice (Brueckner 1993). Also the models were

based upon draws from probability density functions of interest rates,

which if they are to explain borrowers’ choices imply an interest rate

expectations mechanism, or at least knowledge of the variance of the

interest rate distribution. In this section we consider the question of

interest rate expectations as a source of contract heterogeneity more expli-

citly. Interest rate arguments have been the more empirically successful of

the predictors of mortgage choice.

A key variable in the empirical analysis of the choice of mortgage instru-

ment is the impact of the FRM–ARM price differential. The determination

of the optimum premium on the FRM is not explicitly considered in the

models reviewed so far. For example, Alm & Follain assume that the

margin is exogenously determined: choices are then based upon a compari-

son of the FRM–ARM differential which leaves a borrower indifferent

between the two types of mortgage with the actual differential charged.

Posey & Yavas conclude that their screening model is too complex to

arrive at explicit solutions to the efficient pricing of the FRM and the

ARM, leaving the rather intriguing question of how prices are determined

when choices are discrete and information incomplete.

Insofar as mortgage instruments are not efficiently priced, so as to leave

borrowers indifferent between them, then econometric analysis requires

that the FRM–ARM margin be included as a measure of relative costs,

with other variable(s) included as an indicator(s) of interest rate expect-

ations. Of course, the FRM–ARM differential is itself an indicator of the

expected change in interest rates and their volatility. However, relying

solely upon this as a measure of interest rate expectations in empirical

work may place too much of a burden on the one variable. There can be

different expected outcomes of the impact of the term structure on

the choice of mortgage instrument. Brueckner (1993) indicated that a
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positively sloping term structure encourages the choice of an ARM, while

Posey & Yavas suggested the opposite. This difference follows from the

focus of the two models, with one concerned with the impatience of the

borrower, and the other the risk of default from variations in income.

These contrasting perspectives suggest some ambiguity in the expected

sign on term structure variables with much depending upon the under-

lying determinants of the risk of default.

Typically then the difference between the FRM–ARM rates have been used

in empirical work as a measure of relative mortgage costs. Supply side

determinants of this difference have tended to be neglected with the

comparative mortgage costs being treated as exogenously determined (for

an important exception see Jones et al. 1995).12 Interest rate expectations

are usually modelled by including some measure of the term structure of

interest rates. However, there are a number of interesting theoretical

perspectives on how borrowers might form their interest rate expectations.

These perspectives offer insights into both the determinants of the choice

of mortgage instrument (contract heterogeneity), and the endogeneity of

this choice in mortgage and housing demand equations.

Brueckner & Follain (1989) adopt an interesting calculation for estimating

the expected comparative mortgage costs of the ARM compared to choos-

ing an FRM. While the FRM interest rate cost is clearly fixed until matur-

ity or prepaid, whichever comes first, the expected ARM cost is a function

of the term structure of interest rates. The difference between the FRM

and the ARM rate now represents the expected increase in interest rates

over time, and the degree of perceived volatility in rates. This suggests

another role for the FRM–ARM premium in estimation, that is as an

indicator of expected interest rate changes.

The calculation is represented by expression (7.7). The term Ra is expected

interest rate costs, the arguments ra and rf are the current interest rates on

adjustable and fixed rate debt respectively, B is a constant, r is a parameter

which results in expected costs expressed as a positive function of the

premium on fixed rate mortgage debt. Notice the presence of a borrower’s

mobility, MOB. More mobile borrowers who prepay their debt on moving

have a smaller risk of facing a large interest rate rise.

Ra ¼ Bra rf � ra þ 1
� �p

exp (pMOB) (7:7)

A main argument of the Brueckner & Follain paper is that expected

interest rate costs are endogenous to housing/mortgage demand. That is

the actual costs depend upon the probability of choosing a particular
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mortgage instrument. This requires a synthetic measure of mortgage

interest rates, to be discussed more fully in the consideration of empirical

research. Though subsequent theoretical and empirical work would sug-

gest a more sophisticated mortgage pricing mechanism; for example,

pricing itself as endogenous to the FRM–ARM decision (Brueckner 1992),

the model highlights the importance of the FRM premium as a potential

indicator of mortgage interest rate expectations. The modelling also

focuses upon the endogeneity of interest rate costs in mortgage and hous-

ing demand equations. The work of Bruekner & Follain does not present an

explicit theory of instrument choice and so no theoretical predictions

appear in Table 7.1. The model does suggest the possible simultaneous

determination of mortgage/housing demand and the household’s choice of

mortgage instrument.

Modelling mortgage instrument choice should include some measure of

interest rate expectations, whether this is the FRM–ARM differential, the

term structure of interest rates, adaptive expectations, or whatever. There

are a number of observations that suggest that modelling expectations is

problematic. For example, consumers may have contrary interest rate

expectations. Goodman (1992) notes that this is evident in the University

of Michigan consumer survey. Contrary views are not inconsistent with

unbiased forecasting of interest rate changes. On average, consumers may

still forecast the direction of change correctly, if, occasionally, they get

this wrong. However, the presence of contrary interest rate expectations is

an interesting, if ad hoc, explanation of why some consumers may choose

an ARM in preference to an FRM, or vice versa.

There has also been some largely empirical research that suggests that at a

particularly high or low mortgage interest rate borrowers might expect the

rate to regress back to the mean. This effect has been empirically detected

by Jones et al. (1995) for the US and by Leece (2001a) for the UK. Though

consumers’ expectations based on this form of behaviour are not well

developed theoretically13 the possibility of regressive expectations offers

an interesting perspective on why at some interest rate levels, and ceteris

paribus, consumers may prefer an ARM to an FRM (or VRM in the UK).

This perspective in particular suggests a concern with short-run interest

rate movements, which may be of special relevance in imperfect capital

markets (Leece 2001a). Another argument is that borrower behaviour

might simply be myopic, perhaps unduly attracted to ‘teaser rates’

(Brueckner & Follain 1989), or concerned only with immediate compara-

tive costs (Earley 2000). The interpretation of these possible effects will be

fully discussed in Chapter 8.14
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There is some interesting work on the comparative costs of the choice

of different mortgage instruments over time (Milevsky 2001; Tucker 1991;

Sprecher & Willman 1993; Templeton et al. 1996). Though largely norma-

tive it could be suggestive of the drivers of mortgage choices. The dis-

cussion in Chapter 4 outlined the cost minimisation hypothesis that

might determine the choice of mortgage maturity. Households who were

not constrained by affordability considerations might also look at the total

costs of different mortgage instruments, over the expected life of the

mortgage. Most of the studies involve simulating future interest rate

scenarios using Monte Carlo techniques. Taking the characteristics of

prevalent contracts then allows a forecast of the expected differential

in payments between mortgage instruments. This differential is typically

discounted, with a variety of assumptions regarding the opportunity

cost of mortgage debt (see Tucker 1991), or a future value is calculated

(Milevsky 2001). The findings generally note that under conditions where

the yield curve is normal (or even flat) the ARM or the equivalent spot rate

mortgage is the least costly choice in the long term.

The mortgage cost literature adopts a number of different approaches to

the manner in which short-term interest rates are thought to be generated.

Some studies assume reversion to a mean value (Milevsky 2001), while

others assume a form of random walk (Templeton et al. 1996). It is clear

that there are times when short-term money market rates are below long-

run expectations. In the latter case there is always the possibility that on

occasion the FRM will prove the cheaper option in terms of costs. Thus the

cost minimisation literature suggests some optimum strategies for cost

minimisers, one of which would be to lock into an FRM at historically low

interest rates and expect regression to the mean.

However, there are some problems in using the approaches in the mort-

gage cost literature as the basis for hypothesis testing. There is the ques-

tion of whether observed cost differences over time are optimal. For

example, is the cost difference an acceptable and efficiently priced

risk premium? Costs will also vary with expected holding period,

which might also vary by mortgage instrument. However, cost minimisa-

tion in the short-term by liquidity constrained households, and in the

long-term by consumers exploiting pricing inefficiencies may be valid

ways of examining consumers actual mortgage choices. There may also

be significant differences in the expected holding periods for mortgage

instruments generating different expected costs, and differences in

risk aversion that can also alter expected costs (Capone & Cunningham

1992).
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In theory the borrower will compare the discounted costs of the ARM to

that of the FRM. However, the ARM holder also has exposure to interest

rate changes. Capone & Cunningham note that the borrower utilising

an ARM will calculate the certainty equivalent of the discounted

stream of mortgage cost over the expected holding period, and then com-

pare this with the discounted cost of the FRM. This is an important

perspective because the discount rate and the certainty equivalents

will reflect risk aversity. The FRM–ARM differential is essentially an

insurance premium to protect against adverse interest rates changes. In

empirical work borrower characteristics may proxy both differences

in risk aversion and differences in expected holding periods (Capone &

Cunningham 1992).

Another potentially interesting perspective on mortgage instrument

choice and mortgage market choices in general, that has not been fully

explored, would be a psychological or behavioural approach. There are

some aspects of mortgage market behaviour that do suggest that an under-

standing of consumer psychology might help. For example, mortgage pre-

payment cannot always be fully explained by a rational financial decision

making model (see Deng et al. 2000) and it has been suggested that many

borrowers are simply financially unsophisticated. Behavioural finance

might prove a productive avenue of future research for understanding

consumer choices in the mortgage market. For now myopic behaviour

might be considered a ‘catch all’ category for as yet unexplained determin-

ants of mortgage choices.

Summary and conclusions

Understanding more about the variety of mortgage contracts that house-

holds face is important in several respects. Contract choices can impact

upon individual economic welfare and determine the risk and payment

profiles that households face. In a world of asymmetric information, dif-

ferent types of mortgage instrument can signal the characteristics of bor-

rowers to lenders including their propensity to default. Such information

is important if lenders are to price mortgage contracts efficiently. Second-

ary mortgage market participants can also benefit from the information

yielded by contract choices. Choice of mortgage instrument is a poten-

tially important influence upon mortgage/housing demand. There is also

the question of ‘inappropriate choices’ arising out of agency problems that

can have significant effects on the borrower’s economic welfare, a matter

to be raised in Chapter 8.
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This chapter has explored the theoretical basis of mortgage contract het-

erogeneity. Why should we observe anything other than the optimal risk

sharing contract, the FRM? The answers to this question could be found in

desired payment profiles, the portfolio impact of mortgage choices, infor-

mation asymmetry and signalling, interest rate expectations and vari-

ations in risk aversion. Each of the perspectives discussed offered some

theoretical predictions (summarised in Table 7.1) that might explain mort-

gage choices in practice. The modelling approaches explored the phenom-

enon from different perspectives and adopting different assumptions; a

reflection of the complexity of this decision, particularly if capital markets

operate imperfectly. There is still much theoretical work to be done in this

important area of mortgage choice; for example, general equilibrium mod-

elling or more sophisticated models of how borrowers deal with uncer-

tainty. The chapter which follows will assess the empirical contributions

to the mortgage choice literature, from both the US and the UK, for their

compatibility with the various theoretical perspectives.

Guide to further reading

The research and formal modelling in the area of asymmetric information

and self-selection in the mortgage market is comparatively recent. I would

recommend that the student of this subject reads the paper by Dunn &

Spatt (1988) which is not a mathematical exposition, but clearly sets out

the interdependencies between contract designs, prepayment behaviour

and self-selection by borrowers. The paper by Posey & Yavas (2001) is

also useful for its succinct but enlightening review of the pertinent litera-

ture on signalling and screening. This is an area to watch for more theor-

etical and empirical treatment. The simultaneous determination of

contract design, pricing and prepayment and default probabilities is a

rich but extremely complex area ripe for further development.

Notes

1 Dunn and Spatt (1988, p. 47).

2 The solution to this optimisation problem is not straightforward. Brueckner

notes that it is a problem in optimum control but a ‘heuristic solution’ can be

achieved by creating a Lagrangian multiplier and differentiating with respect to

the integrals with respect to R at each value of r1, see Brueckner (1993, p. 336).

3 The analysis is conducted using a quadratic utility function (see Brueckner 1993,

p. 341).
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4 It is interesting to note that elsewhere Brueckner (1986) has noted that in-

creases in the cost of funds may not always be passed on to borrowers, and

provide a further form of risk sharing in mortgage pricing.

5 Baesel & Biger (1980, p. 458).

6 Dokko & Edelstein (1991, p. 59).

7 Alm & Follain (1987, p. 4).

8 Simulations are conducted using an iso utility function.

9 In the United Kingdom mobility driven prepayment is typical of the repayment

mortgage, whereas the endowment provides a debt that is transferable between

properties. Increasing competition in the mortgage market has led to an in-

creased emphasis upon ‘portability’ so that this issue might be less relevant for

the United Kingdom with most prepayment reflecting refinancing. However,

the existence of prepayment penalties on many United Kingdom mortgages

introduces impediments to financially driven prepayment.

10 See Posey & Yavas (2001, pp. 65–6 and Appendix, pp. 75–7).

11 It is important to note that the P & Y model deals with outcomes that are

‘mutually exclusive but they are not all inclusive’ (Posey & Yavas 2001, p. 71).

12 Some research has treated the premium on fixed rate debt as an exogenously

given pure risk adjustment. This is rather incompatible with the other influ-

ences on FRM pricing such as mobility and endogenously determined

pre-payment.

13 It would not be true to say that regression to the mean as a phenomenon was

under-researched for financial markets in general, but is an apt comment for

consumer decision making in this area.

14 Jones et al. note the difficulty of disentangling affordability effects in this case.

A given level of mortgage payments is compatible with different combinations

of house prices and interest rates. When house prices are high and interest rates

low then the borrower is more at risk from interest rate increases, thus an ARM

may be a less likely choice. This argument is compatible with the portfolio

view of Alm & Follain (1987). See Jones et al. (1995, pp. 83–4).
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8
The Household’s Choice of Mortgage

Design: Empirical Evidence

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the empirical analysis of the house-

hold’s choice of mortgage instrument, reporting work from both the UK

and the US. This area is one of the most thoroughly researched dimensions

of mortgage choices, though there is comparatively little work for the UK

(see Leece 1995b, 2000a, 2001a). Once again the main focus is upon cross-

section studies of household behaviour, without neglecting any important

time series work on mortgage instrument choice. For example, models

outlined in the previous chapter indicated the importance of interest rate

expectations and the term structure of interest rates. The discussion in

Chapter 1 noted the significance of the different features of housing

finance systems, and how the choices available to borrowers represent an

important dimension of efficiency. The research discussed in this chapter

will highlight the importance of these choices, the impact of differences in

housing finance systems and the general applicability of theories and

empirical methodologies.

It is a prime purpose of this chapter to evaluate how well existing theoret-

ical perspectives on the choice of mortgage instrument are substantiated

by empirical studies. We will find that some recent theoretical develop-

ments in the modelling of asymmetric information and separating equilib-

rium in the mortgage market, discussed in Chapter 7, have to some extent

left the empirical literature behind. Thus the discussion in this chapter is

structured in a more general way. However, the theoretical modelling can

offer interesting perspectives on the interpretation of empirical studies;

more ad hoc empirical research has also yielded some very interesting

results.



The main focus of the empirical research in the US has been on the ARM/

FRM choice (see Dhillon et al. 1987; Alm & Follain 1987; SA-Aadu 1987;

Brueckner & Follain 1988; SA-Aadu & Sirmans 1995). In the UK work has

focused upon the repayment/endowment choice (Leece 1995b, 2000b) and

the FRM/Variable Rate Mortgage (VRM) choice (Leece 2000a, 2001a).

These mortgage choices have important implications for consumer wel-

fare and macroeconomic policy, in addition to impinging upon other

mortgage and housing choices (Brueckner & Follain 1989). For example,

in the UK the prevalence of variable rate mortgages has been argued to

introduce elements of instability into the economy (Britton & Whitley

1997; Earley 2000; Maclennan et al. 1998) while some studies have ex-

plored the potentially stabilising impact of the ARM choice in the US (see

Brueckner & Follain 1989; Goodman 1992).1

The chapter begins with a presentation of the main research findings on

the choice of mortgage instrument in the US. This is followed by a discus-

sion of the results of UK research and a section briefly comparing US and

UK work. For example, UK households appear to adopt, or are constrained

to adopt, a more short-term perspective in their mortgage choices. Two

important issues are explored within each of the reviews of the empirical

research. The first is the importance of the variety of mortgage contracts to

be found in the mortgage market, which has implications for consumer

decision making and econometric estimation. The second issue is the

possibility that the choice of mortgage instrument is endogenous to mort-

gage/housing demand, a result which if true has important policy implica-

tions. For example, the choice of instrument might help overcome credit

market constraints on desired house size and facilitate access to owner

occupation. The chapter concludes with an overview of the general contri-

bution of empirical research to understanding the choice between

contracts.

Figure 8.1 shows the varying fortunes of the ARM as a proportion of the

mortgage market in the US. Note the peaking in 1985 and 1988, and the

troughs of 1986, 1993 and 1998. The marked fluctuations in the popularity

of the ARM invite an explanation. We might also note that this is an

aggregate picture, the ARM is adjustable over varying time periods; also

there are a wide range of variations in mortgage designs including caps

collars and initial discounts (‘teaser rates’). Inevitably, there are times

when it is necessary to aggregate mortgage types, or focus upon a particular

feature. For now, there are several important questions to ask. Does the

heterogeneity of mortgage contracts matter? Do the empirics suggest why

such a variety might exist? What are the links between the choice of

mortgage instrument and mortgage/housing demand?
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Figure 8.2 shows the changing fortunes of the FRM in the UK, with a

significant peaking in 1994. Once again this choice is an important one for

the UK, and invites explanation, but is also aggregated, subsuming the

endowment/repayment and other mortgage instrument choices. Again we

can ask similar questions to those addressed to the FRM/ARM choice in

the US. What then does the UK research show regarding the key determin-

ants of the choice of mortgage instrument, and the relationship between

this choice and the mortgage/housing market?

Choice of mortgage instrument in the United States

It is worthwhile recollecting some of the pertinent differences in the

housing finance systems of the UK and the US, outlined and discussed in

Chapter 1. Note that typically the FRM in the US has a longer period for

which the interest rate is fixed than its counterpart in the UK. The UK

FRM is typically fixed for 1 to 5 years while the US FRM rate is generally

secured for 15 or 30 years. US mortgages are also more extensively pack-

aged into securities, thus allowing some of the risk of variations in cash

flows due to prepayment and default to be offset in the secondary mortgage
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Figure 8.1 United States, adjustable rate mortgages as a proportion of all mortgages (1983
to 2001).

Source: Federal Housing Finance Board: Terms on Conventional Mortgages: Annual
Summary.
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market. There is also less use of retail funds to underpin housing finance,

whereas in the UK mainly savings in the retail finance sector finance the

VRM. The importance of these differences will be apparent as we explore

and compare the studies of mortgage instrument choice in the two coun-

tries, but also need to be kept in mind as we consider the results of

empirical research in the US.

We begin the evaluation of US evidence with a review of the main empir-

ical findings of the primarily cross-section research. The theoretical dis-

cussion in Chapter 7 noted the reasons why a variety of mortgage contracts

might be observed. Empirical studies do not necessarily correspond dir-

ectly with the theoretical models or restrictions discussed in Chapter 7.

We saw how the choice of mortgage instrument was a multifaceted deci-

sion. However, the theoretical work can be referred to broadly when

considering empirical results. This chapter also considers whether the

observed heterogeneity of mortgage contracts leads to excessive search

costs for consumers, together with a brief consideration of the problems

that this heterogeneity might raise for researchers. Given such contract

heterogeneity it is natural to ask if the choice of mortgage type has any

impact upon mortgage and housing demand, an issue that has received

attention in empirical work, mainly in the US.
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Figure 8.2 United Kingdom, fixed rate mortgages as a proportion of all mortgages (1996 to

2000).

Source: Council of Mortgage Lenders.
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The main findings of United States research

The most common empirical finding in US work is the statistical signifi-

cance of the interest rate difference between the FRM and the ARM.

Considering the ARM as the innovation, and the focus of interest, it is

typically designated as the dependent variable (that is ARM choice ¼ 1) in

a probit or other discrete choice model. The discussion in Chapter 6

highlighted that the FRM–ARM differential can be interpreted in a number

of ways. For example, it can be an indicator of expected changes in interest

rates, including their volatility (that is more volatile rates would com-

mand a larger FRM–ARM differential ). More simply the FRM–ARM dif-

ferential can be viewed as the relative price of the two mortgage

instruments. If the premium is treated as a relative cost of the two mort-

gage types then the expected sign is positive (ARM ¼ 1); this is generally

found to be the case (Phillips & Vanderhoff 1994; Brueckner & Follain

1988, 1989).2 Cross-section studies typically have a time series component

that allows the detection of interest rate effects, and/or there are regional

variations in interest rates.

Another important, and statistically significant independent variable

found in US specifications is the own price of the ARM, which is generally

found to have a negative sign (Dhillon et al. 1987). This could again be a

cost effect, with expensive ARMs discouraging take up. However, there is

also the possibility that at high ARM rates consumers feel overexposed to

further interest rate increases (Alm & Follain 1987). Alternatively, if high

ARM rates reflect a level of interest rates significantly in excess of the

historical mean rate, then some households might expect interest rates

(and ARM rates) to fall. Thus there would be less incentive to adopt fixed

rate debt at high ARM rates. This form of regressive interest rate expect-

ations has found some credence in both US (Jones et al. 1995) and UK

research (Leece 2000a, 2001a). Clearly, how households form their interest

rate expectations is crucial in assessing the determinants of the choice of

mortgage instrument.

Some independent variables in the econometric models have been less

successful in explaining the choice of mortgage instrument. Two such

are wealth and the personal characteristics of the borrower, e.g. age. The

few studies that have used measures of wealth in the estimating equation

tend to find that it has a negligible impact upon choice probabilities and/or

the measure is not statistically significant (Dhillon et al. 1987; Phillips &

Vanderhoff 1994). This small impact of wealth is consistent with the

results of the theoretical simulations conducted by Brueckner & Follain

(1989) reported in Chapter 7, and the work of Szerb (1996), also discussed
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in that chapter. Recall that wealth and mortgage debt may be substitutes

and the impact of wealth on mortgage choice depends upon various key

variances and covariances (e.g. inflation and real wages).

Generally the characteristics of borrowers do not have statistically signifi-

cant effects upon the choice of mortgage instrument, exceptions are SA-

Aadu & Shilling (1994), SA-Aadu & Sirmans (1995) and SA-Aadu &

Megbolugbe (1995). Capone & Cunningham (1992) estimated a binomial

logit model for mortgage instrument choice as a selectivity equation in a

model of mortgage termination behaviour. Key borrower characteristics

used were the age of the borrower, the mortgage payment-to-income ratio,

and net worth per dependent. These measures were taken as indicators of

the degree of risk aversion. For example, younger households with high

levels of net worth were considered less risk averse. However, no borrower

characteristics were statistically significant at the 5% level. If the choice

of mortgage instrument signals default risk then the characteristics of

borrowers should have an influence upon choice, unless, of course, these

differences in risk are efficiently priced.

One reason why personal characteristics might appear not to influence the

choice of mortgage instrument is the manner in which different types of

mortgage are aggregated. Once we start to recognise the heterogeneity

of mortgage instruments then there may be some hidden behaviour. This

is also interesting because, as we shall see later, the heterogeneity of

mortgage contracts might generate excessive search costs, and lead to

more misclassified observations, that is a household being recorded as

having the wrong type of mortgage (see Leece 2000a, 2001a). The problem

of misclassification in particular, has important implications for the

reliability of statistical results.

The significance of contract heterogeneity is highlighted in research by

SA-Aadu & Sirmans (1995) who found that personal characteristics do

influence the choice between ARMs with different adjustment periods.

The work applied a multinomial logit model to data from a large saving

and loan institution, giving a sample size of 345 mortgage loans over the

period 1979 to 1984. ARM choices could be taken to reflect the consumer’s

chosen degree of risk exposure. This is a very important piece of work;

borrowers reacted differently to contract prices and the impact of price

differs across contracts due to the different lock-in periods. Thus

there may be some self-selection by borrowers according to mortgage

contract. For example, results show that younger, and presumably more

mobile, borrowers prefer an ARM where the interest rate is fixed for a

comparatively short period of time.
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An early study by Brueckner & Follain (1988) pointed to the rather dra-

matic rise in the market share of the ARM (2/3 of market share in 1984)

and its subsequent fall from favour (falling to nearly 20% by June 1986)

(see Figure 8.1). The research used the Residential Finance Database com-

piled by the National Association of REALTORS, using a final sample of

475 observations for 1985. Variations in the FRM–ARM difference are

captured in monthly and regional variations (40 different values in total ).

Their empirical model uses proxies3 to capture several key theoretical

variables, namely the borrower’s risk aversion, his or her discount rate

for future consumption and the strength of the demand for housing. Other

important variables are the level of income and its expected growth path,

and household mobility. As with other studies, the FRM–ARM price differ-

ential is included, noting that high FRM–ARM differentials make fixed rate

debt less attractive, but also indicate expectations of increasing rates.

The results of the Brueckner & Follain study indicated that the level of the

FRM rate and the FRM–ARM price differential were important contribu-

tors to ARM choice. The proxies for risk aversion (the presence of children

in the household) and the tilt of the income stream (age of the borrower)

did not have significant effects upon the choice of an ARM. Of course,

these may have been poor measures of the theoretical variables. Income

level and regional mobility did have statistically significant effects. Simu-

lations comparing forecasts ARM market share with actual suggested that

the rapid rise of the ARM could be attributed to the high interest rates in

the US in the early 1980s which made borrowers more sensitive to the

price differential on the FRM.

In summary, cross-section/time series studies using US data have found

the FRM–ARM differential and the level of either the ARM or the FRM

rate to be important determinants of the choice of mortgage instrument. In

pure cross-section research, rather than pooled cross-section/time series,

variations in the FRM premium will reflect relative cost differences rather

than variations in interest rate expectations. There is also evidence that

mobility and income are significant influences upon choice. More mobile

households are less likely to pay the premium on fixed rate debt if they

expect to remortgage soon. Borrowers appear to be influenced both by

affordability and the different degrees of risk exposure evident in the

choice of mortgage type, particularly among ARMs with different adjust-

ment periods.

Time series studies, or some pooling of cross-section and time series data,

provide the most favourable means of detecting the influence of changing

interest rate expectations on the choice of mortgage instrument. Jones
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et al. (1995) estimated a time series model of ARM market share focusing

upon interest rate variables. The research included supply side factors, e.g.

the percentage of ARMs securitised. The general assumption in the studies

of mortgage instrument choice is that the supply of mortgage finance, for

any contract design, is infinitely elastic. A major research question was

how far supply side factors impacted upon pricing, and thus the demand

for ARMs?

The sample period covered 1986 to 1992 inclusive. This period included a

number of peaks and troughs in the aggregate ARM market share (see

Figure 8.1). The main empirical findings pointed to the importance of the

term structure of interest rates, with steeper term structures encouraging

the take up of ARMs (that is a positive sign); a result compatible with the

theoretical predictions of Brueckner’s model (1993). The current level

of the mortgage interest rate had a negative impact upon the probability

of choosing an ARM. The latter effect suggested that some consumers

took the view that interest rates regress to the mean.4 The research also

indicated that securitisation, through its impact upon mortgage pricing

had a significant impact upon ARM take up. The research highlighted the

importance of interest rate expectations.

Mortgage contract heterogeneity in the United States

The theories of mortgage choice discussed in Chapter 7 offered some

explanations for why we observe a variety of mortgage instruments avail-

able in the marketplace. Explanations included the presence of liquidity

constrained borrowers, signalling and self-selection and heterogeneous

interest rate expectations. Some of the empirical studies are also suggest-

ive. For example, SA-Aadu & Sirmans indicate that borrowers take

differing risk positions, and that a variety of ARM adjustment periods

accommodate these choices. The choices facing consumers are also in-

creased by the presence of ‘teaser rates’, or initial discounts on new busi-

ness, and these discounts can vary between providers.

The noted complexity of the mortgage market raises two concerns. First, is

there excess contract differentiation that merely raises consumers search

costs, and poses particular difficulties for the packaging of mortgage-

backed securities? Second, does the extent of contract heterogeneity lead

to a significant degree of misclassification of the borrower’s choice? Mis-

classification here could include consumers making inappropriate

choices, borrowers misreporting their choice, researchers misrecording

the observed mortgage, or inappropriately aggregating mortgage designs.
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The issue of misclassification will be explored more fully in the discussion

of the empirical evidence for the UK. We note the issue here as not being

entirely unrelated to excessive heterogeneity.

The possibility that the heterogeneity of mortgage contracts is ‘excessive’

can be technically considered as a problem of ‘independence of irrelevant

alternatives’ (SA-Aadu & Shilling 1994). This involves identifying which

choices are close enough substitutes to be considered in the same set.

A multinomial logit model of contract choices can be estimated and tests

conducted to see if choices are close or near perfect substitutes. One test is

to see how sensitive estimates are when one of the types of contract avail-

able are excluded. Stability of parameter estimates in the presence of this

exclusion would suggest that the contracts form distinct choices. If param-

eter estimates are not stable when some of the choices are excluded then we

are dealing with close substitutes (SA-Aadu & Shilling 1994).

SA-Aadu & Shilling use the Hausmann & McFadden specification test

procedure to assess how far consumers consider adjustable rate mortgages

as distinct entities. Different contract designs are identified by the size of

the interest rate cap, and the length of the interest rate adjustment period.

The estimation indicated that a large number of ARMs are considered to

be close substitutes. This excess heterogeneity may impose additional

search costs upon consumers, and inhibit the securitisation of ARM as

opposed to the more typically securitised FRM. This is an area of work that

suggests the importance of the competitive process among lenders and

merits much further research. A further important research question re-

lates to the impact of mortgage choice on mortgage and housing demand,

an issue that has received attention by US researchers.

The simultaneous determination of mortgage demand

and choice of mortgage instrument (US)

The research reported under this heading relates back to the demand for

mortgage debt discussed in Chapter 2 and the possibility, raised in Chapter

7, that mortgage costs were endogenous to mortgage/housing demand

equations. In Chapter 2 we noted the possibility that the choice of

mortgage instrument and the size of the mortgage debt might be simul-

taneously determined. Theoretical work has suggested the possible im-

portance of this simultaneous determination (Brueckner & Follain 1988;

Brueckner 1994a).5 Not allowing for such endogeneity in mortgage

demand equations can lead to biased and inconsistent parameter esti-

mates. There is a surprising neglect of this simultaneity in the literature.
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Early work by Brueckner & Follain (1989) estimated a discrete choice

model of the selection between an FRM and an ARM; the predicted

probabilities were then used to weight the FRM and the ARM rates apply-

ing to the mortgage choices. This technique created synthetic measures

of interest rate costs to be included in a housing demand equation, and

controlled for the endogeneity of the choice of mortgage instrument. The

expected ARM rate was based upon the FRM–ARM differential.6 The

research found a significant impact of ARM choice on the level of housing

demand, and established the simultaneity of the choice of mortgage in-

strument and the demand for housing.

A piece of research that found little evidence of any significant impact of

ARM choice on housing demand was that of Gabriel & Rosenthal (1993).

The study based the choice of mortgage instrument on the lowest cost over

a known period of residence. The focus was then on tenure choice condi-

tional on choosing an ARM. Tenure choice was measured by the percent-

age of recent movers who chose to own their property. Estimates from a

logit model of tenure choice were used to simulate the impact of ARM

choice on this percentage. A semi-Markov model estimated the long-run

steady state proportion of owner occupiers. The results showed that for the

economic environment evident during the 1980s ARM choice had little

effect on the net demand for owner occupied homes. This was mainly

explained by the small impact of different choices of mortgage instrument

on the relative cost of owning and renting. The tendency for more mobile

borrowers to choose ARMs further weakened any effect.

The small impact on housing demand, found by Gabriel & Rosenthal,

contrasts with the more significant effects detected by Brueckner &

Follain (1989). There are several possible reasons for this. The studies

adopted different perspectives, Brueckner & Follain examined the impact

on mortgage demand rather than tenure choice. The impact of ARMs on

tenure choice might also be significantly greater under conditions where

the FRM–ARM interest rate gap is much larger. This gap is, of course,

much greater in the presence of ‘teaser rates’ on ARMs, a factor not

accounted for in the empirical analysis of Gabriel & Rosenthal. ‘Teaser

rates’ have become increasingly important in both the US and UK

mortgage markets improving affordability and lowering user costs.

Phillips & Vanderhoff (1992), explored the impact of initial discounts or

‘teaser rates’ on housing demand and extended the work of Brueckner &

Follain (1989). Phillips & Vanderhoff argue that ‘teaser rates’ can have

several potential effects on the demand for housing services. First, there
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may be a significant reduction in the user cost of owner occupation over

the life of the mortgage, particularly so if the holding period is short.

Second, the impact of interest rate risk is reduced for borrowers because

the initial benchmark rate is lower. Finally, borrowers who might nor-

mally be constrained by any binding payment-to-income ratio can now

possibly overcome this constraint. These arguments, to some extent,

parallel the reasoning of Brueckner (1993) as to why we observe ARMs in

the market, that is that they offer a preferred pattern of payments over

time for some borrowers. ‘Teaser rates’ which are typically attached to

ARMs may enhance this effect.7

Estimating a probit model for mortgage choice, Phillips & Vanderhoff

confirm the importance of relative cost effects, that is the impact of the

FRM–ARM differential, initial discounts and variations in up front fees or

points. Also, borrower characteristics had no significant impact upon the

choice of mortgage instrument. A conventionally specified housing

demand equation including terms representative of user costs, along

with synthetic interest rate measures, had all of the correct signs and

statistically significant parameter estimates. The results confirmed the

significant and positive impact of ARM choice upon housing demand for

the period 1986–1988 in the US and highlighted the importance of high

initial discounts on ARM mortgage contracts. So research into the discrete

choice of mortgage instrument must account for the influence of ‘teaser

rates’, whenever possible. The question of the impact of ARM choice on

housing demand is not settled, and as Gabriel & Rosenthal (1993) contend,

may require a general equilibrium approach.

The choice of mortgage instrument in the United Kingdom

Many of the questions explored in the US research are relevant to the UK

mortgage market. In the UK the innovation was the fixed rate mortgage

(fixed rate ¼ 1) which became popular in the early 1990s (see Figure 8.2).

Mirroring US research we can ask several pertinent questions. What is the

impact of the FRM–VRM interest rate differential on the choice of a fixed

rate mortgage? Do wealth and personal characteristics influence mortgage

choice? Are the choice of mortgage instrument and mortgage/housing

demand simultaneously determined? The UK also exhibits marked het-

erogeneity of mortgage products which has implications for consumer

decision making and econometric analysis of the choice of mortgage in-

strument. Thus we can see how far the research findings evident in US

work are applicable in the UK.
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The main UK research findings

There is considerably less research into the choice of mortgage instrument

for the UK, compared to the US. This applies to both cross-section and

time series studies. This is surprising given the importance of the mort-

gage market for the UK economy but less surprising given a paucity of

data, at least compared to the US. UK research has focused upon the

endowment/repayment mortgage choice (Leece 1995b, 2000b) with more

recent work considering the FRM/VRM choice (Leece 2000a, 2001a), and

the possible simultaneous determination of mortgage/housing demand

with the choice of mortgage instrument (Leece 2001a).

The choice between a repayment mortgage and an endowment mortgage

is peculiar to the UK, but given that it is a possible savings/portfolio

decision, the results of empirical research may have wider implications

for understanding household behaviour. The repayment mortgage is an

annuity mortgage with a constant payment consisting of capital and

interest. The endowment mortgage is an interest only mortgage with

contractual savings in a diversified portfolio of assets, making a single

(balloon) payment on maturity. The endowment has the added advantage

that maintaining the principal until the debt is paid off maximises any tax

relief on the interest payments.

Given an interest only mortgage, then the savings vehicle used to eventu-

ally pay off the debt on maturity should reflect the opportunity cost of

equity in the property, that is if a repayment mortgage is adopted then the

return on this alternative asset is forgone. Thus the choice of an endow-

ment mortgage is indicative of a portfolio decision (see Plaut 1986; Leece

1995b, 2000b). There is an opportunity here for testing the amortisation

models presented in Chapter 4 of this book where an interest only mort-

gage represented zero amortisation (see Plaut 1986).

Using a sample of mortgages taken from the 1986 Family Expenditure

Survey, Leece (1995b) estimated a probit model with correction for any

selectivity bias arising out of tenure choice. Econometric investigation of

the choice between a repayment and an endowment mortgage did not

indicate any significant portfolio influences upon the decision (Leece

1995b). The main influences on the choice of the endowment mortgage

were income and the nominal mortgage interest rate, suggesting the im-

portance of affordability and cash flow. Thus endowments were popular

when they were comparatively cheaper. These arguments are compatible

with those models that emphasised borrower impatience and the ‘tilt’ that

were presented in Chapter 7 (e.g. Brueckner 1993).
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The sale of endowments in the UK has been at the centre of some contro-

versy, with suggestions that third party originations (mortgage brokers

rewarded by commission on sales) have led to widespread ‘mis-selling’.

The ‘mis-selling’ relates to the contention that consumers were not made

aware of the risk that endowment funds might not grow sufficiently to

eventually pay off the mortgage debt. The appropriateness of using a risky

investment vehicle for this purpose has also been questioned. A low

interest rate environment and depressed stock market returns in recent

years have led to widespread endowment shortfalls. The analysis of so

called ‘mis-selling’ is a linguistic and analytical minefield and an issue

that has not really been explored in the mortgage analysis literature (for an

exception see Leece 2000c), though there is US research on agency prob-

lems and third party originations that is relevant to this issue (see LaCour

Little & Chun 1999; Alexander et al. 2002). Econometric analysis of the

endowment/repayment choice has assumed that borrowers had expect-

ations of a rate of return in excess of the net of tax mortgage rate, even if

endowments were ‘mis-sold’ (Leece 1995b).

There is some UK research into the choice between a fixed and a variable

rate mortgage (Leece 2000a, 2001a). The results suggested that UK borrow-

ers took a short-period view, basing their choice upon expected move-

ments in the variable mortgage interest rate. The age of the head of

household was the only statistically significant personal characteristic,

with older borrowers having a greater likelihood of choosing variable

rate debt.8 The use of a limited amount of wealth data produced no

statistically significant effects on the choice of mortgage instrument, for

either the level of wealth or a measure of liquidity (Leece 2001a). This was

also true for a measure of the covariance between interest rates and

income though the research did involve the use of a fairly short panel,

just five years.

The distinctive aspect of the UK research is the lack of statistical sign-

ificance on the FRM–VRM differential. Thus an econometric model

generally specified along North American lines did not produce the

expected statistical results. There was evidence of regressive interest

rate expectations with consumers more reluctant to lock into fixed rate

debt at high mortgage interest rates.9 Borrowers were also more willing to

adopt fixed rate mortgage debt the greater the discrepancy between the

mortgage rate and the base rate of interest. The latter variable was a

control for the stickiness of mortgage rates, which gives even variable

rate debt some element of, albeit uncertain, fixity. Thus this analysis

emphasised the importance of the loan rate function as discussed in

Chapter 7.
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Model 3 in Table 8.1 reports the results of estimating an econometric

model of the choice of mortgage instrument using UK data. The sample

of mortgage holders was drawn from the British Household Panel Survey,

covering the years 1991–1994. The estimates confirm the lack of statistical

significance of personal characteristics (e.g. age) and the negative sign on

the absolute level of the mortgage interest rate, that is regressive expect-

ations. However, such rules and heuristics may be contingent. For

example, the post-1995 behaviour of UK borrowers appears different.

This is illustrated in Figure 8.3 which plots the proportion of UK fixed

rate debt against the FRM–VRM differential for 1996–2000.

The relationship in Figure 8.3 is quite distinct and suggests that households

respond negatively to larger FRM–VRM differentials. However, the salient

point is the fact that the FRM–VRM premium over a range of values is

negative (covering 1997 (4) to 1999 (2) ), reflecting the inverse yield curve

obtaining at the time. It is perhaps not surprising that the rule based upon

regression to the mean might be obscured, or no longer pertinent, when fixed

rate mortgages are selling at a discount to variable rate debt. For example,

even with a lower expectation of an interest rate rise a negative premium on

the FRM would induce increased take up of that type of mortgage contract.

Table 8.1 Comparison of treatments of the misclassification problem (2).

Model 1
Probit with correction for
misclassification

Model 2
Probit incorporating
misclassification

Model 3
Probit with jack-knife
correction (excluding
points with high
relative influence)

Coefficient S.E. Coefficient S.E Coefficient S.E

Constant 21.5024 8.3082 11.0669 2.5117 20.3578 3.8913
Age �6.4592 2.3851 �3.5329 0.8201 �6.4583 1.1984
Variable rate �1.5857 0.5783 �0.7641 0.1599 �1.3875 0.2564
Gap �1.3990 0.5797 �0.6319 0.2679 �0.9332 0.3065
Lincome 0.1015 0.2685 �0.0151 0.1394 �0.0441 0.1668
Trend �0.3385 0.1849 �0.1522 0.07152 �0.3256 0.1118
Corriv �0.1849 0.3032 �0.7373 0.1689 �0.0899 0.2145
Had 0.4736 0.5068 0.2355 0.2619 0.2828 0.3062
Alpha 0.1285 0.0490 – – –
Log
likelihood

�165.2252 �167.1500 �96.77313

The table shows the coefficient estimates and standard errors for three different ways of
dealing with classification problems in a dependent variable, including estimates that make no
attempt to correct for this problem. The results shown as Model 1 are derived from a
maximum likelihood technique that estimates the degree of classification error and controls
for this.Model 2 is estimated on a sample that is not corrected for classification error.Model 3
is estimated using a sample where possibly misclassified observations are excluded.

Source: Leece (2001a, p. 603)
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The higher interest rates, indicated by larger bubbles in Figure 8.3, corres-

pond with high take up of FRMs. This is due to the negative or small average

premium and the fact that the level of the VRM rate has a strong negative

correlation with the size of the differential (�0.66). Thus high FRM take up

corresponds with comparatively high rates of interest but negative pre-

miums. This is all rather suggestive of borrowers’ concern with the com-

parative costs of mortgage instruments.10 There is no research into the

nature of household decision making in this market when negative pre-

miums obtain and the diagram is suggestive of potentially very interesting

research into the contingency of rules and heuristics, and the manner in

which interest rate expectations are generated among consumers.

The mortgage choices that have been considered in this section of the book

have been particular to the UK, that is the repayment versus endowment,

and the choice between generally short-term fixed rate debt and a variable

rate mortgage.11 However, they offer important insights into the nature of

household decision making. Both types of mortgage choice appeared to be

effected more by cash flow and short-term considerations rather than

portfolio planning. UK households adopting a cash flow perspective have

benefited from and been encouraged by intense competition, and periods of

heavy discounting of mortgage debt. There has also been a proliferation of

mortgage contracts from which to choose. One of the most interesting

aspects of the UK research is the possibility of a misclassified dependent

variable, an issue that relates to mortgage contract heterogeneity.
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Figure 8.3 United Kingdom, the proportion of fixed rate mortgages and the fixed rate
premium.
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Mortgage contract heterogeneity in the United Kingdom

Growing competition in the mortgage market has been accompanied by a

proliferation of mortgage contract designs. This can be a good thing, in that

consumers can adopt different positions with regard to interest rate risk,

and their desired payment profiles. Chapter 1 noted these choices as an

important dimension of the efficiency of housing finance systems. How-

ever, we have seen that some empirical research suggests the possibility of

excess of innovation in the mortgage market. Certainly the increased

extent and complexity of mortgage choices available might lead to con-

sumers misreporting their mortgage type. Mortgage choice research is

based upon discrete choice modelling, and it is known that this type of

statistical estimation is particularly prone to problems if the choices are

misclassified (Hausmann & Scott Morton 1994; Leece 2000a, 2001a). This

is far from being a trivial or over technical econometric problem. This type

of error can lead the researcher to draw erroneous conclusions relating to

the impact and statistical significance of key variables.12

Leece (2000a) and Leece (2001a) estimate a discrete choice model of FRM/

VRM mortgage choice, which allows for classification error in the depend-

ent variable. The research did not identify the extent of classification error

due to misreporting by borrowers; most of the errors arose from an algo-

rithm designed to deduce the mortgage type from other data, but it did

demonstrate the likely significance of this problem for the estimation of

mortgage choice equations. Classification error had a large impact on the

estimated impact of key variables such as interest rates and personal

characteristics such as age. The importance of this type of error can be

gauged from the statistical results reported in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 shows three sets of results. The first column is the biased sample

which includes the misclassified observations. The second column reports

results using a technique that includes the extent of classification error as

a further endogenously determined variable – thus this controls for such

error. The third column is a sample with what are thought to be misclas-

sified observations removed, so that the problem should not be evident at

all. Casual inspection of the results across models by variable indicates the

extent to which the estimates and their precision and efficiency, as indi-

cated by the size of standard errors, varies. There are, in fact, a number of

reasons for using two techniques (Model 2 and Model 3) which control for

classification error in the dependent variable.

First, estimating Model 2 involves the use of complex non-linear estima-

tion techniques that are often unstable, so that finding an alternative
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means of controlling for this problem provides a useful check and might be

preferred. Second, Model 3 actually identifies and excludes potentially

misclassified observations and this can be very useful if we wish to esti-

mate simultaneous equation models, say, the potentially simultaneous

determination of mortgage demand and choice of mortgage instrument.

Third, Model 3 allows some triangulation of the estimation results by

providing another means of dealing with classification error. The observa-

tions thought to be misclassified are identified using a ‘jack knife after

bootstrap’ which is a method that estimates the statistical model on a

number of samples which excludes a given observation to detect its

impact; it is thus able to pinpoint those observations exerting a high degree

of leverage on any bias in the estimated coefficients.13

The research used data from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS

1991–1994) consisting of 304 observations. The results in Table 8.1 reveal

the potential variation in the standard errors of estimates when estimated

equations suffer from classification error in the dependent variable. The

standard errors in Model 1, which does not control for the problem, are

generally larger than those for the same variables in Model 2 and Model 3.

For example, look at the standard errors on ‘Age’. Model 3 which excludes

potentially misclassified variables altogether provides the most precise

estimates. We might tentatively view Model 3 as representing the ‘true’

picture, but be wary of any biases arising out of the exclusion of some

observations, though no particular selectivity problems were detected in

this study.

The research indicated that resampling techniques can provide acceptable

estimates in the face of bias induced by classification error.14 It was shown

that the heterogeneity of mortgage contracts can create potentially im-

portant measurement problems for the investigator. Not only might a

wide variety of mortgage instruments generate excessive search costs,

but it might also increase the likelihood of measurement error in the

form of misclassification. Dealing with such an error is not straightfor-

ward; for example, the researcher must have some confidence in the actual

specification of the discrete choice model and be sure that there are no

significant missing variables. More research is needed in this area of

econometric analysis and this will be of great interest to the study of

mortgage choices.

An interesting argument is that misclassification may actually reflect

some underlying phenomenon in addition to misreporting. It might be

the case that the increasing complexity of the mortgage market results

in some consumers making ‘inappropriate’ choices. Misclassification is
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then endogenous to the process of mortgage market competition and

innovation. Another example is ‘mis-selling’ (or agency problems) which

might be a phenomenon that revealed itself through detectable classifica-

tion error (see Leece 2000c). Thus classification error may not just be a

measurement or recording problem, but be inappropriate sales or decisions

endogenous to competitive mortgage market innovation and proliferating

mortgage choices.15 Again much more research into consumer choices and

lender behaviour in this area would be welcome.

The simultaneous determination of mortgage demand

and choice of mortgage type (UK)

The study of the simultaneous determination of the choice of mort-

gage instrument and the level of housing services, and implicitly mortgage

demand, is far more advanced in the US. It is clearly a potentially import-

ant issue and relates to the impact of mortgage market innovation on

housing demand and the demand for housing finance. The previous dis-

cussion noted how in principle mortgage costs are endogenously deter-

mined. However, the theoretical discussion in Chapter 7 also argued

that correctly priced mortgage instruments ought to have no effect on

mortgage/housing demand. This is clearly an important issue for macro-

economic policy in the UK where there is an argument that a move-

ment towards long-term fixed rate debt would add to macroeconomic

stability.

Interestingly, UK research has found no evidence for the simultaneous

determination of mortgage size (or real housing expenditure) and choice of

mortgage design. This result applies to both the endowment/repayment

choice (Leece 1995b, 2000a), and the choice between the VRM and the

FRM (Leece 2000a, 2001a). Of course, in a no arbitrage perfectly competi-

tive economy there is no reason for the choice of mortgage instrument to

have any impact upon housing/mortgage demand. However, the lack of

simultaneity does not necessarily reflect optimum pricing in a risk-neutral

no arbitrage economy. There are a number of reasons why this simultan-

eity may not be evident in the UK case.

The ‘mis-selling’ of certain mortgage contracts may have induced some

separability in the two decisions (Leece 2000c) ). That is housing and

mortgage decisions may become decoupled where there are agency prob-

lems resulting from the reward to third party salespersons. Empirical

evidence also points to borrowers making their decisions on the basis of

the relative cost of the various types of mortgage and adopting a rather
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short-term perspective on costs and interest rate expectations (Leece

2000a, 2000b). For example, the choice between a VRM and an FRM has

been characterised as a gamble against short-run interest rate movements,

often informed by the current level of the nominal mortgage interest rate

(Leece 2000b). In this case housing expenditures and instrument choice

may not be so closely related, and simultaneity will not be apparent. Once

again these results may be contingent upon circumstances obtaining in

the early to mid-1990s, and invite further research.

A comparison of United States and United Kingdom research

Fixed rate mortgages in the UK still remain largely short to medium term

in the period for which the interest rate is fixed. In the US 15-year and

30-year fixed rate deals predominate. The widespread use of variable rate

debt is also a key and important characteristic of the UK economy. Though

the UK and US mortgage markets differ in important ways it is still

possible to draw some general conclusions regarding research into the

choice of mortgage instrument. For example, research in both economies

has suggested the importance of the level of mortgage interest rates for

informing interest rate expectations.

The negative sign found for the impact of the FRM–ARM differential on

ARM choice in US studies has suggested the importance of comparative

costs. The equivalent FRM–VRM differential in the UK was not found to

be significant, at least for the early to mid-1990s. However, a cursory view

of recent UK mortgage choices does suggest a strong negative relationship

between the FRM–ARM premium and FRM take up. The increased use of

discounts (‘teaser rates’) and a period of negative FRM premiums may

account for much of this relationship. ‘Teaser rates’ or discounts have

been demonstrated as important in US research and merit more attention

from UK mortgage market researchers.

The question of the simultaneity of mortgage/housing demand and the

choice of mortgage instrument is another important area where there are

interesting contrasts between the two economies. The need to correct for

the endogeneity of mortgage choice and interest rate costs in US housing

demand equations is reasonably well established.16 This was not the case

for the UK. This may reflect the existence of agency problems in third

party sales of mortgages (‘mis-selling’), or it may be a result of the short-

term nature of UK contract designs and borrowers behaviour. In either case

the choice of mortgage instrument may become decoupled from the

demand for housing services and mortgage size.
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The other key issue identified in this chapter is the heterogeneity of

mortgage contracts. This raised the interesting question of whether or

not such heterogeneity generated excessive search costs for borrowers.

Findings from the US suggested that there was an excess of mortgage

designs, though more research into this is needed, particularly for other

economies and at other times. Of more general concern were the potential

estimation problems that faced the investigator when mortgage choices

might be subject to the risk of misclassification. Such misclassification

could also reflect agency problems. It would be interesting to test mis-

classification models on US data.

An overview of empirical work on the choice of mortgage

instrument

The introduction to this chapter noted the importance of understanding

how individuals, or households, actually choose from the menu of mort-

gage contracts available to them. Chapter 7 introduced some theoretical

explanations for mortgage contract heterogeneity. These ranged from the

desire to achieve a preferred payment profile to establishing a separating

equilibrium in the mortgage market. In many ways theory has raced ahead

of empirical application in this area. However, empirical research has

revealed a number of important influences upon mortgage choices.

This is particularly true of interest rate variables such as the FRM–ARM

premium, and the term structure of interest rates. The discussion

in Chapter 7 noted how different perspectives on affordability, or

portfolio considerations could generate different models. For example, the

importance of various covariances in the latter case.

Affordability is a key aspect of mortgage choice in both US and UK

research. Brueckner (1993) predicted that at low interest rates FRM take

up would be higher, a result that is generally confirmed. Borrowers will be

more willing to lock in at low interest rates, though the possibility that

borrowers may adopt regressive interest rate expectations should also be

considered (Jones et al. 1995; Leece 2000a, 2001a). Interestingly, the

Brueckner model also indicated a high take up of FRMs when the term

structure was flat, that is when borrowers may be less worried about the

gradient of their anticipated payment profile. The latter prediction was

contradicted by two studies (Brueckner & Follain 1988 and Dhillon et al.

1987), albeit weakly, but more recent research by Phillips & Vanderhoff

(1992) has suggested that the result may hold. Cursory evidence from

the UK (see Figure 8.1 and discussion) also indicates the importance of
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affordability. It may be advisable to estimate disaggregated equations,

or model interactions, to capture variations in behaviour between

households.

The choice of mortgage instrument is invariably complex and some

models have yet to be explicitly tested. For example, the theoretical simu-

lations of Alm & Follain (1987) stress the covariance of house prices,

incomes, inflation and mortgage interest rates. Data problems have prob-

ably been the main contributor to the lack of empirical testing of these

relationships. Similarly more recent theoretical work on the role of differ-

ent mortgage instruments as signals has not yet received full econometric

treatment. However, there is some evidence that default and prepayment

behaviour do vary by mortgage instrument (e.g. Ambrose & LaCour Little

2001). There is scope for considerably more empirical research in the area

of signalling and screening via mortgage instrument choice.

For the UK Leece (2000b) has suggested that the endowment/repayment

choice could reflect a sorting into liquidity and not-liquidity constrained

borrowers, indicating a broader range of characteristics that might be

signalled through mortgage choice. The issue of self-selection that arises

out of separating equilibrium has important implications, not only for a

better understanding of household behaviour, but also in forecasting the

variability of cash flows to the securitised mortgage market, and thus the

valuation of mortgage-backed securities. There are also implications for

consumer welfare, for example the possibility of mortgage rationing for

some borrowers, or even the inducement to borrow more than necessary

under a full information credit market equilibrium. Though there is some

empirical investigation of these matters (Harrison et al. 2004) more inves-

tigations are needed.

The analysis of lender behaviour also requires more extensive treatment.

The work of Jones et al. (1995) is particularly important in incorporating

the supply side of the mortgage market into the analysis of mortgage

instrument choice. The authors argue that during periods when the term

structure of interest rates is steep, that is interest rate increases are antici-

pated, US lenders encourage the take up of adjustable rather than fixed rate

mortgages. The importance of supply side behaviour was also suggested in

the discussion of complications arising out of the wide variety of contracts

available. Agency problems and ‘mis-selling’ should also be part of any

research agenda into mortgage choices. In a world where markets are not

complete and there are significant information problems consumer wel-

fare may be materially effected by the choice of mortgage instruments

available, and the influences exerted upon the choice.
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Summary and conclusions

The emphasis both in Chapter 7, and in this chapter, has been upon the

basis of mortgage contract heterogeneity. In some world views correctly

priced mortgage contracts should leave borrowers indifferent between

them, and most models assume that this is the case for lenders. Thus if

borrowers are observed to be making systematic choices then understand-

ing the basis upon which they do this is important, and reflects upon the

rationale for the existence of a variety of contract designs. The existence of

systematic determinants of choice between different types of mortgage

instrument also raises the possibility that this choice and mortgage/hous-

ing demand are simultaneously determined, though there is no evidence of

this as yet for the UK.

The differences in the housing finance systems of the US and the UK was

evident in both the different menus of mortgage contracts available, and

the different findings of empirical research into the choice of mortgage

instrument. Generally US research had found for the importance of the

premium on fixed rate debt and long-term interest rate expectations evi-

dent in the term structure of interest rates. The UK research had high-

lighted the short-term perspective of decision making, and the focus on

movements in short-term interest rates. This was partly the result of the

contract choices available, such as short-term rather than long-term fixed

rate debt, also through the treatment of prepayment risk through redemp-

tion penalties. There remains much more interesting research to be done

on the short-versus long-run perspective in borrowers’ choices and how

this varies between housing finance systems.

One common factor between the US and UK was the wide range of

mortgage instruments available. Contract heterogeneity also suggested

two areas that merited much further research. First, the actual degree of

substitutability between mortgage types and the link with search costs.

Second, the consequences of increased consumer choice for potential

problems in measurement and econometric estimation of choice models,

together with the problems of asymmetric information and agency prob-

lems that estimates of misclassification might also be detecting. The

heterogeneity of mortgage contract design has other implications. For

example, loan performance, that is default and prepayment behaviour,

might differ by mortgage type. However, before assessing the role of con-

tract design further, there is a need to examine the basis of mortgage

valuation and its links to prepayment and default.
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Guide to further reading

For a clear discussion of some of the technical issues involved in the

simultaneity of mortgage demand and the choice of mortgage instrument

the student can do no better than read the seminal piece by Brueckner &

Follain (1988). For a further exposition of the issues involved in detecting

and correcting for classification error in a discrete dependent variable then

see Hausmann & Scott Morton (1994), and for an application to mortgage

choices including correction using ‘jack-knife after bootstrap’ see Leece

(2001a). Research into the choice of mortgage instrument has been sparse

in recent years, further research in this important area is eagerly awaited.

Notes

1 For example, it has been argued that the ARM increases aggregate housing

demand and reduces the interest rate elasticity of housing demand (Goodman

1992, p. 1).

2 If the premium is viewed simply as a relative cost then interest rate expecta-

tions are typically modelled using a variable reflecting the term structure of

interest rates, with variations in expectations assumed to be captured by the

error term.

3 For example, the presence of children in a household is used as an indicator of

risk aversion, and the discount rate; age is used as a measure of expected

increases in income.

4 This result, of course, contradicts the usual cross sectional finding where esti-

mation relies upon variations in mortgage costs across states with expectations

assumed constant across individuals.

5 Also, see Green & Shilling (1997).

6 See the discussion in Chapter 7.

7 Interestingly, Brueckner & Follain (1988) find that the expansion of ARMs in the

early 1980s had little to do with aggressive pricing and low ‘teaser rates’ but

rather emerged from affordability and liquidity issues associated with the general

level of interest rates (Brueckner & Follain 1987, p. 100).

8 This result may be specific to the time period studied as later developments such

as heavy discounting of variable rate debt encouraged younger households to

take up this form of mortgage contract.

9 Of course, this explanation is not incompatible with a simple affordability

argument where at low rates the advantage of adopting cheaper ARMs (VRM)

is less. However, given the inherent variability of the VRM, some short-run

expectations mechanism is likely to be important for cash constrained

borrowers. In a sense this is also emphasised by the importance of the degree

of apparent stickiness of the VRM rate.
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10 The difference between the FRM–VRM in this case also reflects discounts or

‘teaser rates’ which will be relevant when the premium is positive thus

dampening demand for the FRM.

11 It is worth noting that the Canadian mortgage market exhibits similar contract-

ual features to that in the United Kingdom (see Breslaw et al. 1996).

12 Equation (8.1) gives a standard probit log likelihood function. Equation (8.2)

gives the same equation amended to incorporate estimates of the degree of

classification error.

ln L ¼
X

y¼0i
ln [1 �F(b0xi)] þ

X

yi¼1

lnF(b0xi) (8:1)

ln L ¼
X

y¼0i
ln [(1 � a) þ (2a� 1)�F(b0xi)] þ

X

yi¼1

ln [aþ (1 � 2a)�F(b0xi)] (8:2)

For equations (8.1) and (8.2) b are the parameters to be estimated and x is the

vector of independent variables. The usual standard normal probability distri-

bution function F applies. The probit given in equation (8.1) is modified to

allow for the endogenous determination of the extent of classification error

(see Hausmann & Scott Morton 1994; Leece 2000a, 2001a). This involves

estimation of the amended log likelihood given in equation (8.2); where a is

the probability that an observation is misclassified. The particular correction

given in expression (8.2) assumes that classification error is equally balanced

between observations coded 1 or 0; other modifications are possible.

13 For a discussion of this technique see Efron & Tibshirani (1993).

14 It is important to note that classification error of this type is not determined by

any missing variable and is more than the usual random error. With classifica-

tion error in the dependent variable choices which would otherwise have a high

probability of being coded correctly are incorrectly coded, as opposed to differ-

ences in classification through random error.

15 This perspective suggests that there is indeed an underlying or ‘deep model’

that constitutes the appropriate choice framework and that problems arising

out of information asymmetry reveal themselves in subsequent biases. Leece

(2000b) has demonstrated that information asymmetry between lender and

borrower can be so high that agency problems lead to pathological mis-selling

where the ‘deep model’ is not retrievable.

16 An exception, at least implicitly, is the findings of Goodman (1992) who in a

time series study, notes that the introduction of the ARM had little effect on

aggregate mortgage demand.
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9
The Risky Mortgage Contract

and Embedded Options: Mortgage

Valuation and Household Behaviour

Introduction

This chapter explores the option theoretic approach to decision making and

considers how a mortgage can be valued using the option valuation models

developed in financial economics. Mortgages are particularly complex fi-

nancial instruments to value and to price. The analysis requires several

critical assumptions regarding the nature of the economic environment.

There are no arbitrage opportunities, both borrowers and lenders are risk-

neutral and there is no asymmetric information. Adopting an option theor-

etic approach to mortgage valuation can give important insights into the

prepayment and default decisions of wealth-maximising households, it

provides an important rationale for the study of these behaviours, that is

the valuation of mortgage-backed securities. Lenders may benefit from

knowing the prepayment (interest rate) risk of their portfolios of debt and

mortgage-backed securities (Follain et al. 1992). Adopting this approach

also offers some key insights into the basis of mortgage design.

The chapter begins with an overview of the approach to mortgage valu-

ation and introduces the idea of the risky mortgage. Modelling stochastic

behaviour is fundamental to valuing assets based upon contingent claims.

Having demonstrated the general approach to valuing mortgage debt, and

presented the stochastic differential equation that determines its value,

the chapter considers the conditions (that is, boundary conditions) that fix

the critical values of key variables. For example, the mortgage interest rate

and the house price at which default and prepayment become optimal.

To render this complex material accessible there is an emphasis upon



diagrammatic treatment. However, there are several key equations and

mathematical expressions that make it helpful to broadly understand.

An overview of the option theoretic approach to mortgage

valuation

The valuation of a mortgage contract can be seen as the value of three

different forms of security. The actual contract terms, and the discounted

cash flows to the lender (using the current market rate of interest) can be

represented as a non-callable bond. However, the borrower has both the

option to prepay or to default on the mortgage. The option to default is a

put option involving the possibility of selling the property back to the

lender to repay the outstanding debt. The option to prepay is a call option

involving the possibility of buying back the outstanding mortgage balance

by prepaying the debt early. Consequently, the value of a mortgage is a

composite of the non-callable bond, the call and the put option. An

example of a mortgage option having value is a fixed rate mortgage

which looks expensive at current interest rates. This makes prepayment

look desirable, but if this was done then the option to default and the

chance of refinancing under even more favourable terms would be lost.

The modelling presented in this chapter is based upon the idea that the

household maximises its wealth by minimising the value of its mortgage

debt. So what is meant by the value of a mortgage? Take the example of a

household with a fixed rate contract. The cash flows on this contract can

be discounted at the current market rate of interest. Assume that the

current mortgage rate is lower than the contract rate. Discounting the

mortgage payments at the current mortgage rate, over its expected life,

will increase the present value of the cash flows. A wealth maximising

mortgage holder will be tempted to quit this contract and adopt an alter-

native lower value mortgage. Remember that prepayment might not take

place depending upon the values of the embedded call and put options. The

value of these options reduces the value of the mortgage to the borrower.

That is, they are benefits that reduce the liability.

NV(r, k) ¼ A(r, k)� BOOK (9:1)

If the fixed rate on the mortgage is equal to the current market rate of

interest then the discounted present value of future cash flows on that

contract will equal the amount borrowed, or book value. Thus mortgage

valuation also offers an implicit pricing formulae for a mortgage, that is

setting a price where the value of the debt equals the current loan balance.
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This equality requires that the term structure of interest rates is flat, that

is there is no expectation of increases in interest rates and no premium for

this in the price. Given this, then equation (9.1) represents the net value of

a mortgage NV(r, k). This is defined for a current market rate of interest r,

and the time to maturity k. The net value is the difference between the

cash flows due on the current contract discounted at the market rate of

interest A(r, k) and the book value (BOOK). The wealth maximising house-

hold will wish to minimise this difference. The net value in equation (9.1)

can be alternatively described as the extent to which the option to prepay

is ‘in the money’, or the intrinsic value of the debt. However, we also need

to consider the value of the options to prepay or default, together with

transaction costs arising from mortgage termination.

Kau et al. (1992) present a nice general form for the effects of prepayment

and default on gross mortgage value. Expression (9.2) represents the value

of a mortgage in terms of the noted present value of the contractual

payments on the mortgage A(r, k) discounted at the current spot rate of

interest r, less a joint possibility of default or prepayment J(r, H, k). Equa-

tion (9.3) shows the joint probability to consist of the put option to default

D(r, H, k) and the call option to prepay C(r, H, k). The arguments in paren-

thesis are the variables that determine the value of the non-callable bond

and the options. These are the interest rate r, the time to maturity k, and

an additional factor influencing the value of both the call and the put

option, the house price H. Note that time is represented in a variety of

ways in the literature, being the age of the mortgage, current point of time,

time to maturity and time of maturity. For purposes of consistency the

discussion in this chapter generally uses the time to maturity, k, to

represent time, the other indicators being implicit in this measure.

The value of the mortgage given by V(r, H, k) in expression (9.2) can be

described as the value of the risky mortgage, or a callable (and with Federal

guarantees default free) bond. Clearly the value of the risky mortgage is a

function of the stochastic behaviour of interest rates and house prices, that

is, it is the stochastic behaviour of these variables that effects size of pay

offs to the options. Having examined the components of the value of the

risky mortgage, the discussion of prepayment and default, later in this

chapter, will return to the kind of comparison made in expression (9.1).

The contractual terms of the mortgage contract determine the boundary

conditions for any option valuation model.

There are two important things to note regarding the general expression

for the mortgage value given in expression (9.2). First, prepayment and

default decisions are determined endogenously by the variables r, k and H.
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This means that prepayment and default are treated as functions of these

financial variables. However, some prepayment and default can arise out

of exogenous effects, for example, moving house when the mortgage is not

assumable will generate a prepayment. Equally, adverse life events such as

unemployment may induce default. For the moment such factors are

ignored and the focus is upon the financial calculations implied by the

option theoretic approach.

V(r, H, k) ¼ A(r, k)� J(r, H, k) (9:2)

J(r, H, k) ¼ D(r, H, k)þC(r, H, k) (9:3)

The second point to note is that the prepayment and default decisions are

interdependent. For example, exercising the default option precludes exer-

cising the prepayment option. This is the reason for including house price

behaviour in the prepayment function, that is at very low house prices

default will dominate. In empirical work this interdependence has been

recognised by the estimation of so called competing risk models, a topic to

be considered in Chapter 10. The links between the prepayment and

default decision are discussed below.

Of course, the valuation of mortgage-backed securities depends upon the

valuation of the underlying risky asset (the mortgage). The value of this

pass through security is modelled in the same way as the underlying

mortgage. However, the cash flows to the pass through security holder

are different. Pay outs on the MBS must reflect the fact that mortgage

terminations lead to a return of the outstanding balance. It is worth noting

that from the MBS security holders’ perspective default and prepayment

has the same effect, that is they are both terminations of cash flows. The

main point is that the valuation of the MBS depends upon the prepayment

and default behaviour of the underlying mortgage holders (Schwartz &

Torous 1992). There are a number of alternative contingent claims models

for valuing residential mortgages and pass through securities. These

mainly differ in the number of variables used. Chatterjee et al. (1998)

find models with the two variables, short rate of interest and building

value, to be the most efficient. The discussion which follows uses these

two state variables.

The stochastic economic environment

The pure financial decisions to default or prepay are examined in the

context of a particular economic environment. The economy is assumed
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to be perfectly competitive and frictionless. There are no capital market

imperfections of the kind considered in previous chapters. This perfectly

competitive economy is one where it is not possible for traders in financial

assets to arbitrage by taking profits on risky securities. Under these cir-

cumstances risk adjustments can be made to the price of risky assets such

that their rate of return equals the risk-free rate of interest. In the absence

of arbitrage all traders can adopt long or short positions in securities to

obtain the risk-free rate of return. These risk adjustments are important

because we can now value a security (mortgage) by discounting its

expected cash flows at the risk-free rate of interest, equivalent to assuming

that both borrowers and lenders are risk-neutral.

The general discussion of the option theoretic approach to valuing the

risky mortgage noted the role of r and H in determining value. These are

the state variables and it is the stochastic behaviour of interest rates and

house prices that underpins the option-like characteristics of the risky

mortgage. For example, interest rate volatility will determine the value

of the option to prepay. It is assumed that the value of the contingent

security (the mortgage) has no effect on the fundamental determinants of

asset prices (e.g. house price). This analytical framework also means that

the personal characteristics and preferences of individuals have no impact

upon the value of the risky mortgage.

How then can we represent the stochastic behaviour of the state variables,

which underpin mortgage valuation? Equation (9.4) represents the

expected behaviour of interest rates. Interest rate changes, dr, are expected

to occur at a rate mr(r, H, t) where r is the spot rate of interest, H is the level

of house prices and t is a point of time t. The argument st(r, H, t) is the

instantaneously adjusted standard deviation. The term dzr is a Wiener

process, which ensures that interest rate changes proceed in a random

independently distributed unbiased manner, that is they follow Brownian

motion. Equation (9.5) shows the same process for the stochastic deter-

mination of house prices, dH. The disturbance terms of interest rate and

house price changes dzr, dzH may also be correlated through r(r, H, t).

dr ¼ mr(r, H, t)dtþ sr(r, H, t)dzr (9:4)

dH ¼ mH(r, H, t)dtþ sH(r, H, t)dzH (9:5)

In a perfectly competitive no arbitrage economy continuously traded

assets have an expected rate of return that equals the risk-free rate of

interest. This is not a problem when we treat property as a continuously

traded asset. Finding a risk adjustment for interest rates is a problem
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because a positive term structure with interest rates expected to rise can

lead to a risk premium added to the current rate. In this case the no

arbitrage modelling becomes extremely complex. One solution is to

assume that the spot rate of interest contains all of the information

implicit in the term structure. This is known as the Local Expectations

Hypothesis (LEH).1 This is the assumption adopted here.

The analysis has now established how the state variables behave stochas-

tically through time, and noted that in a perfectly competitive no arbitrage

economy risk-neutrality can be assumed. The general framework for

evaluating the value of a mortgage can now be considered. That is, the

expected value of the risky mortgage can be determined. This in turn will

offer important insights into the default and prepayment decisions of

households and the relationship between them.

Valuing a mortgage: the general framework

How then does the stochastic behaviour of the interest rate and house

prices generate the value of a mortgage in an option’s valuation frame-

work? Equation (9.6) represents a general Black–Scholes valuation equa-

tion for a derivative asset, in this case the previously defined risky

mortgage. The expression presents the present value of a mortgage

V(r, H, t) at time t, with an expected terminal value of V(r, H, T), dis-

counted continuously at the risk-free rate of interest,

(e
�
RT

k

~rr(t)dt

);

from the terminal date T. The expected value is a function of the final

values of the two state variables H and r emerging from the stochastic

processes given by equations (9.4) and (9.5). The term ÊE is the expectations

operator, the ‘hat’ indicating that the expected cash flows have been

appropriately adjusted for the price of risk.

V(r, H, t) ¼ ÊE[e
�
RT

t

~rr(t)dt

V(r, H, T)] (9:6)

Equation (9.6) offers a way of understanding the nature of mortgage valu-

ation in a perfectly competitive no arbitrage economy. However, the ap-

proach implies a method of solution, that is looking forward in time to the

terminal value (see Kau & Keenan 1995; Schwartz & Torous 1989a, 1989b,
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1991).2 What would be useful is a means of backward rather than forward

calculation. Forward calculation usually involves a projection of interest

rate and house price paths using say a Monte Carlo simulation. This

exercise involves a fundamental contradiction. The future value of a mort-

gage depends upon the termination date, which depends in turn on the

decision to prepay or default. However, the decision to prepay or default

depends upon the value of the mortgage. Though not without its own

difficulties, backward calculation from a given terminal value does over-

come this logical problem. The backward calculation begins with the

known terminal value at which the mortgage matures, and works back

incrementally to give a value of the mortgage at the initial interest rate and

house price.

It should be noted here that there is a significant difference between the

option to prepay and the option to default. The option to prepay can be

exercised at any time. This makes the prepayment option equivalent to

the so called American option for which there is no specific expiry date. In

contrast it is not sensible to exercise the option to default having just made

a mortgage payment. Therefore the default option is reviewed at the end of

each payment period when the payment is actually due. In this sense there

is not a single default option but a series of European-type options, that is

options that have specific dates when they expire. Solving for the value of

the default option, say by using numerical analysis, then the value of the

default option both before and after the last payment must be identified.

A method of evaluating equation (9.6) that involves backward calculation

is represented by the second order differential equation given by (9.7)

where equation (9.6) is a solution to this equation. This is the so called

fundamental equation and it is based upon the no arbitrage solution that

any security whose value depends upon contingent claims will have an

expected return equal to the risk-free rate of return plus a risk adjustment.

The value of any mortgage will still equal the risk adjusted present value of

its expected net cash flows, as indicated in (9.6). The variables in equation

(9.7) are as previously defined.3 This equation can be solved using numer-

ical methods. Some researchers have preferred to use the discrete time

binomial pricing method. For a lucid application of this approach see

Follain et al. (1992) and Kau & Keenan (1995) for a comparison of solutions

involving assumptions of discrete or continuous time.4
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The discussion, which follows, will utilise the fundamental equation given

by expression (9.7), though the explanation will also involve representing

this equation graphically. The boundary conditions, which determine opti-

mum prepayment and default, arise from the terms of the mortgage con-

tract (e.g. the coupon rate). These termination decisions will be explored on

the assumption that borrowers are wealth maximisers. The analysis will

also proceed on the assumption that the mortgage is a fixed rate instru-

ment. The implications of an adjustable or variable rate mortgage for mort-

gage valuation are discussed later in the chapter. The emphasis throughout

is on the implications of the option theoretic framework for the analysis

and prediction of household behaviour in the mortgage market.

The prepayment behaviour of the wealth maximising

borrower

The option theoretic approach to mortgage valuation offers an explanation

of prepayment behaviour. This behaviour results from breaching a bound-

ary condition for the value of a risky mortgage involving those values of H

and r which induce prepayment. This boundary is known as a free bound-

ary because the borrower can prepay the debt at any time during the life of

the current mortgage contract, and will do so depending upon the combin-

ation of r and H. This is the main reason why we work backwards to

estimate the current mortgage value. The decision to prepay depends

upon the future value of the mortgage so that working backwards allows

the conditions when prepayment is likely to take place to be determined.

This also has the important implication that the decision to prepay a

mortgage depends not only upon whether it is currently ‘in the money’

but also upon the anticipated future values of H and r, and thus the value

of the option to prepay.

The analysis in this, and the following section, proceeds on the assumption

that prepayment and default are separate decisions. This is particularly

useful when presenting diagrammatic explanations of either prepayment

or default behaviour. We also retain the focus upon prepayment which

takes place for financial reasons only. In other words, the prepayment

decision is endogenously determined within the option based model.

Such financial prepayment is compatible with the assumption that the

borrower aims to maximise his or her wealth and will prepay when such

behaviour is consistent with this objective. Other motives for both prepay-

ment and default will be discussed in Chapter 10.

A call option on a mortgage can be said to be ‘in the money’ when the

value of mortgage exceeds the outstanding balance on the debt (book
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value), as indicated in expression (9.1). The balance can also be considered

the price that the borrower pays to exercise the option to prepay. There are

two complications to this view of when a mortgage should be prepaid. It

may not always maximise expected wealth to exercise the call option

when it is ‘in the money’. First, once the option is exercised then it cannot

be used again, that is the option has value. Interest rates may fall further in

the next period increasing the value of the current debt even further.

Second, transaction costs may arise when prepaying the mortgage. Both

of these features are readily incorporated into the analysis.

Expression (9.8) follows the logic of Follain et al. (1992)5 and indicates the

inequality, which would trigger prepayment. This includes the value of

the option to prepay C(r, k), that is we now use the arguments of the risky

mortgage, and also include transaction costs TC. The outstanding mort-

gage balance is denoted by OB (or alternatively book value, BOOK). The

borrower prepays when the gain on refinancing exceeds the transaction

costs of prepayment plus the value of the call option treated as if it is a

publicly traded security.

A(r, T)�OB � C(r, T)þ TC (9:8)

Green & LaCour Little (1999) make the interesting point that the loss of the

value of the call option on prepayment is to some extent offset by the option

acquired with the new mortgage. Assuming that these two options cancel

out can be a useful device for empirical work where the focus can then be on

the pure refinancing strategy subject to transaction costs.6 Yang & Maris

(1996) also offer an interesting perspective by examining the effect of uncer-

tainty regarding the holding period of the mortgage, that is the T in expres-

sion (9.8) is considered stochastic. The results of Yang & Maris suggest that

the model with certainty underestimates the interest rate differential re-

quired to financially justify prepayment. These considerations will be im-

portant when we address the issue of why some households do not prepay

their mortgage debt when the financial conditions suggest that it is optimal

to do so. The question will be whether premature, delayed or non-occurring

prepayments represent sub-optimal behaviour.

A diagrammatic treatment of the wealth maximising prepayment
decision

Further insight into the decision rule on when to prepay can be gleaned

from a diagrammatic treatment of the issue. Figure 9.1 follows Quigley &

Van Order (1990) and illustrates the optimal prepayment rule. The dotted

line shows the inverse relationship between the value of the non-callable
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bond component of the mortgage and the current interest rate. This would

correspond to the value A(r, T) in expression (9.8). The line labelled Par is

the par or book value of the mortgage. The mortgage is assumed to be of a

given age to maturity. The curves Z, X and Y represent the relationship

between the value of a callable mortgage, that is the risky mortgage, and

the interest rate. The three curves represent different solutions to equation

(9.7) (using just the one state variable r in this case). Adopting the local

expectations hypothesis we can interpret changes in the interest rate as

changes in the term structure.

There are an infinite number of valuation curves, satisfying equation (9.7).

These possibilities reflect the number of ways that the coupon rate and

risk adjusted capital gains can be combined to produce the risk-free rate of

return. The conditions of the mortgage contract (e.g. the coupon rate) and

the face value fix the valuation curve and provide an interior solution

where the par or book value provides the boundary. The optimal interest

rate r�, at which prepayment takes place is the point of tangency between

the curve representing the value of the callable (risky) mortgage and the

par value of the debt. Note that this equality implies that the market has

already priced the value of the call option on the mortgage, that is it is

presumed to be efficient from the borrower’s point of view, no observable

surplus accrues to the borrower at this point (Quigley & Van Order 1990).

The curve Z is relevant to the borrower who faces zero transaction

costs. The curve X demonstrates the effect of transaction costs. From the

borrower’s perspective the par value of the debt they face is increased by

Z Y X

Par +C

Par

r

Mortgage value
Non-callable bond

Figure 9.1 Mortgage prepayment and the wealth maximising borrower.
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transactions costs (C). The critical point now is the point of tangency

between Y and (Par þ C). Introducing transactions costs do not markedly

shift the interest rate at which prepayment occurs (r�) and both points are

examples of what is termed ‘ruthless prepayment’. Quigley & Van Order

note that the existence of transactions costs ‘drive a wedge’ between what

the borrower pays and the lender receives. The curve Y takes the lender

perspective whereby the lender only ever receives the par value of a loan at

r� whereas the mortgage is worth more than par to the borrower.

Transaction costs will feature in the empirical analysis of prepayment

behaviour. Bennett et al. (2000) used the idea of the vega threshold in

their theoretical work on prepayment. The vega is a measure of the rela-

tionship between the option value and changes in interest rate volatility.

The theory suggests that volatility has its greatest impact when an option

is ‘near the money’ rather than ‘in the money’. Transaction costs, which

may in turn be related to individual and household characteristics shift the

value of the vega and increase the optimum refinancing threshold.

The preceding discussion has provided the basis of the option theoretic

approach to mortgage prepayment in perfectly competitive markets. Mort-

gage prepayment can be described as ‘ruthless’ and is determined endogen-

ously by purely financial considerations. The contractual terms and the

outstanding mortgage balance establish the boundary conditions which

along with the valuation of the risky mortgage determine the optimum r at

which prepayment will take place. However, prepayment is not automatic

when a mortgage is ‘in the money’ because the option to prepay has value.

This option will be correctly priced in a perfectly competitive and efficient

capital market. The modelling of prepayment behaviour assumed no de-

fault. Default behaviour, however, is not trivial and the mortgage valu-

ation literature has paid increasing theoretical and empirical attention to

this phenomenon.

The default behaviour of the wealth maximising borrower

The discussion of prepayment behaviour suggested that this could occur

for purely financial reasons and be viewed as the ‘ruthless’ exercise of an

option to prepay. Default can occur for many reasons, such as unemploy-

ment, and factors impinging upon affordability, or the reduced ability to

service a mortgage such as a fall in income. Taking an option theoretic

perspective, the exercise of the option to default can also be described as

‘ruthless’ if it is motivated purely by the maximisation of the borrower’s

wealth. A default option can be said to be ‘in the money’ when the value of
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the property is less than the value of the mortgage debt. However, the

option to default also has value and a mortgage, which is ‘in the money’ in

this sense may not necessarily result in default.

The analysis is simplified initially by assuming away the option to prepay.

In this case the sole state variable is the house price and the path of this

variable and the instantaneous variance of the house price determine the

value of the put option to default. However, it will be shown that prepay-

ment behaviour is also important in establishing the boundary conditions

for the exercise of the default option. The interest rate is still important

but we assume that it is non stochastic. Equation (9.9) expresses the

default decision in terms of the inequality necessary for default to take

place. Expression (9.9) reminds us that the value of the mortgage is reduced

by the value of the option to default (D(H, k)) and that this alters the

likelihood of default when the default option is ‘in the money’ (that is

when the value of the non-callable bond exceeds the value of the house).

Transactions costs, TC, must also be covered before default is triggered.

A(r, k) � H þD(H, k)þ TC (9:9)

A diagrammatic treatment of the wealth maximising default
decision

Quigley & Van Order (1995) present a diagrammatic treatment of default

behaviour when the interest rate is assumed to be non-stochastic. This is

demonstrated in Figure 9.2. The horizontal line M is the value of the

45�

S

V*

M

0
House value

Mortgage value

X

Figure 9.2 Mortgage default and the wealth maximising borrower.

Source: Quigley, J.H. & R. Van Order (1995) Explicit tests of contingent claims models of

mortgage default, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics 11: 99–117.
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riskless mortgage, that is a non-callable bond. The 458 line represents

points where the balance of a mortgage equals the value of the house.

Thus points where M is above this 458 line mean that the riskless mort-

gage is greater than the value of the house. However, default will not

necessarily take place because the option to default itself has value. To

determine the conditions for optimal default we must examine the value

of the risky mortgage. This is represented by a PDE curve, which in this

case is the lowest curve that satisfies the PDE given by equation (9.7) (with

a known interest rate). The curve shows the relationship between the state

variable (house value) and the value of the mortgage. Note that for a

given book value of debt then different house prices represent different

loan-to-value ratios, a key variable in the empirical analysis of default.

The distance X denotes the value of the option to default. This distance

becomes zero at the point of tangency between the PDF and the 458 line

and default takes place. Optimal default occurs therefore at V� where the

value of the mortgage is minimised. Also at this point the house is of

sufficient value to cover the remaining mortgage balance after deducting

the expected loss to the lender from default (S). The distance S is the

amount by which the option must be ‘in the money’ at default. The PDE

asymptotes towards the value of the riskless mortgage, that is the option

to default approaches zero value as the value of the property increases. The

extent to which the option is ‘in the money’ (X), is the amount that a

competitive mortgage insurer would charge to cover the risk of mortgage

default.

The model assumes that there are no transaction costs and no adverse

effects on credit ratings arising from default, so called reputation costs,

though these are easily incorporated into the analysis (see expression

(9.10) ). However, the approach clearly demonstrates the case of ‘ruthless’

default by the wealth maximising household. Default occurs when the

value of the risky mortgage is less than the value of the house. There are

similarities here with ‘ruthless’ exercise of the prepayment option where

the option value must be entered into the equation. However, as earlier

discussion suggested, the separate treatment of prepayment and default

behaviour can be a little misleading. Closer analysis reveals some import-

ant interactions between these two phenomena.

The links between prepayment and default behaviour

Research using numerical simulation focuses upon the effects of changes

in the state variables, and their volatilities, upon the value of the risky
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mortgage debt (Kau & Keenan 1995; Pereira et al. 2002). This involves

analysis of the different components of the risky mortgage, that is the

embedded options and the value of the cash flows on the debt. Default

and prepayment are seen as a joint probability of mortgage termination.

A related consideration, and the main focus of empirical work, is the likely

rates of default and prepayment. Numerical analysis offers insights into

interactions between prepayment and default value, and thus mortgage

termination behaviour (Schwartz & Torous 1992).

It is necessary to examine the relationship between each of the compon-

ents of mortgage value, including the value of the non-callable bond

(discounted payments). These in turn determine the overall value of the

risky debt which is a key element in the option to prepay or default (see

Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2). Thus the interactions can be quite complex and

ultimately have a bearing upon the fair pricing of a mortgage and the

valuation of insurance; default insurance in the US (Kau et al. 1993) and

mortgage indemnity guarantees in the UK (Pereira et al. 2002, 2003).

It is useful to think in terms of different regions, delineated by combin-

ations of the interest rate and house price, were the values of one or the

other of the options to terminate dominates. Correspondingly, the likeli-

hood of observing prepayment or default behaviour will vary in interest

rate/house price space (Deng et al. 2000). For example, numerical analysis

reveals that at low interest rates and high house prices the value of the

prepayment option is high (Pereira et al. 2002). This is because when

house prices are high the value of the default option is low and default is

less likely.

Schwartz & Torous (1992) show that at low interest rates it is possible to

have a mortgage value which exceeds the value of the property, which

suggests default, and a house value which is greater than the mortgage

balance which would argue against default. So the household would not be

facing negative equity but the interest rate charge on alternative debt

would be so low that it raises the value of the current mortgage above

the value of the property. In theory both the value of the mortgage and the

balance must be lower than the value of the property (see Figure 9.2) before

default occurs. When the constraints are inconsistent in this way prepay-

ment will dominate. Schwartz & Torous also note that at low house prices

default is likely to dominate prepayment, reducing the likelihood of pre-

payment to zero.

Changes in the economic environment are represented by changes in

interest rate and house price volatility. Increased interest rate volatility,
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ceteris paribus, raises the value of the option to prepay. Increased house

price volatility, ceteris paribus, raises the value of the option to default.

Thus the effects on the value of the risky mortgage depend upon the impact

of the respective volatilities on the value of the components of the joint

option to terminate. The volatility of interest rates also effects the value of

the cash flows attached to the debt. Higher volatility of interest rates should

increase the value of the cash flows to the mortgage. This effect occurs

because the relationship between the net present value of the fixed cash

flows and the discount rate is convex, so that lower discount rate outcomes

have a comparatively high positive impact on NPV. However, greater inter-

est rate volatility reduces the value of the risky mortgage via the option

values, reducing the likelihood of default and prepayment.7

Increased house price volatility has no impact upon the value of cash flows

attributable to the mortgage. However, higher house price volatility in-

creases the value of the option to default at the expense of the option to

prepay. With greater volatility of house prices it is more likely that a

change in the house price would reach the default region (Pereira et al.

2002). Consequently, the value of the risky mortgage will fall with in-

creases in house price volatility. This in turn makes prepayment less

likely. These effects and the other possibilities discussed above demon-

strate the complexity and competing nature of the interactions between

default and prepayment behaviour. However, the analysis so far has been

in terms of a fixed rate mortgage, a key question is how far option theoretic

arguments apply to mortgage designs other than the FRM?

The valuation of alternative mortgage instruments

and household behaviour

The analysis so far has focused on the case of a conventional (for the US)

fixed rate mortgage. Given the importance of the adjustable rate mortgage

in the US then the question naturally arises as to the implications of more

frequent interest rate adjustments for the valuation of an ARM mortgage

contract. This is also true of the variable rate mortgage (VRM) in the UK.

In addition, the fixed rate mortgage in the UK has some distinctive fea-

tures (Pereira et al. 2002); for example, the payment of redemption penal-

ties on refinancing. Examining variations in termination behaviour by

mortgage instrument further highlights the interaction between prepay-

ment and default option values.

Many aspects of the valuation procedure remain the same. We still need to

identify the underlying stochastic processes, which will determine the
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likely economic environment when the contract is terminated. The value

of any contingent claim will still be determined by the second order partial

differential equation given in expression (9.7) above. The interesting fea-

tures for the ARM are the presence of caps, collars and ‘teaser rates’. In the

case of equality between the cap and the collar we effectively have the

FRM which can be described as a ‘degenerate’8 ARM contract (Kau et al.

1993). The presence of caps and collars and/or ‘teaser rates’ mean that the

option to prepay has value for the ARM borrower.

There is one critical problem with using the PDE for a contingent contract

to value an adjustable rate mortgage. This is the problem of path depend-

ency. Recall that backward solutions for the PDE are usually preferred. In

the case of the ARM with a cap and a collar the coupon rate charged at the

beginning of each new period will depend on past experience, that is it

depends upon whether the cap or the floor were breached by the then

current mortgage rate. Kau et al. adopt the ingenious solution of using a

further (auxiliary) stochastically varying state variable, the past coupon

rate. This device effectively controls for the whole range of possible past

values of the coupon.9

A precise analysis of the financial behaviour of the ARM holder requires an

evaluation of the comparative statics of the option theoretic/mortgage

valuation model. Once again this usually involves numerical simulation.

Collin-Dufresne & Harding (1999) do offer a closed form solution for

valuing mortgages, though there are a number of severe restrictions in-

cluding the use of just one state variable.10 Kau et al. use numerical

simulation to demonstrate the comparative statics of an ARM valuation

model. The analysis reveals some fascinating interaction between the

value of the options to prepay and default, in addition to presenting some

specific theoretical predictions.

Kau et al.’s analysis confirms the usual expectations of default models,

that is that the value of default is higher the greater the loan-to-value ratio,

the lower the house price and the greater house price volatility. The value

of the default option for an ARM is similar to that of an FRM. However,

one of the most interesting findings is the large impact of ‘teaser rates’.

These significantly increase the prepayment rate. Rapid prepayment then

reduces the expected life of mortgage loans, which insulates decisions

from the effect of interest rate volatility. Prepayment is further encouraged

by the reversion to a higher rate of interest when the ‘teaser rate’ finishes,

that is on the reset date. The higher rate is, of course, compensation to
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lenders for the high prepayments that initial discounts induce. These

are theoretical predictions that can be subject to empirical testing (see

Ambrose & LaCour Little 2001).

The discussion in the previous section noted how increased interest rate

volatility reduced the value of the mortgage through an increase in the

value of the option to prepay. One reason for this is that the par value of

the mortgage provides an upper bound on the value of the prepayment

option. This produced the concave portion of the mortgage value graph at

low interest rates (see Figure 9.1). Thus increased volatility in this region is

more likely to place the option to prepay ‘in the money’. This result also

applies to interest rate caps on ARMs and the value function becomes

concave around the point where the cap binds. Thus the major effects of

interest rate caps are to introduce some of the changes in value and

termination behaviour associated with fixed rate debt.

Chinloy (1995) and Periera et al. (2002, 2003) have undertaken theoretical

modelling of mortgage valuation that incorporates mortgage contracts

more typical of the UK. Chinloy examines the endowment mortgage,

focusing upon the fact that the rate of interest is variable rather than

fixed. This means that the UK borrower faces potential liquidity and

affordability problems. Given that prepayment risk is not evident the

analysis considers default risk that arises from both wealth maximising

and liquidity constrained behaviour. Empirically, for the early 1990s, both

the loan-to-value ratio and borrowers’ real income were found to deter-

mine default. Prepayment risk was not considered relevant to an analysis

of UK mortgage termination behaviour at that time.

Periara et al. (2002) examines the United Kingdom fixed rate mortgage

where both the option to prepay and default have value. The numerical

simulation incorporates the particular characteristics of UK fixed rate

contracts, that is front loaded arrangement fees (equivalent to US points)

and redemption penalties on prepayment. The paper applies a different

form of backward calculation than that typical of US work, which is an

explicit finance difference method. The model values the various compon-

ents of the UK fixed rate repayment contract including third party insur-

ance, and the lender’s liability consequent to mortgage default. A main

difference between UK and US contracts is the nature of default insurance.

In the UK only part of the debt is insured against default and charged to the

borrower with the residual risk laid off to insurers. Periara et al. also value

this feature of UK contracts.
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The option theoretic approach can be applied in the valuation of a range of

different mortgage instruments. The numerical simulations discussed in

this chapter can also be used to value and price the different components of

a mortgage contract. For example, caps and collars, redemption penalties,

mortgage insurance. Thus, while previous chapters have noted the import-

ance of risk sharing and signalling for mortgage design, it is also true that

the valuation of the different components of mortgage contracts offers a

basis for design and an explanation for the variety of current contracts

available.

There are several perspectives on how default and prepayment behaviour

might vary by mortgage instrument. The mortgage termination literature

has been concerned with the impact of household mobility on FRM/ARM

mortgage terminations (see Vanderhoff 1996). Recent work on separating

equilibrium based upon the FRM/ARM choice indicates that default prob-

abilities arising from affordability problems can be signalled by the choice

of mortgage instrument (Posey & Yavas 2001). In this case default prob-

abilities are predicted to be higher for the ARM. It is also possible that

households prepay a debt by switching between mortgage instruments,

perhaps reflecting changes in their interest rate expectations (McConnell

& Singh 1994). These perspectives differ from the pure option theo-

retical approach and invite recourse to empirical analysis, a matter for

Chapter 10.

Summary and conclusions

The discussion in this chapter has outlined how a mortgage can be valued

using an option theoretic framework. The building blocks of a mortgage

where a non-callable bond plus a call option to prepay and a put option to

default. Mortgage valuation was examined in the context of a stochastic

economic environment where mortgage debt was a contingent claim. This

led to the idea of the risky mortgage. The economic environment was also

assumed to be a perfectly competitive economy with no arbitrage oppor-

tunities. These assumptions facilitated the analysis of the optimal prepay-

ment and default decisions. Prepayment was a negative function of the

current mortgage interest rate. Default was a positive function of the loan-

to-value ratio, that is a negative function of housing equity.

An important consideration was the interaction between the prepayment

and default options. It was possible that either default or prepayment could

dominate depending upon the particular configuration of the house price

and interest rates. This argued for viewing prepayment and default as
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competing risks, an issue of great significance for empirical estimation.

Numerical simulations were able to capture these interactions and dis-

criminate between prepayment and default behaviour for different mort-

gage instruments. The ARM with caps and collars became more like the

FRM, while ‘teaser rates’ gave prepayment value to ARM and VRM con-

tracts. The option theoretic framework could usefully inform decisions on

the incorporation and valuation of these different features of mortgage

design.

The prepayment and default decisions were based on the notion of ‘ruthless’

financial behaviour. That is the decisions were endogenously determined

and explained by the option theoretical approach. The existence of capital

market and other imperfections could reinstate the importance of personal

characteristics and transaction costs might vary by individual. Affordabil-

ity may also need to be viewed as a possible explanation of observed default

and prepayment behaviour. The discussion now turns to the empirical

evidence to determine how well the option theoretic approach explains

the observed prepayment and default decisions of households.

Guide to further reading

Readers who are not familiar with the theory of options would do well to

consult an introductory textbook on finance that discusses option theory.

There are many such books, but the author would recommend the intro-

duction to mathematical finance by Ross (1999). This book also presents a

lucid account of the nature and significance of the no arbitrage assump-

tions.

The clearest and most comprehensive exposition of the option theoretic

approach to mortgage valuation is the review paper by Kau & Keenan

(1995). This work is a ‘must read’ for any serious student of mortgage

market analysis. The paper examines both the underlying option theory,

and the choices among numerical methods used to calculate the value of a

mortgage. Further exposition of the diagrams used to depict optimal pre-

payment and default discussed in this text can be found in the respective

papers by Quigley & Van Order (1990) and Schwartz & Torous (1992).

Many of the empirical papers to be reviewed in Chapter 10 begin with an

outline of the basic mortgage valuation model. Thus the student of mort-

gage market economics will find the option theoretic approach to prepay-

ment and default behaviour an extremely well rehearsed argument.

Anyone wishing to further ponder the relevance of US mortgage valuation

research for the UK can profitably read Periera et al. (2002, 2003).
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Notes

1 Assuming that interest rates tend to adjust to a mean value (Cox et al. 1985)

also overcomes the term structure problem by absorbing risk premiums into

other parameters.

2 A solution to this forward looking equation would involve the use of a Monte

Carlo simulation to estimate the range of possible interest rate and house price

paths and their impact upon mortgage value subsequently taking the estimated

mean values to calculate the discounted present value of the debt.

3 Note also that the assumption of risk neutrality means that equation (9.4) does

not contain either the expected rate of house price inflation or a risk premium

for holding housing as an asset.

4 McConnell & Singh (1994) use a dynamic programming approach to backward

solution that offers an alternative technique.

5 The notation used in previous equations is retained, but note the absence of the

house price from the pure prepayment option.

6 See LaCour Little (1999, p. 47).

7 The net effect is a negative relationship between the value of the mortgage and

interest rate volatility termed negative convexity. Convexity is often expressed

in terms of Jensen’s inequality. In the case of fixed interest rate securities such

as a mortgage, negative convexity reverses Jensen’s inequality.

8 Kau et al. (1993, p. 596).

9 The typical United Kingdom mortgage contract is a variable rate mortgage

(VRM). Skinner (1999) has addressed this issue. Skinner notes that the main

complication in valuing the VRM is once again path dependence. When the

variable mortgage interest rate changes so to does the proportion of a payment

that represents a capital repayment. In essence, the amount owed at a point of

time depends upon the past sequence of changes in the variable mortgage

interest rate. Skinner (1999) uses a Markov process to value the straight variable

rate mortgage by backward calculation.

10 This model is nevertheless quite successful in predicting the market prices of

mortgage-backed securities. It is primarily designed to assist portfolio manage-

ment and hedging.
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10
Prepayment and Default Behaviour:

Empirical Evidence

Introduction

This chapter presents and discusses the empirical evidence relating to both

prepayment and default behaviour. There are several reasons for discussing

these behaviours in the same chapter. First, from the lender’s or mortgage

security holder’s perspective both prepayment and default are reductions

in cash flow and can be jointly described as mortgage terminations.

Second, the theoretical and the empirical literature has increasingly recog-

nised the importance of accounting for the interactions between prepay-

ment and default that were discussed in the previous chapter. This is often

expressed in terms of ‘competing risks’, and estimation incorporating this

can be cited as the latest wave in an evolving and increasingly sophisti-

cated research programme in mortgage termination behaviour.

Expected mortgage terminations, and their estimated impact upon cash

flows, are clearly central to the valuation and efficient pricing of mortgages

and pass through securities. Also, financial institutions need to manage the

degree of risk exposure on their mortgage books. However, there are other

reasons why terminations are generally important. The mortgage market is

often cited as a channel through which the influences of monetary policy

are transmitted to the wider economy. For example, in the UK the wide-

spread use of variable rate mortgage debt has meant that UK households

have often been subjected to severe liquidity squeezes when mortgage

interest rates have risen (Chinloy 1995; Earley 2000). Phillips et al. (1996)

note that a premium on mortgage rates reflecting prepayment risk raises the

cost of capital with potentially adverse effects on the housing industry.

Mortgage prepayment can be a means of stimulating economic activity

when borrowers refinance as interest rates fall. Conversely, mortgage



default can have dampening effects when it reflects widespread negative

equity, as it did in the UK during the early 1990s. Thus the study of

mortgage termination behaviour is of wider economic significance. Credit

rationing and the available menu of mortgage instruments will effect the

efficacy of these transmission mechanisms, for example refinancing to

increase indebtedness is less likely for the credit constrained (Peristiani

et al. 1997). Behaviour may also vary according to the choice of mortgage

instrument, a theoretical possibility explored in Chapter 9. The different

loan performance of the ARM might explain its slower rate of adoption by

the securitised mortgage market (Ambrose & LaCour Little 2001) and may

have implications for the valuation of ARM backed securities (Calhoun &

Deng 2002).

The chapter begins with an overview of some of the main features of

empirical studies of prepayment and default. Topics include the nature

of the data samples used in these studies and the problem of finding

empirical counterparts to theoretically important variables. There is also

a discussion of the main econometric techniques used in empirical work,

including various approaches to estimating models of competing risk. The

discussion of empirical results looks at studies of default and prepayment

alone and more recent work on competing risks. Subsequent discussion

considers how termination behaviour appears to vary according to the type

of mortgage instrument.

The study of mortgage termination behaviour

There are two perspectives on mortgage termination research. One is to

consider the ‘ruthless’ and endogenously determined exercise of the em-

bedded call and put options (see, for example, Green & Shoven 1986;

Schwartz & Torous 1989a, 1989b, 1992, 1993). A second perspective has

recognised that exogenous factors may influence termination decisions. In

the case of prepayment this is known as estimating an empirical prepay-

ment function, while for default concern has been with ‘trigger events’.

These approaches are not always mutually exclusive with some studies

adopting joint tests of the option theoretic and more ad hoc empirical

approach (see Archer & Ling 1993).

One important modification of the ‘ruthless’ exercise of the call and put

options arises in the case of transaction costs. In the case of mortgage

default negative equity would be a necessary but not sufficient condition.

Default with transaction costs might require a trigger event such as un-

employment or divorce to justify exercising the put option. Examples of
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transaction costs of default would be the reputation and psychic costs

recognised by Brueckner (1994c), including not wishing to be seen as a

defaulter. Mortgage prepayment has also been modelled with transaction

costs; examples here are the administration and legal fees due on taking

out a new mortgage. Bennet et al. (2000) expressed the net benefit from

refinancing in terms of variables which include a measure of the borrow-

er’s credit worthiness. For both the put and the call option, therefore,

exercise may not be entirely ‘ruthless’, though still financially motivated.

Empirical work has increasingly recognised the need to isolate the motives

behind default and prepayment. For example, households may refinance to

obtain a cheaper mortgage, repay as a consequence of moving, increase

their gearing or change their mortgage instrument. Even potential and

actual defaulters may choose between default and mobility (see Pavlov

2001). Green and LaCour Little (1999) address the problem of varied mo-

tives by focusing upon a sample of borrowers where it is known that they

refinanced for the cheaper coupon. Distinguishing between prepayment

and default has been seen as an increasingly important thing to do. Other

work (Vandell & Thibodeau 1985; Zorn & Lea 1989) has recognised the

simultaneous choice between default, normal payment, partial prepay-

ment and full prepayment, that is a range of continuous choices.

Household mobility can be a major cause of mortgage termination, inde-

pendent of the exercise of the call and put options in the mortgage contract

(see Green & Shoven 1986).1 However, any assumed independence of

household mobility and option theoretic arguments is dubious, given

that expected length of stay in a residence determines the time horizon

over which the value of the prepayment and default options will be evalu-

ated. Also, low interest rates might trigger mobility while high rates can

result in a lock in where the household on cheaper fixed rate finance does

not move (see Quigley 1987). Archer et al. (1997) note the lack of any

integrated theory of mortgage terminations.2 More recent work by

writers such as Pavlov (2001) has tried to bridge this gap. However, mort-

gage termination behaviour is generally viewed as a partial equilibrium

problem.

Another salient feature of recent mortgage termination research is the

recognition that estimates may contain a significant amount of unob-

served heterogeneity. That is households may differ in their propensity

to default or prepay in a variety of unobserved ways. This unobserved

heterogeneity could be personal idiosyncratic factors such as attitudes to

risk, or differing degrees of financial sophistication. Unobserved hetero-

geneity has been typically controlled for in the context of competing risk
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models of mortgage termination (see Deng et al. 2000). Some heterogen-

eity is observable and typically involves differences in contractual terms

that vary according to the date that the mortgage is originated, for example

the size of caps and collars on the ARM, along with adjustment periods.

Comparing the influence on mortgage termination of contractual terms

and borrower characteristics contributes to testing the option theoretic

approach. Behaviour should not differ significantly according to the fea-

tures of contracts per se but only in response to the value of the implied

options.

Approaches to the econometric modelling of mortgage

termination behaviour

In this section we examine the approaches adopted to the econometric

modelling of mortgage termination behaviour. This includes a discussion

of the sampling and data issues involved in any estimation. As with most

other research endeavours data is not always complete and theoretical

variables are represented by proxy measures which require careful inter-

pretation. The discussion also encompasses the broad outline of the econo-

metric methods used to evaluate mortgage termination. Particular

attention is paid to the use of competing risk models.

Data and measurement issues

One important issue is the level of aggregation at which mortgage termin-

ation is analysed. For example, a number of studies have been concerned

with the performance of mortgage pools (Peters et al. 1984; Richard & Roll

1989; Schwartz & Torous, 1989b, 1992; Foster & Van Order 1990; Mattey

& Wallace 2001). Pool data studies tend to focus upon the endogenous

modelling of termination behaviour, that is testing the pure option theor-

etic approach. There has been recognition of the fact that the proportion of

mortgage terminations for pools can vary significantly, even for pools with

similar interest rates on the underlying mortgages. This has led to the

estimate of some empirical prepayment functions on pooled data that

recognises significant sources of heterogeneity. For example, Mattey &

Wallace (2001) control for regional variations in house prices. Low or

weak house prices increase defaults and also inhibit prepayment due to

lack of household mobility (Archer et al. 1996; Mayer & Genesove 1997).

Chapter 9 also noted that prepayment probabilities are lower when house

prices are low.
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Prepayments from mortgage pools typically increase during the first four

to five years, and then decline thereafter, a process known as burnout

(Peristiani et al. 1997). Most empirical studies capture the burnout effect

by including a measure of mortgage age in the estimation. Clearly as some

homeowners quit the pool then it is possible that particular types of

mortgage holder begin to dominate. The remaining borrowers may be

credit constrained (Peristiani et al. 1997), or there may be significant

variations in transactions costs across borrowers so that those with low

costs refinance first (Stanton 1995). The latter effect is important because

exogenous influences upon refinancing may not influence the distribution

of transactions costs within the pool. However, endogenous refinancing

for financial reasons will shift the characteristics of the pool so that

subsequent refinancing is less likely (Stanton 1995). Thus there is a behav-

ioural explanation for burnout.

Pool level data is an important source of information and a focus for

players in the securitised mortgage market; the packaging of mortgage

market securities originates from such pools. Practitioners have focused

upon developing effective prepayment forecasting models that do not

make excessive data demands (see Sanyal 1994; and Huang & Xia 1996)

However, it has been increasingly recognised that more can be learned

from loan level data. This is particularly so when combining cross-section

and time varying observations. Such analysis facilitates testing for the

influence of borrower, loan and property characteristics. The nature of

the data means that loan level studies are often concerned with exogen-

ously determined mortgage termination. This can be an important ap-

proach when assessing the role of credit rationing and variations in

transaction costs. However, both mortgage pools and loan level data pre-

sent measurement problems for the researcher.

Measurement issues in specifying mortgage termination

models

One difficulty in testing option theoretic models is that the theoretical

variables cannot always be measured directly. For example, the net value

of the option to default or prepay which can inhibit mortgage termination,

even when the option is ‘in the money’. In the case of default, the value of

the put option will depend upon the stochastic behaviour of particular

house prices. Measuring the extent to which an option is ‘in the money’ (its

intrinsic value) can also be problematic. Given that the precise valuation

of options is difficult, research generally adopts a probabilistic approach,
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arguing that the embedded options are more likely to be exercised the

further they are ‘in the money’.

Several measures of the intrinsic value of the call option have been used in

the prepayment literature. For example, the spread between, or ratio of, the

coupon rate and the prevailing mortgage interest rate (LaCour Little 1999;

Peristiani et al. 1997; Pavlov 2001). Richard & Roll (1989) measure intrin-

sic value by a present value annuity ratio, or the ratio of the present value

of remaining payments on the mortgage at the coupon rate and the new

interest rate (see Archer et al. 1997; Deng et al. 1996, 2000; Bennett et al.

1998, 2001).3 However, for new mortgages they suggest that the ratio of the

coupon and the market interest rate is a good proxy for the ratio of

balances.4

Measures of the intrinsic value of the call option are imperfect, they do not

account for transaction costs and there is no correction for the expected

holding period of the mortgage. Peristiani et al. (1997) make a number of

corrections for variations in holding period, none of which has a marked

effect on their empirical findings. There is also a measurement issue for

loan level analysis in assigning the value of the expected refinancing

rate for those who do not refinance. For example, the points coupon

trade off can produce interest rate variations. The literature has adopted

a number of approaches to attributing the forgone rate for non-refinancers.

For example, Bennett et al. (1998) use the average Freddie Mac commit-

ment rate on a 30-year, fixed rate mortgage for the month that a loan

was closed.

Some prepayment studies have distinguished between the intrinsic value

of the option, which reflects the non-callable bond component of the

mortgage (see expression (9.1) ), and the value of the embedded option

(Giliberto & Thibodeau 1989; Caplin et al. 1997a,b; Bennett et al. 1998,

2000, 2001). The net value of the call option will be effected by interest

rate volatility. Giliberto & Thibodeau used the annual variance in the

monthly FHLBB contract rate to measure the net value of the call option

to prepay. Caplin et al. (1997a, b) used a GARCH measure of conditional

variance. Bennett et al. (2000) measure interest rate volatility with the

implied volatility from options on 10-year US Treasury-note futures con-

tracts. The extent to which the call option has to be ‘in the money’ to

trigger prepayment is of interest in itself. The impact of volatility on the

value of an option is greatest when it is ‘near the money’. The sensitivity

of the option value to changes in volatility is known as the vega. Bennett

et al. estimated this vega using it to infer the prepayment thresholds on a

sample of mortgages.
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To measure the extent to which the put option is ‘in the money’ requires

an indication of the homeowner’s equity in their property. This in turn

requires a measure of the loan-to-value ratio. Moreover, this loan-to-value

ratio is ideally measured subsequent to the origination of the mortgage,

that is exposte. This exposte measure is not as readily available as data at

the point of origination and is often estimated (see Foster & Van Order

1985; Quigley & Van Order 1990; Cunningham & Capone 1990; Capone &

Cunningham 1992). This is also the case with other variables, such as

income, and clearly these estimates add the potential for measurement

error. Some studies have been fortunate enough to have data that does not

require that these values be estimated (Archer et al. 1997).

The loan-to-value ratio is in fact a rather complex variable to interpret.

Measured at origination it is more likely to reflect credit market con-

straints. Measured at this point of time it may also reflect information

asymmetry between borrower and lender, say regarding property-specific

house price volatility (see Deng et al. 2000). The loan-to-value ratio may

also proxy personal characteristics such as attitudes to risk. There is the

possibility that the loan-to-value ratio should be treated as simultaneously

determined with the default decision (see Brueckner 1994b, 1994c). So the

point of time to which the measured loan-to-value ratio relates is import-

ant. There is also a need to be precise regarding when a household defaults.

This is often taken as mortgages subject to foreclosure, but a property

might be sold during this period and thus avoid default (Phillips et al.

1996). Ambrose & Buttimer (2000) recognise this issue and follow Kau et

al. (1992) by defining default as the lender’s act of taking title to the

property. Non-payment is termed ‘delinquency’.

As with all econometric studies, default and prepayment research may

also be subject to omitted variable bias. Mattey & Wallace (2001) note the

effect on estimates based on mortgage pools of neglecting varying rates of

house price inflation. A form of omitted variable bias is selectivity bias.

For example, in the case of default studies lenders favour lending to

borrowers who do not have an above average risk of default, thus any

sample of borrowers is a particularly favourable selection. Ross (2000)

has tentatively shown the merit of controlling for selection bias arising

out of the approval process, and demonstrated how different databases,

one for approval and one for defaulters and non-defaulters, can be used

to correct for this bias. This requires an assumption that the underlying

approval process is the same for both samples and that variables can be

found that influence approval but not default (that is the approval

equation can be identified). This is a potentially important source of

selection bias.
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More research into the multiple sources of selection bias in default and

prepayment studies can be expected as more and better data becomes

available. Pavlov (2001) clearly demonstrates the bias inherent in any

estimation of a prepayment model that does not allow for the competing

risk of default (moving). Deng et al. (2000) indicates the importance of

unobserved heterogeneity for mortgage termination estimation. Compet-

ing risk and unobserved heterogeneity among borrowers are issues dealt

with in the most recent application of econometric analysis. Thus, there

are a range of omitted variable problems to be allowed some of which are

related to the choice of estimation technique.

Econometric estimation

Several estimation techniques have been used in the mortgage prepayment

and default literature, with the choice of approach depending upon the key

research question(s), the nature of the data set and the current state of the

art. The discussion in this section does assume some broad familiarity

with methods of statistical estimation, though intuitive explanations are

presented where possible. The main focus of the exposition is on the

modelling of prepayment and default as competing risk.5

A large number of studies have used variations on the Cox proportional

hazards model (Green & Shoven 1986; Follain & Ondrich 1997; Deng et al.

2000; Pavlov 2001). Others have utilised either a single logit or probit

equation (Archer et al. 1997; Green & LaCour Little 1999), or have esti-

mated a multinomial logit model with separate equations for a number of

choices (Zorn 1989; Cunningham & Capone 1990; Clapp et al. 2001). The

Cox proportional hazards model and the multinomial logit specification

have both been used to model prepayment and default behaviour as com-

peting risks (Deng et al. 1996, 2000; Clapp et al. 2001; Ambrose &

Buttimer 2000; Calhoun & Deng 2002). Models of competing risk repre-

sent the most significant recent development in the estimation of mort-

gage termination equations. The approach was first adopted by economists

to study the variety of mutually exclusive ways that individuals could exit

unemployment (Narendranathan & Stewart 1993; Mealli & Pudney 1996;

McCall 1996). This has proved to be an appropriate choice for modelling

the competing nature of prepayment and default (Deng et al. 1996, 2000;

Ambrose & Capone 2000).

The competing risk models recognise that durations can terminate (obser-

vations exit) for several competing reasons. The essence of the modelling

approach is that each risk factor (that is reason for exit) has its own hazard
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(risk) function. Of course, when one event leads to termination it pre-

cludes termination due to the other risk factor, consequently observations

are censored. For mortgage terminations prepayment risk is censored

when default occurs, while for default the censoring occurs when prepay-

ment is the reason for mortgage termination. This is equivalent to treating

each hazard as if it has a latent duration that is not always observed. Thus

the competing risk approach aggregates the separate hazard functions and

corrects for the censoring effects. Applying this approach has demon-

strated the inefficiency of parameter estimates in prepayment (default)

models when default (prepayment) is not controlled for (see Pavlov 2001).

The general form of the competing risk model can be illustrated by refer-

ence to the appropriate log likelihood function. Equation (10.1) follows

Deng et al. (2000) and illustrates the log likelihood to be maximised. Here

we see the log likelihood as a sum of competing risks for individual i,

beginning with the risk of prepayment (p), followed by the risk of default

(d), and the risk due to censored observations such as mortgages which

continue beyond the observation period (c). These choices are reflected in

the subscripts in equation (10.1). Each argument (p, d, c) is an indicator

variable taking the value of 1 when the appropriate exit or act of censoring

occurs. The terms Fj Kið Þ are the unconditional probabilities of termination

due to a particular cause j. The essence of this approach is the partitioning

and summation of the different hazard (risk) rates.

log L ¼
XN

i

dpi log (Fp(Ki) )þ ddi log (Fd(Ki) )þ dui log (Fu(Ki) )þ dci log (Fc(Ki) )

(10:1)

Estimation can be based upon the usual partial likelihood approach. Ex-

cluding alternative means of terminating a mortgage when looking at

prepayment or default will result in inconsistent coefficient estimates

(Pavlov 2001). Equally important, the chosen independent variables

might have different effects on the individual hazards, or it might be that

different variables should be included in the specifications. There are, in

fact, a number of different algorithms and forms of the competing risk

model. Deng et al. (2000) estimated a form which allowed for both the

simultaneous determination of the two hazard rates and the presence of

unobserved heterogeneity and time varying variables.6 The results of the

various estimations are discussed below.

An alternative econometric approach to modelling competing risks is to

estimate the various exit routes using a series of logit models in the form
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of a multinomial logit (Clapp et al. 2001; Calhoun & Deng 2002). That is to

model a selection of discrete choices. The proportional hazards model does

have the advantage that the probabilities of the various forms of mortgage

termination are restricted to sum to unity, and so any one termination is at

the expense of the other. This appealing restriction is not true of the

multinomial logit model. However, the multinomial logit does overcome

some of the restrictive assumptions of other survival models. For example,

survival models assume that the hazard functions for the competing risks

are independent. There is also the assumption that the covariates have a

constant proportionate effect on a hazard rate. However, the multinomial

logit model does assume that the choices (competing risks) are independ-

ent (see Clapp et al. 2001). So each estimation technique has its own set of

restrictions to note when evaluating competing risk.

The theoretical and econometric modelling of mortgage termination be-

haviour is undoubtedly complex. In principle one might argue that prepay-

ment and default should be considered in the context of a system of

equations which at the very least would include specifications for house-

hold mobility and the demand for mortgage finance. Elmer & Seelig

(1999) note the need to link ‘individual financial characteristics such as

borrowing, savings, and insolvency, to house prices, home equity, and

other option related variables’.7 One might also recall the modelling of

Buist & Yang (2000) and their incorporation of the labour market into the

theoretical and empirical analysis. Inevitably studies of mortgage termin-

ation have been beset by data limitations, but the econometric modelling

has developed significantly in its explicit recognition of the links between

the various types of mortgage termination, and the existence of unob-

served heterogeneity among borrowers.

Default specific studies

Though the emphasis so far has been on econometric estimation involving

the competing risks of prepayment and default, a number of studies focus-

ing upon one or the other of these behaviours have added important

insights. Such research also provides a benchmark against which to judge

the knowledge gained, and improvements in estimation following from

adopting competing risk models. This and the following section also serve

to remind us of the specific predictions of the pure option theory of default

and prepayment. For example, the option theoretic approach to default

makes predictions regarding the role of the borrower’s equity and the

timing of default. It would be a mistake however, to believe that default-

focused studies entirely ignored prepayment, or vice versa, and indeed a
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number of papers examined default in the context of the multiple choices

facing borrowers (see Vandell & Thibodeau 1985; Zorn & Lea 1989;

Cunningham & Capone 1990).

Quercia & Stegman (1992) provide a comprehensive and clear review of the

mortgage default literature pre-1992.8 The authors identify three phases

(‘generations’) in the development of research in this area. The first gener-

ation of studies adopts the lender point of view by examining loan and

borrower characteristics at origination and attempting to predict the like-

lihood of default (Jung 1962; Page 1964; Von Furstenberg & Green 1969;

Herzog & Earley 1970; Sandor & Sosin 1975; Von Furstenburg & Green

1974). A characteristic of this phase is its weak theoretical underpinnings.9

Second generation studies adopt the borrower point of view and consider

default in the context of models of rational utility maximising behaviour

(Jackson & Kasserman 1980; Campbell & Dietrich 1983; Foster & Van

Order 1984; Epperson et al. 1985; Vandell & Thibodeau 1985; Zorn &

Lea 1989; Cunningham & Capone 1990). The formal modelling recognises

that borrowers make simultaneous choices between meeting scheduled

payments, payment delinquency, prepayment or default. During the mid-

1980s this research began to recognise the option theoretic basis of default

behaviour. It is also at this time that the debate over the importance of

transaction cost, borrower characteristics and trigger events begins to

emerge.

The key research question was, and in many ways still is, how ‘ruthlessly’

the put option to default on the mortgage contract is exercised? Quercia &

Stegman’s (1992) summary of the findings suggested the importance of

borrower characteristics with more ambiguous results for the effect of

trigger events.10 Estimation techniques involved multiple regression,

logit, probit and the use of multinomial logit techniques. Though the

latter can be adapted to estimate competing risk it was not done in these

cases. The multinomial logit models did reflect the multiple choices

available to utility maximising borrowers. Thus prepayment was not

ignored in the modelling.

The use of the Cox proportional hazard model (survival models) distin-

guishes the third generation of default studies identified by Quercia &

Stegman (Green & Shoven 1986; Quigley 1987; Van Order 1990; Quigley &

Van Order 1991, 1992). Though not in all cases, there was a move towards

studying mortgage pools and increased theoretical and empirical concern

with mortgage pricing. Thus Quercia & Stegman (1992) identify third

generation studies has having an institutional focus (e.g. studying a
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Freddie Mac mortgage pool). The key research questions still centred

on how ‘ruthlessly’, or otherwise, the option to default was exercised.

Progress in third generation studies was mainly through methodological

innovation. On this basis it may be reasonable to conclude that the com-

peting risk approach to mortgage termination represents the fourth gener-

ation of research.

An interesting example of a third generation study is the work of Lekkas

et al. (1993). The empirical estimation attempts to test the predictions of

the model represented by Figure 9.2 on p. 192. The focus of this research is

how far the put option needs to be ‘in the money’ before it is exercised. The

intrinsic value of the put option is also known as loan loss severity. This

research finds that the frictionless model of default does not offer a good

explanation of loss severity. The research finds little evidence of wealth

maximising behaviour and the results are more consistent with a model

where borrowers ‘get into trouble’. Quigley & Van Order (1995) estimate a

proportional hazard model and obtain similar results, that is there is some

confirmation of the ‘ruthless’ default model but with some inconsisten-

cies, an issue that continues to be addressed by competing risk, fourth

generation research.

Prepayment specific studies

A number of empirical studies have focused upon prepayment behaviour

alone (Green & LaCour Little 1999; Abrahams 1997; Quigley & Van Order

1990; Bennet et al. 1998, 2000, 2001). This does not mean that default is

ignored entirely. For example, Green & LaCour Little and Abrahams,

assume that default patterns are modelled in the base hazard of a Cox

Proportional Hazards model. Other studies offer some control by including

a measure of equity, or the loan-to-value ratio, at origination (Quigley &

Van Order 1990; Bennet et al. 1998). The importance of default may

depend upon the sampling period and the associated economic environ-

ment. There are occasions when default is dominated by prepayment, and

so presents a less critical selectivity or specification problem.

Of course, prepayment only studies fall far short of modelling the compet-

ing risk of prepayment and default. However, a review of this work is

helpful in highlighting key issues in the analysis of prepayment behaviour.

In particular, some research has been useful in pointing to the impact of

structural changes in the mortgage market (Bennet et al. 1998, 2001).

Prepayment specific studies have also stressed the importance of insti-

tutional factors and credit market constraints in explaining prepayment
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rates. There has been an increasing tendency to use loan level data to

include personal characteristics including those factors likely to induce

an household to move and thus prepay (Quigley 1987; Archer et al. 1996;

Archer et al. 1997; LaCour Little 1999; Green & LaCour Little 1999).

One problem with early studies is that they seldom distinguish between

the various motives for prepayment. In the case of the analysis of mortgage

pools this extends to combining prepayment and default motivated

terminations (Peters et al. 1984; Richard & Roll 1989; Schwartz & Torous

1989a, b, 1992; Foster & Van Order 1990). Brady et al. (2000) uses data

generated by the University of Michigan Consumer Survey to analyse

refinancing motives. They note that 21% of prepayments allowed a switch

from an ARM to an FRM and 35% were to liquefy their equity in the

property. This indicates the different purposes served by refinancing, some

of which may be jointly determined. Caplin et al. (1997a,b) combined

refinancing and mobility induced terminations in their data, finding that

interest rate volatility, which effects the value of the call option, had no

impact upon prepayment behaviour. Studies by Giliberto & Thibodeau

(1989) and Bennett et al. (2000) did not confound these separate motives

and detected a statistically significant negative impact of volatility on

termination.

LaCour Little (1999) controlled for the various motives for refinancing by

using a sample of borrowers who remained with a single lender, and only

changed their mortgage rate and term with that lender.11 Therefore the

sample was standardised by restricting the observed prepayments to refi-

nancing only. A probit was estimated with refinancing expressed as a

function of the ratio of the current mortgage rate to the coupon rate,

personal characteristics, and the transaction costs of refinancing. The

research found that borrower and loan characteristics only have a signifi-

cant effect when the option to prepay is at or ‘near the money’, a result

consistent with the vega estimates of Bennett et al. (2000). Transaction

costs, which differ across individuals create a new threshold before prepay-

ment takes place (Bennett et al. 2000). In another study (Green & LaCour

Little 1999) found that falling house prices,12 and hidden transactions

costs are not sufficient explanations for non-prepayment.

Transaction costs can include the difficulty of refinancing if a household is

liquidity/credit constrained (Archer et al. 1996; Peristiani et al. 1997;

Bennet et al. 1998, 2000, 2001). Transaction costs can also change as a

consequence of structural changes in mortgage markets (Bennet et al.

1998, 2001; Sanyal 1994). An interesting feature of the US market is

prepayment cycles. For example, there is an apparent acceleration of
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prepayment rates during the 1990s, compared to the 1980s. A number of

important structural changes could account for this phenomenon. These

include the spread of securitisation, mortgage lending by a wider range of

financial institutions, faster processing of mortgage applications and the

increased integration of mortgage markets with other capital markets.

Such changes may also be responsible for high levels of mortgage refinan-

cing observed in the UK.

Bennet et al. (1998, 2001) estimated a proportional hazard model on 12,835

observations, covering the periods 1984–1990 and 1991–1994. Shifts in the

survival curves were interpreted as evidence of a positive impact of struc-

tural change on refinancing behaviour. The research confirmed the im-

portance of credit ratings and homeowner equity for mortgage

prepayment. The importance of liquidity constraints has been indicated

by other work. Peristiani et al. (1997) estimated a logit model and found

evidence of credit market constraints. The results highlighted the import-

ance of the homeowner’s credit history. Changes in the level of home

equity and in the lending environment were also significant.13 Refinan-

cing was less responsive to interest rate falls during the 1990s. This

phenomenon might be explained by poor credit histories arising from

bankruptcies in the late 1980s.

There is a case for examining liquidity and credit constrained households

separately. Archer et al. (1996) used American Housing Survey data to

estimate a logistic regression. The estimation included a dummy variable

to indicate those borrowers who were ‘in the money’ and not subject to

income and collateral constraints (dummy ¼ 1). The results showed that

non-constrained borrowers were more likely to refinance. The research

also indicated that demographic characteristics allocated households be-

tween the constrained and unconstrained groups. Bennet et al. (1998, 2001)

found that credit constrained borrowers were less sensitive to changes in

the intrinsic value of the option to prepay.

Prepayment focused studies have demonstrated the importance of identify-

ing the motives for refinancing. They have also suggested the significance of

structural change in explaining prepayment cycles. Liquidity and credit

market constraints can discourage prepayment and prepayment certainly

seems to have become increasingly important post-financial deregulation.

The importance of refinancing motives, structural change and credit his-

tories has been established. The negative impact of interest rate volatility

upon the likelihood of prepayment suggests the importance of rational

calculation (Giliberto & Thibodeau 1989; Bennett et al. 2000). However,

if we wish to have efficient and consistent estimates of prepayment
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behaviour then the competing risks of prepayment and default must be

recognised, and incorporated into our methodology.

Default and prepayment behaviour as competing risks

It has been increasingly recognised that default and prepayment behaviour

are best viewed as competing risks, where exercising one option precludes

the exercise of the other (Deng et al. 1996; Pavlov 2001, Deng et al. 2000;

Clapp et al. 2001; Ambrose & LaCour Little 2001; Colhoun & Deng 2002).

This work has been based on either the competing risk proportional hazard

models, or the multinomial logit model. The research generally finds that

the option theoretic approach is important and can explain household

behaviour, but that trigger events and personal circumstances also have

explanatory value, and that there is a significant measure of unexplained

heterogeneity. Speculations on the nature of the unobservable factors have

ranged from different attitudes to risk to variations in financial compe-

tence/sophistication (Deng et al. 2000). However, the use of a competing

risk methodology has also resulted in a number of important improve-

ments to estimation and new economic insights.

The use of a competing risk methodology has made significant improve-

ments in the ability to predict mortgage terminations (Deng et al. 2000;

Clapp et al. 2001). The approach also removes various biases in estimation

and makes for more efficient and consistent parameter estimates (Pavlov

2001). Modelling unobserved heterogeneity has had a particularly import-

ant impact, and has actually enhanced the explanatory power of the vari-

ables reflecting the embedded call and put options in mortgage debt (Deng

et al. 2000); though not all studies have corrected for this. New results

have emerged from correctly identifying the competing risks. In particular,

recognising household mobility and adjustments in housing demand, as a

competing risk has led to different estimates of the influence of key

variables on mortgage termination (Pavlov 2001; Ambrose & Buttimer

2000).

Household mobility is something that might be better explained by bor-

rower characteristics and changes in economic circumstances than

changes in the value of the mortgage. Generally, this is what the research

finds. Pavlov (2001) notes that the value of the mortgage has no significant

effect on the mobility decision, though the estimated model contains

no borrower characteristics. Clapp et al. (2001) notes the smaller effect

of income on prepayment if mobility induced refinancing is not separate-

ly identified. Clapp et al. find that financial factors are important for
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prepayment, but not for the moving or the default decision. Other socio-

economic factors such as rates of divorce or unemployment have been

found to be significant ‘trigger events’ and indicate the importance of

liquidity constraints on both prepayment and default (Deng et al. 1996,

2000).14

Some research has indicated that it is useful to stratify the sample under

study, for example by wealth or income. Deng et al. (1996) found that in

terms of their propensity to default low income households were more

sensitive to falling equity values, The ‘ruthless’ default model appeared

most applicable to the very wealthiest households. Deng et al. (2000) note

two clusters (high risk and low risk) of unobserved heterogeneity. This

might represent the division between sophisticated and unsophisticated

borrowers, though again the absence of several key variables (e.g. credit

history) must leave the interpretation of this finding open to debate. A

further interesting basis for segmentation is households who default for a

second time. This group have had their mortgages re-instated only to

possibly default again. Ambrose & Buttimer (2000) find that the economic

factors that predict first defaults do not have the same influence on second

defaults, for example interest rates had opposite effects.

Given the above, a key question is how far the competing risk approach

confirms the option theoretic view of prepayment and default decisions?

All of the competing risk studies reinforce the importance of the option

theoretic perspective. Deng et al. (2000) find that controlling for unob-

served heterogeneity actually improves the explanatory power of financial

variables representing the call and put options. Competing risk studies

highlight the differential influence of financial factors upon the prepay-

ment, default and the moving decision. Some studies find that financial

factors influence prepayment but have little effect on default (Clapp et al.

2001; Ambrose & Buttimer 2001). Deng et al. note that unobserved het-

erogeneity is more important for prepayment than default. There is a

general view in the literature that there are aspects of termination behav-

iour that still require explanation.

Discussion in previous chapters has focused upon signalling and screening

in the mortgage market, for example the role of points in screening for

more mobile borrowers more likely to prepay. Interestingly, a number of

studies have included mortgage points as an explanatory variable. Empir-

ical tests confirm the expected relationship between points and mobility

and prepayment, that is lower points correspond with a higher probability

of prepayment (Pavlov 2001; Clapp et al. 2001). Mortgage term might also

act as a signalling device with longer terms being favoured by less mobile
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borrowers (Clapp et al. 2001). The loan-to-value ratio at origination is a

variable that can also reflect upon information asymmetry. Deng et al.

(2000) noted that if borrowers know more about the price characteristics of

their property (e.g. volatility) then the mortgage may represent an under-

priced option to be exploited by higher gearing.

The competing risk studies have adopted a variety of econometric tech-

niques. The most sophisticated is perhaps the modelling which involves

the simultaneous determination of default and prepayment probabilities

while controlling for unobserved heterogeneity, that is the so called

HHSM model applied by Deng et al. (2000) and Ambrose & LaCour Little

(2001). Clapp et al. (2001) apply a multinomial logit model but find little

difference in the estimates compared to a standard Cox Proportional

Hazards model. The importance of unobserved heterogeneity has been

quite clearly demonstrated by these studies. However, there is a need to

use richer databases that would allow for otherwise omitted variables (e.g.

credit histories), incorporate post-origination data on incomes and housing

equity and cover periods when defaults are more significant. There is

much further research to be done in this important area of mortgage

market economics.

Mortgage termination behaviour and alternative mortgage

instruments

Previous chapters noted that economic behaviour might differ according to

the type of mortgage instrument. This involves aspects of both signalling

and selectivity. For example, it was suggested that households choosing an

ARM might be more mobile and more inclined to default. Prepayment

behaviour was generally considered for samples of fixed rate mortgage

holders. However, the presence of interest rate floors and caps and the

use of ‘teaser rates’ has meant that adjustable rate mortgages also have

option theoretic features. Empirical research into mortgage default

and prepayment has increasingly recognised the importance of the

choice of mortgage instrument (Cunningham & Capone 1990; Capone &

Cunningham 1992; Phillips et al. 1996; Vanderhoff 1996; Green & Shilling

1997; Ambrose & LaCour Little 2001; Calhoun & Deng 2002).

The essence of the ARM is that interest rate risk is passed on to the

borrower. However, the default risk that lenders then face may have a

significant impact upon their cash flows. This risk of default might arise

out of the characteristics of the borrower (e.g. credit worthiness), or from

the specific features of the mortgage instrument (e.g. periodic caps and
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their adjustment frequencies). Determining the relative contribution of

these factors is important for the lender’s cash and risk management, and

for MBS valuation. Prepayment is also an issue insofar as the cap and

adjustment terms establish boundary conditions that create a call option

on the adjustable rate mortgage debt. There is evidence that the rates of

prepayment on ARM mortgages in the US during the 1990s, have signifi-

cantly exceeded the rates for FRM borrowers (Ambrose & LaCour Little

2001).

The methods and development of research in this area reflects mortgage

termination work in general. For example, there is research covering

aggregate ARM termination from mortgage pools (Huang & Xia 1996;

Sanyal 1994). There are also studies using loan level data focusing upon

prepayment (Lea & Zorn 1986; Zorn & Lea 1989; Cunningham & Capone

1990; Phillips et al. 1996; Vanderhoff 1996; Green & Shilling 1997); or

default (SA-Aadu 1988; Cunningham & Capone 1990). Recent work has

adopted the competing risk perspective (Ambrose & LaCour Little 2001;

Calhoun & Deng 2002). Of course, a relevant issue not always considered

is the extent to which the choice of mortgage instrument creates a select-

ivity issue for studies focusing upon a single mortgage type.

A concern of early studies using ARM data was the relative importance of

the characteristics of the borrower and the features of the ARM contract

(SA-Aadu 1988; Cunningham & Capone 1990). The research also used data

from a single lender. The results of studies differ with SA-Aadu finding

variables reflecting the borrower’s credit worthiness generally statistically

significant, and Cunningham & Capone finding only the net worth of the

borrower to be significant. Cunningham & Capone conclude that differ-

ences in default rates between FRM and ARM contracts ‘result from the

contractual provisions of ARMs . . . and not from borrower clientele

effects’.15 The Cunningham & Capone study did use a multinomial logit

model to account for prepayment, and utilised current data on house

prices. A finding emphasising the importance of the features of the con-

tract generally supports the option theoretic approach to mortgage de-

fault,16 and variables indicating the extent to which the option was ‘in

the money’ (e.g. equity net of moving costs) were also found to be statis-

tically significant.

The option theoretic approach can be tested by analysing a household’s

response to interactions between key state variables and contract features

(boundary conditions). The analysis can be extended by determining if

households respond in the same manner to contract characteristics, re-

gardless of whether they hold an FRM or an ARM. Calhoun & Deng (2002)
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separately estimated a multinomial logit, competing risk, model on ARM

and FRM contracts. Though the research found similar responses to option

theoretic variables for both ARM and FRM holders, there was some evi-

dence that borrowers might self-select between these two forms of con-

tract. This could reflect unobserved heterogeneity, or some other

selectivity mechanism such as potential household mobility. A further

indicator of selectivity was the lesser sensitivity of ARM holders to inter-

est rate terms, possibly indicating a shorter expected holding period.

The theoretical work of Kau et al. (1993) discussed in Chapter 9 pointed to

the strong impact of ‘teaser rates’ on prepayment behaviour, mortgage

value and mortgage pricing. Any study of household behaviour of ARM

holders must account for ‘teaser rates’. However, some research has found

that ‘teaser rates’ do not have a significant effect on, or discourage, prepay-

ment (Green & Shilling 1997; Phillips et al. 1996; Vanderhoff 1996). More

recent work by Ambrose & LaCour Little (2001) employing the competing

risk framework of Deng et al. (2000), found a positive relationship between

the size of discount and the likelihood of prepayment. Also ARM holders

were found to be more likely to prepay than borrowers holding an FRM.

Ambrose & LaCour Little (2001) provide empirical confirmation of the

theoretical predictions and numerical simulations of Kau et al.

Though the more sophisticated recent research has detected the expected

effects of ‘teaser rates’ on prepayment behaviour it is useful to consider why

the results of studies might differ. Most studies of ARM prepayment behav-

iour have utilised sometimes limited data from individual lenders covering

short time periods, thus inhibiting generalisation. The chosen period of the

business or interest rate cycle could also significantly influence results

(Phillips et al. 1996). Ambrose & LaCour Little (2001) note that Vanderhoff

(1996) finds a lower risk of prepayment for ARMs during a period of reces-

sion when prepayment might have been inhibited, perhaps by default, again

emphasising the importance of a competing risk perspective. The question

of significant clientele/signalling effects in mortgage instrument choice

and subsequent termination behaviour remains a crucial one for research.

Given the significant differences between the UK and US mortgage markets

discussed in Chapter 1, and in other chapters, then there are also important

variations in the features of mortgage contracts across housing finance

systems. Unfortunately, there are few UK studies of mortgage termination

behaviour available. Theoretical work on the valuation of UK mortgage

instruments has been presented by Pereira et al. (2002, 2003). There is also

empirical research on time to default Lambrecht et al. (1997), and default

risk (Chinloy 1995). There is currently only one study of UK prepayment
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behaviour (Institute of Actuaries 2002). However, UK research does offer

examples of both the application and the limitations of the option theoretic

approach to the analysis of mortgage termination.

Lambrecht et al. note that in the UK ‘ruthless’ default is less likely

because the liability for the outstanding mortgage balance remains with

the borrower.17 Using a duration analysis on a sample of defaulters, from

1987–1991, the researchers found that ability to pay variables exceeded

equity variables in importance.18 Chinloy also found in favour of the

importance of liquidity constraints for default in the UK mortgage market,

reflecting the liquidity squeezes that can arise with a variable (bullet) rate

of interest. The Institute of Actuaries examined UK fixed rate contracts

finding the age of the debt, house price inflation, interest rate differentials

and prepayment charges effect the likelihood of prepayment. Especially

given the theoretical lead of Pereira et al. there is much more scope for

research into mortgage termination behaviour in the UK mortgage market.

Mortgage termination studies that have considered mortgage instruments

other than the US standard FRM have also found for the importance of the

option theoretic approach. The competing risk methodology has proved

effective in analysing ARM loan performance. However, there has been

some evidence of clientele, or selection effects. Research needs to account

for potentially important selectivity biases arising from the choice of

mortgage instrument. This has implications for mortgage security valu-

ation and the balance sheet management of lenders. ‘Teaser rates’ on the

ARM, or the VRM in the UK, appear to have a significant impact upon

prepayment behaviour. There is no econometric study as yet of prepay-

ment that reflects consumer search and switching between providers, a

matter related to the heavy discounting of mortgage debt driven by mort-

gage market competition.

Another issue for further attention is the known lags in the adjustment of

ARM rates to changes in indices. Simulations show that these different

reactions can have significant effects on the sensitivity of mortgage price

to interest rate variables (Boudoukh et al. 1997; Stanton & Wallace 1999).

This may also be an imperative for UK research, where mortgage interest

rates have demonstrated a variable lag with respect to base rate changes

(Miles 1994; Leece 2000a).

Summary and conclusions

This chapter of the book has examined the empirical evidence for the

‘ruthless’ default and option-based prepayment models outlined and
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discussed in Chapter 9. The option theoretic approach certainly offers

important insights into household behaviour in the mortgage market.

There was empirical verification of the relevance and importance of ra-

tional financial calculation, and the wealth maximising behaviour in-

volved in option theory. However, the analysis of loan level data to

estimate empirical default and prepayment functions did suggest that

borrower characteristics, affordability, liquidity and credit market con-

straints also have important effects on termination.

The study of mortgage termination behaviour exhibited increasing econo-

metric sophistication. This sophistication represented a different way of

viewing prepayment and default. Competing risk models recognised the

importance of the interaction between the prepayment and default

options. Generally, this work reinforced the importance and empirical

validity of the option theoretic perspective. However, despite this sophis-

tication and a sense that more and more of borrower behaviour was being

explained, there was still some evidence that a proportion of the popula-

tion in US studies apparently behaves in a sub-optimal fashion. More

detailed loan level data may shed further light on this issue.

The empirical research also highlighted significant differences in the per-

formance of different mortgage instruments, expressed in terms of prepay-

ment and/or default behaviour. This was important from the point of view

of mortgage securitisation, where the FRM had been more readily securi-

tised than the ARM. Previous chapters had noted the signalling and

screening characteristics of different mortgage designs. Though there was

as yet little direct empirical evidence of the information role of contract

design, differences in default and prepayment rates were indicative. Future

research might further consider household mobility and the complexity

and selectivity apparent in mortgage instrument choice. Flexible amortisa-

tion might also impact upon observed termination behaviour, as flexible

mortgage instruments become more widely adopted. New data and in-

creasingly the sophisticated competing risk methodology could generate

yet more interesting and reliable results.

Guide to further reading

This is one of the most extensive areas of mortgage market research and

the fastest moving. Thus this chapter has tried to cover the basic issues

and give the researcher/student sufficient leverage to handle the burgeon-

ing literature in this area. A must read for the student of default is the

review of studies by Quercia & Stegman (1992). The chapter has noted the

increasing tendency to focus upon default and prepayment as competing
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risks. Therefore recent papers such as those by Pavlov (2001) are recom-

mended for further elucidation of this technique, discussions of its advan-

tages in estimation and further review of the literature.

Notes

1 Green & Shoven note ‘The point is that the effective maturity of the mortgage

asset is endogenous to the evolution of interest rates and perhaps, other eco-

nomic variables’ (p. 42).

2 Archer et al. (1997, p. 160) note ‘The approach in this study is fundamentally

empirical. As noted, the state of theory on household mobility is highly incom-

plete, making the construction of an integrated theory of mortgage termin-

ations problematic.’

3 Deng et al. (2000) present a clear exposition of the actual calculation of this

measure in Appendix A on page 304 of their paper.

4 Another variation is the market value of the primary mortgage debt – the book

value of the mortgage debt (see Archer et al. 1996, p. 249).

5 For a short and very clear exposition of some of the alternative techniques used

in the literature see Calhoun & Deng (2002, pp. 11–12).

6 At the time of writing, and according to Clapp et al. (2001, p. 420, fn. 19) the

software required to estimate this particular model is not commercially avail-

able.

7 Elmer and Seelig (1999, p. 2).

8 This includes some research in working paper form that subsequently emerges

in published form post-1992.

9 The post-1969 research extends from using the characteristics of the loan. (e.g.

loan-to-value, interest rate) to include a selection of borrower and property

characteristics (see Quercia & Stegman 1992, p. 345).

10 See Quercia & Stegman (1992, p. 361).

11 This, as the author admits, introduces its own biases in terms of representing

the general population (LaCour Little 1999).

12 The authors estimate that only about 25% of borrowers in the sample would

have been constrained by falling house prices (LaCour Little, 1999, p. 246).

13 In this study changes in the lending environment are proxied by the average

level of points and fees.

14 Particularly interesting in the Pavlov (2001) study is the finding that borrowers

in low income areas exploit refinancing opportunities less than those in areas of

higher income. Coupled with the insignificant impact of mortgage value on

mobility then low income households are more likely to be refinancing under

less favourable conditions, implying comparatively higher housing costs for

such borrowers. Why low income groups should refinance less is not clear as

Pavlov does not have credit history data available, but this or other aspects of

transactions costs including levels of financial sophistication may underlie this

phenomenon.

15 Cunningham & Capone (1990, p. 1699).
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16 Variations in the contract features of the FRM can also be important. Phillips et

al. (1996) estimated a multinomial logit model with default, prepayment and

continuation as outcomes and found that termination probabilities vary by the

term of the FRM, as well as between the ARM and FRM. For example, FRM 15-

year prepayments are more responsive to falls in the interest rate than prepay-

ments on the 30-year FRM.

17 There have been claims that repossessed houses have been sold off quickly at

lower than expected prices and leaving such households in higher than

expected debt. Thus there is an interesting agency problem for default studies

in the United Kingdom.

18 This research was also unusual in finding a positive association between

loan-to-value ratio and time to default. This may have been due to data meas-

urement problems (second loans on homes could not be identified), and omitted

variable bias (see Lambrecht et al. 1997, p. 487).
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11
Conclusion: The ‘Field’ of Mortgage

Market Economics

Introduction

I like to think that researching into the mortgage market can be viewed as

something akin to research into black holes in physics. Cash constrained

households with large mortgage debt will appreciate the analogy, but

mortgage choices merit a similar place of importance in the study of

economic performance and microeconomic behaviour in general. Early

chapters of this book pointed to the size and importance of the mortgage

market in many countries, its increasingly global nature and its critical

impact on households, lenders, secondary mortgage market investors

and national economic performance. At the very least the mortgage market

can be viewed as a fruitful and insightful area for research, or even case

study material for the application of key microeconomic concepts.

The US, Canada and the UK, with their large sophisticated mortgage

markets, have been the main focuses of research into mortgage market

economics. In the US the size of the securitised mortgage market has been

a prime motivator for theoretical modelling, and empirical work. In the

UK the prevalence of variable rate debt, the importance of the mortgage

market as a monetary transmission mechanism, and the more extreme

swings in house prices and borrowing have motivated much research.

Research of the kind focused upon in this book has appeared in Australia,

Japan, the Far East, India and Eastern Europe. The already extensive work

on housing finance systems can benefit from the type of studies of mort-

gage choices presented here.

North American and European work can inform research in other

economies. Institutional and policy features are clearly important. For



example, mortgage markets in France or in Eastern Europe are very differ-

ent from those in the UK or the US. Chapter 1 noted how different housing

finance systems effected the menu of mortgage contracts available to the

borrower. However, there are important theories, econometric techniques

and empirically based perspectives on household behaviour that should

inform any serious, rigorous research agenda. For example, option theor-

etic approaches are ahistorical but can aid the valuation of the components

of very different forms of mortgage contract. The effects of credit rationing

on the truncation of observed choices would be relevant to empirical

methodologies applied elsewhere. Also, mortgage contracts of different

design can be evaluated in terms of risk and optimum payment profiles.

The evolution of other housing finance systems may produce the hetero-

geneity of mortgage contracts observed in the US and UK, and discussed

throughout this book, highlighting information, signalling and agency

problems, which are well treated by theory.

This final chapter is used to bring together the various dimensions of

mortgage market economics discussed in this book, and highlight import-

ant and possible areas for future research. This is done in two ways. First,

we look back at a previous review of the state of the art presented in a

seminal paper by Follain, published in 1990. In that paper he surveyed the

key research issues in mortgage choice, and took stock of progress up to

1989. Given the focus of this book on household decision making then

the Follain paper is particularly apt. We will find some of his concerns

enduring, while others are being addressed in new ways. Second, we revisit

the main themes of this book. Finally, we reflect upon the changing nature

of the mortgage market and issues in mortgage market economics, and

consider some issues that the book has not had the time and space to cover.

The state of the art of mortgage market economics: retrospect

and prospect

In his 1989 Presidential Address delivered to the American Real Estate and

Urban Economics Association, James R. Follain noted that ‘Mortgage

choice is also the topic of this address because it is a challenging problem

ripe for additional study’.1 He defined mortgage choices to include the

demand for debt (loan-to-value ratio), choice of mortgage instrument, and

refinancing and default decisions.

In his review of the state of the art of research into mortgage choices

there are several areas where Follain notes the paucity of literature. The

choice of loan-to-value ratio, or mortgage demand, was seen as much
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understudied, with the mortgage demand observed to be a mere multiple

of housing demand. This issue was explored in Chapters 2 and 3 of this

book. There has been an increase in research that does not treat the link

between housing and mortgage demand quite so mechanistically, and has

extended analysis to consumption and portfolio decisions. However, it

still remains true that more theoretical and empirical research is welcome

in this area. The emergence of flexible amortisation scheduling in some

economies raises new questions regarding the demand for housing debt.

Flexible mortgage designs may overcome capital market imperfections and

facilitate life cycle planning, presenting new challenges to financial inter-

mediaries packaging mortgages into securities.

Follain also noted the importance of the points/coupon choice and con-

sidered little written on this topic. There is now a quite extensive litera-

ture in this area some of which was cited in Chapters 6 and 7. There have

been significant theoretical developments in understanding how mortgage

instruments can act as screening and signalling devices, though there is

little econometric work. However, the theory is beginning to inform

econometric specifications in prepayment and default studies. The re-

searcher is faced with the complexity of the interdependence of mortgage

choices. In theory mortgage termination, mortgage demand and choice of

mortgage instrument are all simultaneously determined. Fully modelling

this simultaneity remains a significant challenge.

Research into decisions to prepay or default had already received consider-

able attention by researchers by 1990, and Follain noted this. The different

stages in the development of work concerning mortgage termination were

outlined in Chapter 9. Both theoretical and empirical work on mortgage

termination continues to expand; to the extent that such research almost

demands a separate book. Recent studies have noted the competing nature

of default and prepayment decisions and have contributed significantly to

our understanding of household prepayment and default behaviour. Exam-

ining mortgage termination in the context of household mobility has led

to a richer view of household decision making, and more efficient and

consistent econometric estimation. Yet, more interesting work can be

expected in this area.

Some of the greatest challenges in the field of mortgage market economics

are in the development of appropriate theoretical models. Follain notes the

division in 1989 between models based upon certainty and uncertainty

models that facilitate the application of theoretical and empirical perspec-

tives adopted from financial economics. This distinction was made much
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of in the discussion of mortgage demand in Chapters 2 and 3. The basic

model with certainty has been used to explain loan-to-value ratios Other

than option theoretic approaches uncertainty models have not yet received

a lot of theoretical or empirical attention in the study of mortgage demand.

More work on the portfolio setting of mortgage debt would be welcome,

particularly critical approaches to the relevance of the propositions of

Modigliani & Miller for a household’s mortgage choices and financial

decision making.

One of the greatest difficulties in modelling mortgage demand under

uncertainty is combining this with liquidity constraints and capital

market imperfections. Though some theoretical work, such as that by

Plaut (1986) on amortisation, has included credit and cash constraints

there is still more work needed in this area. The work of Stein (1995) and

Ortalo-Magne & Rady (1999, 2002), covering down payment constraints

and housing cycles could be extended to incorporate uncertainty in asset

markets including the property market. Follain made an interesting appeal

to link the results of empirical studies of liquidity constraints in housing

and mortgage markets to broader debates in macroeconomics; this on the

grounds that mortgage markets are where liquidity constraints are most

likely to be found. To this perspective we can add the further likelihood of

significant information and agency problems. These links were stressed

throughout Chapters 4 to 6 of this book, as well as emerging again as

considerations in the studies of prepayment and default behaviour evalu-

ated in Chapters 9 and 10.

The option theoretic perspectives discussed in Chapters 9 and 10 are based

upon uncertainty, but there are other important issues involved here too.

Follain noted that empirical studies of prepayment did not allow for

variations in the expected holding period of the mortgage. Insofar as a

complete understanding of mortgage terminations requires a theory of

household mobility, in which termination is embedded, then this has

not yet been fully achieved. However, there have been significant attempts

to incorporate mobility into termination decisions (see Pavlov 2001). Fol-

lain pointed out that there is no comprehensive model that covers all

mortgage choices made by households. It remains true that the certainty

models best explain the choice of loan-to-value ratio and liquidity con-

straints, while uncertainty models give important insights into refinan-

cing and default decisions. Research in both of these areas and

encompassing different worldviews continues to expand. This book has

adopted both of these perspectives and pursued a number of key themes

around which to organise the main issues.
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Revisiting the themes of the book

Several major themes have been pursued in this book. One of these is the

importance of household behaviour in the mortgage market and the valid-

ity of using a variety of perspectives to better understand it. The perfectly

competitive no arbitrage economy, assumed in the option theoretic work,

provided invaluable insights into behaviours based upon rational financial

calculation. Increasingly sophisticated econometric modelling had estab-

lished the empirical validity of this approach. Such work also facilitated

the valuation of mortgage debt, and the efficient pricing of contracts.

Effective mortgage valuation was an important issue for the management

of financial intermediaries’ balance sheets and risk positions, and ultim-

ately the development of efficient mortgage markets. However, perspec-

tives based upon affordability, liquidity constraints and incomplete

markets are also valid and fruitful areas for research.

Despite the empirical success of the option theoretic approach it was the

case that research into mortgage choices had identified a significant

degree of sub-optimal decision making. Thus a second major perspective,

discussed throughout this book, is the benefit of segmenting samples

and recognising variations in microeconomic behaviour. For example,

grouping samples by the extent to which credit constraints were binding,

or by groups evidencing different degrees of unobserved heterogeneity.

Liquidity constrained groups were evident in the study of mortgage

demand, and the possibility of varying degrees of financial sophistication

was apparent in the study of mortgage termination behaviour. Sometimes

groups may have self-selected by choice of mortgage instrument giving the

noted signalling role to different mortgage designs.

A key theme was mortgage contract design, and explanations for the

heterogeneity of mortgage contracts that we observe. Of course, in a

perfectly competitive economy with complete markets some mortgage

choices, including mortgage demand and the choice of mortgage instru-

ment, would be a matter of indifference to borrowers. When borrowers are

risk averse and lenders risk-neutral then mortgage contracts involve im-

portant elements of risk sharing. Capital market imperfections and funda-

mental imperfections in mortgage design that involve the tilting of

real payments towards the early life of the debt suggest the importance

of payment profiles and the trade off with risk. Flexible amortisation

scheduling raises new issues for risk sharing and contract design. Hetero-

geneity of contract design is apparent in the more sophisticated housing

finance systems, it is important to continue to research the information

and incentive problems attending or solved by such variety.
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Throughout the book comparisons have been made between the research

conducted in the US and the UK. The focus on these two economies

reflects the sophistication of the their respective housing finance systems

and the substantial body of work emanating from academics and private

and government agencies in the two countries. The comparison also high-

lighted the way in which some theoretical perspectives and econometric

methodologies can be adopted for study in different forms of housing

finance system, but also emphasised the importance of differences. For

example, the different ways in which prepayment risk is priced with

redemption penalties, rather than points in the UK, possibly contributes

to a short-term perspective on decision making. A current concern in the

UK is how to achieve the dominance of the long-term fixed rate mortgage

instrument, which raises interesting questions regarding the future evolu-

tion and development of mortgage markets, and the nature of mortgage

market economics.

Mortgage markets and mortgage market economics

– where to?

One way of presenting the issues involved in mortgage market economics is

to consider certain phenomena as puzzles. The benchmark for such puzzles

is typically the outcomes of a perfectly competitive economy with com-

plete markets. For example, why do countries have such different systems

of housing finance, together with their domination by different mortgage

contracts: Germany with its bond-funded long-term fixed rate debt, and

variable rate mortgages in the UK? History, the evolution of institutional

features and public policy all have a role in the emergence and development

of such diverse markets. Chapter 1 noted some reasons why we might

observe very different mortgage instruments in different economies, for

example the long-term fixed rate contract prevalent in the US. This then

raises the question of how we might expect mortgage markets to develop

and what research issues might emerge or persist?

Lea (2000) considers the global trends in housing finance systems. Some of

these trends have been noted earlier in the book, such as increased inte-

gration of the global economy. The adoption of a common currency by the

European Union in 1999 is an example of this integration. The prevalence

of variable rate debt in the UK is an example of where the dominance of a

particular form of mortgage contract results in a barrier to integration.

Securitisation encouraged the flow of housing finance across national

boundaries. Lea notes the vulnerability of national housing finance

systems to economic and financial crises occurring in other parts of the
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world. For example, the South East Asian real estate crises. The processes

of integration and globalisation are far from complete and there remains a

significant variety of market structures and contract designs.

The future evolution of actual housing finance systems is likely to be

complex and difficult to predict. For example, flexible mortgages have

optimal properties but have spread unevenly on an international scale.

They are prevalent in Australia but they have not become widespread in

the US. The mortgage market is ever shifting and complex. Van Order

(2000) points to the dangers of forecasting its future shape. He notes that it

would have been difficult from the viewpoint of the 1970s to predict the

rise of the US secondary market in the 1980s, and then to forecast the

competitive reaction of savings and loans institutions in the 1990s. How-

ever, it may not be unreasonable to forecast that competition, techno-

logical advance and improved information will render markets more

complete.

One spreading feature in mortgage markets is the unbundling of origin-

ation, servicing, investment and risk management of mortgage debt via

securitisation. The trend towards unbundling mortgage products provides

an interesting example of the different ways that housing finance systems

can evolve. Van Order (2000) adopts a contrary view for the US in suggest-

ing that the trend towards unbundling might actually be reversed. Un-

bundling has created information problems for secondary market

institutions. Primary lenders have superior knowledge of the performance

of the loans that they sell on to the secondary market. Thus we have

classic cases of adverse selection and moral hazard. However, improved

access to, and processing of, information to remove this problem reduces

the need for specialisation in origination, servicing and investment, thus

rebundling might occur. Van Order notes that the extent of any rebundling

will depend upon the secondary market charter and regulations.

There are some interesting implications of improved information for the

study of household behaviour in the mortgage market, the major focus of

this book. Chapter 7 discussed the possibility that mortgage instruments

and consumers might be mis-matched (‘mis-selling’). At least for some

transitional period, such agency problems might be endogenous to the

evolution of a complex housing finance system. However, such mismatch-

ing is most likely when credit risk is not individually priced. Customised

contracts will be optimal. Thus the ultimate degree of heterogeneity in a

system of more complete markets would make such mis-matching less

likely. The spread of automatic underwriting in the US offers the possibility
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of individually priced products. Technological advances might then facili-

tate the efficient repackaging of this heterogeneous debt for investors. So

the evolving mortgage market may match borrowers’ preferences in differ-

ent ways, compatible with more complete markets.

Each housing finance system has its own developmental issues. In the UK

the debate is in terms of obtaining the benefits of the US model with its

prevalence of long-term fixed rate debt, leading to a less volatile housing

market. There is an existing basis for securitisation in the UK, which

might facilitate the supply and adoption of long-term fixed rate instru-

ments. The adoption of the FRM might also be encouraged by some

implicit or explicit FRM subsidy, as in the US. One suggestion has been

changes in the funding arrangements of lenders, to achieve a better match-

ing of assets and liabilities. This could be assisted by making fixed rate

mortgage-backed bonds of interest to pension funds (Maclennan et al.

1998). Discussion in this book has noted reasons why we might observe

a variety of mortgage contracts, so that long-term fixed rate debt might

not suit all. Defining the issue in terms of encouraging borrowers to

adopt a long-term perspective on financial planning might lead to different

ideas.

Modifying inflationary and interest rate expectations to reflect a low

inflation environment, thus encouraging borrowers to take a long-term

view is another possibility. The paradox here is that a flat yield curve, with

stable expectations, might render the choice between fixed and variable

rate debt irrelevant. Competition between UK lenders that has resulted in

a proliferation of often heavily discounted deals may have also encouraged

a short-term perspective on the choice of mortgage instrument. The spread

of more flexible mortgage repayment vehicles could assist in overcoming

capital market imperfections and liquidity constraints that might shift the

borrowers’ focus to the long term, though for this to work borrowers might

need to be protected against possible default. Securitisation and the in-

creased integration of mortgage markets with international capital

markets might ultimately dictate the borrowers’ menu of mortgage con-

tracts.

Securitisation of mortgage debt will become an increasingly important

phenomenon in many housing finance systems. Securitisation requires a

number of preconditions to develop into a sustainable market. Legal

underpinnings, macroeconomic stability and competitive mortgage

markets are all necessary. A standardised mortgage product must be avail-

able, so that similar mortgages can be pooled. This ensures that cash flows
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are more predictable and investment companies can more readily apply

due diligence. Origination must be based upon clear and known under-

writing standards with the ability to ascertain the credit risk of borrowers.

There is the problem here that securitisation can facilitate standardisation

of mortgage products, and favourable primary market developments, but

that a self-sustaining market requires these features as a precondition. The

discussion in Chapter 1 warned against relying upon securitisation as a

universal panacea, and transition and developing economies in particular

may require the careful nurturing of their primary markets, and a regard to

the critical sequencing of development towards more integrated capital

markets.

Previous chapters have discussed the emergence of new market segments,

in particular sub-prime lending. From the securitisors’ point of view the

division between sub-prime and prime lending might become less

distinct, with an erosion of the segmented basis of mortgage lending to

these markets. Improved information and the general evolution of the

housing finance system might offer a central place to flexible amortisa-

tion, even for borrowers who are a high credit risk. Ultimately, even the

distinction between mortgage borrowing and other debt components

might become completely irrelevant. There is even an argument for the

demise of securitisation, if markets become more complete. Securitisation

need not fade away if it continues to afford benefits of increased liquidity

or overcomes information problems, and even in a world of individually

priced fully flexible mortgage instruments there may be identifiable

stable pools of interest and debt repayments for packaging. These ideas

are speculative but invite a consideration of trends in mortgage market

developments.

There are at least two cautions to any forecast of more complete markets,

and the demise of the mortgage product as we know it. The first is that

there are enough existing capital market imperfections and information

problems to keep interested academics and practitioners busy for some

time. This is especially so in evolving housing finance systems. The

second is that teleological predictions are fraught with danger, for example

consumer behaviour, lenders’ preferences and a continuing need to iden-

tify collateral might all sustain clearly distinguished mortgage products.

An emerging research issue that reflects upon the factors underpinning the

existence of different mortgage contracts is the interaction of housing/

mortgage decisions with consumers’ portfolio choices, particularly when

those portfolios are not fully diversified. This is already evident in the

work of Brueckner (1997) and Fratantoni (1997, 1998). These issues will be

of interest and of practical importance for some time.
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Other issues

That the literature in mortgage market economics is vast and growing is

evidenced by the size of the bibliography in this book. It has not been

possible to do justice to all dimensions of mortgage market economics. It

is hoped that though the literature appears to be rapidly expanding, this

book will have provided some understanding and insight into the key areas

of analysis, presented the interesting research questions and usefully ex-

pounded on the theoretical and methodological developments that facili-

tate further study and research. However, it has been necessary to sideline

some important issues.

The main focus of this book has been the residential mortgage market in

advanced housing finance systems. There is much ongoing work on mort-

gage market development in transitional economies that has not been

discussed here. The commercial mortgage market is also important and

involves many issues similar to residential mortgage market analysis, in

addition to some characteristics and research questions of its own (e.g.

Follain & Ondrich, 1997). Multi-family mortgages in the US, where mort-

gages are raised to purchase additional property to let is an important

issue. In the UK the rapid growth of ‘buy to let’ and corresponding mort-

gages merits rigorous research, if only because it reflects upon the invest-

ment aspects of housing demand and mortgage finance.

It has not been possible to explore or even mention all possible mortgage

designs and their specific purposes. For example, an important mortgage

instrument in the US is the reverse mortgage that can generate additional

income in retirement. In the UK home income plans and equity release

schemes are designed to release housing equity to supplement retirement

income. These schemes have been criticised for poor performance and

have raised issues relating to mis-matching of products to consumers

needs (‘mis-selling’). Demographic changes, radical changes in pension

systems and concerns over household savings behaviour also make this a

pressing research issue. The economics of discrimination in mortgage

markets is another area that continues to develop. The organising

principle of this book was the key areas of household decision making

relating to mortgage choices.

Final thoughts

This book began by noting the international importance of the mortgage

market, together with the way that household behaviour was becoming an
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increasingly central concern. The growth of the securitised mortgage

market was also seen to have implications for the welfare of households.

Mortgage demand and its estimation was presented as a central issue in

relation to which other household mortgage choices could be considered.

Such choices included the selection of mortgage instrument, the decision

on how fast to amortise debt and prepayment and default behaviour.

The mortgage choices of households could be viewed through the lens of

affordability, or the abstract notion of a perfectly competitive no arbitrage

economy. Each of these perspectives offered insights into the household

choices that we have noted. Future mortgage and capital market develop-

ments in many countries, and even new techniques and data, may shift the

balance between these two views. What is certain is that the mortgage

market will continue to be an important focus for academic analysis, and

for financial and economic policy in many economies. It has proven to be a

market capable of the most dramatic and interesting changes, and one of

enduring fascination, if only for the intellectual puzzles and practical

challenges that its form, behaviour and development present.

Note

1 The address is reprinted in AREUEA Journal (1990, vol. 18, No. 2, pp. 125–44),

now Real Estate Economics. The reference for the quotation is Follain (1990,

p. 126).
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